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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION. 

This is a new and enlarged edition vf the “ STUDENT'S 

MAXUAL OF MsRATHI GRAMMAR,” designed equally for begin- 
ners and advanced students. The former are advised ail 
over the Notes, printed in small type, as well as the portions in 

the text which are specified as useful at an advanced stage of 

study. I have given copious explanations, not seldom ‘oor 

ing to offer a rationale of the facts or forms discussed, as in- 

telligent students, in these days, are expected to know more 
than what is merely elementary and practical. -I have also 
endeavoured to determine the exact form and sense of every 
grammatical word and inflection; and the value of definite 
opinions on these points can be truly estimated only by those 
who are acquainted with the present painful state of uncertainty 
and doubt that generally prevails. I have, moreover, attempt- 
ed to simplify and systematise several difficult departments of 
Marathi grammar. I would specially cite, by way of example, 
the Declension of Nouns, The number of the Declensions has 
been reduced from six or seven to three, if not absolutely to 
one, while a most simple method of deriving the crude-form 
has been suggested. By the aid of two pronominal letters any 
Marathi noun could be declined with absolute certainty. For 
this and other imvortant changes in my book, I am indebted 
chiefly to the Comparative Grammar of Bopp, a work which is 
nod more valuable for what it explicitly teaches than for what 
it obscurely suggests. It ig by a study of this wonderful work 
that I have been led to look for something deeper, 
more spiritual in words than what their external form reveals, 
and it is under its guidance that, I believe, I have attained , though but imperfectly, to the hidden life of some of the Marathi words and inflections. Indeed, there is nothing arbi- trary and conventional in language: every form of it is instinet with life and reason. Panini may be said to have given it a 

truer, and 
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body of perfect beauty and symmetry, but Bopp- has the honour 
of having communicated to it the breath of life. * 

The sections on the Inherent a, the Accent, the Compound 
Verbs, &c., may be regarded as quite new and original, while 
the chapters on Etymology, though they cannot jean. nayich 
originality, will not fail to prove interesting. They have been 
written chiefly with the aid of Dr. Murr’s Sanskrit Texts 
Professor CowEL’s Prdékrit Prakasa, and Mr. BEAME’S ton. 
paratie Grammar of the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. Very valu- 
able information on the Marathi idioms has been derived from 
the works of MoLESworRTH, CANDY and STEVENSON. 

Besides the works cited above, I have profitably consulted 
many others, among which I would mention with prominence 
the miscellaneous writings of Profs. Max MULLER and WHITNEY, 
presenting, as they do, the results of the modern philological 
investigations, in a simple and attractive form, lit up with 
original observations of great beauty and force, as well as the 
Marathi Grammars of my personal friends, Messrs. DapoBa and 
GODBOLE, together with the Hindi and Urdu Grammars of the 
Rev. W. ETHERINGTON and Prof. Dowson. 

I pray that the Divine blessing may rest upon this humble 

effort to benefit students. 

PREFACE TO THE THIRD KDITION. 
Some portions of this book have been re-written and a great 

deal of new matter has been added, which, I trust, will enhance 

its utility and importance. 

«© Every form of declension and conjugation, every genitive, and every 

so-called infinitive and gerund is the result of a long succession of efforts 

and of intelligent efforts. There is nothing accidental, nothing irregular, 

nothing without a purpose and meaning in any part of Greek or Latin 

grammar. Noone who has ouce discovered this hidden life of language, no 

ove who has once found out that, what seemed to be merely anomalous and 

whimsical in language is but, as it were, a petrifaction of thought of deep, 

curious, poetical, philosophical thought, will ever rest again till he has 

descended as far as he can descend into the ancient shafts of human speech, 

exploring level after level and testing every successive foundation which 

supports the surface of each spoken language.” —Max Miiller, 
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STUDENT’S MARATHI GRAMMAR. 
—$—$—$—__——— —— 

CHAPTER I. 

Orthography. ( attrare. ) 

LETTERS: THEIR FORMS AND SOUNDS. 

§ 1—§ 14. 

1. Tse Marathi alphabet, as popularly given, consists of 

fifty-two letters, only fifty of which represent distinct original 

sounds. 

2. ‘Lhe letters are methodically enumerated in the alphabet, 
the Vowels ( at) being given first, and next the Conso- 

nants ( saa ). 

THE VOWELS. 

Aa M4, F,TuH db, eri, HE, SLi, BW lt, Te ai, 
Sit 0, Ht au, St am, st: ah. 

Note.—The sounds represented by sf ai and st: ah are consonants, 

but are given along with the vowels as they are always used with 
them. ( Sect. 9, ) 

THE CONSONANTS. 

# ha, a kha, 7 ga, & gha, = na, % cha, & chha, FW I4, W jha, 
J ua, tu, % tha, eda, t dha, & na, T fa, y tha, & da, ¥ dha, 
T nd, T pa, F pha, & ha, 4 bha, & ma, a ya,i14,% la, & va, 
T sa, & sha, A sa, = hu, Bla, wt ksha, a dnya. 

Vole——at ksha and & dnya are compound consonants and do not 
represent original simple sounds ; but they are assigned a place in the 
alphabet only as they are represented by peculiar forms, 

L an 



2 FORMS AND SOUNDS OF THB LETTERS.  [§ 3— 

3. The Vowels are pronounced freely, the breath being unr 
impeded by the parts of the mouth, but the breath does not 
pass so freely when the Consonants are uttered. Hence the 
distinction between the Vowels and the Consonants. 

Note.—“‘ In forming consonants, the breath or voice is stopped or 
squeezed, with an effect of percussion, sibilation, buzzing, or vibra- 
tion, in some part of the guttural or oral passage ; and in forming 
vowels, the breath or voice flows through similar but more open and 
‘ fixed ’ configurations, which merely shape or mould the breath, 
without impeding its emission”— A.M. BELL, 

4, Besides the general division of the letters of the Mara- 
thi alphabet into the Vowels and the Consonants, there are 
other points of distinction noticeable in the classification of the 
letters, which are specified below. 

Note.—The Marathi alphabet is most perfect, every letter being 
assigned in it the exact place it is entitled to, in harmony with the 

scientific laws of utterance. 

5. ‘The Vowels are called f@za@ or open letters as the larynx 
is quite open when they are uttered, and the breath passes 
freely through it (Sect. 3); but in uttering the Consonants, the 
breath is impeded by the complete or partial closure of the 

organs of the month (Sect. 7), When the closure is complete, 

they are called eq or contact, and when it is imperfect, they 

are called either, #y¢ Frzq ( partially open), or ¢¥¢ Ee 
(partially closed). 

6. The open letters may be called Vocals, the completely 

closed, Mutes, and the partially open or closed, Semi-vocals. 

Thus— 

THE VOCALS. 

tu, ad, FUTL IWR IK ULE WBF 
Us IT 0; sit au. 

THE MUTES. 

mw ha,-a kha, Tye, Tyhu, F nw; A cha, & chha, Wa, A 

pha, tia 5 F ta, 5 tha, edu, dha, Tna; 7 la, 4 tha, = da, 
> 

aq dha, na; % pa, ® pha, a ba, 4 bha, Fina. 



§ 8] FORMS AND SOUNDS OF THE LETTERS. 

THE SEMI-VOCALS. 

(1) Lartially Open, or Liquids.—q ya, t ra. & la, @ va. 

Note.—These semi-vocals are called aq:eqy (or those holding a 

middle place) by the Sanskrit Grammarians as they stand between 
the Mutes and the Partially Closed consonants. They are, also, 
denominated Liquids, as they have a smooth and flowing sound, 
and easily unite with the other letters. 

(2) Partially Closed, or Sibilants.—z sa, q sha. @ 8a, z ha. 

Note.—These are called xa or sibilants—being uttered with 
a hissing sound. 

7. The mutes are further arranged in the alphabet into 
five classes according to the organs or parts of the mouth which 
affect their utterance. The organs or parts of the mouth (zaq1a) 
are five, and they are the throat, the palate, the roof of the palate, 
the teeth and the lips. We give below the five organic classes 
of the Mutes :— 

1. Gutturals or @aq (throat sounds): @ ka, @ kha 
7 ga, 4 gha, S na. 

2. Palatals or areeq (palate sounds): 4 cha, 3 chha, 
WH ja, A jha, a na. 

3. Linguals or warq (top-palate sounds): z ta, x the, 
eda, dha, 1 na. 

4. Dentals or #q (teeth sounds): a ta, y tha, = da, 
q dha, a na. 

5. Labials ayeaq (lip sounds): q pa, & pha, @ ba, 
a bha, a ma. 

8. In each of the above five classes of the mutes the letters are distinguished as Surds (agia), Sonants ( aeaz ), Aspirates (Herat), Non-aspirates (weqmqim), and Nasals saratlasy, The first two letters are surds, and the last three sonants. The first surd and the first sonant are unaspirated; the second surd and the second sonant are aspirated ; and the last sonant is a nasal. Thus— 
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| Mutes (®t). 
Organic. Sit pik WF RES Wins oa ta 
7h ate Surd. | Sonant. 

Un- Un- ; ; 
aspirate. Aspirate. aspirate Aspirate. | Nasa. 

Gutturals | # ka @ kha 7 ga q gha = ha 

Palatals.... acha | & chha Ha a jha a fa 

Linguals,..| =z fa 3 tha sda z dha oT 2G 
Dentals ...| @ ta q tha = da gq dha a na 

Labials ...| ¥ pa & pha qT ba a bha ama 

Note.—In pronouncing the surds (stata voiceless), the breath 
is simply used, but not the voice, but in uttering the sonants 
(ava, voiced) the voice is used. ‘he aspirates (arersrTot strong 
breaths) are pronounced with an audible breath ash, The nasals 
(agate co-nasal or nasalised) are uttered through both the 
nose and the mouth simultaneously. The unaspirated letters are 
weqarat (weak breaths). 

9. Of the letters of the alphabet which are not included in 

the above details of classification xre the 4, a:, &, a and g, 

(a) The dot over & is called the Anusvar, and it marks a 

purely nasal sound uttered exclusively through the nose like 

the n in the French word bon, unmodified by the organs of the 
mouth. Ibis put on a vowel, and uttered after it. The purely 
nasal sound of the Anusvar is called anaz#a@ or nasal, and the 

modified nasal sound is called agariae (Sect. 8). 

(b) The two dots by the side of %: are called the Visarga, 
and they are put by the side of a vowel to express a strong 
aspirate. The Visarga is said to be produced entirely in the 

chest, unmodified by the organs of the mouth. It belongs to 

the class of the sibilants, 

(c) The & Ja, is a modification of & Ja, and does not occur 

in Sanskrit, except in some passages of the Vedas, where it is 

used for gy da. It belongs to the class of the linguals. 



§ 12] FORMS AND SOUNDS OF THE LETTERS. 5 

(d) The a ksha and @ dnya are compound consonants, for 

which see Section 14. 

10. The above details in regard to the classification of the 
letters of the Alphabet, including the vowels, are put together 

in the following table :— 

Mutes. Semi-Vocals. Vocals. 
Oryanic Classes. ( =72t ) gua f@. or *9. | ( fara) 

( carat ait ) OLLT aa! Oe <)ad PRES | 
O- 

Surds. | Sonants. ‘Surds Sonants. 
nant. 

Gutturals (ea) eia@ia | qis tee = |S, a1,7,e 
Palatals (qimeq) a S\|al\alaA a ar z,2 
Linguals (qa=7 ) z $/3| t\|q t q m, *, 
Dentals (qea)...) @ | al ala|a w 7 LS, 
Labials (ae)) 9 | Bi ala la aq TF ALAt 

scL—lgls|# , eE/SE/2|2 e@l|S E/24 
BeleB/ 2) £ ble te |S 
bris~jis } a] & D 

11. There are two modes of writing Marathi, the Balbodh, 
and Modi, the former being employed in printed books, and the 
latter in epistolary and business transactions. The alphabet 
given above in the second Section is in the Balbodh character. 

Note.—Balbodha literally means “ teachable to children,” and 
Modi “ broken or crooked.” The Balbodha character is classically 
called Devandgaré or relating to the city of the gods, and is 
exclusively employed in writing Sanskrit, the language of the 
gods, from which Marathi is derived. ‘lhe Modi letters are given 
in the Appendix. 

Note—The Balbodha character is said to be of Semitic origin 
but the point has not yet been conclusively established. 

12. Marathi is written from left to right ; and in forming 
the letters, the principal portion is written first, then the 
perpendicular line, and the transverse line last ofall. Thus 
* then 4, and then @ va; s02, 4, 4 gat, & a, & kha. 
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13, The letters are thus pronounced :— 

lhe Vowels. 

@ a corresponds in sound to @ in “Roman” 

aT ys wee oO A for” 
2 > yy 6 in “pin”? 

z 6 Y » » » & In “police” 
Ss wu ‘ » 9» » U in “pub” 

Hw r +9 » yy &W in “rade” 

* re ” ” ”» » In “rd” 

rh + » ong SOs “VA” 

% la ‘ o? op Sop EO a Gd”? 
we Lt 7 a |. * ay HOG In “lead? 

Ge es in * a eo, IN“ thera” 

t ai is 3: Sa oe OG I “gle”? 
or “ Mav” (Italian) 

Al o , »  » yp O In “go” 

al ou <i yo» gy OW IN “NOW” 

The Consonants. 

* ka corresponds to & in “king” 
@ kha ‘ » kh in “khan” 

7 ga . » J in Fi ; 
q gha ? » gh in log—hut 

S na ” 53:50 in “sing 

a chu . » ch in “church’ 

& chha : , ch+h . 

a ja . | in “jet” ; 

a jha : 35:28 in “pleasure 

A ja ° » T in “singe” 
Z ta . in “érumpet” 

3 tha . , tth 
= da , a in “drain” 
S dha me , ath 
OT na 7 » mn in ‘dint’ 

a ta 3. 8 in “tube” 
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4 tha corresponds to th in “thin ’ 
q da e og in “due” 

q dha ~ ao. “2 BR 

a na - » 0 in “then” 

q pa e » Pp in “push” 

gpha,, 3, ph in “ uphill” 
q ba e yO in “bag” 

a bhau ” »o + h 

Ama ‘ 5m in “man” 
q ya ‘ oY in “you” 

tra . a in “ Rome” 

@ ta ‘i ib in “live” 
qa va _ a) in “ vein’ 
WM su , 4» 83 in “ session” 
YT sha 2 » sh in “shew” 
q sa > 8 in “son” 
& ha . »vh in “hand” 
% la has no exact equivalent. 

14. The following particulars regarding the pronunciation 
of the Marathi letters may be carefully noted :— 

(1) The letters a and @ #a are never used in Marathi. 

(2) The letters 4 cha,z chha, @ ja, and g jhaare given in 
the alphabet with their classical sounds, but they are usually 
pronounced in Marathi as tsa, tsha, dza, and dzha. The letters 
assume their classical or fully palatal sound in words of Sanskrit 
origin as well as when they are combined with %, = and q, 
otherwise they invariably have the dento-palatal sound; thus, 
faa vichdr a thought, Sk.; qraq dsékar, a servant, ae 
tsaurang, a stool, a seat; FaAzt chimtd, a pinch; Saez chengat, 
slow. The Marathi word apg four, is always pronounced 
as char, 

Note.—The genitive termination assuming § or may 
optionally be uttered with the dento-palatal sound, in harmony 
with its origin; as, aya weary, tycitse dibap, his parents; ear 
WET tydtsé tadkari', his employment. 
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(3) The linguals = ta, 3 tha, S da, & dha, and % na, are 
somewhat differently pronounced from the English “6 a Sad 
&c. In pronouncing the Marathi linguals the tip of the 
tongue is turned round, and forcibly struck against the palate. 

(4) The letter = da is pronounced in two ways: when is 
commences a word, it has its usual sound; but when it comes 
in any other position, in the middle or at the end of a word, 
it is pronounced as rd; S® daph, a drum; asas bardbard, 
a confused noise: {ea pardat, falling. It, however, assumes its 
initial sound, both medially and finally, when it is preceded by 
the anwsvdér, or makes up a double letter; thus, @z, a rebellion, 
is band, not banrd; wg, a stand for vehicles, &, is addd. 

Note.—In the Dakhan, the lingual oy na is often erroneously 

pronounced as the dental q na; @a kan for oy an atom. 

(5) The dental letters q ta, qy tha, z da, and q dha, have, 

strictly speaking, no corresponding sounds in English. The 
Marathi letters are pronounced by making the upper surface 

of the tongue touch the gums, while in uttering the English 
“,” and “d,” the tip of the tongue js raised a little higher up. 

(6) The letter q pha is a pure labial, and not dento- 
palatal like the English “f,” the latter being uttered by 

pressing the upper front teeth against the lower lip, and trying 

to emit an aspirated sound, The Marathi § pha is pronounced 
on the other hand, by pressing the upper and lower lips against 

each other, and attempting to emit forcibly a rough aspirated 

sound, 

(7) ‘he Marathi q@ va cannot be accurately represented in 

English: it is a dento-palatal sound like “v’ without its 

aspirate ie, its h sound. The English “w” is purely labial 

produced by compressing and elongating the lips, as uttering 00 

in “cool.” The Marathi ams, a kind of seed, is val, not “wall.” 
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(8) The letter a Sa is a palatal, and belongs to the class of 

a cha, & chha, &.; q sha, a lingual, belonging to the class of 

z ta, g tha, &c.; and @ sa a dental, agreeing with the class of 

a ta, q tha, &c. The full sound of each of these sibilants could 

be mastered by attempting to utter them alcng with the class 

of letters to which they belong ; thus, 

q cha, g chha, @ Ja, a jha, at Sa. 

z ta, tha, =~ da. = dha, q sha, 

a ta, y tha, z da, qadha @ sa. 

(9) The letter @ la, which belongs to the class of the 

linguals, has no corresponding sound in English. It never 

begins a word in Marathi and 1s usually substituted for thee 

la of Sanskrit words. In Vanarese and the other Dravidian 

languages, it is freely interchanged with z da and € da. 

(10) The eg ksha and § dnya are not written as other com- 
pound consonants are, but have each a peculiar form, on 
which account they are assigned a place in the Alphabet, and 
given in the dictionaries as independent letters. The q is 
composed of ¢ ka and q sha, and may be written as aq ksha 

and also pronounced as such; but st dnya, which is composed of 
Wjaand Ana, may be written as gz, but not pronounced 
as such in Marathi, though it assumes the sound in Sanskrit. 
In Marathi it is pronounced as dnya, as if it was composed 
ofg da a na and q ya. In Gujarati it has the sound of 
gny, aud in Hindi of gya ; as ararar, jhanob4a—M. Dnydnoba, 
G. Gnydnobd, ind H. Gydnobd. 

CHAPTER Il. 

On the Nature of the Letters. 

I THE VOWLES. 

§ 15—§ 28.. 

§ 15. The vowels are simple sounds, which can be uttered 
by themselves without the aid of other letters. They are in all 
fourteen in number. 

2m 
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§ 16. The vowels are either similar aata or dissimilar 
waata ; thus, ay is similar to @ or at, but dissimilar to ever 
other ; so g is similar to g or §, but dissimilar to 4, T, wi, &e. 

§ 17. The vowels are further considered as short (Seq), or 
long ( dig), according to the time they take in utterance. ‘The 
short voweis are uttered in half of the time that the long are 
and are said to be equal to one arar or moment. a, 3g a 
and gw are short, and the remaining nine vowels Al < i = 
“, UY, a ait, are long. ee 

7 

§ 18. The long vowels are produced either by the union or 
two sumilar vowels, or by the coalition of two dissimilar vowels 
The former, by way of distinction, are simply denominated 
long vowels ( diaqzaz), and the iatter, diphthongs (aaweaz ) 
When both the uniting vowels in the diphthong are fully 
sounded, it is said to be a proper diphthong or aif& (augmen- 
tation), and when neither of the vowels is hears, but both 
melt into a third sound, it is said to be an improper diphthona 
or cv L (virtue ). 

The Long Vowels. 

aataa = ada Rr t+ eri = He rk 
gitg_gr=Et “lot alw= =e lé 
ZSutsT=HRU 

The Daphthongs. 

Imp. Diph. Prop. Diph. 

aa+giorgi= we. ad + gtorgét = & at 

aatzuwuorKRu = ayo wad t+ puogRgu = qat 

Note.—at is considered a Vriddhi vowel, and is equivalent to 

at + &. 

Note —‘That in w e and ay oa short, in @ ai and ay au, a 

long ais bound up, I infer from this, that where, 1n order to avoida 

hiatus, the last eleu.ent of a diphthung merges into its correspond- 

ing semi-vowel, out of wand ay proceed the sounds aq and wa 

(with short a) but out of @ and ait proceed dt ard du. In Zend 

arg always stands in the place of & and ayy or array in that of aw, 
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In combination (aft) #1-+ ¢ does not make @ but only @; for in 

combination af is shortened to a, as in inflectional changes at before 

a dissimilar vowel entirely disappears; qaI+ 3a =¢gq. — Bopp. 

§ 19. ‘The vowels are, also, viewed as strong or weak, grave 

(ae) or Light (wg), in regard to the manner in which they affect 

each other, inflection and composi/ion. Thus “@ and a are 

graver than the corresponding quantity of the vowel g” org; 

while % and the diphthongs are most strong and obstinate. 

(See Declenstons. ) 

Note.—In Latin, aleo, i may be considered as lighter than 
a, and takes the place of a, “ when a root with an original a@ would 

be burthened with a duplication of sound. Hence, for example 
abjicio for abjacio, tutigi for tetagr.” 

“The wis a vowel too decided and full of character to allow of 

its being exchanged in this language (Sanskrit), in relief of its 

weight, for any other. It is the most obstinate of all, and admits 

of no exclusion from a terminating syllable, in cases where a and 

i admit of suppression. Nor will it retire from a reduplicated 
syllable, in cases where a allows to be weakened down to 1. 

“ In the Gothic, also, the wu may boast of its pertinacity : it re- 
mains firm as the terminating vowel of classes of nouns where a 
and 7 have undergone suppression, and in no single case has it 
been extinguished or transmuted”. “In Arabic the wu takes 
precedence in nobility, as having its place in the nominative, 
while the declension is governed by the change of the terminating 
vowel.”— Bopp. 

Obs.—The Marathi strong vowels can be weakened ; and there 
are three ways of weakening them—Ist, by putting the Anusvar 
over them ; as awa tank, aparerto a tank, the diphthong being 
displaced in declension ; 2nd, by making them terminate feminine 
and neuter nouns; as q@iqaey 2 woman, ate women; Ses a net, 
WaT nets: and srdly, by their being uttered by people of a soft 
and feeble physique. Now most of the words in &, which strictly 
speaking, should not change in declension, are inflected in the 
Konkan, but they pertinaciously retain their forms in the 
Dakhan. Thus, an inhabitant of the latter province will never 
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Say wader, but HRst (toa leech), or qsaer, but TST to a 
side ; while the native of the Konkan will mutilate one and all] 
such forms. But when the vowels, though weakened by being 
affixed to feminin enouns, terminate nouns which’ designate 
persons, they are raised to a position of honour and dignity, and 
then they reject all mutilation, whether as regards their inflec- 
tion in the crude form, or in the plural form. 

§ 20. The vowels g, $, %, %, %, ¥, G, &, and the ciph- 
thongs are sometimes changed to the liquids (§ 6) in inflection 
and composition, aud the liquids in reference to these vowels, 
are denominated semt-vowels. Thus— 

-8 | @ ya corresponds to g 4, $ 4, we, and & ai. 
‘3 
= q va e » TUF U, A o, and ay au. 

< Tra Z » RT’ and w rt. 

= S la 9 ” oe le and % li. 

Note.—In Marathi, the strong vowels, if forced to a displace- 

ment by a semi-vowel, not corresponding to their class, drop the 

distinguishing element of the obnoxious semi-vowel and sub- 

stitute a semi-vowel corresponding to their own class; thus a7 

wheat + arer = Wegtat to wheat, and not qwarer, © 

2. THE CONSONANTS. 

§ 21. A consonant is a letter which cannot be sounded by 

itself, without the aid of a vowel. When the consonant is 

written without the union of a vowel, the mark, called virdma 

or stoppage, is put below it;as@k. A consonant by itself is 

equal to halfa moment. (§ 17.) 

§ 22, The consonants are given in the alphabet combined 

with the vowel aq a, and its presence is indicated by the omission 

of the virdma or stoppage. The @ is said to be inherent in the 

consonants; thus = k, + aa = @ ka. 

§ 28. In reference to pronunciation and versificartion, the 

consonants are considered as strong, or weak. Those con- 

sonants are strong which require a strong effort to utter them, 

and those are weak which are easily uttered. The following 

is a table of strong and weak consonants :— 
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I—Strong consonants : % q 7 7 

. a 8s @ & 
¢ S s t 

aq 4a -. 4 
q h q a 

Il.— Weak consonants : S 4 ul a a 

4 t G q 

aq q a z @ 

§ 24. A consonant may combine with one or more censonants, 

and produce « compound consonant ; as % k+ana= &®& 

kna;as + q tha = gq stha; 3 ko+ q m+ {ya = Fa 

kmya. The compound consonant is called in Mardthi Wierere 

a compound letter 

§ 25. In the combination of the consonants, the last letter 

usually, retains its full form Tbe changes which the initial 

consonants undergo are confined to their perpendicular line, 

which is dropped. Thus, in the compound letter vq, the q fa, 

which is the first member, drops its perpendicular stroke, 
while @ retains its full form. 

§ 26. Some consonants assume peculiar forms in combination, 

the principal of which are the following :— 

(a) When g ra forms the first member. it is written ag “ at 

the top of the letter with which it unites; thus in the word 

qa dharma, duty, t vais combived with q ma, This form of 
tra is called wR reph. Any mark over a letter, besides the 
reph, is put on the left of the reph ; ana dharmik , religious ; 
qa paryant, until. When the z ra forms the last member, it 
is changed to a transverse stroke put at the foot of the letter 
with which it unites; as % kra = % k+z ra. The tinal z ra, 
in combination with the c.rebraisz ta, g tha, = da, ard ze dha, 
assumes two strokes; as gz tra=e#wt+ gra; dra = 
+ tra. ° “ ‘ in : : 

(6) ww Sa optionally assumes the form of st in combination 
with a consonant ; a $+ ava = q na. 

(c) The combinations of & k + @ sha, and ZJ+ a fia, 
are eq ksha and gw jiic, (§ 9.) 
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(4) Some compounds assume two forms; % or % kra- @ 
or a tra; eq or e stha. ; 

§27. The fol owing is a list of the principal compound letters:— 

@ k-Rka 

wm A-ta 

eq k-tva 

m A-na 

fq &.ma 

i k-va 

#Q k-ya 

& k-la 

® k-va 

a k-sha 

eq k shya 

eq ke-shva 

eA kh-ya 

Ta g-dha 

HW g-na 

A g-ra 

SH g-r-Yya 

I g-la 
4 yh-ya 
A gh-ra 

®4 gh-vu 
HW gh-na 

x N-ka 

= n-k tu 

cq ch-yu 

@ ch-cha 

°S ch-chha 

be) ch-chhouu 

=A ch-ma 

=e ch-chhra 

St j-ja 

a j-ra 
34 )-va 

€ t-tu 
wi t-ya 
f th FU 

wz th-yu 

# d-gu 
St d-yu 
$ d-va 

al d-ma 

et di-ya 

TOT 1.2 
wn ma 

uz r-2-Yyu 

ve nha 

Tt t-tu 

ty t-ya 

A t-ra 

Ht p-ru 

tq L-sa 

oH (-r-yu 

ey t-s-yu 

eq t-thu 

tq t-s-na 

~—q t-t-ru 

eq th-yu 

& d-ya 

gd vu 

qd yu 

a d-da 

mad r-ya 

& d-bu 

BR a-b-r0 

ga d-v-yu 

q d-ra 

a d-ma 

* d-ba 

ey dh-dha 
ad dh-na 
TT dh-ra 

eq dh-yu 
ta r-dh-va 

AW n-nu 

“e n-ha 

@ p-ta 
cq p-sa 

a p-nu 

“A p-yu 
“A p-ma 

3 p-la 

FT p-ra 
sat b-dha 

Ft b-ra 

4 bh-yu 

aA bh-ra 
OT bh-ne 

*@ bh-va 

@ bh-na 

A aw-rTu 

#4 m-va 

tH m-ma 

tq Y UL 

eh l-ka 

eq l-yu 

eT J-pu 
zq l-ma 

& l-la 

st v-ya 

q v-ru 

a s'-cha 

wT 8 -ra 

Bt s'-na 

3a s’-yu 
% 3'-li 
3 3'-vUu 

&e sh-ka 
ep sh.k-ra 

8 sh-tu 

B sh-t-ra 

8 sh-t-va ial 
seq sh-t-ya 
es sh-thu 

seq sh-thua 
eq sh-pa 

ST sh-na 

eq] sh-ya 
&& s-ka 

tq s-kha 

tq s-tu 

@ s-ra 

mH s-pha 

C4 s-ya 

@ h-na 

@ h-ma 

wd h-ya 
& A-7a 

@ h-va 

& h-la 
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Note. —Thie list is given only for reference, aud not for study. 

The student can, after he has mastered the alphabet. easily 

decipher the compound letters in the reading lesson as weil as 

form them in the writing exercise. 

§ 28. The compound consonants are divided into three 

classes, according to their composition, viz., the strong. the 

weak, and the mixed. (See § 23.) 

I.—The strong are wholly composed of strong letters: as & 

kta, q pta, sa bja 3 gda, We. 

II —The mized are composed partly of strong and partly of 
weak letters: as q tra, +z nda, vq dhya, &e. 

III.—The weak are composed wholly of weak letters: as 3q 

éya, & rma, wq lva, &e. 

CHAPTER III. 

On the Powers of the Letters, 

SYLLABIFICATION, 

§ 29—§ 39. 

§ 29. A vowel by itself, or in union with a consonant, forms 
a syllable; and a syllable is as much of a word as can be 
uttered at once. Thus, arg 44, a mother, 13 a word of two 
syllables, at d+ 2; ara pan is composed of three syllables, 
ard + ypa+q na (See § 33, 1.) 

§ 30. When a vowel combines with the consonants. it 
assumes a modified form; thug k + ard = SI 2a: the per- 
pendicular stroke by the side of a kd represents the aq. 

a47% FLT US Ue 6 & ai, Fo, a aw. 
1 f ~~ % 

~~ xa 

§ 31. We give below &a and z ta in combination with 
the vowels :— 

= ka, wr ka, we ki, at ké, Sku, Bk, % ke, } kai, ako, 
at kau. 

T 
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z ta, at td, ti, Ht, Stuer tv. 2 te, = tai, a to, X tan. 
ns —The vowels =, 70 3 12, @ li, and & li, assume these 

modified forms respectively :— 

e a Z, 
Note.—The following is an example of & ka in combination 

with 3K, 3 @ and *& :— 

EA Art, & krt, & kli, ® kia, 

Note. —a § is optionaliy changed to sy combination with the 

vowels; as 3 or & Su. 

§ 32. The Mardthis denominate the tables of syllabification 

qiwrasat Bardkhadyd(=art + aeasat “twelve-lettered ” rows), 

and to make up the number “twelve in each row,” the Anus- 

vara and the visarga are added; as @ kum and @: kah;z tam 

and 2: tah. Here is a Bdérdkhad1 with its complete number 

of twelve syllables :— 

a gt, a gt. fit gi, Ti gt, TU, TIU, T Ge, Tt gai, at go, at 

gau, 7 gam, 7: gah. 

SYLLABIC PRONUNCIATION. 

§ 33. The letter or syllables which compose a Marathi 

word are not all pronoanced in a uniform way. Some are fully 

sounded, some imperfectly, and some others forcibly. 

1, A syllable, composed of % @, may, or may nob, be fully 

sounded; thus, #aqa flock = ka-lap: the last letter q 18 

imperfectly uttered, making as it were a dissyllabic word, 

while g and @ are fully sounded. 

2, Whenasyllable is nasalised, or is followed by a Visarga, 

or by a compownd letter, it 1s forcibly pronounced, or, in other 

words, accented: as Haq a body = ang: fa:eigz contempt = 

dhil.-kar; ag firm = ghatt. 

§ 34. Hence the laws of Mardthi syllabic pronunciation 

apply to— (1) the Inherent 4, (2) the Anusvara, (3) che 

Visarga and (4) the Compound letters. 

Obs. —Most of these laws of syllabic pronunciation have been 

announced for the first time, but they are most useful, and apply to 
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all the Indian vernaculars derived from Sanskrit. They are 

treated in a detailed form below, to which the student is advised 

to direct his attention after he has made some advabce 11 

Marathi reading and grammar. 

(1) The Inherent a 

§ 35. The following rules apply to the pronunciation of the 

inherent 4 :— 

1. ‘The final a is always silent, and the initial fully sounded ; 

az ghar, a house. 

2. In a word of three letters or syllables, the inherent a, 

immediately preceding the final silent a, is always sounded ; 

age ki-pa-d. cloth ; aan va-la-r, inclination. If the final be 

any other vowel, the preceding # becomes silent ; aBiqe Kki-p den 

clothes; ar@uty tsd-l-211, a sieve. 

When a word of three syllables is inflected by a syllable 
composed of any of other vowel than a, (as, for instance the in- 
flection wt or at) the third syllable in the inherent @ is silent, 
and not fully sounded as in a radical word of four syllables like 

sere (ul-ga-di); as faa forget thou, + at = faazar he forgot 

=vi-sar-ld, and not vis-ra-la, 

3. In a word of four syllables, the first and the third in- 

herent 3 are always sounded, and the second and the fourth are 

silent as @xqe@ ka-r-va-t or Raat ka-r-va-ti;a saw Tarexry u-l.ga- 

di, an explanation ; Aeaaq me-h-nat, labour. 

Note.—Persons often infringe this rule when two similur 
consonants with the inherent a come together in a word: they 
erroneously pronounce both the letters fully. For instance, ¥qaq 
being able to come =yev-vat, pronounced as ye-va-vat, The 
existence of two similar consonants is indicated by the accent, as 
in the case of the compuuund letters, 

4, Ina word of five syllables, the first, the third, and the 
fourth # are fully sounded, if the final is 4H, otherwise, only the 
first, and the third, as in a-word of four syllables; (1) ganaaq 
ka-l-ma-la-t. arg@agz resemblance. (2) gsaqaaq ka-l-ma-l-ten 
qlTaqal va-r-ta-v-ld, all @xXtra payinuent. | | 

3m 
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Note.—These rules, so important in reference to Marathi and 
the other Indian vernaculars, do not apply to Sanskrit, in which 
every letter is fully uttered unless a virdma be subscribed at the 

foot of it; as ¢a@ a god=Sk., de-va (but in Marathi =de-v), 

Obs.—In the Dakhan, every inherent g is fully sounded, and 
even, the educated classes, unless they have long resided 
in Poona and its vicinity, are prone to do the same; thus, *¢ét 
a coverlet =god-di (but in the Dakhan—go-da-di). 

(2) The Anusvara. 

§ 36. The Anusvara, in regard to its pronunciation, has 

other peculiarities besides those of the accent, and we shall treat 

of the former, before we consider the latter characteristics. 

§ 37. The Anusvdra is a convenient, sign for the nasal 

sounds in the language, which are of four kinds. They are the 

Organic, the Naszkya, the Provincral, and the Clussical. 

1. When the Anusvara is pronounced like any of the nasals 

S$, 4,0 4, and , representing the five organs of speech (§ 7), 

it is said to have an Organic sound; #2, the throat =auzg kanth ; 

ap a figure= ag ank. 

2. When the Anusvara is simply pronounced through the 

nose, Without giving it any organic sound, as in the French word 

bon, it is said to be a Néeikya (arfaea), or a pure nasal, This 

ig the original and principal sound of the Anusvara, and may be 

optionally represented by this mark ; as a a; Ha dzav, barley. 

Note.—The Nasikya is usually omitted in the Dakhan, and 

when it is considered necessary to pronounce it distinctly, chiefly 

‘n honorific forsus, it is changed, even by the higher classes, to 
vy 

the dental a; eaiar tyu‘la to them, erroneously @Iaat tyd-n-ld. 

8 When the Anusvara assumes the sound of nv. a Marathj 

substitutions for the Sanskrit q, it is said to be provincial ; as 

aqzwan protection, 1s santrakshana. 

4. When the Anusvara, as in purely Sanskrit words, doubles 

the letter which follows it, assuming, at the same time, a wea- 

kened nasalised sound, it is said to be classical ; as qari junction 

= Aza suyyoga. 
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§ 38. The Anusvara assumes the above four sounds in the 

following positions :— 

1. When the Anusvara is followed by a sonant mute ( § 8, 

it assumes the organic sound, 7.¢, the sound of the nasal 

corresponding to the class of that mute; 

Sk. ga hypocrisy = @ta dambha (@ m.) 

M. qidt athigh = aredt mdndr ( 1 2.) 

2. But when the Anusvara is followed by a surd mute, it may 

assume either (a) the organic sound, or (6) the ndsikya sound. 

(a) It assumes the organic sound if it is placed over a 
short letter; as qs dry ginger = ques sunth; ger a drum= 
ext danka. 

(b) It takes the ndsikya sound, if it is placed over a long 
vowel; @tar a thorn = katt; atain = @t. This rule does not 
apply to Sanskrit words, occurring in Marathi; as, gat a 
wife = @eat kdntd. 

Note.—In Sanskrit words, the Anusvara always assumes the 
suund of the nasal corresponding to the class of the mute that follows 
it: as a = wea anta, an end; seq = @eq sankha, a shell, In 
Sanskrit, moreover, the Anusvara might be optionally substituted, 
in writing, by its corresponding nasal letter, as in the above 
examples, H@ or Hed, Wa or as. In Marathi this mode of 
writing may not be followed even in regard to Sanskrit words. 

3. When the Anusvara is followed by the semi-vocals 
(§ 6), it assumes ¢hree kinds of sounds, viz, (4) the ndsikya, 
(b) the provincial, and (c) the elassical. 

(4) In ail pure Marathi words, the Anusvara assumes the 
nasikya sound ; as gq dew = dav ; WrqHt to pierce = bh3sakne 
aig a religious mendicant = saZ . 

It assumes the nasikya sound, also when it is placed over 
the final letter of a Marathi word; @ ka,a musical note, In 
Sanskrit @ would be pronounced as eH kam. 

In all Sanskrit words, the Anusvara assumes either the 
provincial, or the classical sound. 

(1) The Anusvara followed by zy ra q Sa q sha @ sa, and & ha, assumes the provincial sound, i. e., the sound of nv. Thus 
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ara protection = senvrakshana. 
Bata a doubt = sanvsaya. 

aaiz the world = sanvsdra. 

Agi massacre = sanvhara. 

(2) The Annsvira followed by q@ ya, w la, a va, take 
the classical sound, 7.¢., it doubles the letters, q, @, and q, 
giving them a slightly nasalised round (§ 80, 4) -— 

qaqa junction = Beat say yoga. 
@Bq_q connection = AeaH sallagna. 
@atz conversation= gearz savedda. 

Note.—‘“Besides the five nasal letters, there are still three 
nasalised letters. the 4, @ and q, or q, w, and 4, y,l, v, i 
are used to represent. a final qm, if followed by an intial 
% l, q%, and modified by the pronunciation of these Sek 

semi-vowels ’—Maz Muller. 

Note.—The only consonants which have no corresponding nasal, 
are UT, WS, T sh, qs, = h.”"—Mazx Muller. 

The Accent. 

§ 39. In Marathi every word is uttered in an even tone, the 
initial syllable being alone, in the effort of utterance, slightly 

raised above the others; but accent, in the sense of increased 

force asin English, is foreign to, Marathi, except in the three 

following instances :— 

1, When « letter is followed by a compound letter, it is 
accented; as qe ghatt, forcibly; qat pakka, complete. But the 
accent may be either weak or strong. If the compound 

letter is composed of strong letters (§ 28), the accent is 

strong, but if of weak letters, it is weak. Thus, 

I.—Strong: ae a sword; geez a word, ARa devotee; It 

salvation, 

Il—Miazed: En a bracelet; ay, a beak; ax the moon; aH 
] 

a marriage ; 3p dry; Jeawa book ; art a road; aq a serpent ; 

aq truth; q@ wine. 

Ul—Weak: aeq other; ayoq a desert; got an ear; FO 

Krishna ; aia theft; ies price, 
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Note —In English the double letters are pronounced as 

single letters, but not soin Marathi. In English the adjective 

“better” is pronounced as @zz, not @zx, and consequently 

Englishmen are apt to pronounce words like gear uddes an aim 

as udes, without a strong force. 

2. When a letter has the Anusvdra over it, it is usually 

accented ; ag band, a rebellion. If the Anusvédra is ndsikya 

(§ 50,2), it is not accented ; @far haat’, a thorn; ¢@ dav, dew. 

3. When a letter is followed by a Visarga, it is fully 
accented ; g:@ duhkhu. grief. 

Note—In versification, the accented letters, though short, 

are reckoned as long, and cqual to two mdtrds or moments. 

Note—In Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit ‘“‘ the ordinary accented 

syllable is described as one uttered in a higher tone than the rest. 
In each one, moreover, is recognised a second accent, a ‘Circum- 
flex, which is defined as a combination of a higher and a lower 
tone within the limits of the same syllable, a downward leap or 
shot of the voice. A syllable is, according to Sanskrit 
grammarians, J@ra (‘taken up, varied, elevated’) or acute WAZA 
( not raised, elevated’), or grave, and eqfta (‘toned’) or eircum- 

flex,”— Whitney. 

RULES ON SPELLING. 
§ 40. The following rules on spelling apply to Marathi 

words only. The Sanskrit words occurring in the language 
cannot be reduced to any fixed rules of orthography. 

1. Ail words ending in g and g take the long vowels; ae 
a fortress; arg 1 lady : Big © sweet cake; Fa louse. . 

, 2. When a word ends in the inherent a, the preceding; 
Z or J is always long; qe fleur; Slee wood. But if the forse 
has an Anusvéra over it, the vowels are short ; fq tamarind zz 
acamel, Hac. The unaccented Anusvar does not shorten the wait g or Fas FM Wns, sugareane, 

3. The short g or z in any other: position is always short: 
Taam sewing ; HRS gratis; Fase chaff; yar powder, 

4. None but Sanskrit | | words may end in a short g or g: af@ 
intelligence; arg the sun. 
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6. In inflection, the termination beginning with a vowel 
usually displaces the final vowel of the word to which it is joined ; 
as qzq a Prabhu, qzaf a Prahbu woman; az do thou + ga 
= #ita I shall do; qe live thou + & = U¥F to live; qx a house 
+ 2 = Wii in a house; grer + z = gieta mare. But if the 

root is a monosyllable, both the vowel of the termination and of 
the root retain their places; @ take thon + Pid = aez he will 

take, st in combination with the % or a of the root is changed 
to ar and ay is changed to af; {+ at = ear take ye; i + a= 

car drink ye! & take thou + af = ay may he take; gt + st 

= fyat may he drink. a before a is also changed to af; at 

go thou + a = wat may he go, 

7. All neuter words, not ending in 4, take an Anusvdra 

over the final letter; aly a pearl; wRe a child. Exc. sof 

butter, qroft water. 

8. Finally = is preferable to a; als & lady, not att, The 

¢ may be changed to 4; as amg or “4 a mother. 

9. When a word is inflected, the penultimate or the last 

but one syllable, if composed of ¢ or & is either shortened, or 

changed to a; as, qzi@ a female slave, qizq@i or azaHt female slaves; 

ag@@ a kind of a plant, apat plu. 

(1) Ina word of two syllables, the $ or & is always shor- 

tened ; ga; milk, TAA to milk ; ats salt, fsa by salt. 

(2) In a word of three or more syllables the ¢ or % may, 

either be shortened, or changed to 4, q@ét# a female slave qzat 

or afz&t female slaves. 

(a) If the syllable immediately preceding the penultimate 

is made up of a long or nasalised vowel, the penulimate is 

usvilly changed to # ; as dafta suk, tarara to silk ; qrq@ a flying 

tox, ara@ plu; faa the lime-tree, faofy plu; Rez red lead, awe 

to red lead ; @g@ a frog, astior 4: 

Note,—The words in gm only shorten the penultimate 

qigiot a sinner, and qffyof plu., gNaIoT a peasant woman, Fata 

to a peasant woman. 
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(b) If the syllable preceding the penultimate is composed 
of a short or wnnasalised syllable, the penultimate is usually 
shorteued as, fagig a well, fafegt plu; ataqe dried peelings of 

a fruit, at@ge plu; giz a washerman, gfydzin a washerwoman, 

(c) When the penultimate is a pure g or &, it may be 
shortened or changed to its corresponding semi-vowel, subject 
to the above two rules (@ and ¢); ggu a midwife, qeuiia to a 

midwife; #atga military exercise, galqata to m. exercises; 
quad, an inkstand, eset or zadi inkstands; qa rain qraara 
to rain; WITH a step, Wrawla to a step. 

(3) The penultimate ¢ or & in Sanskrit words may or may 
not be shortened; aif@ virtue, arata or faata to virtue; THT 
worship, qt@ or gaa to worship. 

CHAPTER IV. 

Etymology 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CLASSIFICATION 
AND INFLECTION OF WORDS. 

§ 41—§ 53, 
§ 41. Etymology treats of the Clussification (af), In- 

flection (Haq), and Derivation (sqeafa) of words, 

§ 42. Words are divided into three principal classes, viz. 
Nouns (a1), Verbs (farqz), and Particles (aea%). 

§ 43. Under Nouns or names are comprehended Sub- 
stuntives, or names of things (alaH) ; Adyectoves, or names of qualities (fagtam); and Pronouns, or substitutes for nouns (aaaia), 

§ 44. Under Verbs are included such words as directly or indirectly affirm an action of a noun; those which affirm action directly are strictly verbs, and those which predicate action indirectly, are called participles (araarfaa), or words derived from verbs, 
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§ 45, Under Particles are included Adverbs (earazrant), 
or words describing actions; Postpositions (szqtaft), or words 
connecting words; Conjunctions (Saareqar), or words connecting 
ing clauses; and /nterjections (SxITaTAS), or words denoting 
a sudden emotion. 

Note.—Adverbs ‘are claimed by some to be properly cuse- 
forms of pronouns” originally denoting place and direction, aud 
latterly converted into words of time. 

Pustpositions are of more recent origin, being “created a 
separate part of speech by the swinging away of certain adverbs 
from apprehended relation to the verb, and their connection in 
idea with the noun-cases which their addition to the verb had 
caused to be construed with it,” 

“Conjunctions , . . are of secondary origin, being among the 
most characteristic products of the histerical development of 
speech. To be able to part clauses together into periods, with 
due determination of their relation to one another, is a step 
beyond the power to put words alike determinately together 
into clauses.” — Whitney. 

§ 46. Words of the first two classes, viz., the Nouns and 
Verbs, are inflected, v.e., modified by means of terminutions 
to express their relation to other words in the sentence; thuse 
of the last class, viz., the Particles (aq), are auinflected. 

Note.—Adverbs and postpositions, ending in an unnasalised 

a, are inflected (§ 47); at aut araater fazer, He walked round 

the house @f tl ASIA Vlaatst Bist aac, She danced well 

round the tree In both of the above sentences the postposition 

raat around, is changed to agree with the agents at he and 

ar she, while in the last, the adverb afer is modified to agree 

with the avent at she. The at, if nasalised, is not modified ; as 

Utadi, wround, Fegi when, ssgj when ? etc. 

§ 47. The inflectional terminations of a noun, called the 

cuse endings, indicate its case (fav), number (aaa), and 
gender (feat). Those of a verb, denominated the personal 

endings, denote its, gentler, number, person (Gea), tense (FIe), 

moou (=), and participles Had. The distinctions of gender 

and number are common tv both classes of words. 
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Note.‘ The characteristic of the noun is the case-ending, as 

that of the verb is the personal-ending. Case and number are to 

the noun what person and number are to the verb, fitting it to 

enter into definite relation with anything, &c.”"— Whitney. 

§ 48. I.—Gender is a difference in words, or their inflections, 

indicating the distinction of sex faa, whether really existing or 

imagined to exist in objects: yey 2 man, eft a women; ger 4 

horse ; qtét a mare; feat a lamp, m; faa a wall, 7. 

§ 49. II. Number is a difference in the inflection of words, 

denoting whether the object is one, or many; vee a child, 

wax children ; qatar 2 woman, a@laar women. 

§ 50. There are three genders in Marathi, viz., Masculine 

gia, the Feminine eifea, ind the Neuter aqaaien. 

§ 51, The Masculine gender denotes objects of the male 
kind; the Feminine, objects of the female kind; and the 
Neuter, objects which are neither male nor-female. Thus, 

masculine arg a father, feminine ae « mother, neuter ge 

a house, 

Note.—It is but natural that living beings shouldbe considered as 
male or female, but in Marathi, as in Sanskrit and all its offshoots, 
this distinction of sex belongs even to inanimate objects. Origin- 
ally in Sanskrit, however. all lifeless objects were arranged under 

a separate class, called gtq klib, etc., eunuch, but gradually, the 
old limits were disregarded. For “ language imparts life to what 
is inanimate, and, on the other hand, impairs the personality of 
what is by nature animate.”— Bopp. 

Note.— Great classes of names are masculine or feminine partly 
by poetical analogy, by an imaginary estimate of their distinctive 
qualities, as like of the one or the other sex in the higher animals, 
especially man ; partly by grammatical analogy, by resemblance in 
formation to words of gender already established.’ — Whitney. 

Note.—In English the natural distinction of genders is maintain- 
ed, all inanimate objects being considered as neuter, i.e., of 
neither sex. 

§ 52. There are two numbers in Marathi, the Singular 
(Geqaq) and the Plural (agaaq ). The Singular number 
denotes one object, and the Plural, more than one. 

4m 
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Note. —In some languages, such as Sanskrit, Greek, Hebrew, 
Arabic, &o., there are three numbers, the singular, dual (faa ) 
and plural; as qq: Rama, qat two Ramas and wat: Rdémas. 

§ 53, The following terminations are usually employed to 
modify nouns, verbs, and even some particles, to indicate their 
gender and number; and they have been denominated in this 
book the Principal Gender Terminations :-— 

Singular. Plural. 
Mi Fei N; M. F. N, 

17 ef ¢ cam ¢ 

EXAMPLES, 

Masculine. 

Pron. Noun. Adj. Verb. 
Singular ar { atet ater arar gtar My horse was black. 
Plural || am We we ea My horses were black, 

Feminine. 

Singular + arett ait sri att My mare was black. 
Plural St ( Ale aleat sear Heat My mares were black. 

Neuter. 

Singular ( as ate eta My tank was large. 

Plural 2 ag ast art eral My tanks were large. 

Note.—These terminations are derived from Sanskrit, The 

masculine singular a, which, along with the feminine z, is common 

to most of the Indian Sanskritic vernaculars, is derived from the 

Sanskrit visarga(:)changed to a in Prakrit; thus, Sk. qtz@:; a horse, 
Prak. qret, M.qret. In Gujarati, the Prakrit aff is often retained, 

but in Marathi it occurs only in one or two pronominal forms; 
Sk. q@: who, Praék. ay, M.att, The feminine singular, ¢ is gen- 

erally employed even in Sanskrit “asa characteristic addition in 

the formation of the feminine bases ; the feminine base age great, 

springs from aga, This holds good in Zend.’—Bopp. The 

neuter singular@ is the modification of the Sanskrit anusvar: 

Sk. we an egg, M. a; Sk. @, id Prék. a, M. @, In 

Gujarati it is changed to g, and occasionally as will in Maré- 

thi. When the Mardthi neuter forms indicate “a young one,” 

they assame & G; qee a kid, Bee a child. Some Marathi 
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forms drop the Prékrit anusvar ; Sk. a@ a house, Prik. 418, M. av. 

The anusvar is an appropriate expression of the neuter gender, ‘‘as 

it is less personal, less animated, and hence appropriated to the ac- 

cusative as well as the nominative in the neuter.”— Bopp. 

Note-—The Marathi plural terminations could be easily traced to 
their Sanskrit originals in the following forms :— 

Plu, M. Sk. af all, Prék. az, M. &. ( at= horses). 
» Ff. Sk. aa: all, Prék. qeqrstr or aear, M. str (ata). 
»  N. Sk. aatfer all, Prék. aearfr or wears M. = (are). 

Note.—The feminine plural sqf is changed to af or af when the 

singular ends in € or &, in harmony with the Sanskrit rules cf the 
Permutation of Letters ; #f a river +37. —= Ayr rivers; aa a leech 
+31= Haar leeches. In Hindi the presence of ¢ always changes the 
Sf or Sif to ar or Ar ; Aret a gardener +374 =arestata by gardeners ; 
Sr intellect + st = Shear intellects. 

CHAPTER V. 

The Substantive (aa). 

DIVISION OF SUBSTANTIVES. 

§ 54—§ 69. 
§ 54. A substantive is the name ofa being or thing, whether 

material or immaterial, or the name of its attribute, viewed as a 
distinct object; 4 a house, 4 God, a4 mind, aererger wisdom. 

§ 55. The substantives are proper (ff%T) and common 
( aratez ). 

§ 96. The proper noun is a name pertaining to a particular 
object ; as trar Rama, g Puna. 

§ 57. The common noun is a name common to every one of 
a class of objects; ara a man, 77 a village, gta a book, 

Note.—A common noun has sometimes the force of a proper nova 
and vice versa s THAT ATS(TATAr aett qiieear wmlra? Have Yuu seell 
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the proclamation of the Queen? In this sentence zpeff denotes the 
Queen Victoria; at HA WA al, Taare fata wa He was quite 
a Rama ; he never swerved from his promise. 

$58. Common nouns are of three kinds, Collective Nouns, 
Noun of materials, and Abstract Nouns. 

1, A common noun of the singular number expressing a 
collection or multitude of objects is called a collective nown 
(GITAUARH AWA) 5 as Gey an army; MeqT a flock; weet an 
assembly. 

2. A common noun which denotes the matter or substance 

of which au object is composed, and not its form or number, 
is called a noun of materials (TeraxataR ATA); as art gold 
arate sugar, tata silk. 

3. ‘The name of a property or quality of an object, viewed 
as a separate entity, is called an abstract noun (aTaraR ATA); 
as THAT humility, argesqrr goodness. 

Note.—A word designating both a quality and the subject in whicl. 
it exists is called a concrete noun, it being opposed to an abstract noun. 
T us, ATA ATI honesty is an abstract noun, and yTAN TR AAsy 

an honest man is the concrete noun corresponding to it. 

§ 59. A substantive is inflected (fFaTt Wad) toindicate its 

gender, number, and case. 

THE GENDER OF SUBSTANTIVES. 

§ 60. The gender of Marathi nouns can be determined 
neither by their form nor signification, and it is, consequently, 

impossible to give any precise rules on the subject, The 

following obesrvations may , however, prove of some utility to 

the Marathi student. | 

§ 61. Rules for Determining the Gender of Substantives 

by ther Forms. 

1. The Mardthi nouns ending in 3 are of all the three 

oenders. 

2, The pure Marathi substantives in sf are always mascn- 

line ; but Sanskrit nouns ending in ff are either masculine or 

feminine ; M. stfat a mango, m.; M, gtr a thread, m. ; Sk. UT 

a tale, f.; Sk. rear spirit, m. 
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Note.—The following Sanskrit feminine words ending in sy are of 

common use in the language. 

strar ao orders; Har a tale ; qviar a trial; faar science ; afear 

twenty four minutes ; rar a shade ; THT worship ; {Tat agony ; are 

a star, m., 7; "at the subject of aking; arara language; sayy 

pain; tar state; arar a pilgrimage ; faratr instruction ; @aprauthority ; 

faat a reproach ; qray ucws ; qayr an assembly ; FAar a suggestion ; 

scar murder. 

Note.—MarAthi derivatives from Sanskrit words in 3{f sometimes 

retain the classical sqft; as M. waar, Sk. arar pilgrimage. 

Note.—The names of women and rivers usually end in s{f :-— 

Names of women : 421, Migr, FARA, AAT, TAT, ATAT. 
Names of rivers : Her, War, TAAL, ATA, AAAT. 

Obs.—'The names of women are courteously written with the final 

si, and familiarly or contemptuously with $; as aqar and aaat; Tat 
and tar. The vulgar change even the radical = to sqfto give the word 

a respectful form ; thus, aratatarg is changed to aprifratare ; sra- 

diarz to sratararg. The lawgiver Manu tbus observes on the dignity 

of the open vowel 37f, and its fitness, in consequence, to make up 

feminine names :—“The names of women should be agreeable, soft, 

clear, captivating the fancy, auspicious, ending in long vowels, 
resembling words of benediction.” —Manu I., 30. 

Note.—‘‘The feminine in Sanskrit, both in the base and the case- 
terminations, loves a luxurious fulness of form ; and when it is 
distinguished from the other genders, in the base or the termination, 
it marks the distinction by broader and more sonant vowels.” —Bopp. 

Obs,—It is vulgar to address females above the rank of a menial 
without the honorific word afz a lady, attached to the radical form, as 
FAAS, Wars, Strastare ; and foreigners should take special note 
of this. The modified furm in € instead of sqf, should never be 
attempted to be used by foreigners, and they would be always on the 
safer side by habitually employing the full form in arg. 

Note.—The following Hindustani feminine words ending in sqf are 
of common use in Marathi :— FHI vexation ; q<ar care - ; 347 full per- 
mission ; #AT a collected sum ; qrar a sable: ; Tar inne. ; QT punish- 
ment ; 3M a place, m., f. ; AHP flavour, taste ; ; Ger cream ; fear 
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charge, trust, m., /. ; aera kind or sort ; @aar rumour, f., m. ; qar 
circumcision ; ygy jesting ; Aw Indian corn, m, 7; Sal ar ; Tar 
medicine ; FAAT raisins. 

3. Mardéthi nouns in € are usually feminine, as areta 
‘carriage. ‘I'he following words are exceptions :— 

(a) gait a bird, m. ; a°th a jewel, m.; ext an elephant, m.; 
ater butter, n. ; qtr water, n. 

(b) All words dendting profession, character, office, &e., 
are masculine ; as yraf a washerman ; 4re&t a gardener ; arzréy a 
ouide ; MITA a manager ; df a sinner, &c. 

(c) All words ending in ¥, having an anusvar on them, are 
neuter ; afdt a pearl. (See Sect. 39.) 

4, The nouns ending in short = and ¥ are pure Sanskrit 
words, and belong to all the three genders ; #f¥ a poet, m. ; 

ard intelligence, f. ; stfeay bone, n.; arg the sun, m. ; FT a cow, 

j.; 4a water, n. 

5, The nouns in&, which are very few, belong to all the 
three genders. 

6. The nouns in © and © are feminine, but those in the 

nasalised t, are neuter. The feminine nouns in @ and & are 

but two or three, and are usually written with a or $; as fay a 

tripod, being written as faz or faaz ; ata habit, as a7q or a7E. 

7. There are some seven or eight words in the language 

which end in si¥ and sif, and whichy except araat a woman, /., 

are masculine; as @fet covetousness, m. ; si¥ a mark on a die, 

m. The final sir is often changed to 3TH or HF, as qt, or TH 

or qq. The word aret bees’ nest, written also as até, is either 

masculine or neuter. 

Note.—The solitary feminine word in 37f, is thus formed; Sk. ar4 

a mother, Prak. are or ara, M. ara or ara; and the ara with the 

diminutive suffix a or @f makes araaR, or Areata little mother or a 

wife. Similar forms exist in Gujarati; qreet. 

Note.—“‘ Few monosyllabic primary forms end in Sanskrit in the 

diphthongs, not any at allin @; in @ only 2 m., & being changed in 

many languages to af.” Primary forms in sqy are rare in Sanskrit ; 
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the only ones known to me are @f heaven, and qf cow.” ‘I know 

only two words in Sanskrit which end in str, ata ship, z#t moon.” 

— Bopp. 

8. The Maréthi nouns ending in the anusvdr are all 
neuter ; atdt a pearl, #aR axed powder, 4fF a vessel. Exc, 
Te mM. 

Note.—‘‘ The euphonic n is most frequently employed by the neuter 
gender, less so by the masculine, and most rarely by the feminine,” in 
the Sanskrit language.— Bopp. 

9. A compound noun takes the gender of its last member ; 
arsitaret vegetables, m. sing., AtaHgt# nose and eyes, m. plu., 
Tacrratt bridegroom and bride n. plu., sirearq m. plu. father 
‘and mother. 

§ 62. Ltules for determining the Gender of Substantives by 
their Signification. 

1. Names of living beings are according to their sex either 
masculine or feminine ; yaw a boy, m., garft a girl, f, 

Note.—Some nouns, expressing living beings, may denote either a 
male or a female; as ATTA a person ; ATHT a cat; FART a hog or pig. 
When these nouns are used without any reference to the sex of the 
individual named, they are considered to be the neuter gender ; af qy< 
e*rsqrar : Is it a Kunbi boy? giz arta et? Whose child is that? 
a arta aret ? It is not a human being ; et Wrata ArRt TRS sea. 
there are many cats in this town. When the sex of the individual 
is referred to, they assume the masculine or feminine gender; as ar 
THC HlAt afer ? who killed this hog, m.? €f araz Tee apie 
are, this cat (f.) does not kill rats, 

2, The names of large and powerful inanimate objects are 
often masculine; Sfat a mountain, aqz the sea, Jf the sun 

Nn, a 
. . . Note.—Some names of inanimate ‘objects are of more than one 

gender ; @fz a star, Js ™.; Bn, m,, TATA 2, f., aw fi, n. Siciis place m., f The masculine gender is preferred in the Dakhan. 
§ 63. Imperfect as these rules are, they will be found useful by the intelligent student of Mardétht, He wil] however, be ’ 5] greatly helped in determining the gender of the nouns in the reading lesson by the inflections of the adjectives, pronouns, 
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verbs and adverbs which may relate to them. Thus in the 
sentence € At Fern Walt Ges Aas, Réma read this large 
book well, the neuter gender of the noun qeqH is indicated by 
the demonstrative pronoun € this, the adjective a1 large, the 
adverb qf well, and the verb ary read. 

Rules for deriving Femimine and Neuter forms from 
Masculine Nouns. 

§ 64. Substantives, denoting males, have sqmetimes corres- 

ponding feminine and neuter forms, and these feminine and 

neuter forms are of two kinds— 

(1) Some are derived from the root by means of suffixes, 

and (2) some are distinct original words :-— 

1. Derivatives: #zf a ram, H#ét a ewe; Hts a grandfather, 

strsft a grandmother. 

2. Distinct words: ¥ ahe-camel, ats a she-camel ; eq 

a man, eft or araaat a Woman. 

§ 65. I.—Derivative Forms. 

1. When a Marathi word ending in sf indicates a hving 

being, whether rational or irrational, it is usually in the mas- 

culine gender (see § 55, 2.), and assumes ¢ and ¢ to make 

up its feminine and neuter forms. ‘The neuter form, however, 

is nob so commonly derived as the feminine, particularly in 

reference to nouns denoting human beings. Thus: 

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter. 

srr a grandfather strstr a grandmother 

art a paternal uncle ataY a paternal aunt 

arar a maternal uncle atdt a maternal aunt 

art - an elderly man srt an elderly woman 

gamut a boy aatt a girl aet. 

aT a dog eat a bitch wa. 

RIERI a fox arcel a vixen RIES. 

dret « horse aret a mare ats. 

amnct & he-goat qaanctt a she-goat TAC. 

wzt.0 a ram qt + aewe He. 

aiemt a he-wolf aisift a she-wolf mst. 
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Note.—Ala at a maternal uncle, makes (Sk. arama) a 

maternal aunt, not ATTet- 

Note.—Words denoting professions, charactera, &c. substitute 

sor for =; hence, Aurar a Marathi, actrzrr a Mardth’ woman. (See 

§ 60, 1.) 

§ 66. Some nouns assume two neuter inflections, viz. ® and 

T3 as gH a he-goat, TACT a she-goat,and qRe a kid, or THT. 
Of these two neuter forms the one in & denotes‘a young 
animal, and that in ¢, the species generally without reference 

to the sex, or an individualin contempt. Thus, qRe wry 

Bring that kid;# aat wMrmra? Whose goat is this? The 

form in® may havea synonymous word, not cognate with 
it; aS FR or mtg a kid; He or AlHe alamb. But some- 

times the derivative form may be wanting ; as gfsr a_ horse, 
aret a mare, and fate a foal, not arg. 

Note.—The word mam, denoting a son or daughter, has a neuter 
form in &, as ™#*& a child. The termination & makes up diminutive 
neuter forms, 

Note.—When nouns take only the neuter &, and not © as well, the 
neuter form in } may not imply a young animal, but only an indivi- 
dual in contempt ; Wrage a cow, in endearment or disparagement ; 
qqe a tiger; AraeE a cat, in endearment or contempt, or without 
reference to the sex, 

§ 67, Nouns ending in any other vowel than sq, and imply - 
ing living beings, rational as well as irrational, make up their 
feminine forms by affixing either or $4. Some of these may 
assume the neuter ending & to form neuter diminutives, Thus, 
arg a tiger, arqry a tigress ; qra& a tiger in contempt. The 
terminations ¥ and gy are affixed according to the following 
rules :— 

1. Masculine nouns indicating persons are modified only 
if they express surnames, characters, castes, professions, &c.; 
and, then, they assume € alone. Thus, surnames : qaTe Powar, 
m., Tart f/.; fiqedt Khisti, m., feqgetror f-; trrst Ranadé, m., 
ure f. ; Prretrac Chiplonkar, m., Farztratrr f.; Oastes, 
professions : @rare a goldsmith, @rari f.; az a Brahman 

5m 
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priest, wto1 f.; 7st a Maraéth4, acrétr f.; gz a Parbht 

qcite fo; atatt a washerman, Yr f. Characters: at a sin- 

ner, qt f. ; pst a leper, argrr 7. 

Note.—Surnames, words denoting castes, &c., may end in sq and vet 

take the feminine suffix Foy ; as az Gord, ayvfor ; HraAST a Kanarese 

man, AlaSTT. 

Note.-—The words | a god, Arar a Brahman, efa@ a slave, WHA 

Sudra, which are pure Sanskrit words, may assume only ¥; as @4f 

a goddess, arama Brahman woman, grata female slave, Tata Sddri. 

Waar a cowherd, makes Wyo a cowherdess. 

Note.—Some Persian words derived from Urdu, such as afaT7 a 

Mogul, @#at a sweeper, take sqreorf for eq ; as ALT, Ararat 7; 

Heat, Azaerett /. 

29, Masculine nouns indicating wrational animals, assume 

either = or $y to make up the feminine forms. These termi- 

nations are affixed in the following manner :—- 

(a) Marathi words, gomposed only of two syllables, assume 

Sor ; thus, ¥7 a camel, gio f. 5 ara atiger, Tart / ; fag a lion, 

fadtor f. (in poetry, faét ) ; tA an elephant, ext f. 

(b) Pure Sanskrit words of two syllables, not quite natural- 

ised in the language, assume ¥; thus @7 a deer, Fi fi; Fra 

swan, zat f. 

(c) Marathi polysyllabic words assume =; thus dit a 

mouse, gat f.; Wats a dog-louse, aad f.; Wey an ass, Heat 

f.; FHA a bug, Fatt f.; Wrz a parrot, grat f.; agH a frog, 

asa f-; AAT a monkey, arms f; atac an elk afatt f; Wa 

deer, str f. 

§ 68. The names of inanimate objects are sometimes modi- 

fied in Marathi by the gender terminations, st m., = f., and & 

n., to express the following senses :— 

1. The sense of ugeness or clumsiness is indicated by the 

masculine termination sr; thus, the radical form ¥TAT bread, 

by the addition of sf, becomes TAT, signifying a huge loaf 

of bread; from fat a pair of scissors, ATA A huge pair of 

scissors ; Wer a cart, from 71st a carriage. 
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2. The sense of softness or delicacy is expressed by the 

feminine $; ATHtt a loaf of bread, but. aracr a huge loaf of 

bread ; Greta large cake, ret a cake. When there are two 

feminine forms, ove in # and the other in =, that in ¢ is softer 

than that in 3; as cara wrath @ret is softer thay Tala ATAT 

wast he ate bread. The vigorous inhabitants of the Dakhan 

use the forms in 4, but the soft Konkanis, those in ¢. 

Note.—z being a light and feeble vowel, naturally indicates the 

feminine gender, 3¥ and sq are grander than the corresponding 

quantity of the vowel. ‘In Latin, also ¢ may be considered as 

lighter than a.”’—Bopp. 

3. The sense of indifference or contempt is deaoted by the 
neuter inflection ¢ ; wre from arf a carriage, denotes a carriage 

in contempt. Thus, # arer wArrat ? whose carriage is this ? 
& ars «#rara ! whose miserable apology for a carriage is this ? 

aT ast Arar ? whose cart or waggon is this ? 

Note.—Sometimes © .is used to make up the neuter termination of 

contempt; Waala ane (t+ SF) WeTT warar Alam aErar 
though he wears the (sacred) cord (revilingly), he acts like a Stdra? 

Note.—The neuter inflection = and its masculine and feminine 

forms Sf and Sf, are affixed to nouns denoting persons, as well as 

things, to produce forms of contempt; @f Hacer Rares strat ? 

why has this miserable fellow of a coppersmith come? af faATTet 

si that miserable beggar woman has come; 3a PHS BS AT 
arara of what profit are such beggarly pranks ? 

The sf may also be employed by way of endearment ; wz arqer, 
HlBARIs voor fellow, what could -he do ! 

When the word is dissyllabic, it assumes 3tT instead of a simple 
Sf; Az a Brahman priest, JzTST. 

St may be substituted by a1, er, ar, wr, &c.; arz a village, wiqz a 
small village, | 

Note.—The forms of the word @zt are peculiar; gta rope, m 
=~ eM 4. ° ~ + . . , "9 
arr a thread, m., qi a string, £, rs a string in contempt, n. 

Note.—* The neuter prefers the greatest conciseness, and distin- 
guishes itself from the maseuline, not in the base only, but in the 
nominative and its perfect counterpart, the accusative; in the vocative 
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also, where, this is the same as the nominative,” The distinguishing 
sign of the neuter, which is the anusvdr, is, as has been remarked 
above, the least personal and animated of all the grammatical sounds 
and therefore fitted to express the sense of contempt.— Bopp. 

IT.—Distinct Feminine Words. 

§ 69. The following words do not derive the feminine 
forms from the root, but assume distinct words. Thus, 

gz a he-camel aiz a she-camel. 
area a male antelope = gxrft a female antelope. 
ait a brother-in-law sts a sister-in-law. 

Tatra husband qraAt a wife. 

far a father Arar a mother. 
Gea a man wat, ala a woman. 

arg. a father sifg a mother. 
qs an ox TIT a cow. 

qias a he-goat zt a she-goat. 
arar a he-cat arsac, wet a she-cat. 

away a brother qerq a sister. 

WIT a peacock atstt a pea-hen. 

tat a king wrett a queen. 
ter a he-buffalo @a a she-buffalo. 

qrear a male devotee atat a female devotee. 

arazr a father-in-law ara a mother-in-law. 

CHAPTER VI. 

Numbers of Substantives. 

§ 70—§ 71. 

§ 70. In Marfthi the plural of nouns is formed in the fol- 

lowing way :— 
Masculine Nouns. 

1. All Masculine nouns, except those ending in 3, remain 

unchanged in the plural; the nouns ending in ft change their 

final vowel to q. 
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(1) Sing. and Plural ar¢ a father, or fathers. 

arat a gardener, or gardeners. 
mg a cake, or cakes. 

. alert covetousness. 
SS 

. 

” % qr a mark, or marks on a die. 

(2) Sing. stata mango ; Plu. Htx mangoes. 
zawisar a village officer; Faqs. 

Note.—In pure Marath{ words the @ in conjunction is not accented 
as in Sanskrit words, and is displaced in inflection ; as sqraparear, STT- 

ala ; Azar, art. So also Fagisar+ $1, = sagtSit. 

Note.—Honorific words in sty are not changed in the plural; as, 

TY Ta ara, Ai Ae soar sea there are here two Babds and 

four Annds—persons of the names of Baba and Anna; aA War srs 

sgq Your brother has come. Surnames are changed ; arqre arer, 

"THUSUT AF 5 VAT SASar, Wasit Sas. 
Note-—When any words, denoting family relations, are used 

as common nouns, they may optionally assume the plural form; as 
Tarear Arar or ara far Sirsa How many maternal uncles have you? 

Feminine Nowns. 

2. All Feminine nouns, except the nouns ending inst which 
belong to the first declension ({ 95), assume sr in the plural ; 
the nouns in 37 of the first declension assume €. 

(1) Singular, Plural, 

qj= a way at=t 38 ways, 

mur a tale mur tales. 

Wet a carriage War carriages. 
aft aseed faar (or sar in the 

Dakhan ) seeds. 
BH a louse Tar (or arin the 

Dakhan ) lice. 

Singular. Plural. 

wz a leech azar leeches, 
aa (daz or H7a)a habit #¢zar habits. 

ba ~ © 6 ~ ° faa (faaz or faze) a tripod raqzar tripods. 
alqAT a wife ITA wives. 
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Note.—Some words of foreign origin ending in § may not assume 
ST in the plural; as aay ( Pers.) a side, plz, ala sides. Inthe Kon- 
kan they are sometimes inflected, as aH, ATsar. 
. Note.—The plural inflection qf, in union with the final = and &, 
is changed to af and af respectively. 

Note, —¥ a needle makes gain the plural, as its genuine form is uF 
(Sk. ar); in the Konkan the form Qa occurs. The word, faa 
a flea, makes fqeqr o1 fFar in the plural ; the word & a louse, makes 
Tar or aT in the plural. The latter formsare used chiefly in the Dakhan. 

Note.—The words in pure € and & may or may not assume sq in 
the plural ; as Sz a mother, f= or sqfar mothers; Ws a sister-in- 
law, STH or. HAT sisters-in-law ; ars or WA a cow, Ars or War cows. 

(2) Sing. Fra a wall, plu. fat walls. 

Neuter Nouns. 

3. All Neuter nouns, except those ending in ¢, assume ¢ 
in the plural; fhe nouns ending in & assume * in the plural. 

(1) Singular. Plural. 
qt a house qt houses. 

atat a pearl ary pearls. 

‘wR a child Sat children. 
are a ship ‘ata ships. 

Note.—Nouns ending in $ and & change the & to ¥ and F respec-, 

tively. The neuter diminutives, (§ 100, Note 3,) which end in © 

&, &, &c.; and others specified in § 100, Note 2, retain’ however the 

plural ¢ ; as SH*& a child, wm~At children ; ACS a kid, ATS kids ; tes 

a cub, fa cubs. The word faz a lime, makes faz limes. 

(2) Singular 7% a tank. Plural wef tartks, 

Masculine, Feminine and Neuter Nouns ending in = and &. 

4, The nouns terminating in the short ¥ and Yare pure 

Sanskrit words, and they do not change in the pluval. Thus, 

Masculine, #fF u poet or poets; Feminine, afa intelligence 

or intelligences ; 3 an atom or atoms; YJ a cow or vows; 

Neuter, siféey a bone or bones. 

Note.—I deed, all pure Sanskrit words ending in = and &, short 

or long, are not modified in the plural; as J a bride or brides; 

aravtt a Brahman woman or women, 
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A Table of the Plural Inflections. 

ae | 

Masculine. | Feminine. Neuter. 

No change (or T) | sir (or =) w (or =) 

any 

Note.—(a) Names of materials and abstract nouns are usually 

used inthe singular number, as ata copper ; AIT sugar ; ATs Ir 

goodness. The names of materials are employed in the plural when 

varieties are indicated ; qraretata aq ara afecar I saw all the 

sugars in the bazar; @+ét 74 arafaar ara? Have you boiled both the 

milks ? 

(4) Nouns denoting grains are usually used in the plural, 

anless they denote kind or species; as, # fRat Te siea ! How 

much (lit. how many) wheat is this ? ¢r~ aT Two maunds; wey Ary 

Tz qcar si1fz ? Is wheat sown here? da at atet=ar sarar Bring two 

seers of mustard. Bajriis always used in the singular; 4It qrarar 

aratr Fst Grind four measures of bajri; so also 4tq %. rice in the 

husk. Boiled rice is 4fq masculine, and is always singular, 

(c) Some nouns have only a plural form; Hear arms, as tied 
behind the back ; afeara@er scrofula; Ff small-pox; qaaq n. and 7, 

plu., word of respect for a husband’s sister, The regular feminine 
formis qq7ar and is declined in that form; as Waarar ararar call 
qqTar or qaqa; Arearthe plu. the pleiades; syrefys m. plu. or 
sTraarinar % plu. contortions. 

(72) Asingular noun may denote an individual as well as the 
species; @df & Af Warat saz the elephant isa large animal ; 
qrarear strat GE staara, there are stripes on the body of the 
tiger ; far arara rs she was eaten by a tiger. The plural form 

may also be used todenote the species ; rAATA or AWA Ta BT 
the Brahmans should be given a gift. 

(e) Some nouns have both collective and plural forms ; Tar is 
singular in form, but denotes one or many ; qa is plural. Tar is 
used only in the collective sense of gar. Thus, ta car, aa qa, SIT 
qa one pice, two pice, four pice ; -arar aq Gar or Ar Wear Alar, 
all his money was lost. 
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(7) Some nouns have two singular, but one plural form ; are or 
acest a.cocoanut tree, plural acer cocoanut trees. 

(g) Some nouns have two singular, and two plural forms ; rayef 
or ATHT a loaf ot bread, plural arRzar or yrHtt loaves of bread; 

qrast or arazw a woollen cloth; plural yrqaar or yal; WS or KZ 

a plantain, plural BT or We plantains. The latter forms are 
eommon in the Dakhan, and the former in the Konkan. 

(4) Some words ending in = or g in the singular, have correspond- 

ing forms in the plural; als or ary a lady, plural are or arar ladies; 
Sz or stray, mother, plural STs or Svar mothers ; m1 or Waa 
cow, plural mz or War cows. ‘The forms in ¥, both singular and 
plural, are classical, and those in @ and af colloquial. The plural 
forms in € are used respectfully, as well as to denote the sense of 

plurality, while those in af simply express the latter sense ; are MIfray 

#r<ar, the lady had come; afar Hear erear, the ladies had come; 
STARE FATA Ss PAA SeaA the mothers of both of us are alive. 

§ 71. The following table will be found helpful in deter- 

mining the plural form of a noun by the terminating vowel of 
sts root. For instance, the plural inflection of raat a woman, 

must be Sf, making up Arar, as HT stands opposite to the 

vowel aif in the column superscribed Feminine :— 

saa Plural Inflections, 
ot the . 

— en a 

Masculine. | Feminine. Neuter. 

aT No change. SIT, = T 

SIT T S| rr ere 

= No change. | No change. | No change. 

= No change. SIT ry 

z No change. | No change, | No change. 

<5 No change. st ¢ 

rT asin SIT = 

T | ere ST ‘wesis 

3 No change. Sy | kes , 

iT No change. | ew -ees re 

_ ae 
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CHAPTER VII. 

Cases of Substantives. 

§ 72—§ 86. 

§ 72. A case is that inflected form of the noun by which its 

relation to other words in the sentence is indicated; as al Wai 

Wsaleat Ara faa Alet that opportunity presented itself 

by the death of king Shthu. In this sentence, the modified 

form zwsatzar of the noun zat, indicates its relation to the 

succeeding word az, and the modified form Awa is related 

to the compound verb faatn ATet. 

§ 73. The inflections employed to modify nouns for this 

purpose are denominated fawfemaa (case-endings), and there 
are eight principal relations (#It*) expressed by these in- 

flections. Hence there are eight Cases (faaim) in Marathi. 

Note.—In Sanskrit #I¢#* expresses the relation existing bet- 
ween a noun anda verb; any other relation would not be called 

CACC 

Note.-—The Marathi case inflections are derived, as will be 

shown below, from the Sanskrit through the Prakrit, and the 

Sanskrit origiuals are, in their turn, modifications or corruptions 

of demonstrative pronouns. 

“The case terminations express the reciprocal relations of 
nouns principally, and originally referred only to nouns, but from 
space were extended also to time and cause, the relations of the 

persons spoken of to one another. ” 

‘“ According to their origin they are, for the most part, pro- 
nouns.” These “exponents of the relations of space have been 
naturally taken from those words which express personality, with 

their inherent secondary idea o' room, of that which is near or 
more distant, of that which is 01 this or that side.” 

“In the more sunken, insensible sense of the language, the 
spiritually dead case terminations are, in their signification of space, 

replaced supported, and explained by postpositions.”— Bopp. 
6 m 
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§ 74. The Marathi eight cases are thus enumerated :— 

1. Nominative or at also (sat first). 
2. Accusative or mpaott (fatat second). 
3. Instrumental or aegotr (adtar third). 
4. Dative or Qyerat (aqell fourth). 
5, Ablative or saterdtt = (qaat fifth). 
6. Genitive or at (ast sixth). 
7. Locative or wafyazofi (aaa) seventh). 
8. Vocative or @anqa 

§ 75. The Nominative case (saat ) is the radical form of 

the noun, and expresses the agent (@at) of an action, or the 

verb; as ety saat aaa witat Hari prays to God. In this 
sentence g{¢ Hari is the nominative case. 

§ 76. The Accusative case (@antt) is, like the Nomina- 

tive, uninflected, and expresses the immediate object (weal A) 
in which the action of the verb terminates: asqya alata & 

WE Faw, first Babar took this city. The word yey is the 
Accusative Case. The form of the Accusative does not differ 

from that of the Nominative. 

Note.—In Sanskrit, as well as in Prakrit, the Nominative and 

Accusative have distinct inflections, both of which are dropped in 

Marathi hence the identity of their forms :— 

Nom, Sk, 2a:, Prak. ®at, M. @a. 

Ace. Sk. 2a, Prak 2a, M. eq. 

Note.—The nasal sign of the accusative is dropped in several 

other languages besides Marathi and the other Indian Aryan ver- 

naculars. In Gothic substantives, as well neuter as masculine, the 

case sign m is wanting. “Even in Sanskrit this m is dropped in words 

cnding in gand g; probably arty was alg and ay, Aa; in fey 

from the stem ff, there is a trace of it.”—Bopp. 

Note.—The Accusative being the most dependent case, the most 

perfect counterpart of the Nominative, the nasal is its characteristic 

sign in many languages, such as Sanskrit, Zend, Greck, Latin, &e. 

The nasal “is less personal, less animated, and hence appropriated to 

the accusative as well as to the nominative in the neuter.’ — Bopp. 
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Note.—Though this feebleness and inferiority of the accu- 

sative is not discernible in Marathi, so far as its form is concerned 

still it is quite clear from the wse which is made of it in the 

language. It is never used when the object of a verb is a word 

denoting a person; at Wfaget artfiat, he beats Govind, not 

at wifaa aiivat; but al Zz alfzal, he pelts stones, is correct, as 

amg expresses an inanimate object. This incompetency of the: 

accusative to represent a person is commen to Hindi, Gujarati, 

&e. In Hindi, even a word denoting a lifeless object is put in the 

dative case, when it is necessary to make it emphatic; gta Ta 

quzat gerar Hari took up that stone. The sentence 

“Hari took up a _ stone,” would be rendered with 

an accusative object; thus git Gat carat. This idiom is not 

altogether foreign to Marathi at araaat Sisal BIA AT ais ? 

Tal SAE AAS AT VIHA 2tmia, what, shall I eat this rotten 

mango? If you insist, I will eat it up. The accusative object 

would not be so emphatic; et ataat atar a4 at ATs 4 

Note——In Sanskrit the indirect object denoting a person is 

usually in the dative case, but it may be optionally put in the 

accusative when contempt is expressed, with the verb w¥ to think; 

q INF qr ataza I do not consider thee to be worth a straw— 

Mr. Apte. 

§ 77, The Instrumental case Crip) is inflected by means of 

the terminations % singular and #f plural, and indicates the 

instrument (#gor) of an action; qra avanta Tarar fAsz Far, 
he beheaded the king with a sword; srqn 21watal Weal, we see 

with our eyes. 

Note—The instrumental termination is derived from the 

Sanskrit through the Prakrit :— 

Singular Instrumental Sk, 33a, Prik. 4a, M. ara. 

Plural ‘ , 24: Prdk. 2afe, M. Rate. 

Vhe Plural 4 is evidently a modification of the Singular 2, 
and it has almost entirely superseded the old form €¥. 

Note,— Since it 18 neuter nouns ending in & that alone 

assume g in he plural, the case ending # which in the plural is 

changed to ai, must originally have really had an anusvar over 
it, as all neuter nouns ending in & have it, otherwise it could 
never have been changed to #f in the plural ; hence both # and ¢f 
should be nasalised. Besides, the old termination { (eT) has it. 
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§ 78. The Dative case (aarti) is inflected by a, wr singu- 
lar, and @, &t, at, plural, and expresses the idea of a recipient 
or donee; qragatt wagera wiaata fee, the emperor spared 
Abdulla’s life. 

Note.—The inflections of the dative are partly derived from 
Sanskrit, and partly from Marathi: the @ and at are of Sanskrit 
origin, and wt is a corruption of the Marathi postposition wit 
near (wT to touch Sk. eq). Both @and atare modificctions 
of the Sanskrit genitive terminations #q and af; thus. 

Singular Genitive Sk. taeq, Prék. Zaza, M. Fata (Dative) 
Plural . » Garat, Prdk. Zara, M. 2atat (Dative) 

The Prakrit, through which Marathi is irnmediately derived, 
being deficient in the dative case, substituted the forms of the 
genitive for it; and hence the identity of the Marathi dative 
inflections with those of the classical genitive. The Gujarati and 
Hindi dative forms claim the same origin. 

§79. The Ablative case ( wqTaTAt ) is made up by the 
inflection KA or Fa and expresses the relation of separation : 
a Tet Best, he came from home; at yguarga araicata itz, 
I went from Poona to Sattara. 

Note.—The Ablative ¥a or Ha is a corruption of the Prakrit 
feat or Gat. 

§ 80. The Genitive case (aatt ) is the substantive inflect- 
ed by at, and expresses the relation of origin, or possession, 
existing between two objects; ar qaerex atitrar ZY Slava HIST, 
the death of this brave minister occurred in the camp. ‘The 
relation between the two nouns aw#fiz and Wy is indicated by 
the inflection afr, 

§81. The Genitive case is adjectival in character, and may 
be said to qualify the noun by which it is governed. Hence it 
is modified like an adjective to agree with the noun it refers to:— 

Mase. sing. wqrat ast his horse, plu. era are his horses. 

Fem. ,, warat aret his mare, ,, eqreat are his mares. 

Neut. , erage hishorse, ,, erat aret his horses. 
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Note,—The genitive ar is the modification of the Sanskrit 

genitive inflection eq, Prakrit ta. In the dative form, which is 

derived from the same classical source, the #4 or t@ is reduced 

simply to @, but in the genitive, itis changed, by way of variety, 

to = or at. In Maharashtra, the @ and q (tsa), which is the 

Marathi sound of @ (cha), are always interchangeable; thus ata 
arét, I can’t bear. or @raa arél ; 3a striking of the foot against a 
stone, or 4, In the upper provinces. where Hindi prevails, the 
lette. a Aa occupies the place of the Marathi @, and @ is frequent- 
ly changed to & by the illiterate classes, The author he»! the 
English word‘ station” gq@zea “ istaken,” at Jabalpur. The 
Hindi genitive and dative differ in form, only in reference to the 
vowels of which they are composed ; Dat. @ ko, and Gen. ar kd. 
Note.—Of all the Aryan Indians, the Mardthis are most partial 

to the dento-palatal 4 tsa and the letter ala; and the reason 
why they are so disposed to these sounds is their close proximity 
to the Dravidians, in whose vernaculars they are abundantly used, 
Moreover, in the principal Dravidian dialect, the Tamil, there js 
no sound or letter corresponding to @, and the letter q occurring 
in Sanskrit words, is invariably substituted in that language by 
atsa. It is no wonder, then, that the Mardthis should prefer the 
tsa sound of q sa to the ka of the Hindustanis, in the matter of 
the genitive termination. The change of sa to the Sanskrit q 
cha would be violent, but not so its change to tsa. 

Note —The letter @sa has been displaced by several other 
letters in other languages. It is substituted by FH ja, tra, & ha, 
&c., and all these changes of sa are found to exist in the Indian 
languages. “A suffix, used in the formation of words which js 
peculiarly the property of neuter, is @qas, which is still more 
frequently used in Zend than in Sanskrit. In the plural these 
Zend neuters from enhe or eviha, and with this ha is evide 
connected the lengthened gr in the new Persian.” “Ag however 
the High German has, from its earliest period, repeatedly chan od 
s into r, and @ into 7, I have no doubt that the ir the Middle aa High German er, is identified with the § | 
aq. ” «To the Latin, in like m 
istorum, istiurwm.”—Bopp. 

§ 82, The Locative case Cicer wis is inflected by 4 or af. and 
, indicates the relation of position ; q AVANT aa sit in your 

own place ; @ @reat qrat geet he prostrated himself at his feep), 

ntly 

anskrit neuter suffix 
anner, belongs rwm for sum; hence 
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These inflections are not usually used in prose, but are 
superseded by the positionata am. In poetry they are freely 
used ; thus, 

Kati Aas aaa Tals, UTA Tat ars sat aar— Tukdrdm 

Note.—The locative z or af 1s derived from the Prakrit term1- 

nation azat; thus, Sing. Sk. ga, Prak. aes, aesrita, M. ¢ or ai, 

§ 83. The Vocative case (aaraa ) is a modified form of the 

substantive, identical with what is called the crude-form (§ 82)., 

and is used in addressing a person ; Yet, gas 4, child, come here. 

Note.—Sometimes the Sanskrit Vocative forms are used in 

dignified composition, especially in poetry; as @ ea, for et, O Hari; 

& Wet (for TS) O Master! 2 at (for mz ) O Lord; aTaTT , 

(for waatat) O God! 

§ 84. ‘The following is a table of the case-terminations:— 

Ouses (faut ) Inflections (saa). 

The Nominative Ae aces : 

The Accusative ss sanneeees 

The Instrumental % sing, #f, plw., by ; aff, sing. and plu., 

with or against. 

The Dative a, Bl, siny., A, Bl, at, plu., to. 

The Ablative #4, KA, from or than. 

The Genitive aI, m. sing., of, 

The Locative ¥, or af, in 

The Vocative The Crude-form, 

§ 85. Besides these principal inflections, the following are 

also employed :— 
\ 2 

Instrumental —W, @, sing., off, Z, 1, plu. 

Dative— @ and the Crude-form. 

Note—These instrumental case-endings are generally used in 

the Konkan, but they are not all admitted into the reading books. 

The inflections | and off are affixed to pronouns,—the personal, 

relative and demonstrative; and Konkani writers always prefer 

these to those 
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given in the text. #f and its modification @ff in{their original sense of 

ustrumental agency, are, at present, confined to the popular dialects 

of the inhabitants of the Konkan, while @f, in the sense of with 

or ‘against, is universally employed ; ¥ <arat at% Aw do not speak 

with him; 3e aH FAatat Asan FrHway see, the Zulus fought 

with great determination with or against tae English. The forms 

n antl = chiefly occur in poetry ; also in old prose writings; ATT aera 

qzaq aeara Az Fae, then the king received him with great honour,; 

waar Tar Barna yz Fas Raghoonathpant went and saw him, 

TIT Bal TH BHI fag Arar.— Tukaram. 

erat fea sre Ate Tard aIHat ast arfras.—Lukaram.. 

Note-—The Dative @ is exclusively used in poetry. 

. § 86. The following postpositions are sometimes sub- 
stituted for the case-endings :— 

Instrumental aga, REA, RAT, WEA, at, by or through. 

Dative att, Was, Wa, to; Aftat, are, sta, tarq, for. 

Ablative qraa,. 3724, from ; Faz, ata, than. 

Genitive = nenaeee Piet 

Locative Sta, 73, in; favat, a4, about. 

Voocat; J x t, 3, aa, Ha, TT Om.) | HBT, H5t, O 
-OCatlve ~ ~ s. ta e | tr, a, stat, staf, Of. sale 

me. f., plu. 

Note.—The postpositions are usually affixed instead of the CASC- 
terminations, when the relations to be expressed are of a material and 
sensible echaracter ; the abstruse and metaphorical ones take the 
case endings, and chiefly these rarely used in prose ; Salar erat (not 
arata) Ara sie ? what has he in his hands or power ? 

Note—The vocative particles are placed before the crude-form of 
the noun ; 33 aa, O boy ; s#f Arata, O ladies, 

Note,—All the above postpositions except aq, can be affixed to 
the crude-form of the noun but Hea is affixed to the instrumental 
caseform of the noun in Gand the pronominal case-form in Ff; . a8 aS Wey - 
HEAT by means of the weapon ; Feta by means of it 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Declension of substantives, 

DECLENSIONS ENUMERATED. 

§ 87—§ 100. 

§ 87. The inflection of substantive by means of the case- 
terminations is called Declension or fauearn. The following 

ig an example of a substantive declined in all the cases :— 

az a house. 

Singular. ‘Plural. 

Nom. ata house aq houses 

Acc. 9 a house ai houses 
qua by a house qual by houses 

Inst Wai with a house Wilaty with houses 

Dat. AU, Tt toahouse FA AISI, We to houses 

Abl. Wea, TFA from a hous qUsa from houses 

Gen. aura of a house gwar of houses 

Loc. géj in a house qij in houses 

Voc. gz O house gaiay O houses 

§ 88. From the above example of the declension of the noun 

Ai, it isevident that the noun changes its radical form before 

Thus, for instance, the above 
assuming the case-terminations. 

le a 

1nations. 
word qt becomes Fu before assuming the case-term 

The form which the noun assumes before ay the case- 

endings to make wp rts complete case-form or faa 23 called its 

CRUDE-FORM, 2.e., the unfinished or imperfect form. The Marathi 

grammarians call it the @lAlFaeq Saminyartipa d.e., a form 

common to nouns before the case-endings. 

§ 89. THE CRUDE-FORMS ARE PRODUCED BY THE UNION OF 

THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS af yd AND @ é WITH Nouns; as 

aiiaq a mango +a) = attea ; Wa a wall + 3 = Fata 

§ 90. ‘THE MaScuLINE AND NEUTER NOUNS ASSUME 4, AND 
AN 

THE FEMININE NOUNS ASSUME @. 
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§ 91. Ifthe vowels in which Marathi nouns terminate were 

of a uniform nature, all the nouns would regularly assume the 

at and $; but the vowels are, as we have noticed in the chapters 

oa Orthography, of various properties and powers (some being 

strong and others weak, some noble and others mean), and 

the nouns, consequently, assume the demonstratives somewhat 

irregularly. 

$92. Some NOUNS ASSUME THE DEMONSTRATIVE IN THEIR 

PuRE FORMS OTHERS IN THEIR IMPURE OR MODIFIED FORMS AND 

THE RBST ENTIRELY REJECT THEM. 

§ 93. Hence there are three classes of the crude-forms, or, 

in other words, there are THREE DECLENSIONS (faafteT BU) 
in Marathi. 

$94, The three Declensions are thus enumerated and 
described: — 

I.—In the First Declension are included all those nouns 

which assume the ar and in their PURE FORMS, 

Il.—In the Second Declension are comprehended all those 

nouns which assume the ar and g in their IMPURE FORMS, 

III.—In the Third Declension are contained all those nouns 

which ENTWRELY REJECT the at and §. 

§ 95. THE IMPURE OR MODIFIED FORMS OF QT AND § ARE a 
AND @ RESPECTIVELY. The at is obtained by dropping the semi- 
vowel 4 of at, and the u, by changing the @ to its correspond- 
ing diphthong w. (Sect 11.) 

Note.——Strictly speaking there is only one declension in 
Marathi, viz., the first, and the other two may be considered its 
sub-divisions. 

§ 96. The following is a table of the Distinguishing Ter- 
minations of the crude-form in the Three Declensions :— 

First Declension. Second Declension. Third Declension. 

——e ee | 

A M., n., $f. No change for the 
ei crude-form. 

| 

| 
AT Mt., 20., Tf. 

— 

§ 22 
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§ 97. The Marathi Substantives are thus arranged under 
the Three Declensions :— 

THE First DECLENSION 

Masculine Nouns. 

1. All the Masculine nouns ending in a and $; thus, aret 
a cart, crude-form eat; rat a washerman, crude-form Qa 

Feminine Nouns. 

2. Most of the Feminine nouns ending in a, and all those 
ending in #; thus, faa wall, crude-form fiqat; miSt a carriage, 
crude-form mrt. 

Neuter Nownrs. 

3. Allthe Neuter nouns ending ing and g; as, fag a 

pepper, crude-form fasar; @os a plantain, crude-form Sear, 

THE SECOND DECLENSION 

Masculine and Neuter Nowns. 

1. All Masculine and Neuter nouns ending in a; as Mase. 
@@ a god, crude-form 2at; Neut. am a door, crude-form art, 

Feminine Nowns. 

2. Some of the Feminine Nouns which end in @, and all 
~ 

those ending in at; thus, fia the tongue, crude-form fa¥; 

arat 2 mother, crude-form Ta, 

THE THIRD DECLENSION 

Masculine, Feminine, and Neuter Nowns. 

1. All the nouns ending in short gand g; as @f@ a poet, 

m.; Yqa milch cow, f.; aff an eye, n. Though these nouns 

; ‘ate d & they lengthen ther termi- reject the demonstrative at and &, they Leng : 

nating vowels before assuming the case-endings, as edia by a 

poct, Xqa byacow. These are pure Saaskrit words, and are 

nob strictly amenable to the rules of Marathi grammar, 
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2. Allthe nouns ending in &; a8, arg a penknife, arger 

to a penknife. 

3. All the nouns ending in the diphthongs, viz..y (except 

the neuter nouns in G),® at and at; as, arq@et a woman. arqetet 

to a woman. 

§ 98. The Marathi nouns are arranged in the following 
Table according to their Terminating Vowels :— 

First Declension. 

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter. 

aT, g a, R. z, q. 

Seeond Declension. 

Masculine. Feminine, Neuter. 
a H, Al. “i 

Third Declension. 

Masculine. Feminine, Neuter. 
%, 3, & and the z, 3, G and the %, 3, and &. 
diphthongs. Diphthongs. 

§ 99. It is thus evident that it is only those nouns which 
end in &, at, %, &, four vowels, that are changed in the crude- 
from, while the others remain unaltered. This is an important 
fact for the student to bear in mind as a knowledge of it would 
very much facilitate his study of the Declensions. To impress 
this important truth still further on the mind, we will give 
another Table, in which the terminating vowels of the nouns are 
given in their alphabetical order, and opposite to them the 
vowels terminating their crude-forms are put down in separate 
columns, 
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§ 100. This Table will, also, help the student to determine 

the crude-forms by means of the radical terminations of nouns. 

If the noun is Masculine, the termination of its crude-form will 

be found in the column marked “ Masculine.” Thus, for fiaePenes. 

the crude-form of the neuter noun @q a door, is tas aT 

stands opposite to # in the Neuter column. 

Root 

Terminations. Crude-form Terminations, 

M., F., N., Masculine, Feminine, Neuter. 

a AT 3 or w at 

at at om ° 

; q at at 
u ( Neut.) ° ° aq 

z, 3, HY, &, 
at att No Crude-form Terminations. 

‘Notee-—The information suggested by the above Table is 

embodied in the following rules, which may be committed to 

memory by the student. 

Maseuline Nouns. 

1, All the Masculine nounsin # assume aT 

All the Masculine nouns in at and@ assume @f 

3, All the remaining Masculine nouns remain unehanged. 

Feminine Nouns, 

_ The Feminine nouns in 4 may assume either § or q, 

All the Feminine nouns in &f assume @. 

All the Feminine nouns in $ assume , 

All the remaining Feminine nouns remain unaltered, 

Neuter Nowns. 

1, All the Neuter nouns in @ assume &f, 

9. All the Neuter nouns in # and & assume @f, 

8, All the remaining Neuter nouns remain unchanged. 

PS won 

NOTE, 

1, Theemployment of at and to make up the crude-forms of 

nouns, though suggested for the first time in this book, is not exclu- 
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sively confined to Marathi, but extends to several other languages 
of the Indo-Aryan family. In the Hindi there is a trace of the 

demonstrative % in the crude-forms of substantives ending in 3; 
as @zt a son, the crude-form 42, and the dative case-form 32a, 
toason, InSanskrit, the letter 4 issimilarly used, as for instance, 
in the forms @rq and tata, the @ being combined with the 
pronominal bases q ta and @ sa. The q in Sanskrit is relative and 
not Cemonstrative. In the Gothic dialects, which bear a strong 
resemblance to the Pali and the Mahdrdstri ( Marathi), the 
demonstrative gr is used in the form of q ya or af yo, denoting 
he or at. The q or ay is inserted between the adjective to be 
declined and the case-endings. Sometimes the pronoun loses its 
semi-vowel a, as in Marathi, and the terminations of the adjective 
are shortened. The Old Sclavonic, differing from the Lithuanian, 
declines only in some cases the adjective together with the 
appended pronoun, but in most cases, the latter alone, ‘“ While, 
however, in the Lithuanian, the approved pronoun has lost its q 
only in some cases, in the Old Selavonie, that pronoun has lost, in 
many more, not only the q, but also its vowel, and therefore the 
whole base, and the termination alone is lefi’” (as is the case in 
Marathi in reference to the words of the Third Declension). — Bopp. 

2. The demonstrative or relative qt or ay came to be used by 
way of apposition to the noun: a kind of support to aid the noun 
in bearing the weight of the case-endings. And this appositiona’ 
use of qt in the crude-form is clearly established by the old 
archaic forms extant in Marathi. In poetry these old forms are 
common; thus, 

wantsaia 4z aaatzar.— Waman. 
In this line taqtzata is written for the modern form taueata 

and even, at present, Sastris unacquainted with the current 
modes of spelling, write the appositional demonstrative separate. 
Indeed, the presence of af is discovered in some forms of verbs, 
as well as nouns and the Marathi verbs, etymologically nominal 
or participial, assume it when they end noun sentences, governed 
by 4 postposition 08, ASAT feeqrat wt HTH, we shall go home 
after we have buried him. 

astaiwalat arate agar art art:—Mukteshvar. 
In the old Bakhars aq is usually written separate; UWiaara J‘ a; ~ ° 

? Qa Seataq sar Take the king and go to the camp. 
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3. The demonstrative forms ar aad ¢ were employed in Old 
Marathi without distinction; hence the present crude-forms 
from the genitive and the adjectives are of two kinds, in at and q; 

UWARSAT or WATS Bl Wat star, I went to Rama’s house. 

Sets ( seatoarat ) a ary.—Drnydanobii, 

wraraio ( araraion) | ar.—Dnydinobii 

4. The changes of ar and z in the Second Declension, or their 

utter rejection in the Third Declension, is easily explained. The 

a is, inded, « grave vowel, but being short, it is too feeble to bear 

the full weight of ar, together with that of the case-ending; and 

it therefore changes the qt to a, ‘The short vowels g and @ are 

too delicate to assume the demonstratives, and, therefore, reject 

the demonstratives ar and ¢, though they are lengthened to bear 

the weight of the case-endings: The grave vowel # usually 

submits to a mutilation by ar; but it rejects it entirely when it 

comes at the end of a proper name, as derogatory tu the dignity 

of a proper name. Indeed, all nouns resist changes of the crude: 

form as degrading, and when they are forced to submit, they 

usually become deteriorated. The words ending in the Short 

vowels g and & being of Sanskrit origin, are too shy to assume 

the aj or , and, therefore, reject them, though they lengthen the 

short vowels to bear the weight of the case-endings. Thue, a 

proper noun, when modified by af or g, degenerates into a form 

of contempt; as trat Rama, a man’s name, tear a contemptuous 

form for Ramaé; qgat Yamuni, a contemptuous form for agat, 

& woman’s name. Even common nouns, when used honorifically, 

retain theic radical form; aret (for Alsat) gee A gardener, come 

here. In Hindi, also those words of Sanskrit origin which are 

not quite naturalised in the language, are not changed in the 

crude-form. Thus, greta horse, becoms qt in the crude-form, 

bat tat a kiny retains its form, as Wal to a king; alae to a 

donor. Even common Hindi words of honour remain unchanged; 

as SIE a paternal uncle, Hale; AAl a maternal uncle; Bet a 

schoolmaster, « title of respect. The vowel g, and the diphthongs 

are too dignified (§ 19) to yield toa mutilation, and too strong 

not to be able to bear singly the weight of the case-endings. 

Tue feeble vowel 3, essentially characteristic of the feminine 

gender, and the neuter diphthong g, weakened by the anusvar, 

bend their necks without the least resistance to the absolute 

domination of the demonstratives qj and ¢. The feminine HOURS 

ending in a, and a few in 4 derived from Sanskrit nouns 10 Wf, 

are too proud to submit tamely to the modifying influences of a 
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purely vernacular or vulgar inflection. Paiufully conscious, how- 

ever, of their feminine weak nature they assume the Sanskrit 

g rather than the vulgar €, in conformity with the laws of 

combination, denominated @fq ; uot an unusual mode of submis- 

sion among proud mortals, who, when forced to submit, seek to 

bow the head in a dignified manner. 

When it is necessary to express contempt, a double inflection 

is ew.ployed, in Marathi, in utter defiance of the rules of grammar, 

qiz a child, usually in contempt, of which qiqr is its regular crude- 

form, and qi=qt=aret + af, is its doubly inflected form, indicative 

of extreme contempt; ? qtear O you brat, instead of z Tie 

O child. 

CHAPTER IX, 

Declension —continued. 

THE FIRST DECLENSION. 

§ 101—§ 108. 

Masculine Substantives. 

§ 101. Masculine Nouns ending in a and = assume QT, 

Examples. 

Root atar A mango; crude-form, feat. 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. afar a mango ata mangoes 
Acc. tat ® mango aia mangoes 
fate aisala by a mango aizatat by mangoes 

ae with a mango asarati with mangoes 
Dat. AlsTiBl-A to a mango AlsSAlSl-B-aAT to mangoes 

Abl.  aiearga than a mango wisytga than mangoes 
Gen. wiearatofa mango ateqtar of mangoes 

Loe. HeataA In a mango ateata in mangoes 

Voc. ateqr O mango ateaiar O mangoes 
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Note.—The ablative termination @a oftener expresses com- 
parison than ablation or separation, and may be expressed in 
English by “than” as well as “from.” It has the ablative sense 
chiefly when affixed to nouns of locality or place; as, ay aga 
aret he came from Poona, but aj UWaIgaA Als Me he is bigger 
thun Rama. The postposition qIqa expresses the ablative sense 
of “ from.” 

Root, Arey A gardener; crude-form, arwat. 

Singular. Plural. 
Nom. Wis a gardener Alsi gardeners 
Acc, Flat 2 gardener ala gardeners 

areata by a gardener Hiaalal by gardeners 
Instr. leicearatt with a gardener Wiaaian with gardeners 

Dat. Alwals-a toa gardener Flwsaist-a-at to gardeners 
Abl. Almaga thana gardener aisaiga than gardeners 
Gen. Amaral ofa gardener AoA of gardeners 

Loc. Wlwsata in a gardener alata in gardeners 

Voc. teat O gardener aisatat O gardeners 

Note.—Proper names of persons and respectful appellations 

reject the aq in the crude-form ; thus, ajar a respectful word for 

a father makes aqaret to a father, and not asarel; wast Ravji, 

wastiezt to Rayji, not qWasatwt; so also qaati a Mahommedan 

teacher, Faatet to a Munshi ; zqiai a lord; eqrater to a lord. 

The abstrict noun in a as @Igwqat; and Sanskrit word nos 

naturalised in the language may not assume the Qt; aiyBISTI 

to goodness ; aqui, the moon, @FaTet; to the moon. 

Note.—The word gat an elephant, is irregularly declined; it 

does not assume yr, Some Sanskrit words in g, not naturalised 

in the language, reject the qr; as #g an elephant ; art a lion. 

Singular. Plural, 

Nom. #2 an elephant gui elephants 

Acc. zai an elephant adi clephants 

( gwia by an elephant zdiat by elephants 
Instr. aie 2 . fe eas 

1 sudta with an clephant gzaiatt with elephants 

Dat.  #aizt to an elephant edsl-a-ar to elephants 

Abl. adiga thananelephant = adiga than elephants 

Gen.  axitar of an elephant zdiat of elephants 

Loc. @aia in an clephant zdia in elephants 

Voc. zat O elephant ediar O elephants 
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Note.—The word wat riédzd, a king, is often written in the 

crude-form without the ar, but pronounced as if united with at; 

tat a king, traet rdjdld, to a king. 

Note.—The words in @ are usually written with 3, instead 

of eq; as argat a looking-glass, ATA or ATS to a looking- 

glass. 

Note.—Words ending in atin the root do not append an 

additional af; as @lzréaq a gulde, @lztearet to a guide. 

Neuter Substantives. 

§ 102. Nouns ending in z and © assume Qf, 

Kaamples. 

Root, atat A pearl; crude-form, Arar. 

Singular. Plural. 
Nom. at a pearl wieq pearls 

Acc. a@faf a pearl wirqz pearls 

wieata by a pearl aratat by pearls 
Instr. x a : ~ -—“~ “ 

{areata with a pearl weatay with pearls 

Dat.  Aratat-q to a pearl = Heatwt-a-ar to pearls 
Abl. aratgea than a pearl aeaiga than pearls 

Gen. Ararat of a pearl aeaiar of pearls 
Loc. Hleata in a pearl aata in pearls 

Voc. ear O pearl wreaiat O pearls 

Note.—@ft seed collectively ; dative, f€qrer to seed. 

Koot, aa A tank; crude-form, azar. 

Singular, Plural. 

Nom. a@ a tank aa tanks 

Acc. aw» tank aai tanks 

Fath {aaare by a tank aaatat by tanks 
| Aoaratt with a tank apaiat with tanks 

Dat. aqwaret-@ to a tank apaisi-a-ar to tanks 

Abl. qeatea than a tank aqoaiea than tanks 

Gen. a@aarat of a tank apatar of tanks 

Loc.  a@pata in a tank qoata in tanks 
Voc. amar U tank qatar O tanks 

S m 
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§ 1 

DECLENSION OF SUBSTANTIVES, [§ 103— 

Feminine Substantives. 

03. Feminine nouns ending in a and = assume z. 
There are in all 2,500 feminine nouns ending in & in the 

Marathi language, out of which allfexcept some 290 that belong 
exclusively to the Second Declension and are given below 
($ 106,) fall under this, 2. ¢., the First Declension. 

HLaample. 

Root, fa A wall ; crude-form, fiat, 
Singular: Plural. 

Nom. faa a wall fadt walls 
Acc, faa wall Arai walls 

fata by a wall fadtat by walls 
Instr. {Feat with a wall Taalait with walls 
Dat. fatwa to a wall Tadiai-q-a to walls 
Abl. faatga than a wall Taaiga than walls 
Gen, fRaiar of a wall fadaiar of walls 
Loc. dia in a wall Tadia in walls 
Voc. feat O wall fadiat O walls 

Note.—The Marathi nouns which come under this declension 
are principally of this description :— 

(a) Such words as are derived from Sanskrit nouns ending 
g 

ing 

(b 

aim fire (Sk. af] m.) qs a fist (Sk. giz) 
$a side (Sk, Hig m.) wa a heap (Sk. wiz) 
$6 2 plantain tree (Sk. #q#t) ata a wick (Sk. az) 
mis a knot (Sk. 9) aw a creeper (Sk, aq) 

a fireplace (Sk. Fst) aaa a rival wife (Sk. avedt) 

q@ dust (Sk. yf) qs dry ginger (Sk. at) 
faa@ a wall (Sk. Tara) 

) Such nouns as are derived from Marathi verbs :— 

Aiwa acquaintance, from ateao to be acquainted. 

azo a sieve, from Aw to strain 

3q a deposit, from Zant to keep. 

az « deficiency, from gz to break (antrans. verb.) 
arz a device, from qteut to break (trans. verb.) 
Yz a meeting, trom zzo to meet. 

aim « bending, from ator to bend. 

qz au abatement, from gent to get loose. 
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(c) Such nouns as are derived from Persian and Arabic, ending in 

q, ¢, 4, (, WT, &— 

alata a security 
Las . 

Wletta an advertisement 

dHUT striving 

azqa disposition fasta temper 

(d) English words introduced into the language, when viewed 

azarz (1st and 2nd) a sword 

@ha an inkstand 

aiz intoxication 

as feminine, usually assume z; thus— 

feafiz a ticket wz aslate 

qaiaw a pencil alfzaq a notice 

When the penultimate g of English words is changed to a, the 

word is usually considered as neuter ; at f@tz that ticket, /.; @ 

aiz n. 

Note.—The feminine monosyllabic words in # remain undrop- 

ped ; as @@r faarzr ask mother. 

Root ape} a carriage ; crude-form, art (=aret + oo) 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. aret a carriage WIsat carriages 

Acc.  a1et a carriage TISIl carriages 
mzia by a carriage areaiat by carriages 

Inst. {ert with acarriage WTeaiatt with carriages 

Dat. WIztsl-@ toa carriage TISTISBT-A-AT to carria ges 

Abl.  amgiga than a carriage eqiga than carriages 
Gen. atdtal of a carriage Tzatar of carriages 

Loc. Mia in a carriage WIgata in carriages 

Voc. wrt O carriage meatat O carriages 

Note.—The words @t a woman, qt a seed, We., may be optionally 
declined as follows :— 

Singular, Plural. 

Nom. @i a woman faqar women 

Instr. faaa (afiz ) by a woman fatal by women 
Dat. faze (ara) toa woman faata to women 

Voc. fart (afi) O woman faraiai O women 

When the plural form of @ a seed is made sq], instead of faar 
(Sect. 70), the plural inflected forms are as sata by the seeds, sqrat 
to the seeds, &c. 
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Note.—The q in these forms comes from Sanskrit, thus :— 

Sanskrit Declension. 
Singular. Plural. 

Nom. @ik a woman faz: 
Instr. feat by a woman ana: 
Dat fax toa woman Sqr: 

THE SECOND DECLENSION. 

Masculine Substantives. 

§ 104. Masculine nouns ending in 3 dx assume ST. 

Examples. 

Root, arg A father ; crude-form, art, 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. aga father arq fathers 

Acc. aq a father a1q fathers 
amqia by a father aiqiat by fathers 

instr. 3 alqrat with a father atqiatt with fathers 

Dat. = arqrast-@ toa father alqizt-@-at to fathers 

Abl.  a1qrga than a father arqiga than fathers 
Gen.  arqrar of a father arqiat of fathers 
Loc.  arqata ina father arqia in fathers 

Voc.  ararO father atqtay O fathers 

Note.—The letters of the Alphabet, % ka, q@ kha, a ga, &c., do 
los bad 

not assume wT; as Bet to ka; qewr to ba; ar eqaa wa frat ? 
What can we learn from this blockhead ? 

Note.—The genitive forms of nouns ending in 4, when used as 
adjectives, do not inflect the noun in the crude-form; as q¢at house- 

bold qzrat of the house: Walt awa aia wits Alea. WARA asta, 
We have brought house-hold rafters, and not those from the bazaar. 

So also gaa, Usa, Tata, UA, ateIea, We. The general sense 
of such forms may be expressed in English by the phrase “relating 
to.” 

Note.—Pure adjective forms could be substituted for such forms 

WAIAAT or THUWAT of Gujarat ; R208 or Qzoty of Paithan ; a1TgAta 

or aragét of Nagpur ; arava or araret aq Bazaar ghee. The 

word sare variety, usually takes the form gaat of variety. 
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Note.—Words in & expressing time assume the genitive 
termination without any inflection: as @@Ie morning, Asasuay 

of the morning; @t# yesterday, @rwar of yesterday, 

Note.—The masculine and neuter names of places in &, 
having long vowels or nasalised syllables, usually take the dative 
wt without undergoing any inflectional change ; a 7B WSat 
he was fascinated by England; ¢qoret #1 Etat. I went to Persia, 

But waeret wat aAezat I did not go to Nagar. 

Feminine Substantives. 

§ 105. Feminine nouns ending in # and a few nouns 
ending in 4, assume @, 

Haamples. 

Root, gy A tale; crude-form, #2, 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. waa tale eat tales 

Ace. SY] a tale mat tales 

aaa by a tale #4tai by tales 
*SAla] With tales 

PASI-A-AT to tales 
SD than tales 

#aial of tales 

Sala in tales 

sya, O tales 

Instr. igen, 2 
SAA with a tale 

Dat. *yat-Q toa tale 

Abl. Iga than a tale 
Gen. @ayatof a tale 
Loc. 7a ina tale 

Voe. my O tale 

Note.—The names of females, when used respectfully, do not 

assume win the crude form; thus, qaqa Yamuna, dat. @garey 
To Yamuna ; aque, the regular form, is not respectful. 

Root, @z A cot; crude-form, afr. 
Singular. Plural. 

Nom. w@lz a cot Wlzl cots 
Acc, waTz 2 cot wiz] cous 

“walza by a cot w@lziat by cots 
Instr. (arzati with a cot Wiziart with cots 
Dat. @lzal-@ to a cot @ziSl-a-al to cots 
Abl, alzEa than a cot Azza than cots 
Gen. @iza] of a cot w@iziai of cots 
Loc, @lzaq in a cot @izia in cots 
Voce. waz O cot wizial O cots 
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A 

Ga 

IAAT 
BIA 
imi7 
ha 
RIT 

§ 106. The number of words in 
about 290 (§ 70), and they are the following :— 

Ae az ASq az 
ASH aie | aia ata 
ABT ditt aa area 
wea qu Ax fase 
wadia | ag alg tara 
asa =| aq 21a ast 
ara aa fea az 
ata [aa | aq eatzq | aw 
MAA At | we | aw aia 
awit laste =| Sra avis 
2 717 zig aN 
sz TWH Sie ata 
Sa 7a St a 
Ka Th ST gta 
as Twa | sa TUG 
uig mz Sia ya 
HS aqsiq@ | 2a aq 
amis jasa |iea | aa 
PALOr F- | AT as ANZ 
ey law) aa awaisy | 77 
ea faaasSsdsi| aa AAT 
sia aa | aara | ae 
ea | isa aR | ATA 
ela aig or zy awa ast 
faoa aq aqaqaia | az 
ljaesia | siz Taz amit 
eae | ie Tah | WEA 
HAE RW ed aart faa 
Pals asiz aqasaqlz | WaA 
Ea az aaa | dale 
ese Or] aT MAA | Wa 
Blew AIT aia qior 

aa wa | asi | gaa 
aza ante = | ATA grata 
Get | egoreg) AWE | TA 
CEG aia ara q 

\atsqe | wat 
lala Bya 
| aie IB 
alaqia sre 
wiza Big 
ala ara 
MAYS [wz 
Ala BIT 
aa ala 
AIS Blas 
aa BIGA 
ata ala 
Hz WIS 
erga We 
alta 
aia = | SIT 
ara asta 
aH =| ACTS 
wa | Tas 
waa ae 
We Fe IT 

| TIS az 

UIT arm 
wz qlas 

wsye | aia 
wage | taeaa 
TT ast 
tig diz 
wT ats 
tia ats 
ia aa 
iq aor 
wa qs 
waz as 
Fab WE OA 
wa Ws 

[§ 106— 
a under this declension is 



fire 8 | te aes jae | ata ats 
Roe | aw awe fj areat—s aiaera 
faq aa Aq aia ora | ae | a 
attz ez adia. | az aia eta 
fee a | aa arm qa | ReyS | 

Now.—Of the above feminine nouns, most are derived from 

Sanskrit words ending in aT, and it is on this account that they 
in spite of their altered form in a final a, conform to the classical 
mode of declension. We shall, for ‘geod: trace a few Mara- 
thi words in # to their Sanskrit originals in at:-— 

M. aia an acid Sk. SIest 
M. gz or aiz a brick Sk. Zeer 
M. autre flour Sk. arttrar 
M. ara udder Sk. Best 
M. @iz a Xot Sk. @zar 
M. #iz a crevice Sk. fau 
M. st the tongue Sk. faeer 
M. aia sleep Sk. faz 
M. we alms Sk. fitaqt 
M. ar@ a garland Sk, AtztT 

M. zra@ ashes Sk. tar 
M. ata shame Sk. asa 
M. aia evening Sk. @ear 
M. aia@ a school Sk. STII 

Note.—Some of these feminine words are derived from nouns 
ending in other vowels than a— 

M. aiza way, Sk. arz m. 

M. are vapour, Sk. aw m. 
M. areq honey, Sk. ay n. 

Note—Some Marathi words, though derived from Sdnskrit nouns in Hf, assume g in the crude. form; @tatw jaundice (Sk. BaST), Dative Hilaasler to jaundice ; so also eee turmeric (Sk. gétgt), Dative SHete1, bu turmeric. 
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Note.—Some words are declined either with Z or U; as frdy or 
fardt a shell, Dative frtet or frgtet to shell; azary a sword, 
AAS OF ALAR to sword. 

Neuter Substantives. 

§ 107. Neuter nouns ending in 4 assume aq 

Kaamoples. 

Root, qq a house ; crude-form. get 

Singular Plural. 
Nom. qza house qq 2 houses 
Acc. qz a house qz houses 

azta by a house qziat by houses 

Instr. ‘aie with a house aqwiait with houses 

Dat. @Ustl-a to a house FTUSI-@-al to houses 
Abl. aiiga than a house qviga than houses 

Gen. awart of a house gitar of houses 

Loe. ita in a house gqtia in houses 
Voc. az a house gitar O houses 

THE THIRD DECLENSION. 

Masculine Substantives. 

§ 108. Masculine Substantives in %, Ht and att rejected the af, 

There are no masculine nouns ending in the diphthongs @ and 

@, (§ 54, 6.) 
Examples, 

arg, A penknife 

Singular. Plural, 

Nom. ars a penknife aE penknives 

Ace, arp 2 penknife as penknives 

area by a penknife aaa by penknives 
Instr. | Se ee knif, Bi ee eas 

| argati with a penkmife qraeair with p 

Dat. aleat-q toa penknife  AWRBrA-AL CO penknives 

Abl. alFaA than a pen knife =weRga than penkuives. 

Gen.  ‘“argar of a penkuite atpat of pepknives 

POG, alga in a penknife ala In penknives 

Voc. ale UO penknife aia 0 penknives 
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Note 1.—A few words ending in &% assume q in the form of 
al, a being the semi-vowel corresponding to H (§ 20). | In the 
Dakhan, however, the inflection in a is almost entirely ignored, 
except in the words Te wheat, and atm a brother; ar TIBI «to 
this grain of wheat; waretto a brother. When Ws is used as 
a respectful appellation, it is not inflected SWAB Baan ae, qu 
WEAl WAalst Ae, Bhau is invited, but not my brother. 

Note 2—The following seven words may take, or reject, the 
ai: q feces, aga ladle, are a guinea-worm, Ig a great-grand- 
son, @Ig 2 sweet cake, Ae. fire, aa a bamboo, ate a kind of 
bridge, arg a brother-in-law, 

Note 3.—The following two substantives may assume @f or 
#, or remain unchanged: ara a grandson, faq a scorpion. 

Note 4,.—The following foun words may retain their form, or 
assume ST; AZ a pony, qyya Parbhn, qrtee a pilgrim, qazqe 
a traveller. 

Obs. The student may, except the words Tz and YTm a 
brother, always reject the ar or ap. 

Hxanvples. 

(2) wg A cake. 
Singular. Plural. 

Nom. wig a cake wig cakes 
Instr. Bigid or Ba by acake wg At or algal by cakes 
Gen. BIZ or Bi_al of acake wpgiar or BIgal of cakes 
Voce @Igi or wig O cake wlgtai or Bgal O cakes 

(3) ata A grandson. 

Singular. 

Nom. ate 4 grandson 
Instr, aaa, ATMA or ata by a grandson 
Voc. aay, Ala, A U grandson 

Plural, 

Nom. arg, grandsons 

Instr. avatat, aatdi, angi by grandsons 
Voc Maia, Arata, wT O vrandsons 

9m 
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(4) aaae A pilgrim. 

Singular. 

Nom. ataee a pilgrim 
Instr. ajaeea or Bera by a pilgrim 
Voc. a aatee or ayer O pilgrim 

Plural. 
Nom. alxee pilgrims 
Instr. a@yHea or AAHeAT by pilgrims 

Voc. ax@itai or aerettay O pilgrims 
Ziel, Covetousness. 

Nom. sel covetousness 

Instr. wera by covetousness 
Voc. stat UO covetousness 

wel Covetousness 
wlelal by covetousness 
wletat O covetousness 

qy A mark on a die. 

Singular. 

Nom. af a mark on a die 

Instr. Qa by a mark on a die 

Voc. a O mark ona die 

Plural. 
A : 
qt marks on a die 

qiai by marks on a die 

Gat O marks on a die 

Note.—Masculine nouns in a and rare few and not in 

common use, § 54,7. The words dla] m,. a deep hole in a river, 

and @iz m. n., a bee’s nest, are better written as 27g and ae, 

and inflected with af. 

Feminine Substantives, 
. . bd wn 

109. The Feminine nouns in & @ & and a, do not 

change in the crude-form. There are no feminine nouns in at. 
oD 

Examples. 

al%, Spirituous liquor ; crude-form, gre. 

Singular. 

Nom. are liquor 

Acc. zie liguor 

alea by liquor 

arte | areat with liquor 

Dat. qeal-a@ to liquor 

Abl. alega than liquor 

Gen. zizear of liquor 

Loc. @lea in liquor 

Voe aie O liquor 

Plural. 
az liquors 

ale liquors 
ateai by liquors 
alee with liquors 

Zleel-a-at to liquors 
glega than liquors 
ai@ar of liquors 
aléa in liquors 
ziéaqy O liquors 
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Note.—A good many feminine words in & are inflected with 
@ in the Konkan, but the student should adhere to the above rule. 
Thus :— 

Singular. Plural. 
Nom. WS a leech saat leeches 
Instr. WHA or Waqaq, by aleech wqaaidi by leeches 
Voce. WS or aaa O leech aaatat O leeches 

aiqa@!, A woman. 

Singular. Plural. 
Nom. araeta woman alqe@l women 
Instr. araera by a woman alqetat by women 
Voc, ajtaat O woman aiaetar O women 

Neuter Substantives. 
§ 110. The Neuter Substantives in ¥ usually retain the &, 

There are no neuter nouns ending in the diphthongs, except 
those which terminate in the nasalised u, and they belong to 
the First Declension, § 94. 

Example. 
UMS, A vegetable, 

Singular. Plural. 
Nom. «are a vegetable Wats vegetables 
Acc. wwe a vegetable Wests vegetables 
Instr. UMA by a vegetable UMsatal by vegetables 
Dat. UMSsS-A toavegetable  Wwaaqiw--ar to vegetables 
Able. wUmaga than a vegetable UmMeatga than vegetables 
Gen. wsafeat ofa vegetable wsmaqra of vegetables 
Loc. UMsA ina vegetable  wsaeaia in vegetables 
Voce. UMS O vegetable Ualeatar O vegetables 
Note.—1. The noun a@€ a ship is always, declined with ay: 

Kzxample. 

are, A ship, 

Singular. Plural. 
Nom. & Acc. aré a ship ara ships 
Instr. ataia by a ship aaial by ships 
Voc. aia O ship anata,” O ships 
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Note.—2, The following nouns may be declined either in 
%, al, or st, the last inflection being most generally employed:— 

$% a particular powder we 4 haft 
oe a town wall faa lime 
Je 4 horned cattle qa a yard 
WAS a particular shrub ls a part of a plough 
[we a drum-stick (als a sweet potato 
az a pony qrig a helm 

Note.—3. ‘The diminutives in &, €, & and & invariably 

assume af. The following are the principal — 

BEE a kid ace a sheep 
ISTE a reptile tS a buffalo calf 
ibe a lamb alae a calf 
TWAS a cow AWE a goat 

qra@~e a bird wee a child 
fas a cub qlqe a tiger 
Aine a cat 

Example. 

Gaze, A bird. 

Singular. Plural. 

Pes a qia¢ birds 
Nom & Acc. Tae a bird {ae birds 

Instr. qua by a bird qratiai by birds 

Voc. grat O bird gratia; O birds 

faq, A lime. 

Nom & Acc, faqa lime faa limes 

Instr. faara by a lime fratai by limes 

Voc. faar O lime faatat O limes 

Words ending in short g and Z, 

§ 111. The words in short g and g are pure Sanskrit words, 

and they simply lengthen the final g and g in the crude-form. 
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Kxamples. 
#la A poet ; crude-form, wf. 

Singular. Plural, 
Nom. ala a poet afa poets 
Acc. ela a poet @fq poets 

aia by a poet adi by poets 
Instr. ne with a poet Salat with poets 
Dat. SA BI-A toa poet Salsl-A-ay to poets 
Abl. #digaq than a poet a than poets 
Gen. ediar of a poet salar of poets 
Loe. aia in a poet aia in poets | 
Voc. eat O poet #aiat O poets 

wa the sun; crude-form aq. 

Singular, Plural, 
Nom, &: Ace. a the sun Wey suns 
Instr. WTA by the sun WTA by suns Voc. ay O sun aga O suns 

CHAPTER X, 
The Adjective. 

§ 112--§ 149, 
§ 112. The Adjective is a word which is joined to a substantive, to qualify it; aga ararz RAS Wass ra SU, My father pave Harji a good punishment; aq aes Alea MZ! saia1, It must be one whole month since. 
§ 113. The adjective may describe a noun, or limit its signification, Hence adjectives are considered as adjectives of quality, or adjectives of number, or numerals ; ey TS AAT ASA aa at asi, It is thirty years since the death of that wicked man. In this Sentence gez wicked is an adjective of quality, and qa thirty is a numeral. 
§ 114. When the adjective ends in I, It is inflected, to show its agreement with the noun which it qualifies. The inflections which it assumes are the General Gender Termina - tions specified in § 46 :— 
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Sing. SHTSI mM. areal f. Ais 7., good. 
Plu. as m. atiea /. = aie] n., good. 

§ 115. Before an inflected noun, the adjective in a 
assumes its crude-form made up with the demonstrative a: 
slat black; qeaqr gear by the black horse; aaa star. 
to large houses. Sometimes @ is optionally substituted for 
the demonstrative Ql; Asal or AB ajqaray Of a good woman. 

Note.—In poetry sometimes the adjective takes the case- 
terminations of the noun it qualifies. In the following line the 
adjective gql@ia, takes the instrumental case-ending of the noun 
ATA :— 

qa SUA BUA Wa A WANA Waa sais, 
§ 116. When the adjective does not end in a, it remains 

unaltered before the noun it qualifies; ataz Ge Sour fruits; 
S_ AISA BA ee, What shall I do with the bitter gourd ? 

Note.—In poetry the adjectives that do not end in af, may 
be inflected :— 

aire ae areata ase, Grea.—Muktesh war. 
z at aliee al ea aad ge él qed SU Ae.—Tukaram. 

TM At BS Ta sal, edi aad Asal Aeal.— Waman. 

Note.—The adjective in @ is sometimes inflected to agree 

with the noun it is joined to even in prose, especially when the 

adjective is emphatic in excited discourse —FAid Aw Fel, AS 

dal tl aah ¢ O my brave boy, let me kiss thee ; ae! AIRal War 

AIA GA AIT BAI avaie ? Omy most worthy uncle, will 

you pardon my faults 

§ 117. Ifthe final vowel of the root is changed to a, the 

adjective becomes subject to inflectional changes like any 

ordinary adjective in a, Thus gra small, may be changed 

to Belial; #g bitter, to seal, Ue. ; warat asia in the small 

mouth; @g #ea ay bitter ghee, n. 

§ 118, When an adjective is used as a substantive, it 1s 

declined like a substantive ; qsaial aaa we associate with the 

good ; alg2tat HE acala HU return good for evil. The mascu- 

ve. feminine, and neuter adjectives ending in @, 2 T 

espectively, follow the First Declension, those ending in @ 

follow the Second, and the rest the Third :-— 
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aretat, Wise. 

Singular. 

Masculine, Neuter. 

Nem. =rern EIT, 
Acc. erm =e 11. 

nN OE 

Inst. aeaia 

Dat. SMEWIASI-A 

Abl. Wea ea 

| WeSATAI-Ai-F sing. | 

Feminine. 

MET. 
BETO. 

ag ta 
WEWISTI-a 

aeiga 

WET a-aI-a 
Gen. ~ at ~ ) B-zar--si plu. J WEIN A-=AT- Al 
Loe. weyta Wea 
Voc. BEIT] SSO 
Attributive crude-form agar BAEIIAYI 

Plural. 
Nom. zeit AMET EAD Ut 
Acc. zara Eo RAEI 
Instr. TeMatat 
Dat. UTMAI-A- ar 
Abl. Usage 

Teigiar m., dt 7,3, sing. 
UM., Is, Wn, plu. 

Loc. Tega 
Voc. US WAlat 
Attributive crude-form TEIytT 

aqgz, Bad. 
Singular, Plural. 

Nom. & Acc. atsz atsz 
Instr. alsara atgziat 
Dat. AZS-A alzzist-a 
Voc. alg2t alg2tar 

@g, bitter. 

Singular. Plural. 
Nom. & Acc. 4 
Instr. eea neat 

Dat. PISA BIBT 
Voc. crs Heal 

71 
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NUMERALS. 

§ 119. There are six kinds of N _ umerals, viz., the Cardi 
C oo ), Ordinals (RAaTaAg ), Fractionals amafiatae ai 

istri utives ( Wears), Multiplicatives (Tots) and Tadahattes 

(aida AAalas). amie 

i. The Cardinal Numerals. 

§ 120, The Cardinals denote the number of objects, and 
answer to the question, how many ? As, wa one, qara_ fifty | 

§ 121. Incompound numerals, such as ; wala twenty-one, 

arala twenty-two, &e., &e., the smaller number comes first in 

Marathi, while in English it is just the reverse. 

Note.—In Marathi the elements of the compound word 

designating the numeral, cannot ofsen be distinguished, as for 

instance in the compound ara, aT stands for two, and a@ for fifty 

at is the modified form of ¥ (Sk. fF or ® two) and aq is derived 

from qara (Pr. qorat, Sk. gard fifty). In Marathi q is often 

changed to 4 in composition. 

Note.—In Marathi the numerals above one hundred are not 

used with “and,” as in English; “one hundred and five,” would 

be in Marathi wHa qa, one hundred five; one thousand nine 

hundred and six Us SAT AGW AT. 

§ 122, The idea of indefiniteness is expressed by the cardi- 

nals by joining two numbers together, without the conjunction 

“and” or “or,” thus, et grad Ala ASI sai, some five or 

ten men had come; qta at qaqa Ges Yate, it will bear fruit in 

five or siX years; BI@ Galata TAS aia, a lac or a lac anda 

quarter had assembled ; az gta Hor ela, some four or five men 

were present. 

123. Whena cardinal is repeated, it makes upa distri- 

butive form: ga aa, twoa piece; Ita gia, by fives ; TH WHIST 

aa att Alea fzeat, each had two loaves given to him. 

§ 124. The idea of multitude, expressed in English by the 

>+5 denoted in Marathi by inflecting the aggre- 

ardinals, such asa hundred, a thousand, a 

as, “rupees by lacs.” @rat 

preposition “by. 

gate or collective ¢ 

lac, and a crore, by the particle at ; 
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era; wat eat WHET Bet Tteet, I have seen such cities by 
hundreds. The following aggregates are thus inflected :— 

St@~et a hundred, 3#et by hundreds; garg a thousand, gare 

by thousands; wr@ a hundred thousand, =wrTear by lacs; eS 

ten millions, %tet by ten millions. The collective numeral 
saz. a hundred, assumes the form of 3@et, and then takes 

wn» 

the af. 

This same idea of multitude is expressed, also. by the employ- 

ment of the Sanskrit forms of these aggregate numerals, com- 

bined with the word aaa limtt; as, agearafa by thousands ; 
sianara srat=at atei ata arat, this same story was in the 

mouths of millions of people, 

§ 125. The numeral wm one, joined to another cardinal 

numeral, expresses the sense of indefiniteness denoted in English 

by the preposition “about;” qta ae “qa ata, please give him 

about five rupees; aut TH AINE set gidt, about a hundred 

men had come, It may only be used with words denoting 

quantity ; AN ws qT ato, bring about a maund of ghee. 

§ 126. The cardinal numerals denote the idea of frequency 

by assuming the particle at(Sk. gt); Gegt once; aarar 

a hundred times. 

§ 127. The cardinals are thus written and pronounced :— 

1 4 Um, 13 93 au. 
2 2 ZIm. 14 48 Waa, BIT. 
3 2 «ala. i5 a4 TAN. 
4 g aly, 16 9& lat, 
5 % QT, 17 qo Gar. 
6 & él, 18 96 ws. 
7 9 ala. 19 9Q  GaENTA. 
8 ¢ Als. 20 zo0)|— oat. 

9 Q At, Aa,” 21 290 aMata. 
10 qo Zal. 22 22.0 wala, Fata 
11 99 We, 23 230 aaTa. 
120 4 are, 2400 ge aia wata seata. 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 
31 

32 

33 

34. 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

4.2 

43 

df 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 
60 
61 

62 

THE ADJECTIVE, 

qaaia. 
aediq. 

auisaig 
wagraia 

qendia. 
dia. 
upd. 
awa. 

aaia, dedia, 
qqaia Atdta, 
qeaia, 
oaia, 
aqadia, adaia. 
sala, Asda. 
THEN, 
aaa. 
UpADa 
aaa. 
Aalsa, 
asquiaia. 
qaasa 
MAA. 
qaqa, 
Bsasia, 

THITATA, 

awa. 
agiaa. 
THIS, 
ald. 
Uhay, 
alae, 

63 
64 

65 

66 
67 
6&8 

(ff Sereyee 

&3 Fae. 
8 WAT, Hae 
G4 Wlasz, 
RR alae, 
G9 Aza, aa, 
{6 ASA, Aga 

2% GEE U. 
9o Gat, 

9 Uae a, THEA, 
2 alguzr 
3 ALU, SqIeUz. 
9B NaTENR. 

o% IEW, Tareayz. 
o& We, Weaz. 
os Wala, adeayz. 
e6 HAW, ATA. 
8% waar. 
co wait. 
¢1 wea. 
CR -sAAAT 

6% = sqrazt. 
48 aysaatt 
ey quizatt. 
¢&  artaati. 
69 wert 

ce =aaqtaat. 

62 WHA, aogier, 
Qo 86 asa, 
S49 WaT, 
QQ Sqr, 
Qa Sarena. 
Qy ASAI, 
Q4 Talo, 
Q& Bure, 
RS ATW 

Qc Haqroorey, 
QQ ASqsora, 
qoo Tai. 
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101 9°99 THT TH, 

102 yo? UH aa. 
200 Roo zlaar. 

300 geo ata. 
400 Zoo SIVA. 

509 200 qiaar. 

1,000 4,000 Fal (Sk ae). 
10,000 $o,coo aeleage (Sk. eqraga). 

1,00,000 ¥,00,000 wT@ (Sk. wa), 
10,00,C00 90,20,00¢ FEeImia (Sk. TAG), 

1,00,00,000 4,00,00,000 Hz, Tle (Sx, alte ). 

Note.—1. The Marathi figures, indicating the numerals, 
being the same as the Sanskrit, are modifications of the initial 
letters of the Sanskrit names of the cardinals and in their original 
forms as existing in ancient inscriptions, the initial letters can 
be distinctly recognized :— 

{=U in GW _  one(1) &= Tne six (6) 
2=Fin fF two (2) ° =@ In aq seven (7) 
2=a7 in fq three (3) 6é=8 in ae eight (8) 
¥=7F in aqz four (4) ‘=a in aq nine (9) 

“=Tinyga five (5) qo=@ in qq ten (10) 

Note.—2, In bills and notes the c«rdinals 101, 102, &c. are 
written as apraqat (GH + But + exceeding + ¥, one exceeding 
a hundred) garavar, &c, instead of as waRras, THRTeIa, Ue. 

Note.—3. The numerals 24 data, 40 aia and its com- 
pounds, and 54 q@1qq, though written with q, are usually pro- 
nounced as if written with =q- 

O06s.—The English figures correspond to the Marathi and are 
denominated Arabic figures; brt the figures, though originally 
introduced into Europe from Arabia, were not invented by the 
Arabs but by the Hindus, and the Arabs acknowledge their 
Indian origin. 

§ 128. Except the first four, the rest of the cardinal 
numerals are regularly declined—those ending in # take at 
in the crude-form, and all the others remain unchanged, 
Thus, 

(=) ala seven, Dat. @latetto seven. 
(31) Ber Six. Dat. egret to six. 
(z) eff eighty. Dat. after to eighty. 
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When used before inflected or uninflected nouns they do not 
undergo any change ; @f@ Alta Or AMAWT seven men or to seven 
men ; Waar BIH or qrast eqatal five hundred rupees or with five 
hundred rupees. 

~ ° 
Note.—t a hundred, used in numeral compounds, changes 

the @ to a in the crude.form ; ataat two hundred. Zlaatter to two 
hundred, qraatiwt to five hundred, 

§ 129, The numeral aH one takes atin the crude-form, 
but when it refers to a feminine noun, it assumes g saa 

Nom. @@ one, m., n. UH one, f. 
Dat.  waTet to one WHRIGI to one. 
Gen. waprat of one warat of one. 

§ 130. The numerals dq two, dta three, and az four are 
changed to diel, fagy and dat respectively, in the erudeform:— 

Nom. tat two Dat. &tztwt to two 
Nom. ata three Dat. fagiwt to three 
Nom, ‘ait four Dat. @retet to four 

Note —a@ita or diet is sometimes changed to dt, chiefly in poetry:-— 
Ta ala Aaraz, Wa Wet st Geai.— Mukteshwar. 

§ 131. When eta two, ata three, and az four reter toa 
noun denoting a person, they assume the following forms :— 

ala =Zla mM. aret 7. ata n. 

dia fag m. faa? 7. fat n. 

Me —= ANT M0. arett 7. ata 2. 

Note.—These forms are usually substituted for nouns denot- 

ing persons, or applied attributively to them when the persons 

they refer to have been mentioned in the previous part of a 

discourse, or when they constitute the whole number ; aa aioe 

WIST AIS stead, two persons have come downstairs, but q aa 

ww ska, those two persors have come, or both have come. 

Note.— When the other cardinal forms are used for persons, 

the word aa persons is usually used with them ; Wa AT ae eta, 

five men had came; zat Hist ar give to ten women. sr when 

used with two,three and four,the numerals assume the forms aie, fae 
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are: Ze aot two women, aq wor four men; aot Aa wT aret 
aiga some four men are downstairs. 

Note.—ay is the corruption of the Sanskrit word wa, and is 

used in all the three genders. Its plural forms are qq m, goft f. 

wan. Itis usually used with a numeral gor gerd, Wo Awa of 
the people some side with the robbed, some with the robber. 

Note.—The Sanskrit form qq may mean a collective body 
Senerally ; qyeawa the human race, awa the canine race. Also, 
it means man individually or generally. In the masculine and 
neuter gender it denotes the people or the word generally ; tera 
wala, HUA AATa listen to what people say, but follow your 
own mind, 

§ 132. The neuter forms ata, faa and grq are used to 
denote the common gender, a male and female ; aay aria HAZ, 
ata wet at Tat.— Mukteshwar. 

§ 133. The above numerals are thus declined :-— 

Nom. zie m., BT n., arat f, two 
_——_—_—_——_ 

Dat. Sratwt-a-ar to two atqiar to two 
Gen.  @tatar of two zraiat of two 

§ 134, The numerals @ta two, ata three, and art four with 
et “even,” make up the number denoting definiteness or totality; 
thus, teét both, faegt all the three, and aisat all the four; but 
with the other numerals gf is written separately, as qiagt wu 
all the five persons. Sometimes the a of ateet and faeét is 
dropped ; as gigf both fagt all the three; atet ats, both in the morning and evening. ret is changed to alet or WE; Weiae 
or WERE on all sides. These definite forms are used for both persons and things; araat eteet ge wari aza both of our children are ill, 

§ 135. The numerals, when qualifying an inflected noun assume their crude-form ; eat alai Amatal or zat ania, (am Sk Ha person,) by those two men ; zai Te TWSt Ties, Isawa lady 
Vote.—Before an inflected noun, the crude-form of : ma be US, Wer, oP or QF4T: Ts 1s preferable to the others. 7 . 
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IT.—-The Ordinal Nume rals. 

§ 136. The Ordinals denote the order or succession of objects; 
as qiget first, gaz second. 

§ 137. The Ordinals, except the first four numbers, are 
made up by adding ay to the Cardinals: qta five+ at—ygtaar fifth 
MIs eight + af azar eighth; from weotta nineteen and onwards 
the ordinals change the final vowel of the cardinal to wt before 
taking at; as wafttatar nineteenth, ataztar hundredth. The 
following are the ordinal forms of the first four numbers :— 

qieat first, m. qieai f. aise n. 

ga second, ™. gait be Tat n. 

Taaw third, m, feat /. faz n. 
Bar fourth, m. areft jf. aay n, 

§ 138. The ordinals are declined like afar in the First 

Declension :— 
qfee the first, 

Singular. 

Nom. feat the first, m, ares A qfee 72. 

Dat. qigearet to the first Teast qfecaret 
Gen. afeearar of the first qfeviar qieearal 

Plural. 

Nom. yee the first, m. qieea f: qieet n, 
oes Fee ee ee 

Dat. qfecaqistr to the first 

Gen. gfezatar of the first 
aldal the seventh. 

Singular. : 

Nom. ataat seventh, m. araat f- aad 2. 

Dat. alasaje to the seventh aradial ATASATS] 

Plural. 

Nom. aaa m. arasay f. area n. 
Re pee anes ere eee 

Dat. Araeatst 

Note.—The instrumental case of the ordinals 1s used ad- 

verbially; as qfgeata or Gee first or at first; @latara a 

seventh time. 
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I1l1.—The Multiplicatives. 

§ 1389. The Multiplicatives denote how many fold a thing 

is; as waqz one- fold, or single ; geqz two-fold or double. These 

forms are made up by adding gz (Sk. yg, a fold) to the cardinal 

numeral; as qt@ five + qz = qtaqz2 five-fold. 

§ 140. The numerals, etq two dita three aq four, and ger 
ten, are changed to g, fa, ar and za@ respectively before qz and 
the gq of yz isdoubled in the forms of #14 and @rq, Thus 

gz double Wiqz four-fold 
facqz treble qaqe ten-fold 

Note.—The forms q, fa and @f are the forms assumed by ala 
two ara three and are four in composition ; as az, a frame 
@teezr, an ear-ring, Sarat quadrangular, @rqrat four-legged, aga 
four-folded. =z takes the form of ag in agee all around; 
faHaet three-storied ; faaty three-sidea ; gRaai clever ; TerIat 
a two masted vessel, 

Note.—The word qm fold or time is joined to numerals in; 
their Sanskrit forms as 7M two-fold ; faq three-fold Sq 
four-fold. 

Note.—The forms wa&ar or weet single, ated ut or Tet double, 
fateer or fade-zr three-fold, are used chiefly in reference to the 
folding of cloth, or a rope ; gett agra double thread. From four 
and onwards the word qa@, the adjectival form of az a fold, is 
joined to the numerals ; a@Iqavi Ht a necklace with four folds. qez 
may be optionally used for all the other numerals ; Qeqa single 

IV.—Frectionals. 
§ 141. The Fractionals denote one or more parts of 

number ; as aay or @at one and a fourth ; qr@ a fourth. 
§ 142. The fractionals may be used with the cardinals, simple or aggregate; as qeaqra@lq two and a quarter, or @sqrat 

one hundred and twenty-five. When the fractionals are united with the cardinals, they are put first and then the cardinals which is just the reverse of what is done in Erglish ; area 
four and a half. The following are th 
their peculiar signs :— 

a whole 

e fractional numbers, with 
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Fractional Numbers. 

4 A. ata, 
4 UW. TAHT, We, 
; UW. WT 

1} q asar, 
13 WN. ats, 
1} WW. Waters, qed. 
24 Rl Beales. 
24 RU. Asa. 
24 Til. Tanaia, greta. 
34 31 wealdia, 
3 20. alzata, 
3f RI. WaT, WISIN. 

§ 143. The numbers from three and onwards are regularly 
denominated, Like geardia (381) we have qarar (41), aarata 
(51), and soon. The words azaqt and 41g prefixed to the cardinal 
signify 4 and 3 plus, while qrguy prefixed to the cardinal, signifies 
¢ minus. Thus qradrarqa means 2—} (—12); but q@saréta means 
2+4 (=24); asata 3+4 (=3}). 

§ 144. The fractionals may be reduced still lower in 
Marathi :— 

+ qa a fourth, a quarter. 

4 qaqa, 
1} of } = } Greqa. 
2, of} = 3 aetaqna, 

Note.—One-eight (+) of a measure is called aaqate or wate, 

§ 145. The fractionals are thus employed with the aggre- 

gate numbers :— 

qisorat (100—4 of 100) 75. 
azaat (10044 of 100) 125. 
Hisar (14 of 100) 150. 

qisareraat (200 —J of 100) 175. 
aqearaiaat (200+ 4 of 100) 225. 

atziaar, (24 of 100) 250. 
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§ 146. In this way any fraction might be joined to 
thousands, lacs, crores &c. Beyond the number two, as afta 
two, gaat two hundred, gta gare two thousand, &c., the word 
are is used to denote a half; as ada eat 3,500; areeer 
gare 10,500. 

Note.—‘“The symbols for pice, annas, and rupees are these— 
jl one pice, ju two pice, jul three pice, 7 one anna, =) two annas, 
2) three annas, ) four annas, uN eight annas, UN) twelve annas, |-1 

five annas and one pice, Tall six annas and two pice, (iS) fifteen 

annas and three pice, 4 _J one rupee, 4et) fifty rupees and eight 
annas, €2¥U=)Ul six hundred and thirty-four rupees ten annas and 
three pice.”—Hindi Grammar. 

§ 147. The fractionals are regularly declined. Those end. 
ing in # are of the Second Declension, and those in at, = and 
w of the First. @eay is irregular; as @eqret.to one and a 
quarter, not zara. 

V.—Distributive Numerals. 

$148. The distributive numerals indicate how many each 
time a thing is; as iH, TTF, Tas each, every. The sense of distribution is usually expressed by repeating the cardinals; TSABIT ATA you may come one by one; gat sat we amt bring two mangoes at a time; Gara Tala Hayate was they sat down 
to dine by fifties. 

Note.-- By affixing et to some numeral ending in aft, the 
distributive sense is expressed ; QI@BIBT at, AAITST as ASI givea 
whole to each, do not give a half; apgfert ata Wy fix the posts, each 
half deep. 

VI.—The Indefinite Numerals. 

$149. The indefinite numerals denote a number inde- finitely ; aS Aq many ; ya few, m. plural; aa, awaqat, all m. The indefinite numera!s are regularly declined like the adjectives of quality § 1143; @za man T - ; 5 ag y, Tgatet to many; aa all WargTey to all. : . 
ll m 
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CHAPTER Xi. 

Pronouns, 

§ 150—§ 177. 

§ 150. A pronoun isa word which supplies the place of a 
noun, or refers toa noun mentioned before or after it; as Tat 
wat Ai Aone se Kama says that he intends to come; gf 

SIs BAS slat al etq we this is the very man that came 
yesterday, 

§ 151. There are six kinds of pronouns, viz., the Personal 
qevaras, the Personal Indefinite alalea Gerarag, the Relative 
aadi, the Interrogative TAA, the Demonstrative Fam, and the 

Indefinite Tatra. 

§ 152. The Prououns, with the exception of the First and 

Second Personal Pronouns, are regularly declined. ‘The mas- 

culine pronouns in 3f or a] are changed to = in the feminine, 

and to win the neuter gender; as @j he, af she, and @ it, and, 

are declined like the adjective of quality in a, § 114. 

1. The Personal Pronouns. 

§ 153. The Personal Pronouns (yeqaras @aala) are chiefly 
employed as substitutes for the names of persons, and represent 

three persons, viz., the speaker, the person spoken to, and the 

person spoken of. The form indicating the speaker is called 

the First Person, the form for the person spoken to is called the 

Second Person, and the form denoting the person spoken of is 

called the Third Person. ‘The following are the forms for the 

three persons :— 

Sing, 1st. Pers. ai Im.,f.,n. flu. aatt we m., f.,, 

end ,. q thou m.,f, ‘Ne » Gatyou m.,f,n. 

3rd si,_~=S sy he, at she, Tit. ., Am. arf. ain. they 

Note.—JV'he personal pronouns are thus derived from the 

Sanskrit language, through the Prakrit:— 

? 

b 

Singular. 

Ist. Pers. Sk. aE, Prak. _ ae, Mar. ai I 

end. Pers. Sk. @, Prak, a, Mar q thou. 
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Plural. 

Ist Pers, Sk. qa, Prak. at (also qt), Mar. aregt we 
2nd Pers. Sk. qA, Prak. ae, Mar. et you. 

§ 154. The Third Personal forms are also demonstrative 
in sense, and donote that and those as well as he, she, it, and they. 

Note.—The Sanskrit base a ta, feminine at ta, from which 

these forms are derived, signifies he, “this, that.” The Zend forms 

are identified with the Sanskrit.—Bopp. 

§ 155. The pronouns af Land & thou are thus declined :— 

ai I. 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. aI waitet we 
Acc. me Bet us 

zat by me ater by us 
Instr. eal with me aeizit with us 
Dat. ASI AAS to me AiFZIBl-| to us 
Abl. asga than me area than us 
Gen. ‘Frat m. of me waar Mm. of us 
Loe. arata in me Blteta 1n us 

q Thou. 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. @&thou ret you 
Ace. q thee Tze you 

Toeape,-) tt by thee Get by you 
| gaat with thee Geral with you 

Dat. Bl, FAST to thee TEISI-| to you 
Abl. GEA than thee aaa than you 

Gen. Tal mM. of thee TAAI mM. of you 

Loc, azaia in thee data in you 

| Note.—The instrumental singular of these pronouns is usually 
Written with the anusvar, though etymologically there is no warrant for it; but there is sufficient authority for the nasalisa- tion of the plural form. 
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Note.—The nominative #f I and a thou are now usually used for 
the instrumental ar by me and ear by thee ; as, #f ( for Fay) & ay 
Fstees (#7. it has been written,by me; & (for ar) & wArwrara aa, 
itd, it should have been done by thee. These are purely Konkani 
constructions, 

Note.—The inflected torms of ; af laud @€ thou are thus derived 
from Sanskrit :— 7 

ar I. 
Sing. Nom. Sk. st@,  Prak. aefeq, Mav. #f, I 

» Acc. Sk. af, Prak. #, Mar. 41, me 
»  dustr. Sk. Far, Prak. # ov am, Mar. tar, by me 

a ‘Thou. 
Sing. Nom. Sk. e, Prak. a4 or a, Mar. @ thou 

» Acc. Sk. eat, Prak. af ortfor a, Mar. 4 thee 
» dnstr, Sk.egar, — Prak. a® oradg or aw, Mar. eat by thee 

Plu. Instr. Sk. early, Prak. stzBPy, Mav. strait by us 
‘5 5 OOK. aearhy, Préik. aeare, Mav. watt by you 
§ 156. Before inflected nouns af Land & thoua 

craude-forms :— 
ist Per, Sig. aa Plu. Sat 
ond ,, rr ast : aa 

They may take also their case-forms ; as, Aa7 W<tarar to me 

au poor man, or ar wWetar@rer. In the instrumental singular 

only the case-forms of the pronouns are used; as, Fat trata 

by me Rama. 

ssume their 

§ 157. The Third Personal Pronouns af he, ft she, and 4 
it, arc thus declined :— 

Musculine. 
Singular. Plural. 

Yom, ar he @ they 
Aec. 9 at him @ them 

2 eatar by them 
Instr. wart by him | Sate or eararait with them 

Dat.  arer, arse, V CAAT, TATA, cae, 
eara to him f earar, to them 

Abl.  waraa, earstaat than him calea Cae than them 

Gen. east of him earar of them 

Toc. ata in him cara in them 

Crude-form tar zay 
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Feminine. 
Singular, Plural, 

Nom. #t she car they 
Acc. af her ear them 

eatat by them 
Instr. fat by her. \ carat fe taraat with them 
Dat. frat, faxer, aia to her CA, eA, cara, eatar 

{to them 
Abl. faa, fasea than her eared, eytstea than them 
Gen. far of her eqrar of them 
Loc. af in her eataq in them 
Crude-form ear cart 

Neuter. 
Singular. Plural. 

Nom. Fit ar they 
Ace. @ it ar them 

f carat by them Instr. zara by it Learar or earaar with them 
Dat. = earar-a@ to it CAS, TAAL, CAA, cara to them 
Abl.  earea than it caret, taiaEa than thom 
Gen. eATAT of it earar of them 
Loc tata in it tata in them 
Crude-form ear tar 

§ 158. The Third Personal Pronouns at he, dt she, F it, as well as the Relative Hf who, the Demonstrative gf this, and all the other pronouns ending in 4f or sif assume only their crude-forms before an inflected noun; tr aratar by those ladies; er arata to these people; sar ATA HAT Aar the man whose dog died. 
The Indefinite Personal Pronoun. 

§ 159, The Indefinite Personal Pronoun is SIT one’s self, and refers to persons. It is substituted for al] the personal pronouns, both in the singular and plural, and may be translated as I or wyself; thou or thyself; he or himself - she eee as well as their plural forms; as, tar see faq War afterwards he went away; Af sare sirereesy ARNT, TT set srg sirseedra art I know you "Sit, bag you do not know yourself, . , 
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| § 160. The adverbial form qq: of one’s self, is used some- 
times for aqut, especially when it is used to emphasize the 
personal pronouns ; is, ai waa: faz as ear ec “ohh 

there; so also fava waft Fe he has injured himself, 
When aa: 1s used in this way asa pronoun, it isan Indefinite 
Personal Pronoun. 

Note.—aqa is derived irom the Sanskrit word aqaqa self, 

changed to ago in Prakrit ; and ayaya, in the former language, 
is used in all the genders, numbers, and persons, qq: is the 

Sanskrit ablative of t@ self, and in the form eqq self, is used as 

freely as BRA ; zaq aaaa: , I chose it myself, or thou chosest it 

thyself, or he or she chose it himself or herself; tay Jaqa: we, 

you, or they chose it of ourselves or yourselves or themselyes.— 
Max Muller. 

$161. sqm and tqa@: are declined as follows :— 

smqor Oneself. 

Nom. aq oneself 

Acc arg oneself 

Insts. arqat by oneself 

Dat. awarqoisi-a@ to oneself 

Abl. AINE than oneself 

Gen. srqer m. of oneself 

Loc. arqnia in oneself 

Crude-form aTqut. 

Note.—In poetry the instrumental may be inflected: warm 

aaat qaifa fare as ay arq,— Vithal. 

taa: Self. 

Nom. taa: self Abl. tad:ga than self 

Acc. taa: self Gen. <taa:ar of self 

Instr. aa: by self Loc. ta@ata in self 

Dat. <aa.at-@ to self Crude-form tq@@: 

Note —In the plural the crude-form of ayqot assumes the 

anusvara; eqiat aqui Alea Haw, they killed themselves. 

Note.—The genitive ATYaT 1s often erroneously substituted 

for aq; A sqemet ( for aqmiet) Azrara Aue sea, they are 

going,to come to see your honour. But srqer one’s own or of 

oneself may be used »s a noun like the adjective ime good, and 

thenfit can be declined in all the cases; syqegqre) AIG Wala, we 

shou}]d see to our own (people); Sq ages sala, we should 

keep wharf 18 our own, 
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Note—Some change ea: in the crude-form to tqat; as ara 

taaiSsl  (FaAaTT) se@laze he cheated himself, 

III.—The Relat:ve Pronoun. 

§ 162. The Relative Pronoun has a relational force, and 
always refers to some other word or phrase in the sentence ; 
BY FVM Aue erat ar sret wre, the boy who intended to come 

has come. In the sentence, Wf isa relative, referring to Wea 
a boy, foilowed by the demonstrative a that. 

Note.—sit is derived from the Sanskrit a: who, changed to 
at in the Prakrit. 

§ 163. The relative # assumes the forms aff feminine, and 
“ =e . ‘ , . . . @ neuter, and is declined like the adjective in aq. 

§ 164: There are some relative forms which are made up 
with the help of the demonstrative pronouns. Sect. 172 
as, WAT such as; Hawt of such kind as; faaet, Saer as much 
as, as great as; fHaarwt, Sagter as much as to each person: 
faaet, stagr, of the number which. 

§ 165. The relative pronoun, together with the noun to 
which it refers, makes up one sentence, to which another is 
joined beginning with the Demonstrative pronoun @t that, so 
that the relative pronoun has the force of a conjunction—the 
particle which joins two sentences together; as @f AT ANAI- 
freqia ats (1) at atiaet wae (2) The man who will act 
honestly may be even poor, The demonstrative which follows 
the relative is called a correlative qzequqadi. 

Singular. 

Nom tm. who aft 7. who H 2. which 
Acc. RI whom att a Which 
lustr. sala by whom faa sala by which 
Dit. WSLa-awe | aerate Gare saeasaraqet 

to whom to which Ao sngtsaaga =| faga-Graga FAG A-SaT 
| than whom than whieh © 

(ren. Fara ne. Of Whom Feary a. FATA Vi. of which 
Loe. sata iu whom Ha sata in whieh 
Crude-form sar aT Se 
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Plural, 
Nom. ¥#m. who sat f. who HT 2. which Ace. Fwhom Far whom Hf which 
Instr. saiatt by whom or which 
Dat. TAlsT-A -Satsar to whom or which Abl. sarert-saiysa than whom or which 
Gen. Sarar om. of whom or which 
Loe, Sara in whom or which 
Crude-form say 

IV.—The Demonstrative Pronouns, 
§ 166. The Demonstrative Pronoun directly points out the word or phrase to which it refers ser iam this boy; a apac 

that servant. 
§ 167. There are two demonstrative pronouns, viz., af this, pointing to an object near the speaker, and @ that, pointing to a distant object. 
§ 168. The declension of af that, is given under the Per- sonal Pronouns ({ 157). 
§ 169. The pronoun gf is changed to #t feminine, and # 

neuter, and is thus declined :— 

Singular. 
Nom. af m. this at f. zn. 
Ace. zf this ot = 
Instr. art by this faq art 

a Dat. @ret-a-ersaeat to this, Rar-eta-feswer  arar-a-arser 
Abl. arza-arsaza than this Tea4 lea 
(ten, eqIST m. of this (sar m. STAT mm. 
Toc. wta in this aT ait 
Crude-form ar ar ar 

Plural, . 
Nom. % these m. ar r 7. 
Acc, &thesem. et ar 
Instr. art by these > 

Dat. wteat-a-atsrat to these | 

ALL wtga-atsv24 than these Sm. f. nt 
Gen. witar of these | 

Loc. ta in these J 

Crude-form jr, 
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§ 170. arisalso substituted for gt, and g for fe in the 
crude-form, which are the older forms; aret or @ret to this; 

get or feet to this, /. :— 

MA Maha SA, Sear Seat Halt Ta avs 

me Za Sei Mi, WR ar adie et atest 

Note.—g@r is derived from the Sanskrit wea that or this 
changed in Prakrit to the indeclinable ag. 

§ 171. The following demonstrative derivatives are im- 
portant, by the aid of which corresponding relative, interroga- 
tive, and several other pronominal forms may be derived :— 

1. Forms denoting number : gat so many. (Sk. gaq,) 

2. Forms denoting quantity: wa¥ so much, (Sk. garaq, 
Prak. Uge). 

3. Forms of number and quantity denoting distribution : 
RAFTST, TISIGT so much to any or each person: SABIS SH AST 
do not give so much to each. 

4. Forms denoting order or series: Zqslal, TaASrat, so 
muchth (if we may coin an equivalent expression), 

5. Forms indicating kind or sort: Hal, HABI, AASTST such, (5k. Seat: Prak. uieat. ) AASIS is distributive in force; as HASS sit fs they gave such mangoes to each; waeTe Fe Tel each ate such a guava. 

Note—sar is often used at the end of a word with the elision of &; as ay UWAagTaAal aizat he appears to be like Ram- chandrapant; ait aRata srr qa aed, WI wes are I feel inclined to give food to the poor, but have no means; AIHW WHR YSSal azaq it looks as if it would rain to-day. 

§ 172, When the relative a, the interrogative jm, and the demonstrative at are united with the above demonstrative 
12m 
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forms, they simply retain their initial consonants, @, @ and q; 
slot who? + sar = eat, how? at + wal=aaql as; a} + 
Wal = AAT so. 

Relative ay Demonstrative a] | Interrogative go 
wT a 2) 

el ieee ae ee 

V —The Interrrogative Pronouns. 

— § 173... The Interrogative Pronouns are used to form ques- 
tions ; as, eto] ag? who is there? we wT qi¢a? what does 
he want ? 

§ 174. The interrogative pronous are eo who ? BTA or 
wera? which are what one ? @of or BIEl any one; aay what?, 
fal, fae how many ? 

Note —a@jm is derived from the Prakrit UT, Sk, @; who?+ 
weq: other=ajeq: ; fi how many ? from Sk. #2 and 1a 
from Sk. (aq, Prakrit effet, (ea Hindi), 

Note,— aij is composed of #in+¥€1, and occurs in poetry. 
It is also commonly used in the Deekan, but #0ff is now pre- 
ferred to it. 

§ 175, The interrogatives are declined in the following 
manner :— 

(1) ator who ? takes BT; Biot who? Hrorer to whom ? 

(2) aerator eIorat which one? is inflected in the three 
genders, and is declined like the adjective in a (Sect. 114.) 

(3) feat how many? remains unchanged in the crude-form, 

(4) féeis how many ? is declined with af in the masculine 
and neuter, and with 2in the feminine; as faery to how 
many mM. 7; f@faétar to how many (women)? fede is derived 
from feat + ws, and agrees in declension with we (129). Before 
inflected nouns it remains unchanged; as feale woraiai = $e, 
How many men did this? 

(5) tq what ? is irregularly declined, 
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Kzamples. 

alot who ? 

Singular. Plural, 
x 

Nom. & Acc. #1 who Ey 

Insts. aay by whom mot} 

Dat. PIN -A to whom BlONST-A 

Abd. BINT than whom eet 

Gen. eotrar of whom alOial 

Loc. Bitia in whom Bina 

Crude-form  @oty BIOTi 
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Note.— Before inflected nouns @joy is preferable to Blvq] or Bia 

Nom. & Ace. 

Instr. 

Dat. 

Crude-form 

Nom. & Ace. 

Instr. 

Dat. 

Crude-form 

Nom. At A CC; 

inst. 

Dat. 

Crude-forn: 

Nom, &: Acc. 

Instr. 

Dat. 

Abl. 

Gen. 

Loe. 

Crude-form 

ota] which one ? 

Singular. 

Bia, Mm. =a, INA, 2. 
BINA Boa a: STA 
FAB-A | BINAL-@ BiONAS-A 
BINA BINA BINT 

Plural. 

Bia, Mm. wine, f BIA, 7. 
lee AE We 

Biya. 
HINA! SI-A-AT. 
BITAT 

lat how many ? 

[eal how many # 
fediai by how many ? 
faisi to how many ? 

mai 
ela what ? 

Sinqular, Plural. 

eq what i | 
#aaq by what PMA 
easi-a to what PAMSI-A-A 
@uga than what PUA 
Haar of what HUTA 
Fala in what ala 
HAT Sa 
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§ 176. Besides the interrogative forms given above there 
are others derived with the help of the demonstrative pronouns: 
feast, Sazt how many or how much ; feaaret, Saree how much 
in order ? SUT, BAS, SAatTat of what kind ? Sect. 171. 

VI.—The Indefinite Pronouns. 

§ 177. The Indefinite Pronouns express an indefinite 
generality. They are these: ator, some one; prof, any one ; 
ITT, Some one; HPor~ay, some one; BTA, any one; sy, many 
a one ; AAS, AASB, HSM, a certain one: WAF, TAS, some 
particular person or thing; saa, Tazat, both ; faa, several; 
@igi, something, some; @{€iaH, some few; Bete (stét +c), 
a few ; @teteigi, some individuals of a number; Bios, SOTA, 
eq, another; egg, qweqz, mutual; Za, AiHs, others; 
waa, aa, amar, all; wg, some one. Of these words, those 
ending in af are declined like the adjectives in ut; those 
in & assume a in the crude-form; and the rest remain un- 
changed in the crude-form, 

CHAPTER XII. 

THE VERB. 

The Classification of Verbs. 

§ 178—§ 187. 

§ 178. A verb is the chief word in the sentence, and 
affirms being, action and suffering of some person or thing: 
@q ae God is (being); tra aay Rama waiks; afer qh 
alfaad! Govindd reads a book (action ); ALA AAA Alea Tei 
four hundred men were killed (suffering.) 

§ 179. The verb almost always expresses action, and 
especially the chief action of the mind, viz., the assertion or 

denial of a proposition, and it is consequently called marqz 
&n ACTION-WORD in Marathi, 
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§ 180. The noun or pronoun of which an action is affirmed by 
the verb, is called the Subject (@at), and the noun or pronoun 
towards which the action of the verb tends, is called the Object 

(7H). In the above sentence afar qtat arfaat Govinda reads 
a book, atfaat is the subject, and qteft is the object of the verb 

§ 181. The subject of the verb is often the agent or doer 
(at) of the action denoted by it. 

§ 182. Verbs may be thus classified according to their 
signification, derivation, conjugation:—Transitive (Q@ae) or 
Intransitive (ARH), Potential (=F), Causal (salsa), Auxiliary 

(azizq), Defective THT, Regular (farataa) or Irregula, (alevafaa) 

Anomalous (fates), Passive (wafer), and Impersonal (aIaHIs) 

§ 183. When an action denoted by the verb passes on to the 
object, it is transitive (aeas), and when the action terminates 

in the subject, it is intransitive (Hee); a8, Tat Atal @lat; 
Rama eats a mango (transitive) ; (rat yat, Rama comes (intran- 
sitive). ‘This is a division of verbs exclusively according to their 
signification. 

§ 184 The Marathi verbs may changed in form, or used 
with other words, to eXpress some new idea, and the forms 
thus produced are called Causal, verbs, Potential verbs, and 
Compound verbs. This is a division of verbs according to 
Derivation, 

(1) The Causal verb chiefly expresses the sense of instru- 
mental agency; as tat yeas arat Rama reads the book ; 
are ene waz Gers aaYa? Govind causes Rama to read 
the book. 

(2) The Potential verb expresses the idea of ability or 
power 7 a8, Wal MS Alsat Rama breaks the tree; Potential 
UAW AS Asad Rama can break the tree. 

(3) The Compound verb, which is composed of two words, 
aide a simple idea; as syqtta awsor to wear, lit., to put in the 
Ody ; YHA zreTi to wash out, lit., to throw away after washing. 
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185. The Marathi verbs may be divided according to their 
Conjugation into Auxiliary verbs, Defective verbs, Regular or 
Irregular verbs, Anomalous verbs, Impersonal verbs, and Pas- 
sive Verbs. 

(1) The Auxiliary verbs are used to make up the forms of 
the verbal Tenses and Moods; as tra awa ae Rama is walking; 

asl te qfea I must go, 

(2) The Defective verbs are deficient in some forms of 
conjugation ; as qif@a@ It is wanted ; qaa It is not necessary. 

(3) The Regular verbs are conjugated in the past tense in 
the common way, and the Irregular in an uncommon way; as, 
aie Walk thou, aewr He walked, Reg., a Go thou, ater He 

went, Irreg. 

(4) The Anomalous verbs are conjugated irregularly iz the 
constructions or Falat; as, TAT AGS Ae! Bree; Rama has learnt 
her lesson 

(5) When the Transitive verb is conjugated with its object 
as the subject, 1t is called a Passive or Suffering verb; as. gig 

wigw The tree fell; ais aifee tts The tree was felled. 

(6) When the intransitive verb is conjugated without a 
subject, its subject, being concealed in tt, it is called Impersonal ; 

HS Al Wzta HoAea Zia I was sick at the stomach yester- 

day—I was affected with nausea, 

§ 186. The verbs may, also, be divided according to the 

Agential relation of the subject to the action which the verb 

expresses, and considered as Active, Passive and Neuter. 

1, When the verb represents the subject as the agen? or 

doer of the action expressed by it, then it is Active; as Tal aaal 
Rama sits; Ua weet @ial Rama eats bread. The active verb 

may be either Transitive or Intransitive. 

2. When the verb represents the subject as acted wpon by 

some other agent, or by itself, then it is Passive; as, ties 

giteaiaga AIRS WS The Rohillas were killed by the English ; 

IS Alga The tree breaks. (Sect. 186, 5.) 
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Note.—Strictly speaking when the subject of the verb is 

acted upon by itself, it is distinct from the true Passive, which 

necessarily implies foreign agency. The former may be called 

a verb of the Middle Voice, that is,a verb the subject of which 

is both the agent and the object of the action ; as, az Fase 
the door opened. 

Nom.—Sometimes the Transitive verb, without any change 

of conjugation, has the force of an Intransitive ; @r=qt Rrztawy AS 

arte, the spray will beat upon his veranda. The verb expresses 
the sense of repeated or vigorous action. 

Note.—When the Transitive verb expresses the performance 
of the act denoted by itina general way, it is used intransitively, 
without any change of conjugation ; @ aja atfaar he reads well ; 
at wet atez aoa arat he does not at all recite badly. 

8. When the Intransitive verb represents its subject as 
neither the agent of the action denoted by it, nor the object 
affected by it, the Intransitive verb is called Neuter ; as, Als 
qed The tree falls; mE qzet Lhe cow got loose ; ual BTS IE 
Rama is good; tat aw faa art Rama does not look well. 

Note.—The verb gza@i, got loose in mg zei, the cow got 
loose, and qg@ fell in are ys, the tree fell, may be regarded as 
verbs of the Active form with the Passive sense, like the verbs 
of the Middle Voice; only those are Intransitive and these 
Transitive. 

Note.—Corresponding to these Neuter Intransitives there are Active Trausitives ; as zu to get loose, ata to loose: yaar to die, area to kill; qgar to fall, qrear to fell: fezdi to get loose 
Be to unloose, 

| 
Note.— Sometimes Active 'ntransitives have a neuter force ; tal @waiazt waar Rimi sits on the chair, Active ; wala Ziq Sala fat ~ . 

“~e f , > fart TATAST, TT AT AMS Tasr arét Reina fixed the aail with a 
hammer, but it was not (or did not get) well fixed. Sate. oak es 3 187, The last three divisions of verbs, based on the agential relation of the subject, are eommonty denominated 
Voices or area. 

y +6 ‘yaa ‘ : ; . 
Nom.—* Thes distinctions, however. rest in many eases. in 

Skrit as well as (treal Sanskrit as well as Greek, on peculiar conceptions which it is difficult to analyse or realise: and jn Saq, skrit, as well as Greek ’ ‘ ta "2 ; the right use of the Active and Middle voices is best learnt 
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by practice. Thus #ft, to lead, is used as parasmaipada in such 
expressions as 1 feaafa he carries off a swelling ; but as atmane- 
pada, in rq faaaa he turns away or dismisses with wrath; a 
subtle distinction which it is possiple to appreciate when stated 
but difficult to bring under any general rules.’ —Maz-Muller. 

bd 

CHAPTER XIII. 

The Inflection of Verbs. 

§ 188—§ 216 

§ 188. The verb is given in the Marathi Dictionary in 
what is called its gerandial form, 7%. e., it is given with the par- 
ticle of affixed to it ; @zT to do. 

§ 189. A verbal root (tg) is the form which remains after 
the of is dropped ; as, Argo to strike: Arg strike thou, 

§ 190. The verbal root, when employed to predicate action 

of a noun, is modified, by means of certain particles, called 
personal-endings, to indicate its relation to the noun, Thus, 

the gerund. Bay to speak ; the root, ays speak thou ; the 

inflected form qtwai speaks (=aie-+at); at atear Harispeaks, 
the af in atwav is a personal-ending. 

§ 191. The personal-endings indicate the following par- 

ticulars :— 

1. The Genders (fa)—Mascu'ine, Feminine, and Neuter. 

2, The Numbers (@aa)—Singular and Plural. 

3. The persons (yea) —the First, the Second, and the 
Third. 

4. The Tenses (@1T#)—the Present, the Past, and the 

Future. 

The Moods. (st)—the Indicative, the Conditional, the 

Subjunctive, the Imperative, and the Infinitive. | 

6, The Constructions (saator Prayogas)—The Subjec- 

tive, the Objective, and the Neuter. , 

7. The Participles and the Verbal Nouns (argariera ) — 

four Participles, and two Verbal Nouns. 

Or 
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§ 192. The mode or manner ip which the verbal inflections 
or personal-endings are joined to the root, is called Conjugation 
(aTeaTT eT). 

TENSES. 

§ 193. A tense (Lat. tempus, time) is the form of the verb 
made up by inflection, or by the aid of the auxiliary verbs 
( § 186, 1), in order to indicate the time of the action signified by 
it; thus, gwar he speaks; qiww he will speak, the root being 
at% speak thou. The forms that are produced by inflection are 
called Sample Tenses, and those made up by the aid of the 
auxiliary verbs are denominated Compownd Tenses. 

§ 194, There are four Simple Tenses in Marathi, three of 
which indicate the principal divisions of time—the Presént, the 
Past, and the Future; the fourth expresses a particular feature 
of past time, and is called the Past Habitual Tense. 

§ 195. (1) The Present Tense (aaaraers) is that form of 
the verb which denotes that an action 1s going on in the present 
time ; §ret @rsar the horse walks: aly aaqiaz al Bltala virtu- 
ous men show kindness to all. 

§ 196. (2) The Past Tense (aH) expresses an action as 
completed in time already past or spent; FU Weatta Tar the 
deer fell into the snare; WIlaa ran MAA BT ques (Har 
Ulises are until this day no one has seen or heard of the laugh- 
ter of a fish. 

§ 197. (3) The Future Tense (ufaeqsrs) expresses an 
action to occur in time subsequent to the present ; at Hea 
qalaaqs aga after I die I shall go to God; @ atadis & Ht mata 
I shall ask what they will bid. 

§ 198. (4) The Habitual Past Tense (fitazaas) indicates 
the habitual doing of an action in past time; war wa AMR ala atdta aq Rama used to sit reading four hours a day; al ale 
aq q eata an gia Fawyz at} he was in the habit of sallying forth, and tying four or five pieces of cloth around his loins. 

3 199. The following are the Infections which make up 
the forms of the simple tenses :— 

13 m 
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PRESENT TENSE, Past TENSE 

1st and 2nd Conjugations, 1st Conjugation. 

Singular. | Plural. Singular. | Plural, 

M.| FW. ML FW. M.| FP. |. | MPN, Lia] ela) a rials |e) a 
Q | ara) da | aa at 9. |ela| tia! sa} oat 
3.| a] al] a ara 3 | a | at | & | senat 

FUTURE TENSE. 

lst Conjuaation 2nd Conjugation. 

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural. 

M.FLN. | M. FP. N. M. Pp. Ne) M. FN. 
1. Tq H l a4 . 

9. latte (or ate) WS 9 Ite (ora@iz)| = ae 
3. Uw ate 3 ) ate 

Note.—The Second Singular afi 1s preferable to ats, 

Past HABITU:L. 

1st Conjugation 2nd Conjugation. 

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural. 

M.F.N. M.F. N. M. P. N. | M. F. N. 

q 3 8 = 
2 qq RT y aa at 

3 a aa 3 - | gt 

Note.—3@q is sometimes substituted for the Second Singular 
Intransitive Past Habitual wa, 

Note,—'The inflections of the tenses are of two kinds; those 

directly derived from Sanskrit through the Prakrit, and those of a 

purely Marathi origin. It has not.yet been ascertained when the 

latter terminations came into use but the former, which make up the 
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Past Habitual forms, are found in the oldest Marathi poetical 

works. These are, in fact, the source from which all the existing 

forms of the tenses are derived, and they are found with slight 

changes, in Hindi and Gujarati serving the purpose of the aorist. 

What we have designated purely Marathi forms are produced by 

the union of the demonstrative pronoun at that, (used, also, as 

the Third Personal Pronoun,) with the Past Habitual inflections. 

Thus, 

The pronounatm + ?.He = at; arwat I walk, sing. 1st pers. 

. aim. + P.H.wa= a; MBA sing. 2rd pers. 

» djm. + P.H.a = al; alwal sing. Srd pers. 

» am. +P.H & = al; asa plu. lst pers. 
» am. +" H at= a; aewat plu. 2nd pers. 

aim. + P.H. aa= a1; arwald plu, 3rd pers. 

In the same way the feminine and neuter inflections are derived:— 

Feminine Neuter 

Sing. l. at +e =@ (ora) @+t =@ 
» 2 a + aa=aa(oraa) & + ca = Fa 
» Ba +a =a (ora ) Ata =F 

Plu. 1. a +5 =A a+c =@ 
» 2 ff + at =at a+at =a 
, & af + aaa a+ aa = aa 

The Feminine forms in & are employed in the Konkan. In the 
Dakhan the third person singular is @, instead of & or @&, and the 
neuter first person singular is af, The Dakhan aes have no 
etymological authority. Nor are the singular forms in @ of much 
authority, as the plural forms do not take q, Besides, according 
to the Marathi rules of combination, when two vowels are united 
the weaker is displaced by the stronger. : 

Note.—The inflections of the past tense are derived from 
those of the present tense by a slight change. For the vowels of 
the second and third personal inflections are substituted the 
general gender terminations specified in § 46; and the forms thus 
produced are joined to the past participle in & or wT, 

In the first person the vowels do not submit toa displace- 
menb, as personality is most emphati phatically asserted 
for that person. , ee 
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Note.—The modified forms of the present tense, before they 
are united with the past participle a, are the same as those of 
the Conditional Mood, 202. 

Note.—The following are the modified forms of the present 
tense used to make up the forms of the past tense and the 
conditional mood :— 

Sing. 1. at at M. Plu. di ar M. 
» @At+asaaM. , at + at = aM. 
» FM +ua-a M 4, a +Uu =a Mz 

Note.—The above modified forms of the present tense are 
thus combined with at to make up the past forms :— 

Sing l.wt t+at=a M. Pluwt a = aM. 

» 2s f+aa=-aaM. , zwotat= wM. 
»? 3. ZT + al = BT M. ” Ol + dq — w M. 

Note.—The feminine and neuter forms are derived in the 

same way as the masculine:—wl+a=@ /. Ist. Sing; a+tdt=at 
f. 8rd Sing. 

Note.—The Future and the Past Habitual retain their classi- 

cal forms. The Past Habitual is the original Marathi tense, 

immediately derived from Sanskrit through Prakrit, and from it 
the Future is derived :— 

First Conjugation (Sk. Atmanepada), 

Past HABITUAL. FUTURE. 

Sing. 1, Sk. g Prak. {@ Mar. @ Mar. wa 

i Sea: ee » wa » We 
”? 3. ” a 33 gq 9) g > g 

Plu. l. , Fe 4 ¥ » & » & 
» 2 » we 4, &(a, eat) at,, aT » HIB 

: 3 ” aa 9” wa 5 wd » UG 

Second Conjugation (Sk. Parsamaipada). 

Past HaBITUAL. FUTURE. 

Sing. 1. Sk. fa Prak. & Mar. = Mar. $a 

2 , fa ,, fa » att, We 

Plu. 1. , @F: » @ - a 2 

2, » a » #8 1 at » HS 

ee ee , gorsa ,, ae 
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Note.—The letter &@ which distinguishes the future form isa 
modification of the Sanskrit a@ changed to ¢ in Prdkrit Sanskrit 
@neata he will do, Prak. @Rzate, Mar. aie. 

Note —Not only are the Present and Past infiections pronomi- 

nal in regard to their origin, but even the Past Habitual and the 

Future are so. Such isthe case with the personal-endings in 
most languages, “although, in the course of time, they are no 

longer recognized and felt to be that which by their demonstrable 
origin, they imply and are,” “ [t appears to me most probable that 
the majority of them are pronouns, through which action or quality 
which is expressed in the root, in abstract, becomes something 
concrete, ¢.g., the expression of the idea ‘to love’ becomes the 
expression of the person ‘who loves.’ This person, however is 
more closely defined by the personal terminations, whether it be 
“I, ‘thou,’ or ‘he.’ ‘—Bopp. The anusvara of the first person, 
the @ of the second, and the @ of the third, are existing remnants 
of the Sanskrit personal pronouns, which are found as verbal 
terminations in all the Aryan languages. 

Moops. 

§ 200. A mood is the inflected form of the verb, expressing 
the manner of the action denoted by the verb as positive, con- 
ditional, or obligatory ; and there are FivE such forms or moods 
in Marathi, viz., the Indicatsave (ear), the Conditional (aeara) 
the Subjunctive (faeqe), the Imperative (ararz), and the In- 
finitive (seand) 

§ 201. (1) The Indicative denotes whether the action expressed by the verb actually does or does not take place; as, ay Bei WS adi wezar qlaata wherever virtuous men might 
go, they obtain respect ; Wigaitas gel qs we wal qalg atel 
there is not anything by me that would satisfy your hunger; qi ara za ais ¥ aes 1 do not know what remedy he will use. 

Note.—The Indicative strictly speaking is no mood, as in it only “relations of time are expressed. The absence of modal accessory notions is its characteristic,”— Bopp, 
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§ 202, (2) The Conditional expresses an action which is 
thought of as contingent,—as one which may or may not happen; 
at Set Fat at at sta it would be well if he came to-morrow. 
The essential sense of the conditional is that of suppositiveness— 
an uncertainty and indecision; it makes a supposition, which 
may or may not be realized. The inflections of the conditional 
are modified forms of those of the indicative present (§ 199) 
and are the following :— 

pb] 

Singular. Plural. 

M. F. N MOF ON. 
lL | at a a at 
2.| area dia da ai 
3. | at di a a <a ai 

Note——In Sanskrit the conditional form resembles partly the 

future, and partly the past, forms and expresses that the comp!e- 

tion of a wish that had been entertained was not actually realized ; 

thus, the Sanskrit aa@tqaq I would give, or I would have given, 

answers to the future ereafa I will give, together with the privative 
a of the past tense werg I gave, This composite character of 

the Sanskrit conditional exists most perfectly in the Marathi 

forms. They also denote the possible unrealization of a felt 

desire or expectation, and assume the past inflectional vowels; 

at gaat a Atel gaci if he had laughed I too would have 

laughed, 7.¢., I believed, that he might laugh, but he did not, 

and my expectation was not realized. 

Note.—The conditional inflections are derived from the 

indicative present by the aid of the gender terminations which 

make up the tenses of the indicative past ( § 199, Note.) 

Note.—We have given elsewhere a verbal form which ex- 

presses conditionality most absolutely. It is the dative of the 

past tense. or the past participle: @i% BIceata Sedhediemes t 

aici Wisat gigew whenever he shall produce his slokas, t éy ae 

be examined, The dative particle expresses purpose is fulfille 

in future time; but the dative termination, by being affixed to a 

past form, comes to denote a purpose whose fulfilment 4s uncer- 
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tain 7.¢6.,a mere supposition. The same dative particle, on the 
hand by being united to a future participle, expresses a purpose 

most emphatically ; as a fererara (fre ara, § 215) det he has 
gone to learn. 

§ 203. (3) The Subjunctive denotes the propriety oF. m- 
propriety of an action; wa fame a4 faaara, a Tala, USS 
qigala; arclaeqar aeqii saq zat we should acquire that 
which has not been obtained; preserve that which has been 
acquired ; increase that which has been preserved; and expend in 
good works what has been increased : ai ai tira mat = aia 
let it be said to whom this woman should be given. The 
following are the inflections of the subjunctive ;— bce ee ish ee ie ee pe ete ee op 

Singular. | Plural. 
$e 

M. ¥. N. M. F. N. 
1. Tat aati ala ala ara | waar 
2. | sata! srata| saa | ara aralal array 3. | way ara aa aa aq | aati 

_ Note.—The monosyllabic roots in gq and g are changed to at 10 combination with the subjunctive suffix; % lead thou ; =qrar (4+ rat m.) it ought to be led ; G drink thou; “qTat it ought to be drunk, 

Note,—The subjunctive terminations aat, &c., are derived from the Sanskrit participial particle qeq denoting the sense of futurity as well as that of obligation. The qq is changed to weg in Prakrit and to aq in Marathi, combined with the principal gender terminations ( § 46.) 
Note.—The Potential Passive participial qq (also atafa and 7) denctes “that the action or state expressed by the root or derivative base must or ought to be done or undergone.” The sense conveyed is that of fitness, obligation, or necessity ; yay i I must do. 

v “ 
§ 204. (4) The Imperative expresses command, advice exhortation, or benediction >; Lage ara Aves ez mind your ed chew quietly ; WA ages Usa WWeaq qrata may the andavs obtain their kingdom to.day ; ate @t qu Wi sig ee? 
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it is true, but what can Ido? The imperative has the following 
inflections :— eee 

Singular. Plural. 

ae ey | M. F. N. 
I. a s 

2. a al 
m: aT aa 

Note—The a and ata are changed to aj and da when the 
monosyllabic verb ends in ¥ or @ ; 3 give thou, @ay (tor Za) may 
he give ; fyata (for qraira) may they drink. So also the 2nd 
plural a changes the monosyllabic $ or @ to at; Q take thou, 
eat take ye; qt drink thou, ep drink you. 

Note—Sometimes % and xa, the original forms, ars sub- 
stituted for aj and of the third person. 

Note.—In poetry, % is affixed to the 2nd person imperative 
singular of the transitive verb, and u to that of the intransitive ; 

&¢ for & take thou; qrq reach thou. These modified forms are 
more respectful and urgent. 

ae 8s wa aa, are ama fadiara.— Tukaram 
ALAN Msa AIT Wa Mr at gear geaat.— Waman. 

Note.—The imperative terminations are thus derived from 

Sanskrit :-— 
1. Sing. Sk. afta Prak. gg M & 

ae » a a | 

3. » @ » oF 4 Korat 
1... Plu , Wa o 

2. ‘3 » @ » & » ST 

2 | Lt » TF » Bator aia 
§ 205. (5) The Infinitive expresses the action as depen- 

dent upon another action, and 1s chiefly employed to make up 

compound verbal forms; at aT& Brae he began to go; Uw TS 

ane 2G aIqa Al Fass WE State the king began to look in- 

tently at that son, ABI aT& atlet me go. The inflection of the 

infinitive js %; Ht do thou: ge to do. 
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Note.—The Infinitive termination & is a modification of the 

Sanskrit infinitive g changed in Prakrit togorG& The ponent 

q expresses “to be requisite, or to will, in the sense of the future, 

THE PRAYOGAS, OR CoNSTRUCTIONS. 

§ 206. The terminations assumed by the verb in conjuga- 

tion (§ 217) indicate whether it agreesin gender number and 

person with the nouns to which it is related, or stands neutral. 

§ 207. This agreement or disagreement of the verb with 

the nouns to which it isrelated, indicated by the inflections which 
it assumes in conjugation, is called saat or construction. 

§ 208. The noun with which the verb agrees may be either 
its swhject or its olject. Sometimes it may agree neither with 
the subject nor with the object, but may be neutral, i.e., 
indifferent to both. 

§ 209. There are, consequently, three forms of construction— 
the Sudjective, the Objective, and the Neuter. 

§ 210. In the Subjective or #af¥ construction, the verb 
agrees with the subject; gewat git afar the boy reads a 
book. 

2. In the Objective or aj construction. the verb agrees 
With the object; ataaaidt avererar weqe fee ari the vil- 
lagers did not pay the revenue of the Government. 

3. In the Neuter or a¥ construction, the verb agrees 
neither with the subject nor with the object, but is conjugated 
in the neuter singular; qatsiz BYVWG Bt atfws the schoolmaster 
beat the boys severely, 

O6s,—Ignorance or indifference is always indicated in Marathi 
oy the neuter gender, and hence the verb that is indifferent both 
to the subject and object. is putin the neuter gender. In the 
following sentences the neuter gender is used to denote ignorance 
or indifference ; @o1 Z# AIA who calis out to me? & Ro aa 
who is. that coming there ? BIST AIqa aq some human being is coming. 

§ 211. The noun with which the verb agrees, whether it be the subject or the object, is always wnwnflected. The un- inflected case of the subject is the Nominative, and the unin- 
14m 
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flected case of the object is the Accusative. Consequently in the 
Subjective construction, the subject isin the Nominative case, 
and in the Objective construction the object is in the 
Accusative case. 

§ 212. Since in the Neuter construction, the verb agrees 
neither with the subject nor the object, both the nouns are 
inflected. The inflected subject is usually in the Instrumental 
case and the inflested object is in the Dative case. Sometimes 
the inflected subject is in the Dative case. 

Note.—Inflection, which in reality is a mutilation, is a sign 
of weakness, and the inflected subject and object are therefore 
incapable of influencing the verb, 

Obs.—The Prayogas are, strictly speaking, a department of 
Syntax, but we have anticipated it as it is impossible to under- 
stand the principles of Marathi conjugation without some 
knowledge of it. 

THE PARTICIPLES AND THE VERBAL Nouns. 
*213. The Participles are forms derived from verbs, and 

are chiefly employed to make up compound tenses. They are 
the Present, the Past, the Pluperfect, and the Future. 

1. The Present Participle denotes currency of action, and 
assumes @, q ™., at or atat to make up its forms; @r@ walk thou 
WSd, Weal, Asai, or aesatar walking; aj ava ae I am 
beating. 

Note.—The Present Participle in a, of which al, at and 
atat are modifications, is derived from the Sanskrit present 
participle in Aq; Ztobe + Hq Wag becoming; fF to conquer+ 
wa = Wad conquering. The forms in af and afat are the locatives 
of the Mararhi @ denoting “duration.” 

Note.—The forms of the Present tense are strictly speaking 
produced by affixing the personal-endings to the Present Parbici- 

ples, and not to the roots, the Participial terminations being 

joined to the roots; as @rm—-+asaed walking ( Present 

Participle ) +aj= areal he walks. One of the @ sis elided 

in union. 

2. The Past Participle implies a past action, and assumes 
Bl Or SBM | aes or amsart saved; sroft cs fear di aaia 

{a Tet Eat on a certain day she lay weeping in the forest. 
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Note.—The past participle @ m. is derived from the Sanskrit 
past participle passive a, changed in Prakrit to ; thus, ya heard 

Prak. gz, and z, being changed to w. In Marathi as well as in 

Sanskrit, the participle is both active and passive in sense, @ @% 
ma: he went there; qq this was said by him. The passive 
ending applied to verbs denoting motion, to intransitive verbs, 
and a few other roots has an active sense; Wag he 

went.—Mr. Apte. 

In the Sclavonic languages, the passive participle @ 18 trans- 

ferred to the active voice, “ with the retention of the meaning of 

past time,” and is also weakened to /, probably by first becoming 

changed to @. In Persian it is usually active, and in Georgian, it 
becomes /.—Bopp. 

3. The Pluperfect Participle denotes an action that takes 
place before that mentioned in the principal cause, and assumes 
SA; WHA having gone; Arays asa ai gat ga I will go 
into the presence of my uncle, and on my knees beg pardon. 

Note,—The Pluperfect Participle Ga is derived from the 
Sanskrit indeclinable participle zqj, which is changed to qm or 
so in Prakrit. In the Prakrit prose, “there are a few instances 
of eat being relaxed to gt, as agt for gear, ’— Cowell. 

4. The Future Participle expresses the intention of the 
agent to do the action denoted by the verb, and takes the 
termination oz or TT; Zcome thou. Zoyz being about to come 
at Fz ste he is about to come. 

Note.-—The Future Participle ot isa modification of the 
Sanskrit future participal form in q or az. The Sanskrit form is 
employed both asa participle and asa noun of agency, and the 
Marathi form is also used in the same manner. When the 
Marathi participle is used in the latter sense, the final az is leng- 
vhened: af aware sz, he is about to speak ; ateorgr a speaker. 
In Sanskrit, as in Marathi, the future participle is generally used with the verb “to be” as Sk. arate, I will give, M. SOT STE 

Note.—'‘It is requisite to observe here that, in the history of languages, the case not unfrequently occurs, that one and the same form is, in the lapse of time, split into several, and then the different forms are applied by the spirit of the lenguage to 
different words. Thus, in Sanskrit, gtat from the base alaiz means both the giver and ‘he that will give’. but in Latin, this 
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one form, bearing two different meanings has been parted into 
two, of which the one has assumed to itself alone the task of 
representing a future participle, while the other appears, like the 
Greek Sornp doter, only a name of agent., —Bopp, 

§ 214. The participle that end in aq (not the locative #7) 
are declinable, and the rest are indeclinable; at dat wre he 
commenced to come; at Bat Ars she commenced to come. 

Note—The declinable participles being, by derivation, 
adjectival, they are capable of being used both as adjectives and 
nouns; aTgeTa groft a flowing stream; qarqrear qiziq wit 
to pursue one that is running; Hse BHe a dead child; Zssaqra 
{HAT BT to restore the dead to life; et weurat Wit this weeping 
girl; aorta gia the teeth of those who laugh. 

Note.—Though the participles may be employed as fintte 
verbs, as is the case with past participle at, they retain their 
nominal character, and are sometimes, inflected by means of the 
case-terminations, and the postpositions, as ordinary nouns, 
giving the whole sentence a nominal character; a Gwar 

Teqay (MSis+qat) atast super aldaies MEA feaie sieara gi, 
farqiatat saizeta Bee after troops have passed through a district, 
the inhabitants go to the Collector and complain falsely that the 
soldiers have plundered them; yeizqr argqdl ala was wad 
AIT AT BAA Hel Asa wea ari set gaearat (yaw aqraz ) 
Saiz! Fa alia in the presence of the relations on the side of the 
mothers-in-law, girls will scarcely speak for shyness or reply toa 

single question. 

§ 215. The Verbal Nouns, distinct from the Participles, are 

two, viz. the Gerwnd and the Supine. 

1. The Gerund isa neuter substantive, derived from the 

verbal root by the use of the suffix a, and denotes action in a 
general way ; sro to do =z do thou+oy, Ib is declined like 

a neuter substantive in @ in all the cases. 

Note.—The Gerundial suffix isa modification of the Sanskrit 

aa employed to produce abstract nouns; thus, a#iq + wa =alaa, 

Prak. aian, M. farang to sew. “The German infinitive in av 

(standan) belongs to the class of the Sanskrit abstract aa, «8 

aaa. the binding = Gott bind.”—Bopp. In Hindi the 
’ 

gerund 1s in Alar, 
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2. The Supine is a case or cases of the Infinitive Mood, 

viz., the Dative and the Genitive. The dative form expresses 

the idea of purpose, and the genitive, that of suitableness or 

requisitness; as at la Aaa it, he went to beat him; 

eqieat fase arata are he has to go there; aTaITa aatati aaa 

q@e; we shall be under the necessity of going abroad. 

Note.—“ A case of the Infinitive mood (according to OC. F. 
Becker) ending in Latin in wm and u, that in wm being some- 
times called the former supine, and that in wu the latter supine.” 
Supine is derived “from supineness, bent or thrown backward, 
probably because, although furnished with substantive case- 
endings, it throws itself back as it were, on the verb.— Webster's 
Dictionary. 

§ 216. The supine forms are thus produced :— 

The Infinitive we bo do. 

The Dative eqraqrea-st or HIara-wTI (= he + ala). 
The Genitive eqraaqrat or Braqralr (= ee + ATI ). 

. Note.—The Sanskrit infinitive q is used as an adjective, as 
In ATE BS : the time of eating, or as an “ expression of purpose,” 
as in Re ze asta he goes to see Krishn; and the Marathi 
infinitive though originally conveying both these senses in the 
language. now usually employs its case-forms (or the Supines) for 
this purpose. In the older editions of the Balmitra, the infinitive 
occurs used as an adjective, though at present it is invariably dis- 
placed by its genitive supine; arat wg (Aaa) Gar als aE? 
Where is his wearing garment ? In the more southerly parts of 
bhe Konkan, where many archaic forms have still general currency, 
the infinitive is used as extensively as in Sanskrit; at <qTart we ~ ~ ’ nina war (M. at erat derara sei a), he has come to see im, It is only to convey the sense of a dependent action that the infinitive is used now b aa y the Marathis: a¥ qt& or 
mITet he began to see, =~ me 

CHAPTER XIV. 
CONJUGATION. 

§ 217—§ 299. 
§ 217. The affixing of the personal-endings (xeqq) to the verb or the verbal root, is called Conjugation (Sq asian. ) | 
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§ 218. The verbal roots assume the personal-endings in 
TWO ways; they either modify their terminating vowels before 
taking the personul-endings, or remain unchanged before them. 

§ 219. ‘The radical form of the verb, whether modified or 
unmodified, is called, in reference to the personal-endings, the 

base ( 87). 

§ 220. The verbs according to their bases are divided into 
TWO classes or CONJUGATIONS, viz., the First ConyuGATION and 
the SECOND CONJUGATION. 

1. The First CONJUGATION includes all those verbs which 

do not change vn the base ; as, root, ate walk thou; base, AIS, 
the same as the root; present participle, ara walking. 

2, The SECOND CONJUGATION includes all those verbs which 

assume 2 an the base ; as, root, RT do thou; base, Het =etT+¢; 

present participle, @ft@ doing. 

Note.—The intermediate z, when shortened, as when the 

personal-ending has an initial long vowel, #z +3+at = airat he 

does) is usually omitted in conversation, but it should never 

be elided in writing. The illiterate affix it even to verbs 
of the first conjugation; for instance, they would say atfway, and 

even aretat. for atear he speaks. 

Note.—The two Marathi conjugations correspond to the 

Sanskrit Atmanepada (Intransitive) and Parasmazpada (‘Transi- 

tive) conjugations. ‘he distinctive ¢ of the second conjugation 
characterises the corresponding Sanskrit conjugation, viz., the 

Parasmaipada. The g is the original personal-ending, the 

Sanskrit @ being produced from it by the insertion of @ before it, 

The g is a remnant of f#, “the weakened form of the syllable 4 
which in Sanskrit and Zend lies at the foundation of the oblique 

cases of the simple pronoun as its theme,’—Bopp. 

Note.—‘ In general, however, the Sanskrit language, as it at 

present exists, disposes of both forms in an arbitrary manner. 

Of the cognate languages, only the Zend, the Greek, and the 

Gothic have retained their primitive form.”—BSopp, In Marathi 

the verbs regularly conform to these principles of conjugation. 
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§ 221. The Marathi verbs are thus arranged under the two 

Conjugations :— 

THE First CONJUGATION. 

All Intransitive verbs; qa, @aat he sits. 
All Anomalous verbs ; afte, fat he learns. 

All Potential verbs ; @yq, aaa I can do it. QW bole 

4. All Monosyllabic verbs, whether transitive or intran- 
sitive, and all the verbs ending in & (except feigut to write), in 
the present tense only ; %, .¢at he gives; qre, qreat he sees; but 
wie, feizat he writes. 

THE SECOND CONJUGATION. 

1. All Transitive verbs; ae, AlTeat he looses. 
2. All the verbs ending in g, in the past tense only ; we, 

wes it remained. 

§ 222. The Personal-endings for both the Conjugations are 
alike, except those of the Indicative Past Habitual and Future 
tenses. (Sect. 199). 

Paradigma. 

First ConJUuGATION. 

Root 38; Base GS; Tsat I rise. 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Tense (Kartari Prayoga). 

Singular, 

M. F. N. 
1. at seal Hi ssa at zea I rise 
2. @ 3eqia q saa & Seda thou risest 
3. al raat di ssa a gaa he, she, or it rises 

Plural. 

+ OFT Tal we rise m., fin 1 
2. garet seat you rise m., f., n. 

3. & Tsaa m., at sara /., di seata n., they rise 
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Past Tense (Kartari Prayoga). 
Singular. 

M., F. N. 

afi JSST Hl saw Hi ssw I rose 

q TJSBlIq | 4 Jsia q Jsua thou rosest 

al TSst at soi @ 3sw he she, or it rose. 

Plural. 

weet Tut m., f., n., we rose 

Tel BSat m., /., 2-, you rove 
at JSS M., Ql Be4 f., at Tas n., they rose 

Future Tense (Kartari Prayoga). 

Singular. 

Hit ga I shall rise m., f., n. 
& Bsatts thou shalt rise m., f., ». 

at, al, & ssa, he. she, or it shall rise 

Plural. 

weet JA we shall rise m., f, n. 
aat Zsre you shall rise m., f., n. 

a, @a1, af Jsdie they shall rise 

Past Habitual (Kartart Prayoga’. 

Singular. 

Hi gs I used to rise m., f, n. 

& gta thou usedst to rise m., f., n. 

at, at, a gs he, she, or it used to rise 

Plural. 

aMFet cr9 we used to rise ™., f, n- 

qet Jsi you used to rise m., f , 

a, at, ai ssa they used to rise 

CONDITIONAL Moon. 

(Kartara Prayoga). 

Singular. 

M. FP. N. 

Hi Zeal Hi ssa i sea had I risen, or 1 should 

have risen 

a sara q sada & ssaa@ hadst thou risen, or thou 
shouldest have risen 

ai sal di sad) a usa had he, she, or it risen. 

or he, she. orit should 

have risen 
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Plural. 
1. oMtet stat m., f, n., had we risen, or we should have risen 
2. atét gsat m., f,, n., had you risen, or you should have risen 
3. & asa m. | 

eqt geeaqt f. Shad they risen, or they should have risen 

adit gaat 1. 

SUBJUNCTIVE Moop. 

(Kartari Prayoga.) 
Singular. 

M. F N. 

l. ai ssrar at sat ai gata I may or might rise 
2. gf yarata t Seat its] AS sara thou mayest or mightest rise 
3. at gsrar at garMt & zzra he,she,orit may or might rise 

Plural. 

lL. atatt sara, araty gareaqy aaft gardai we may or might rise 
2. Tali TIAA, Tal Beata, Az} Tarata you may or might rise 
3. @ Isa, ar Taeql, A Tota they may or might rise 

(Bhive Prayoga.) 

Singular. 
M. F.N. 

Ll. Far rata I should or ought to rise 
2. tan sara thou shouldest or oughtest to rise 
3. RAT, (aa, ela Tara he, she, or it should or ought to rise 

Plural, 
l. lil sara we should or ought to rise 
2. qet Taq you should or ought to rise 
3 ata Zara they should or ought to rise 

IMPERATIVE Moop. 

(Kartari Prayoya.) 
Singular. Plural. 

M. F. N. M. F. N. 
l. ai TF let me rise MNF TF let us rise 
2. @& HES rise thou att Fal rise ye 
3. al, al, a war let him, her, or it rise a. eA, at TSta@ let them 

rise 
INFINITIVE Moon. 

TE to rise 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present 3a. TSAI Vl, ZSAatT. Bzatar rising 
15 om 
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Past SSBI M., JSsst m. risen 
Pluperfect gga having risen 
Future gamit being about to rise 

GERUND, 

sm to rise, or rising 

SUPINES, 

Dat. TSava or FSAI, Jaa Or JSaAA ST, to rise or for rising 
Gen. Bsrary or Bsqara to rise, of rising 

SECOND CONJUGATION. 

Root ats; Base Atet; Atteat I break. 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Tense (Kartart Prayoga). 

Szngular. 

M. fF, N. 

ai atizat WW aifsa ai atfsa I break 

2. qaeae qaAisaa  ¢ alfeda thou breakest 
3. at alar ai aiiza @ altsa he, she or it breaks 

Plural. 

amzet Arigal we break m., f,, n. 

qzet afsat you break m., fi. 0 

3. &, eat, at atfeara they break 

Past Tense (Karmani Prayoga). 

M. F. N. 

ans * 

no — 

Sing. Wizetm Aes f Ales n. 

(1. sar I broke (him, ber, or 1b) 

| ‘ wifes m. —-Atiset (ART 7. 
I broke (them, m., f., 2) , 

= Sing. m. wieaf Arise n. 
~ 2. eal thou brokest (him, her, or it) 

> Plu. aft m. awe fae 
D thou brokest (them) 

3. enim. n.(9°"9- after m. = aifeet 7 WES 7. 

pe he, she or it broke (him, her, or 1t) 

L fare f |e aie m. ansenf. aAltsdi x. 
he, she, or it broke (them) 



Plural, 

( Sing. aterm ated faites n. 

lL, are@t 

2. Tat you broke (him, her or it) 
Plu. afte m afer fo afedt n. 

you broke (them ) 
3. eatat Sing. afer m. Areat ff. ASH 7. 

they broke (him, her or it ) 
Plu. afem arse f arfedin. 

they broke (them ) 

( Bhave Prayoqa. ) 

Singular. 

1. zy atfee I broke 
2. zat arfee thou brokest 
3. eam, n., fea f., ANSS he, she, or it broke 

Plural. 

1. watt anes we broke 
2. aatt atfee you broke 
3. eatat alfa they broke 

Future Tense (Kartari Prayoga), 

Singular, 

M. F. N. 

1. at areta I shall or will break 
2. q atfeafre thou shalt break 
3. at, at, & argre he, she or it shall break 

Plural. 

M. F, N. 

1. ateet ATE we shall break 
2. Tet Hlsts you shall break 
3. 44 
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Sah 

we broke (him, her or it ) 
Plu. ares m. aitgear f. Asst 2. 

we broke (them) | 
Sing afearm arteet /. Ais n. 

aq, 1, at, afsats they shall break 
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Past Habitual ( Kartari Prayoga ). 

Siny ular. 

M. F. N. 

Ht ater I used to break 
q Aizia thou usedst to break 
at, ai, &@ aret he, she, or it used to break 

Plural. 

M. Fe N, 

BTFST aig we used to break 
Gat Aist you used to break 
& I, at areta they used to break 

CONDITIONAL Moop. 

Were I to break, or had I broken 

I would break, or would have broken. 

Singlar. 

M F. N 

a asa di aiesa at aifea had I broken 
qansaa qaisata aq ansaa hadst thou broken 
at azar di aisdt a afea he he, she orit broken 

Plural 

M F. N. 

stati arsar had we broken 

dat Aifsat had you broken 

a alisa, at aise, at attzdi had they broken 

SUBJUNCTIVE Moon. 

(Karmani Prayoga.) 

Singular. 

I, thou, or 
. a ae i he, she, or it Asta M., AISA J., ATS W., Stng.} ng? pave 
asta ™., Aisieat /., asta n; Plu.) proke n, or 

should break, 

s 
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Ns 

Co No 

Plural. 

aati | ; oo 7 We, you or they 
aretat m. asia /. ATSta nN. Sing. | should have bro- 

CH arek m. arereat f ater n. Plu. ken, 
ata 

( Bhave Prayoga. ) 

Singular. 

M. F. N. 

mq areta I should break 

@at areta thou shouldst break 

ala ., 0., faa f., Areta he, she, or it should break 

Plural. 

Bet Aleta we should break 

qalt Alsta you should break 
eric aizta they should break 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

Singular. 

at arg let me break 

@ alz break thou 

at m., at f,% 7. art let him, her or it break 

Plural. 

aati arg let us break 

qefi Hist break ye 

a, tI, dt ateta let them break 

INFINITIVE Moop. 

mE to break 

PARTICIPLES, 

Present aista, afar, m , aifsai, ASatat breaking 
Fast aifsar m.. Assar m., broken 
Pluperfect Higa having broken 
Future argo being about to break 

break. 
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GERUND, 

lz to break, breaking 

SUPINES, 
Dat. Hreara or Fears, Asawa or Heragret to break 
Gen. Fisrara or Aizlaara to be broken 

CHAPTER Xy. 

CONJUGATION—continued. 

1. The Causal Verb. 

§ 223—S 230 
. § 223. The Causal Verb is derived by affixing at@ to the 

root or mae Marathi verb: ag As+ Ha Alzq +s =lsaa, 
at aista® I caused it to be broken. (§ 184. (1)) 

§ 224. The Causal Verb, being, in all its forms, essentially 
transitive, invariably follows the Second Conjugation. 

SECOND CONJUGATION. 

INDICATIVE Moon, 
Present Tense. 

Hi argtaar I cause it to be broken 

Singular. Plural. 
l. at wear m., af, Fx., Halt AlStaat m., f., 
2. qaizsaata m.,aa/l., aa n. qat Aistaat m., f, n. 

3. al, di, aarsfadi mar, an. a, a, di areata m.fn. 

Past Tense. 

( Karmani Prayoga ) 

tal aigfawt I caused it to be broken. 

l. Fatm.,f, n. . 

9 ff Sing, Areas m., BH, Bn. 
ae Plu. aystas m., war f, Btn. 

3. art m.,n., faa f, 
| l. atatm,f,n. 

Sengular. 
\ 

; sey Alsat m., BVP, Bn. 

a qat Mig ye Arefae m., af, sin. 

| 3. @eqrar m., fi, 2. Plural. 
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( Bhiive Prayoge ) 

tat or Ai Blgiae I caused it to be broken. 

Singular and Plural. 

l. zat or aiet m., f., n- —— 

2. wqtor gti mM, 7, 2. 1lZ1az 

3. ara m., faa f., art 2. 
qTat i., f., N. 

Future Tense. 

ai areata I shall cause it to be broken. 

Sinqular. Plural. 

1. at argaia ™., f, 2. weet Asz m., f, n. 
2. qaistaatia m., 7, 0 Get AlSaAIS m., f, 1. 
3. at, at, a aleate aq, a, di wieladia 

Past Habitual. 

Hi agai I used to cause it to be broken. 

Singular. Plural. 

l. a areat m., 7, 2 BIFRT WST m., fi, N. 

2. qateata m7. 2, dat Aisa m.. f., n. 
3. at adi, a aieat a, a, ai areata 

CONDITIONAL Moon. 

Ist Sing. Hf Aretaat had I caused it to be broken ; I should 
have caused it to be broken. 

Sengulur. 

l. af aistaar ma f,-4 ne 
2. q Aistaara m.,-afa f, aa n. 
3. al, ai, a Arstazar m.-at f,-a nv. 

Plural. 

1. arset aisfaar. 
2. qvet arerQat. 
3. @, eat, at aretaa a.-eqr /,-af n. 

SUBJUNCTIVE Moop. 

(Kar mani Prayoga ) 
Ist Sing. Hi or tar ateaiar | may or might cause it to be 

broken. 
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Singular. 

ee Plural. 

CONJUGATION, [§ 224— 

3. wra m., fea f, arn 
Sung. ATS aa, aif an. 

1. stati (Plu. aigaran., sart.,-ain. 
2. gail 
3. watat 

( Bhave Prayoga.) 

Singniar and Plural. 

QT OF SET 
cal Or get | azar 
ata m,, «., faa, atai 

IMPERATIVE Moop. 

lst Sing. Ht Aregq let me cause it to be broken. 

Singular. Plural 

M.F. N. ME lV. 

l. ai aeqz HN AST 
2. alsa or aida Gtat Alsat 
3. at mia’. a n.. area am, ary, at 2, 

Hizala 

INFINITIVE Moon. 

AIsq_to cause it to be broken. 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present FHisaia, atelaal, Arstaai-arar 
Past qigtaat-Bat 
Pluperfect qiezqa 
Future arefantz 

(JERUND. 

Wizagy to canse it to be broken. 

SUPINES 

Dat. atzarara-wt to cause to be broken 

Gen. atzararar of causing to be broken. 
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§ 225. ‘The sq is.affixed both to transitive and intransitive 

verbs :—Intr. qaqut to sit, gafad to cause to sit; wat qa@at Rama 

sits; ela waret a@iae he caused Rama to sit. Trans. Arq to 

strike, Altlan to cause to strike; zat TIZeT AItat Rama 

strikes a cow; @ UalHga Mee! Aviad! he causes Rama to 

strike acow. The intransitive becomes transitive in its causal 

form. 

§ 226. When the Intransitive verb is made causal, the ori- 
ginal subject becomes the object of the causal form; as, wat 
fasai Rama sleeps; at tater fawaart be causes Rama to sleep. 

§ 227. When the Transitive verb is made causal, the original 

gubject becomes the insirumental or indirect agent of the causel 

form, and another agent is introduced as the subject of the causal 

form, influencing the action of the instrumental or original agent 

as, et Geli afadr Hari reads a book; atfaet etiega deft 
alaiaat Govind causes Hari to read a book. 

§ 228. When the simple 7ransitive verb becomes causal, it ex- 

presses two agencves—one direct, and the other indirect or instru- 

mental; as gqalwtega winwatdt aq atafa Bhimrao got the 

house built by carpenters, or caused the house to be built by 
carpenters. Bhimrao is the direct agent, and carpenters, the 
indirect. 

§ 229. When the simple /nstransitive assumes the causal 

form, it expresses only one agency—the direct; as taviatat 
qizsalalsl @aAsiat Aafaw Kamrao caused the patil to sit on the 
carpet. Kamrao is the direct agent. 

§ 230. By the insertion of an additional 4, the simple in- 
transitive becomes capable of expressing the indirect as well as 
the direct agency ; as waitiatal Wzsis_ga 4 qieua weaqgs 

Ramrao caused that horse to walk through the patil. 

§ 231, By the nse of an additional @ the simple transitive 
becomes a double ba AS, UAL @ BA Beal Rama does the 
work,—Simple ‘Trans. ; az UalaeTa a aq wsiaay Vithu 

16 m 
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causes Rama to do the work,—Causal ; fag UaAlS_a Wisarsar 
laa & BA |raiaar Vithu causes Rama, to get the work done by 
Govind,— Double Causal. 

§ 232. The subject of the causal verb, when denoting wndirect 
agency, is inflected by the postpusition @ga by means of, while 
the direct agent may be either in the nominative or the instru- 
mental case; Tara MAUHTA GUsa Bae Rama wrought wonders 
by the agency of the monkeys; @1 Q@at arqeal Waseg_g? Wit 
wifaal this boy causes his brother to till water; aga FSISt 
fasta the nurse put the child to sleep ; 1g Wuret qdiat aafaa 
the nurse seats the child in the chair. 

Note—In Sanskrit the subject of the simple verb is put in the 
instrumental case in the causal form; as way aa asta, Rama, 
abandons his wife ; Causal,—(@) WAN Way aHAla (he) makes 

Rama abandon his wife. 

Note—Etymologically the Passive and Causative forms are alike 
in form and sense, but convey their present difference of sense only 
by their forms of conjugation and construction with a foreign agent. 

2. THE POTENTIAL VERB. 

§ 235. The Potential Verb is derived from the simple verb 
by affixing @ to the Root; aw walk thou + q= WBA: ABT 

alwaad I can watk. 

§ 234. The Potential Verb, whether transitive or intransitive 
is of the First Conjugation, and does not take ¢ to make up its 
base ; algara @lgad [can unloose it; Welt Alzaws I was able to 

unloose it. 

§ 235. The Potential Verb never takes the Kartar? construc- 

tion, with the subject in the nominative case, but only the Karma- 

mi or the Bhave, with the subject in the dative or in the instry- 
mental form derived from the genitive case ; Ami or ARIA aay 

Icansit; @@l or Gitata wat @laqaa he can eat bread; faar 

or fazaiad EI ANSI AY araqer she could read this whole book ; 

WAS Or Walzala ABlztet azaes Rama could catch the thief. 
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Note.—In Sanskrit the Potential Passive Participle has the 
ugent either in the genitive or the instrumental case; qat or AA 
aeq:, afaaea: or Raia efe Hari should be worshipped by me. 
In Prakrit the genitive is changed to the dative. Hence the 
case of the Marathi Potential) is either the dative, or the instru- 
mental derived from the genitive; qwrt or argara Areaa | can walk 
In Sanskrit the subject is never put in the dative case. 

§ 236. The Potential intransitive verb always takes the 
Bhave construction, and the transitive, either the Karmani or 
the Bhave. 

§ 237, It is only when the objech denotes a person, that 
the potential transitive verb takes the Bhdve construction, other- 
wise it is habitually conjugated in the Karmani. 

Note —In poetry the simple instrumental is sometimes used 
for that derived from the genitive; aatt Ateeia Sa Bras F Aer. — 
Tukaram. 

| § 238 The Anomalous verbs, in their potential forms. take 
either the Bhdve or the Karm-ni construction, like the ordi- 
nary transitive potentials :— 

Simple Anomalous—a#t er fRtawet I lear.t the lesson (Kuar- 
tari Prayogu). 

Potential Anomalous: wet or argaia wel freaer I could 
learn the lesson (Karmani Prayogt): wer or Aigala carer reas I could teach him (bhdve Prayoga. 

Paradigm. 

INDICATIVE Moop., 

Present Tense (Bhdve Prayoga). 
leat or Wel areaa [can walk; AlEay Or Wal Alsaa 

I cin break, 

1. ATeata or Fer 
=. Tala Or Fat 

9. TA Or AST m . 2. 
fazara ov fer /. aisaa Intrans. 

Aigaa Trans, 

Singular. 

WMATA OF Bz TSBW 
2. Faeara or TtZisl 

3 ‘qteata or tATSI ee a 
Plural. 



Singular. 

Plural. 

CONJUGATION— POTENTIAL VERB, 

(Narmuni Prayoga ) 
Weala (HYSaay ) m. I can break. 

l. TET Or Wey 

as qzara Or FBTl 

2 | Rone or Ried mon. 

TAEATA OF TABT Bd, Hizaat maf, an. 

Plu. aeaara m., f, n. 
- MAA Cr ABs l 

| 2. GASala or Geetet 
3 eats or ATT 

Past Tense (Bhive Prayoga.) 

Ist Sing. arzaia ov wet atwaw I could walk, Intrans. 

” »  WAeata or Aart Aisaws, I could break, Vrans. 

(Karman Prayoga.) 

Ist Sing. argara or Wel Alzawt m. I could break 

Singular. 

Plural. 

ae 

Jl. F, N . 

aTEATA or ASt 
TENT or Ger 
ors af OF @IT@T 

wo n= 

lL. AIqeara or arate 
2. gaeata or Faia 

3. ewaqarsara or eqtet J 

Future Tense. 

Ist Sing. argara or Wet atwaa. I shall be able to walk. 

Singular, 

Plural. 

Agata or Wat algae, I shall be able to break. 

M. Ff. N. 

AIZAMA OF ABI 
Gala or Far 
ASA OF TST 
{oui or faa | areas Intrans. 

mizaew Trans. 

»” 

wo nm — 

MAA OF ATATST —— 

2. gaeard or gata 
3. aia or MTT 

fazara or faa | Sng. Asaut m., f., Sn. 
[ Plu. arzaam.,-sarf a n. 

[$ 238 

Trans. 
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Habitual Past. 

Ist Sing. areaa or awl area I used to be able to walk. 

algara or q@t area | used to be able to break. 

M.F N. 

‘1. Areart or Wert 
2. Geared or gst 

pa st ist pith ara liutrans. 

[ trearet ABT mea 7 rans. 
HATA OF Arata 
TAzRaANlA Or Gate 
eqteata Or etsy Plural. Singular. 

eo 

wonr- 

CONDITIONAL Moop. 

(Bhave Prayoga.) 

Ist Sing. argara or at ateaa if I can or could walk. 

» ,  alzata or qart areaa if I can or could break. 

M. F. N. 

cil. agate or War 
3 | 2. qaqa or qa 
S|o [Alea or rar ee a 
B | faeaia or feet ee nil te. 
Sj). ataeaiet or anegier | TSTA Ems 
$2 ata or greta 
& (8. @teara or aie 

(Kurmant Prayoga). 

Ist Sing. WIzaIa or Wet Ateaar m., I can or could break. 

M. F. N. 

§ (1. area or gar 
2. Feat or qai 

= : N=aa or awl Sing. atzaar-at-a T. ; - y . > ni ran, : : WTSI Or AlteTet Plu. eaa-ear-at 
3 °° FANT or Arete 
A (8. eqteara or eqien 
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SUBJUNCTIVE Moon. 

(Bhave Prayoga.) 

Ist Song. Aigala or ASI arwara | may or might, should or 
would be able to walk. 

» oy Bert or Aer argzara I myy or might, or should, or 

would be able to break. 

(Karmani Prayoga) 

Ist Sing. Algae or Wat Atearat I might or should or would 

be able to break, 

M. F. N. 

l. WIgara or WaT 
2. Geart or gar 

3. | Frew nei Sing. aisarat-at-4 
Tae4lat ] Plas. ears ea i 

Plural. Singular. 

1. STATA or SATS 
| 2. gasara or gaier 
3. aiealedt or water 

IMPERATIVE Moop. 

Ist Sing. arguta or Wet atwat let me be capable of walking. 

WIgara or Ast Arsar let me be capable of breaking. ” > 

M. F. N. 

l. Wlgara or FST 
2. qeala or ger 
3 aql=zalat Or CIs areat Intrans. 

, { rear or faa nrear Trans. 

bs AAA OF ATHTSI 

2. GASalat or Fast 
Is. 2qSAlA OF ATST Plural. Singular. 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present areaa, Weaal, Wseaai, awaqatar being capable of 

walking, Intrans, 
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Present Bisaa, Aisaat, Alsaat, Areaatar being capable of 
breaking, Zranes. 

Past arwaet-eet having been capable of walking 

aigazt-wet having been capable of breaking 
9 

GERUND. 

Higaa to be able to break, Trans. 

ara to be able to walk, Intrans. 

Note.—The Potential forms from the Subjunctive mood down- 
wards are rarely used, but are given simply for reference. 

3. ‘THE ANOMALOUS VERB. 

§ 239. ‘The Anomalous Verbs are conjugated instransitively, 
v.€., in the first Conjugation (§ 185, 4); as af wet Bree) she 
has learnt her lesson. They aiways take the Subjective or 
Kartari construction. The following are the exceptions :— 

1. In the Subjunctive mood the Anomalous Verbs take 
the Karmani or the Bhave construction, like the other transitives: 
tat at 49 Getat I should learn that book. 

2. In the Potential form, the Anomalous Verbs take the 
Karmant or the Bhdve construction, § 238 ; as, er or ARIA 
ai gta fread I could learn that book, 

Note.— All the verbal terminations derived from the Sanskrit 
passive participle retain their sympathy with the suffering object 
with which they, by their nature, agree, and hence these particles, 
whenever they are affixed to transitive verbs, force them to agree 
with the object, whatever might be their incidental peculiarities. 
The past participle wt has lost much of its original passive character 
and energy, and it consequently does not exert any influence 
upon such irregular forms as the Anomalous verbs; whereas the 
subjunctive and potential particles are not so commonly used in 
the language as @t and have not, therefore, lost any of their 
original passive force, 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Tense. 
Ist Sing. i fereay (uot farfear) I learn 
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Past Zense. 

Kartari Prayoga (not the Karmani or bhive.) 
Jat Sing. a free I learnt. 

huture Tense, 

Ist Sang. ai Raa (not feratz) I shall learn 

Past Habitual. 

Ist Sing. at Re (not [art ) I used to learn 

CONDITIONAL Moon. 
~~ i!) Ist Sing. ai frat had I learnt (not fat) 

SUBJUNCTIVE Moon, 

Bhéwve Prayoga. 
Ist Sing. tai fara I shouid or ought to learn 

Karmuni Prayoga, 

Ist Sing. eq) Brat 2. I should or ought to learn 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

Ist Sing. Hi fe let me learn 

INFINITIVE Moop. 

fat to learn 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present faea, fava, reat, Rrvatar learning 
Past fatHsi-se learnt or learned 

Pluperfect targa having learnt 

Future faint being about to learn 

GERUND 

fateor to learn 

SUPINES, 

Dat. farms or $= fRraeTaaa-a! 

Gen. faaeraiar or Rrerazarar 

§ 240 ‘The following are the Anomalous verbs in the 

anguage:— 
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HAUT practise 
Brea to vomit 

aad to bite 
THU to miss 

waa to bear 
fret to conquer 
Hag to dine 

ata to seize hold of 
zam to bite 
azar to pass over 

Ja to spit 
ta to gird on 
qgut to study 
Taq to foal 

qrazot to clothe 
qraat to obtain 
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fqor to drink 

qieat to swim 
s@aot to bring forth 
ateor to tell 

FEN to lose 
FEN bo say 
zwlwot to touch 

aot to put on 
faa to bring forth 

faa to forget 
farezat to blow the nose 

faraat to touch 

aaa to understand 
tava to remember 
Zim to lose 

Note.-—The verb aaa is transitive, but does not take the 
intermediate g, or the transitive future and past habitual inflec- 
tions. In regard to the Prayogas, it is regular. 

Note.—The word Haq is irregular in construction or Tale, 
but regular in the matter of the inflections and the base ; at Sfrat 
I dine; at Hate he will dine. In the past tense the zg is dropped; 
We Hae I dined, not Fat. 

Note.—The verbs grant to bite, staat to grasp rudely, gqay 
to bite, rant to touch, FET to lose, and wa to touch take the 
object in the dative case ; at xa AAT Warer saat the dog bit 
my leg; ana erqeter rawr he touched my clothes; g ftarer 
GMs you will lose your life, 

Note.—Some of the above Anomalous verbs are also used intransitively ; yao to spit, qtgdt to swim, fA to bring forth, ete, 
faa to blow the nose may also be conjugated in the objective 
construction @qta ale faravs (obj. cons ), or al ae farexert he blew the nose. 

4. THE IRREGULAR VERBs. 
§ 241. Several verbs, both transitive and intransitive, form their past tense irregularly, and the following is a list of them. They are arranged in three groups :— 

17 m 
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Ist.—Those which change the final vowel of the root to em 
before assuming the past termination @T 

2ndly.—Those which modify the root by means of vowels, 
consonants, and semi-vowels. 

3rdly.—Those which have a past tense formed from another 
root. 

(1) Roots which assume ay :— 

Root. Past Tense. 
dig go out frarar 
qa tlee THIS 

FET Say FETS 
<iq penetrate by force (alst 

Bia be cold feast 

Note,—'lhe above verbs have only the specified forms for the 

past tense. 

Siz soak into fazer or Razz 

@@ slip aside SBISI OF THB 

dre crack faztat or fazer 

drat get out of faaret or faaet 

wfiag be wetted aaa or ae 

At be absorbed Ftiat or AISI 

Note —The second past form is in general use. 

az fly TSS OF FSS 
ag lie hid {SIS or FSS 
aia cease faarer or fraser 
aia cool faaier or faasr 
qe sink GSTS or FSI 

afte meet with fraret or ssi 
fiz melt faziart or faye 

Note.—The first past form is in general use. 

Hu cease for a time THIS or FAUST 

wa grate fasrer or Rawr 
ws leak THIS! OF WAST 

sm burn ABST Or ADSI 

HIT wear away RAST or fAAST 

zq yield or give way Za OF TAT 
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diq be dazzled feqret or feqar 

ga start Gate OF FAal 

qa understand FAS OF - FARSI 

fta be delighted with Rarer or Ree 
aq lie hid VAS! OF SYS!) 

dig be extinguished fail or fanz 

Note.—Both the forms are equally used. 
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(2) Verbs which substitute different consonants and vowels 
for some of the letters of the root, in order to make up the 

past tense :— 

m sing TIES or WS 
“qt mediate <ale@ or ware 

ar hold Ags Or AS 
q@ take qawe 
gf} drink cals 

q wash gas 

aft fear IIs 

qt bear SATS 
@ wear cals 

q give fae 
qT see afqas 
Ala ask Alaas 

at tell atatae 

am dig WTS or Bas 
qa say qze 

TIM slay eee 
AIS put Was 
%z do ye 
Az die ys 

qq eat als 

(3) Verbs that have a past tense formed from another 
root :—- 

Root 

WI go 
w come 

Past Tense. 

TSI 

BSI 
&l become ISI 
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§ 242. We give below two irregular verbs conjugated in 
the various tenses :— 

#t do (Transitive Verb). 

Present Tense. 

Singular. Plural. 

at afiat I do ait Bitar we do 

Past Tense. 

At or war Sw I did Blait Rs we did 
& or cat Hw thou didst Gali Hs you did 
tat SS he did watt He they did 

Future Tense. 
Singular. Plural. 

at atta I shall do salt He we shall do 
q BATS thou shalt do Tat Bers you shall do 
at a@itw he shall do a, <1, di exdte they shall do 

at Go (Intransitive Verb). 

Present Tense. 

at sat I go Mali Wat we go 

Past Tense, 
aff away I went wat Wei we went 
& itera thou wentest Tet Wi you went 
at wat he went, m. a is they went; m, 

Future Tense, 

ai aga I shall go 
4 arafts thou shalt go, &., We. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

The Auxiliary Verbs. 

§ 248—§ 257, 

§ 243. The verbs employed to make up the compound 

forms of the Tenses and Moods are called Auxiliary or helping 

verbs; thus, qwr as afew I must go; ea iv is necessary, 18 
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a helping verb. The verbs united with the Auxiliaries are called 
in contradistinction, Principal Verbs. 

§ 244. The Auxiliary verbs are divided into two classes— 
those which make up the forms of the Tenses, and those which 
make up the forms of the Moods. 

§ 245. - The Auxiliary verbs which make up the Compound 
forms of the tenses are aqot to be and gitt to become, and both 
denote existence; qaaq wat grat, Ramchandra was a king: 
rast war aret Sivaji became a king. These Auxiliary verbs 
are called Substantive verbs, or verbs expressing existence, 

§ 246. The Negative forms of aot and git are wat no to 
be, and gla Ate one does not become, respectively. 

§ 247. The Auxiliary verbs which make up the Compound 
forms of the Moods are afew it is wanted, and stot to touch, and 
both express the necessity or obligation of performing the action 
denoted by the principal verb; aur we qizey I must gO; Wer 
Wa Bid it is necessary for me to go. These Auxiliary Verbs 
may be called Modal Verbs, or verbs relating to the Moods, 

248. The N lV § +5. The Negative forms corresponding to (es and eri 
are AT 1t 18 not wanted and ae it is not necessary or incum- 
bent, respectively. 

§ 249. There isa third Negative Modal form in a4, which expresses impropriety or unsuitableness ; zat ® @& aq.1 should not do it 

§ 250. The Modal verbs make up the Compound forms of the Subjunctive and Imperative moods. 

§ 251. Most of the Auxiliary Verbs, both the Substantive and Modal, are deficient in forms of conjugation, and are there- fore denominated Defective Verbs. (Sect. 171.) 

I. THE Supsrantive VERBS, 

MAW to be 

§ 252. The verb ataet has three distinct forms for the presen! Indicative—arg, Bq and ‘stqay I am. 
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§ 253. a isemployed to express the existence of objects 
as well as their properties; qa agi ai® Rama is at home, 
exrstence; TAT WEiM sae Rama is wise, property. But the form 
in 84 is used only for affirming qualities of objects; aAvateat 
AMNWAA West Gea ala gla the principal instrument for 
effecting man’s salvation is faith. We cannot say @y wy gta, 
but @ Tw ae he is here. 

§ 254. The present form in #@@y has usually the sense of 
the present habitual or the present eontinuative; gray aI] 

aaat Rama is usually ill. 

§ 255. We give below the conjugation of the verb arequ 
to be :— 

INDICATIVE Moon. 

Present Tense (First Form.) 

Singular, Plurai. 

1. dt ae lam all MT we are 
2. <q wea thou art daft a~gt you are 

3. al, at, & we he, she, or it is a at, ai wea they are 

Note—These forms are derived from the Sanskrit present form 

ofthe first verb “to be.” The inflections of the habitual past of 

the first conjugation are combined with the first person singular 

of the present tense :— 

Sk. afey, Prék. af, O. M. ane, M. oe. 

Singular. Plural. 

1. we Il am=ae+4 Het we are=ag+s& 

2. wea thou at=we+ Ta alet you are= ae + ai 

3. wg heis=ag+a aga they are=aet+ wa 

The forms in Old Marathi corresponded more closely with the 

Sanskrit forms of the present :— 

Sing. 1. Sk. afea I am Prak. ate, O. M. arg 

2. Sk. afer thou art, Prdék. aja, O. M. afar 

B. Sk. artet he is, Prak, wer, O. M. wie 
” 

” 
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Present Tense (Second Form). 

Singular. Plural. 

l. at gialam aralt el we are 

2. @ eta thou art dati <et set you are 

3. av, af, a gia he,she, or itis 1 @ia they are 

Note.—(1) The first personal singular form is sometimes 

nasalised; as af gta or ata, and the authority for the nasaliza- 
tion will be seen in the following note. ‘The first personal plural 
form is sometimes given as @¥ or &tth. 

(2). The forms in gia I am, are derived from the Sanskrit 

yz to be or to become, changed in Prdkrit to gf, in combination 
with the inflections of the past habitual intransitive :— 

Singular. Plural. 

1. gta = er +a Sk. q; Prak. a eI = ett & 

2. gta = a+ (u)a st = et-+ at 
8 fa = ata aia = ¢] + aa 

Present Tense (Third Form). 

qt aaa I usually am. 

lL. a waai m., af. -a n. matt saat m., f., n. 
2. qaeaata m, aay, -aan. ae aaat m., f, x. 

ai aaa m. | 
dt wat fi > am. af, at nv, aaa 
a wad nN. J 

Past Tenss. 

Hi giat I was. 

Singular. Plural. 

l. af tat m.,-Af, Fn. I was aralt tai we were 
3. {gaa m., ata fl , ta n., thou wast qt Bat you were 

@ gar m., he was a ela m. h 
ft ele f., she was eat Blea f. | wai 
a ala 1 it was at etai x. | iia 

Note.—These forms are the conditional forms of the verb 
ztgt to be come, but used also as the past Indicative forms of the 
verb aaa to be. 
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Future Tense. 

ai aaa I shall or will be. 

Singular. 

1. at ea I shall be 
. Luana (or Haats) thou shalt be 

3. al, adit, @ waz he, she, or it shall be 

Plural. 

1. ategt sq we shall be 

2. galt wars you shall be 

ad, Ql, ai wadiw they shall be 

Note.—The form aaafiz is not so old as waaiz, but it is 

usually used at present. 

Past Habitual. 

ai eta I used to be or usually was. 

Singular. 

1. #f a@ I usually was 

2.  wa@a@ thou usually wast 

al, at, @ a@ he, she, or it usually was 

Plural. 

. atafl aq we usually were 

2. galt aat you usually were 

a, tat, dt waa they usually were 

CoNDITIONAL Moop. 

oo 

Hi waat were I, had I been, or I would be, or would have 

been. 

Singular. Plural. 

l af aaa m.. -af., -an. mall waar m, f, n. 
2. qaaaam., dal, aan. gat waatm., sf, n. 

al Haal m. a waa m. 

dij nad /- ql Hae] fF. 
a waa n. dl aadi x. 
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DUBITATIVE CONDITIONAL. 

Wi waet should I be. 

Singular. Plural. 

ie «Ol WAS Mz, -w f., -S WW. He HAST m., /., n. 

2. Lwawa mn, wal, sau. gtd Haat m., f., v- 

al AAS m. q Aas mn. 

3} di nad /. al ae /. 
aq Was 2. al Aas vn. 

Note. atzal gat AASB at ata @ should I be at hig house 
then onty come. 

SUBJUNCTIVE Moop ( Kartari Prayoga ). 

at warar I may, can, might, could, would, or should be, 
or have been. 

Singular. Plural. 
l. Hi warat m., -at f.. -F n. Matt Aas m., -sqr f., -At n. 
>) ° “ os igs ~ - (anda, was. qan. galiwaqraam.,-sqra f..-dta wv. 

al walat m. aq way m. 

3. | at saat J- cal AAAI f 
aq wara 7. adi Wart 7. 

( Bhave Prayoga ) 

vat aata I should or might be. 

Singular. Plural. 

. 7a sara tel Aaa 
2. al ATA qet sara 
3. alan. faa fl, ara n. wary eqtat sara 

IMPERATIVE Moop. 

ad ° . 

Fi ccs § let me be 

Singular. 
Plaral 

| 7 . 

ian * , : i a weet A 
2. QHwa or tq Tet wa J ‘J T 
~* wy al, di, a wal 

a, ca, ai Wala. 

18m 
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INFINITIVE Moop. 

STY to be usually, 

PARTICIPLEs, 

Present staa, staAaT, TAA, TAAtar being 
Past. Saat m., staxsear m. been. 
Plu. sta having been. 
Fut. stare about to be. 

GERUND. 

stat to be or being. 

SuPINEs. 
Dat.  stararest-a or starqarar-a. 
Gen sararsy or svaraars. 

II. The verb €f to become. 

§ 256, This verb is regularly conjugated, except in the 
past tense. 

Note.—e@f* is derived from the Sanskrit verb I to be or to become 
hrough the Prakrit. 

Ipicative Moon. 

Present Tense. 

Singular. Plural. 
1. af rar I become Mat sat we become 
2. a erate thou becomest at gat you become 

(at eft he becomes } 
3.9 dt ett she becomes >  &, ear, af sara they become 

L@ et# it becomes jj 

Past Tense. 

Singular. Plural. 

l. af arer I became STA Arar we became 
2. & Areara thou becamest get Arest you became 

( dr arat m., he became aq ares 
> 

3.4 4 aret f., ‘she became TAT ATTAT yue became 
L# are n., it became af AeT 
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Future Tense. 

at @tza I shall become strett ZH we shall become 

a ater (or dts) thou shalt aeft ers you shall become 

become 

at, at, t arze he, she, or it will &, <a, af edt they shall 

become become 

Past Habitual. 

at z= I used to become stratt fH we used to become 

a #za thou usedst to become geff cer you used to become 
at, dt. t erg he, she, or it 4, <ar, dt eta they used to 

used to become become 

ConpItionat Moon. 

Hf etait were I to become, or would become, or have become. 

Singular. Plural. 

l. Af erat m.,-a f.,-F n. Streit eran 
2.0 & STAs m.,-atea f-AA 20. aett erat 

Cat erat m. q ata 
3.9 at eteit f. car STAT 

q ata 7. at atat 

Sussunctivs Moop., 

( Kartari: Prayoga. ) 
47 serat I may, might, could, would, or should become or 

ho 

1 

have become. 

Singular, Plural. 

Hf sarat m., carat f., sera nm. strat eert m., -sar f., -aT n. 
F SRTTT ., SAAT f., ATTA . TFS SSTTA m.y-eaTA f.,- WAN. 
al sear a aTq 
at eerat cal SeTeay 
a =arq at carat 

(Bhave Prayoga. ) 
Singular. Plural. 

Far m., f., 2. Bratt m., f., a. i 
aT m., f., n. . cary m., f., nm. > eala 
cart m., Tat f., tara i. tartar m., f., n. j 
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IMPERATIVE Moop. 

ai gis let me become. 
l. di as at BIS 
2, get Tat set 
3. at, aft, & slat (as) a, ai, ff stata (sa) 

INFINITIVE Moop. 

Zilch to become. 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present ta, stat m., lai, sratar becoming 

Past BTS m., AIST m., become 

Pluperfect HHA having become 
Future etauz about to become 

GERUND. 

ett to become. 

SUPINES. 
Dat. s€TaAta@-SI ; sETAIA-wTt to become 

Gen. setaata-ee1ara is to become 

§ 257. We give below the Negative forms of ajqut to be and 

atu to come. 

I. The Negative Forms of aa@ui to be. 

INDICATIVE Moon. 

Present Tense. 

(First form, corresponding to ae. ) 

Singular. Plural. 
l. af aréy Tam not Wall AT we are not 

2. Q aréia thou art not Fel AST you are not 

3. at, al, & atet he, she, or it is nota, at, di areta they are 

not 

Note.—This form is used to make up the negative forms of ag; 

at WME Tam, af atat [im not: at ata We I am doing, at #tta 

atét I am not doing; tar @a | did, zqr S% arat I did not do; at 

@ira I will do, at ezore arat I will not do, 
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7 ~~ . 

La) . 

a wom . . . 

( Second form, corresponding to 17.) 

Singulur. Plural. 

wt ase I am not alali Ase we are not 

@ aa, aveaq thou art not a#et AeeT you are not 

ai, at, 4, vee he. she, or it is nov @, Qt, at awa or aeea 

they are not 

( Third form, corresponding to AT. ) 

dt aaat I am not in the habit of being. 

Singular. Plural. 

di aaa m., a fa on. Het AAT 

q Aaata mi , -aa/, -Aa wv. art aaa 

at Aaal m. 
at aaa f a, tal, ai aaara 

Past Tense. 

( Corresponding to grat I was.) 

ai aszat 1 was not. 

Singular. Plural. 
Hi ace al er fa N. BFST acai 

q AeTATa M.,-ata /, -aaA n aet aera 
| id HceaT m7. a aed 
j= wEat ie Al ASTI 
a Aeeq 1. al asad 

Future Tense. 

ai aaa I shall not usually be. 

at aaa MET AZ 
a aaTtte dei Aas 
ai, di, a aaa a, al, dt aaate 

Past Habitual Tense. 
di a@ I was not in the habit of being. 

al aa AE AZ 

q Tae ‘atet aar 
a, ai, a aa : a, a, at aaa 
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CONDITIONAL Moop. 

Hi aaat were I not, had I not been, or would not 
be. or would not have been. 

Singular Plural. 
1. at aaa om. -A Sf, A wn. Heel AAT 
2.  Aaaam., -ata f, en. aset aaa 

at aaar m. a aaa 
3. < dt aaat /. al AAI 

ad aad xn. di aad 
Dubitative Tense. 

Yt aawqr should I not be. 

l. Af Aaa m., -H 7. n Atal AAS] 
2. Qaaara m., -wa sl, wan. azat avai 

( @Y AMT a. ad qa 
3. < at Aaat /. Cal AMSAT 

a Aas x. af aasi 
SUBJUNCTIVE Moop. 

(Kartari Prayoga). 
at aatai I may or might not have been. 

l. at watat m., -dt 7. an. Reet Aaa 
2. qaAalata m.,. -ala f.- aan. aval qaaa 
3. al aaa m., di aari /, a vara, «a aarear, di azardi 

a aaa 7. 
(Bhave Prayoga). 

zat qata I should not be. 

1. Far | al } 7 
2. ear aala atal > Ware 
3 waia m.n., faa 7 | aia ] 

(2nd Form ) 

1. Fal airet o> 
2. wil Lag at atel f HE AY 
3. waa m., n., war. J eat 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

Singular. P tural 
). <A aai do not be thou rel igs ia 

3. at, dt, a aar let him not be aq, 4, at aaa 
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InFINITIVE Moop. 

Ta not to he. 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present Taq, TAA M., AAat, Taatar not being 

Past 7aar m., TASAT m., not been 

Pluperfect saat having not been 
Future TaMT not about to be 

GERUND. 

aaq7 not to be. 

SuPINES. 

Dat. Tarara-a1; TATAATaA-Tarar not to be 
Gen. Taraty-Tary is not to be 

II. The Negative Forms of #f% to become. 

InDicative Moon. 

Present Tense. 

Singular. Plural. 

1. 4 eta aréf Iam not becoming streft #ta aret 
2. q eta aria gat eta are 
3. at, at, & Bra aret a tar, at ta AeA 

Past Tense. 

1. 4 aret arét I didnot become — syratt aret aret 
2. Fare aera Tet Arst aret 

_ Sat aren aret, tr art are, a ales aréta, car arear 
Ca aie aret wera, ff aret arta 

Note.—Another negative past form is af + Are I did not become, 
a4 Alera thou didst not become ; but the one given in the paradigm 
is the more common, 

Future Tense. 

Singular. Plural, 
1, Af @rene arét I shall not become Srey SMT Are 
) , =} " 

-S “ 2 sf eT arate | aett eorre arey 
3. al, af, & err aret qT, tar, at ere area 
Note.—The form in T 8 is occasionally used ; Hf 7 aca I shail 

not become, @ 7 Batis thou shalt not become, ke. 
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Past Habitual. 
fe NSN 

] t eréar 1 was not wont to become 
2. & Sear, or aire 
3. at, at, & atéar 

Steal SHA 
Sett Sertr, or sarara 
a, ea, at saat, or 

arearat 
Note. —This form is also used : Af + B= 1 was not wont to become, av esa, ara as, &e. 

Pluper fect. 

l. At area TezaF m., I had not become Mal Alar asza 
2. Ff Aer aseaTa m. gat areat faa. 

a Sra TAT mM. q Wes qseq 
at eat Teeat f. Cal AEA ASeTay 
a ae qeza n. at Areal axa 

CONDITIONAL Moop. 

at 7 Bar were I not to become. 

Singular. Plural. 

1. Af aT erat m., -A Pf, a on. Se FT Tar 
2. Fat sara m., -dra f., -aTa n. get 7 erat 

[at + erar a. qt aa 
3.2 ata erat a cal T BAe 

La a aa n. at a eat 

Sussunctive Moop. 

tar @fH 7A I should not become. 

Singular. Flural. 

1, ar ii 
2. aT aH TA Gar BH AT 
3. tara m., nha f. cara 

Note.—The forms in qeazrq are also used ; Far, ear. cara, &e. 4 carq 

I should not become. 

ImePRATIVE Moon. 

2. ad ete war do not thou become aret SS) RT 

3. at, at, a a4 @rar let him, her, orit not 4, tar, ata Fara 
become 
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INFINITIVE Moop. 

a Zt& not to become, 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present 4 gia, 4 Etat m-, + Slat, a Fratat not becoming 
Fast 4 AISI M., A AlSBT m., not become 

Pluperfect 4 @txa not having become 

Future a gist not about to become 

GERUND, 
hatha 

@ gy not to become. 

SUPINES. 

Dat. @ *TaTa-Sl, A eeqATa-wI not to become 

Gen. # Qs, A eetagra is not to become 

CHAPTER XVII. 

THE AUXILIARY VERBS—(Continued). 

II. THE MODAL VERBS. 

§ 258—285 § 

§ 258. The Verbs used to make up the Compound forms of the Moods are called Modal Verbs. (See. 247.) They are qiest it is wanted and waar to touch, together with their Nega- 
tive forms al it is not wanted, AB 1b is net necessary and ay 
lt is nob necessary or suitabie. 

(1) aris It is wanted. 
§ 259. The verb qrf@® is an old passive form of the verb qizy to see, and though it etymologically means “ it may be seen, 1t conveys at present, the sense of “it is wanted;” ag Wal TH VITA aes a Rupee is wanted by me, or I want a Rupee. 
Note.— qn€H it is wanted, necessary, incumbent; @e., it should be looked after, or seen about 

_  Note.—The W je in the form qnf€@ is the corruption of the Sanskrit 4 ya, the sign of the passive verb; the q is changed to gH or gat in Prakrit, and the Prakrit ga is changed to qor® in 
139 m 
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athi es + ee Marathi; as, Waa, Prak. | qieae, M. qi#aa it is studied, When 
Sanskrit pissive constructions are literally translated into Marathi 
the forms in @ or H are usually used; as, fapat ada: feaa,— 
fasoyey qa a@ltstal the world was created by Vishnu. In poetry 
the forms in St occur frequently, but in prose they are rarely used. 
An imperative of dignity, formed with &, is often used in letters, 
as fH give please, test do please. These forms are more courte- 
ous than those in the simple imperative or subjunctive :— 

Aa AAA Wl Sa Far, Herat, Araar, ara, 

Namdeva. 
Note.—The forms qng¢w it is wanted, aud gure (literally, ‘it 

is said”) that is, then, are the only two words which are used in 
ordinary Marathi prose; the one is a verb, and the other a 
conjunction. 

§ 260 The subjunctive sgrq of the verb grat to become is 

optionally used for qifeu; Wat star qifeat or sztat I want a mango. 

The form grat or gat may be substituted for egrar. 

§ 261. The verb qi is joined either to the past tense. or 
to the dative supine of the principal verb, to make up the com- 

pound subjunctive forms; as qwrt Te or ataara qitea I ust go. 

The latter form is uncommon and inelegant. 

Note.—The supine may be either in the dative @ or aI. 

The form with the a is more common in the Deccan. 

§ 262. grea, like the English word “to want,’ expresses 

two distinct ideas in regard to its sense of requisiteness or neces- 

sity : (1) it may mean “to have occasion for, to require ” as, iD 

winter we want a fire; or “to feel need of, to desire,” as I want 

to speak to you about something. 

This two-fold sense is, expressed also, by the Marathi verb 

qiea: (1) qar ats fee or aaa qiea I have oceasion to go or 

I must go; I am required to go. (2) ast aaa qrest I feel the 

need of going, or I want or wish to go. The latter sense 18 ex- 

pressed only by the form made up with the dative supine. 

§ 263. The subject of the Compound subjuuctive form in 

qiga may take the subject in the Nominative, Instrumental, or 

the Dative case. 
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(1) The Compound form constructed with a nominative or 

dative subject denotes a kind of necessity or requisiteness that is 

not moral; quar aa AAA wat ( or aaa ) qiga. he must get 

rid of all his vanity; q @tét @Im aia, qa Belem Hat (or 

#uata ) aes you have not eaten anything and you must take 

some refreshment. 

Note.—The nouns or third personal pronouns denoting in- 
animate objects or irrational animals usually take the subject in 
the Nominative case. 

(2) When the Compound form takes an_ instrumental 

subject, it indicates a moral necessity or duty; eq are qiew 

you ought to come. 

§ 264. We give below the conjugation of the verb 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Tense. 

Singular. Plural. 
l. af q2ea Iam wanted Mat qtea we are’ wanted 
2. Q aesa thou art wanted dai wis or itaa you are 

wauted 
3. at, at, @& ai®e he, she or ad, a, at weaa they are 

it is wanted wanted 
Note.—Sometimes the present form is compounded with 

ae, as the past (the following form) is made up with gtat: af 
quest az I am wented. 

Past Tense. 

Singular. Plural 
l. ait afés etat I was wanted Atalt Wes star 
2. Qaten giara m., aia /.. gat wes or aiaa 
—aa n., thou wast wanted lat 
( ar aest gitar he was wanted a wea Za 

3.2 at Wea ztat she was wanted Ul Wes gitar | @ aes eta it was wanted at aes etai 
Future Tense. 

1. Ht as or qn@aa I shall be wanted = atraft qrigd 
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2. qarfea or qngaaq thou shalt be wanted qaft qed or 

x ~ ~ fos oleate 3. al, at, & aes or qneHew he, she, or a, a, at weaa 
it shall be wanted 

§ 265. Besides these Indicative forms, there are some con. 
ditional and dubitative forms in use, of which those made up 
with aaq@ and aa are the most common; Qtet al atay qiest 
HAA AT At Zia it would be well if the mango were required by him ; eqret @ qa was he might want it. 

§ 266. The person for whom or by whom a thing is wanted 
is pub in the dative case; Awa eq¥ aqnsza the rupees are 
wanted by me. 

Present Tense. 

(2) wal it is not wanted. 

Singular. Plural. 
l. ft aver I am not wanted Mai AH We are not wanted 
2. gaat thou art not wanted qalt Tar you are not wanted 
3. at at, a, we he, she, orit & em, di agta they are nut 

is Dot wanted wanted 

§ 267. The past form is made up with the auxiliary gta; 
thus Present tense, Hur zeq Aa] Money is not wanted by me; 
Past tense, ABI Fey aABl Bla money was not wanted by me. The 
present form serves the purpose of the future: qwrt 9 zatear 
Awadteitat tela I do not want the sweetmeat for to- 
morrow’s feast. 

Note.—aa@t may imply dislike or disapprobation as well 
absence of demand or necessity ; al BoTaTzt qaiy aat I care nct 
for anything ; @I@t SIA Beara awl he dislikes work. 

Note.—aait AHI ZtoT to be averse or disinclined ; ay faa aTat 
ABT AHA Als giat she disliked him completely. 

Note.— al, may be an adverb; aal, asl, AISI AS aagr No. 
Forbear! do not beat him. 

$ 268. -The verb ag is used to make up the Compound 

Negative forms of the Imperative and the Subjunctive mood. 
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(1) It is joined to the infinitive mood of the principal 
verb to make up the imperative forms, and oniy the second 
singular and plural forms are thus produced ;— 

Singular. Plural. 

@ 2h aver do not thou give gaft fH ast do not you give 

Note.—In the Konkan the second personal singular is wea; 
& @% agra do not give. 

2. Itis joined to the dative supine to form the Negative 
forms of the compound subjunctive made up with qites ; 
Aa te or atata atest I must or have to go,— Aer arate wat 
it 18 not necessary for me to yo; erst araara qiea he wants 
or wishes to come,— lat qlqaia@ aat he does not want or wish 
tio come. 

§ 269. For the Negative of the Compound form with an 
instrumental agent, the negative of the simple subjunctive in 
wa is usually used; as, tat TS qiesa I should go; sqrt arm ay 
I should not go. qt ®t a qieH would be the regular Nega- 
tive form. 

Note.—Other idiomatic expressions are also used for the 
negative form ; Tet ite qifea he will have to go; Neg.—eaqret 
arart IIs aeél—aneyq art; aret ware aa. 

(3) wt to be wanted or necessary. 

§ 270. The verb-erarat originally means to touch, as LAIST 
SU] ABT, fazias eles do not touch him, he will contract defile- 
ment; but it is used in its secondary sense of ‘to be wanted.” 
“to be necessary,” as a grammatical form; as, x AB Baas 
tnou art wanted by me, or necessary to me, or suitable for me. It is thus conjugated :— 

Present Tense. 

Singular. 

Al Berar m ; a f., n., 1 am wanted 
2. 4 BMA Ne, aa f., a4 n., thou art wanted 

al alarat m , he 18 wanted 

3. < at arata f-, she is wanted 
a Baa 7, it is wanted 

— - 
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Plural 

Wall Swat we are wanted 
2. gall Saat you are wanted 

3. Am,eaqrt., an, wltata they are wanted 

Past Tense. 

Ai srtet I was wanted Mtalt BAB] we were wanted 

Future Tense. 

qi wtra I shall be wanted aratt By we shall be wanted 

Past Habitual. 

at wrt I used to be wanted Mat sy we used to be wanted 
The other tenses, Conditional, Subjunctive, &., are regularly formed throughout. 

§ 271. This verb is used as an auxiliary verb, to make up 
the compound forms of the subjunctive mood; as ASl Wa 
Bld it is necessary for me or incumbent upon me to go; 
ABI Wa BTSs it was necessary for me to, 20 ; AB Wa Bas 
it will be necessary for me to go. The simple subjunctive 
conveys the sense of propriety or ethical necessity, but the 
compound form with wr denotes simple necessity or 
requisiteness: AS Ala Bars would literally mean,—*“the pro- 
priety of going will be incumbent upon me.” The agent of 
this compound subjunctive is in the dative case. 

Note.—Since the compound form takes only the dative for 
the agent the simple Subjunctive form, making up a part of it, 
may be regarded as a substantive, being the subject of the verb 
ata, and taking the dative of the noun or pronoun joined to 
it; as, ASI Aa WIT, for me (at) the propriety of going (ara) 

is necessary (lata) —=The propriety of going is incumbent upo.) 
me. The subjunctive inflection aq is nominal by origin 
( Sect. 203). 

§ 272, The dative supine may be substituted for the simple 
snbjunctive making up the compound form; Wer Wa Bits 

or Aaa wate it would be necessary for me to go. Both the 

compound forms have the same sense. 

§ 273. There is a third compound subjunctive form existing 
in Marathi, which is produced by joining wrayot to the gerund; 
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e ~ ~ . . |: we Se . 

aS AWM Bid, 1b 1s necessary to tell; @xor wie it is necessary 

to do. 

Mel Tat AA sl Sl aAAA, ala aw ait Arata 
Ramdas. 

Oh, you are our patron, it becomes us therefore to tell you 
that. 

HA si BU wie faam why was it necessary for me to 
consider @ 

Tukaram. 
This form is more courteous than that with the simple 

subju.ctive, as the gerundial form is more indefinite than the 
simple subjunctive 

Note.—There are some other compound subjunctive verbs made 
up with other auxiliary verbs, such as qzq to fall, am® is, etc., for 
which see the Compound Verbs. 

Note.—The verb wot is used for making up other compound 
verbal forms, for which see the Compound Verbs. 

(4) awit It is not necessary. 

§ 274. eat is a negative form of wa to be wanted, deriy- 
ed from its Past Habitual form wai it used to be wanted, the 
wt being contracted to w; as, “<ABATT wt Ala” we may have 
to go away suddenly, the negative construction of which would 
be aed la AST or awit. 

§ 275. weit may be used by itself, or with other verbs to 
make up compound forms. In the following sentence it is used 
by itself—q@# qe Awa your dress is not wanted. 

§ 276. It is joined to the simple subjunctive, or to the 
gerund to make up the compound forms; as, q@t wa Ait it is 
not necessary for me to go; a@la@ are aly axa aww it is not 
necessary for her to give him instruction. ‘The subject of the 
compound forms is in the dative case. The compeund forms 
may be regarded as compound subjunctives. 
Note—The compound form, made up by joining awit to the 

simple subjunctive, sometimes expresses what is reasonable or 
probable ; aa fzaaq Geel 4lal awa such a day is not likely to 
come again. 
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| § 277- The negative form awit is more courteous than wat 
it is not wanted; @ 4% eqrq you may take these sweet balls. 
You may refuse by saying either aq@ta they are not wanted, or 
awita they are not necessary. ‘The latter form implies that 
the person who declines the offer has no choice in the matter but 
is controlled simply by necessity, and it is therefore more courte- 
ous than the former which is an expression of a desire or wish. 

§ 278. The verb Aw is conjugated only in the third person. 
Thus, 

3rd Person Singular at, ai, ¥ awit he, she, or it is not wanted. 

5rd Person Flural ad, Gl, di asta they are not wanted. 

aa It will not come. 

§ 279. The negative form aq (a+401) literally means 
“that will not come,” and is used usually to make up the 
negative forms of the subjunctive mood in aa; ala wa 
he should go—Neg. @rq atm ax he should not go; AIT 

qzaq eT fearaa belly-ful food would be got from him:—Neg, 
MAT Weve soi fag axa even belly-ful food could not be 

got from him; aafase que fag aaa alsattat srasiear 
qzta @atadia in order that the fixed stones may not come out, 

they fix tuem with bars of iron. 

§ 280. The compound negative form is produced by Join- 

ing aq to the infinitive mood; as, we+aa = ee aA should 

not do. 

§ 281. The chief use of this negative form, like the simple 
subjunctive, is to express the ethical sense of duty or propriety, 

and for this purpose it is usually employed. ‘J'he form a, 

therefore, expresses what is not proper or advisable; as, AIG 

Setar satay SE AA we should not show disrespect to people. 

§ 282. here is another negative subjunctive form pro- 

duced by joining aa to the present participle in af; a8, HT 

aitat aa I should not do it. 

§ 283. Of these two subjunctive negative forms the former 

in the infinitive mood is stronger than the latter. The former 
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expresses a prohibition on the ground of moral impropriety or 

wrongness and the latteron the ground of disadvantageousness 
or inutility. Thus, WAARAA AAT SUS Tie ea SE ay I should 

not do what the gentleman has prohibited, lest I should do 

what is wrong, 2.e., against my conscience; but when a person 
says Uaaeala Wal Hoel Tis tar attat aa, I should not do 

what the gentleman has prohibited, he states that he is afraid 
to do the thing, not so much because it is against his conscience, 
but because it has been forbidden by his superior, and he would 
do harm to himself by doing it. He might have done it if he 
had not the dread of incurring the displeasure of the gentleman. 

§ 284. The stronger form is not so courteous as the weaker: 
anda person uses the latter when he wants to express a refusal 
politely; as sar a@%aa, I ought not to come, is less courteous 
than tgr or Wert gat aa I cannot with propriety come. In the 
latter form the speaker speaks more of his inability than his 
unwillingness, and therefore does not question the essential 
propriety of the demand made upon him. 

§ 285. The form in the infinitive mood, being strictly 
ethical, and therefore directly expressive of choice or will, 
takes the subject only in the instrumental case, while the other, 
which is not so ethical, takes the subject either in the instru- 
mental or the dative; gay arg aq I ought not to read; gar or 
wm a araat ax I can not with propriety read it. The instru- 
mental cise being more personal than the dative usually ex- 
presses a moral sense. 

§ 236. Like the simple subjunctive, the compound nega- 
tive form is conjugated in all the three constructions. 

Subjective Construction. 
at, dt, at fre aa, he, she or —-&, ear, af fig aaa, they 

it could not be found. could not be found 

Objective Construction 
TAL OY BFE WF ay 1, thou, he, she, or it 
cal or ate should not eat it 
ara, faa, ovea or | @IG aa I, etc., should not eat 

carat | them, 
20 m 
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Neuter Construction, 

FQI OF BIBT ; cat or arti WS I, etc., should not walk. 
em, rs "eared or ext are a4 I, ete., should not beat. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

Compound verbs. 

§ 287—§ 312. 
§ 287. The number of the simple verbs in the Marathi lan- 

guage is limited, and their deficiency is made up by a com- 
bination of two or more words. Thus the simple idea of “to 
AOve is rendered in the language by two words “ site Brot 
‘to make love,” sif@ love, being a noun, and ai, to do, a 
verb, -The whole phrase sif& a@qai to love, is calleda com- 
pound verb. 

Note.—There are not a few phrases in English which are 
analogous to what we denominate compound verbs ; thus, “to make 
a trial” qd or qIta@ Bit; “to do battle” TE BCT. Sometimes 
English compound verbs can be expressed in Marathi only by 
simple verbs as “to give away,” “to take down,” &c.; thus, “he 

gay sagas a hundred rupees in charity,” will be in Marathi 
aqat wa fee; take down that turban, will be 

% a te TAT OF TASA &. 
§ 288. The compound verb may combine a noun anda 

verb, or two distinct verbal forms. When the compound verb 
combines a nown and a verb, it iscalled a Nominal, and when 

both the members are verbs, it is denominated a Verba] 

Compound. 

Note. —Sometimes Sanskrit participles are joined to verbs 

to make up compound verbs; geqw eqi to beget; Frain wet 

to create fag Bx to accomplish. 

§ 289. The Nominal Compownd expresses a simple idea, 

and usually such an idea as is incapable of being expressed 

in the language in any other way; while the verbal compound 

simply modifies the sense of the verb which forms its first 

member. The modifying verb is called a servile, and the verb 
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modified, the principal verb. Thus, ata great “to wear’ 

is a norainal, and expresses the simple notion of wearing, and 

@isa zea “to eat up” is a verbal compound, and denotes 

that the act of “eating,” expressed by the principal parti- 

ciple @rma, is done to perfection by the addition of the servile 

zen “to throw.” So also, Fura ce wash it thoroughly. 

§ 290. The compound verbs, whether nominal or other- 

wise, may be transitive or intramsitive in sense, and when they 

are transitive, they take an object. The object of a compound 

verb may be Accusative, Dative, Genitive, or Locative. 

(1) The Accusative Object : (Verbal comp.) at Jaa ze wash 

the house thoroughly; (Nominal) @ atta ate wear it. 

(2) The Dative Object: (Verbal comp.) sql GIS FH TWAS 
I bathed him ; (Nominal) fawr fate Hei they punished her. 

(3) The Geniteve Object: (Nominal) arar aot faa ze 

44 none should trust him; Arefi faer zat aiet she pitied me. 

(4) The Locative Object: (Nominal) arqeqr aigaigiat tiie 
zat love your parents. 

§ 291. The compound verb is conjugated like any simple 
verb, and can be conjugated in all the tenses in which its 
servile is conjugated. hus, for instance, the servile qn@d 
is defective, and therefore the compound composed of it is 
deficient in the forms of conjugation. It is thus the servile 
alone that undergoes the changes of conjugation; thus, @j 
Hal AST he commenced to go; al war ar he will com- 
mence to go (wnceptive compound); ai we mB She can do its 
di ee aga I shail be able to do it (potential compound), 

Obs.—The Marathi people take pleasure in using the compound 
verbs, even when corresponding simple verbs may exist in the 
language ; and this somewhat extended mode of expression has a 
dignity and force which are wanting in the other forms of speech 
The student will find very valuable information on this interesting 
subject, which is more a matter of idiom than of grammar, in 
Molesworth’s Marathi Dictionary, under the several fiviles 
which are employed to make up the compound forms. 
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I.—THE NomiInat.s. 

§ 292. The Nominals are composed chiefly of the following serviles :— 

Bt to do aut to give aie to place 
Tor to eat wot to hold Arzayt to strike 
Alwr to put $rza to break {Zot to come 
got to take qa to sit Bram to touch 
$avt to place arerot to preserve stay to apply 

§ 293. The serviles in a Nominal Compound may be united 
with inflected, or uninflected, nouns. 

1. Inflected Nouns: aatia ape to wear Atta is the loca- 
tive case, united with the servile qreuj to put. 

2. Uninflected Nouns: are qi to receive a beating, aig 
is the accusative case, united with the servile yor to eat. 

§ 294. When the servile is transitive, it agrees with the 
uninflected noun—the internal object, (§ 295) that is joined 
With it; Qa Bt Az waigt he got a severe beating ; tar qwrt 
yet (at you let yourself be kissed by him. 

But ifthe noun making up the compound’ is inflected, the 
transitive servile agrees with the uninflected noun which it 
takes as the object of the whole nominal compound; eq 
Witt wheat aaw he wore a coat, In this sentence AAT 
is the object of the whole Nominal sata QTast wore, and 
the servile qTra@@T agrees in gender and number with AMT, 

§ 295. The Nominal made up with an uninflected accu- 
sative noun may take another nuun as its object, just as the 
Nominal made up with an inflected noun. The uninflected ac- 
cusative noun composing the Nominal may be called its Internal 
Object, und the other noun guverned by the whole Nominal 
its Katernal Object. The External Object is always inflected. 

§ 296. The External Object may be in one of these three 
cases—the Dative, the Genitive, and the Locative. 

lL. When the primary sense of the servile is that of gzving 

or analogous to it, the Hxternal Object is dative; ajat erat 
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Ht AIT feet they beat him severely ; Said wel sata wa aas 

the people for nothing frightened me 

2. When the nominal conveys a moral or spiritual sense, 

the External Object is often genitive, as the genitive is the 

least sensuous of the cases: TIsqrat eloli Fal Be AY po one 

should envy the king; ago qiar faa awe we shall con- 

sider it; rar faa aS ag we should not trust him; 

alarat qat & kiss that child ; erat Aaa! wIga eatdi we should 

with his affections. 

Note—aaat BIqa yor to win affection is a double compound 

verb. 

Note.—“ Verbs implying to be masters, such as 22, wz with 

1; qq to pity, and words linplying remembering (with regret), to 

think of, &c. govern their objects in the genitive case.— A pte. 

3. When the primary sense of the servile is that of place, 

the external object is locative ; @araz aifa Sat love God. The 
servile means “to place,” “to keep” ina place. 

Note.— The nominal gifa #qat ought to take only a genitive object 
but it takes the locative ; afgormiataz wifa wuat we should love 

our brothers and sisters But this expression, so foreign to 
the Marathi idiom, may have been introduced into the language 
by those conversant with English. It ought to take the genitive 
object, as the expressions 4a ACT, - FI BAT- STAI to love. 

Note.— But when the result of an emotion is indicated, in some 
tangible shape, the nominal very naturally takes the locative 
object ; wat ati qu Sei or sqaHe Her they conferred a favour 
upon him; but when the subjective act itself is denoted, the 
genitive object is appropriately employed ; tat ial Tal Ber 
they felt pity for hm. 

Note.— When there is any indefiniteness implied by the nominal 
compound in regard to the mental act, the object is not put in the 
genitive case, but in vhe locative preceded by aya ; Ai aifaqa) 
jqAz BTA or simply qigia I will consider about it; at calfaqay 
ae S{ia I will try about it; so also yeaa aga I will take pains. 

§ 297. Some Nominals, made up of transitive serviles. ex- press the sense of reflexive or passive verbs (§ 167, 1) and this passive sense is conveyed especially by such werbe as siugly denvle acts which are apparently pertormed jor the 
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benefit of the agent. Thus wa to eat, expresses an action whose natural result is the benefit of the agent, the eater, and hence compounds made up with its aid are reflewive or passive 
in sense ; as aya Alt Brg he was beaten, literally he ate a beating. The instrumental subject here is not active, but suffers the effects of its own action. The real agent or doer of the action is put in the genitive case; @q1q WAIT Az asl 
he was beaten by Réma. Another verb like wor to eat, is 
yoy to take ; Al eral sqer #t e4ral? why should I bear his re- 
proach ? 

Note.—The fact that the Marathi compound reflexive or passive 
forms are made up with the aid of such verb sas singly express acts 
which are apparently performed for the benefit of the agent, may 
od to the more intelligible apprehension of those distinctions of 
conjugation, existing in Sanskrit as well as Greek, which perplex 
the modern student. qafa he cooks, Active Voice; qax he cooks 
for himself, Middle Voice. These peculiarities of conjugation are 
preserved in the Marathi Anomalous Verbs § 167, 2. 

Note,—The reflexive sense inay be indicated, also, by Nominals 
made up with intransitive serviles; as, @1@twy wre he became 
bold ; aw gat awl he was attected with pity; arg qaet to be in 
dread. | | 

Note,— There are active forms corresponding to the passive or 
reflexive expressions :— | 

Transitive Passive Ait Ait to be beaten; Transitive Active 
Ait Ft to beat. Intransitive Passive wa azot to be afraid, to 

fear; Transitive Active wa ata to frighten. 

Note.—The Reflexive or Passive Nominals differ in sense accord- 
ing to the nature of the serviles employed to make them up. 
Those with the intransitive serviles resemble the Deponents, or 

the verbs of the middle Voice, and those with the transitive 

serviles are strictly passive, implying foreign agency. 

§ 298. The serviles are thus arranged according to the cases 

of their External Objects :— . | . 
I. The Dative Object: grat to put; ea to give; wrauTt to 

apply. 
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2. The Genitive Object: arma to bring; ato do; am 

to hold; grasa to preserve, cherish ; aie to place ; aq to come; 

ate to feel. ‘The verb HTT is variously employed. 

3. The Locative Object: Raa to place; geut to sit; wat 
to touch ; atau to apply. 

§ 299. When an inflected noun is joined to a transitive 
servile, the servile agrees with the uninflected object of the 
nominal; ela qaia Aret waewr he put the shoes on his foot. 
When the servile is intransitive, the nominal takes the Kartar3 
construction ; at I< Ta ATSt she was very angry. 

§ 300. When the nominal is made up with an inflected 
noun, the inflected noun may be in any one of the following 
three cases: thus, the Instrumental—iamt wz to be angry ; 
the Dative—fagra Am to finish : a8 Tet to be seen; the locutive 

—aita Ty to wear. 

Obs.—This is quite a new department of Marathi grammar 
opened up to the intelligent student of the language, who will, 
however, find abundant illustration and confirmation ot the 
principles announced here in the speech of educated natives, as 
well as in works written by them. Mr. Molesworth’s Mardthi 
Dictionary is a storehouse of most valuable information on 
this point. 

II— VERBAL COMPOUNDS. 

§ 301. The Verbal Compounds have been divided accor- 
ding to their signification into eight classes, viz (1) the 
Potentials, (2) the Jussives, (8) the Intensives, (4) the Con- 
tinwatives, and Frequentives, (5) the Desideratives, (6) the 
Inceptives, (7) the Permissives and (8) the Obligationals. Thev 
are conjugated in all the tenses in which their serviles are. : 

1. The Potentials. 

§ 302. Three verbs are employed to make up the potential 
forms: the verbs g@otto be able, qraut to obtain, to be able, 
and 4dt to come, to be able. 

1 The verb g@ut to be able is united with the infinitive 
of the principal verb and the compound can be used as 
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widely us the potential derivative in a; weala eiaqa- I can 
do it, or Wy ez mre Th Pia) , Al HK Wha. e compound, however, igs not much 
used 10 common conversation, but chiefly employed in official 
transactions. 

Note.—This potential form is neither unidiomatic nor inelegant 
as is often alleged, since it corresponds to the Sanskrit form ea a- 
mita Iam able to do, and is used in Marathi Proverbs, the most 
idiomatic expression in the language. For instance, it occurs in 
this proverb: ges Aldi qe aa ay a ae frarar Goi cannot 
mend a broken pearl or an injured mind. 

2. A more idiomatic expression is that made up with 
Wat; Ter da wea wea wlten anRa siq gam aria 
you will not be able to laugh if I should give you two hard 
stripes on the back; Hf gar qawaz ARS amd; qeaat gz aan 
atéta I have held you fast; you cannot now get loose from me. 
But this idiom is falling into disuse. 

3. The verb at to come, is joined either to the present 
participle in at, or the dative supine of the principal verb; gar 
fefeai aa I can write, or quart feerara aa. This compound verb 

is constructed with the dative of the agent. It expresses 
(on | p. 161.) 

The various senses of the compound potential forms with yoy 
can be easily traced to the original signification of the servile: 

Wot to come unto,—z.e., to be known wnto, or to be performed by, 
It expresses possibility of dovng, especially the resulting power 

from the possession of adequate strength, wealth, talent or 

authority ; aar @leat or aaa aa I am able to walk, 7. e., 

I possess the strength necessary to walk ; asl fagat or fezlaaia 

wa I can write, 2.¢., I have the ability of writing or acquain- 

tance with the art of writing; aw ata arat aa I can go in 

i. e., I have the needful authority or freedom to go in; 

Hal awa gat or aaa Asw. I can buy, 1. e., I shall have: money 

enough to buy; MI a4 Tiga wes WI aya slaat 4a Ae, 

considering his age I can hardly impute any blame to him; 
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a wat vee caidt sat aftat wa aret he is the master and it 

will not do to answer him. This form cannot be used as widely 

as that in a@at to be able or qraat to be able. 

There isa slight difference between the form made up with 
at and that with the dative supine: czar aq and THI ATT. 
The former always denotes a capacity in the agent, while the 
latter does not; Hat gaa aren wiga teat aiew 1 was able to 

hear your speech from a distance; A&I gaa aaa wiaat wHlUaTa 

ais, your speech was audible to me from a distance, it was 

capable of being heard. The form in aj is always active, and 
that in #Tal@ may be either active or passive. 

The form in @f may express expediency or propriety as well as 

active potentiality ; as, @ wat Ges atdi sat attat Fa arei, 
Ta qe aISIala qee, he is the master and it does not become 

us to speak to him; we shal! speak to him when the suitable 
opportunity comes. 

The verb 4j may also be joined to the infinitive mood 
as, QB At to be possible to be heard. This form has a passive 
force, and not active as in the form made up with the 
present participle in af; us, Aut a teat 34 I am able to hear 
it; 72 Or taiara FF it is capable of being heard; it is 
audible. Its only a few verbs that make up the potential form 
with the aid of the infinitive; the supine is generally substituted 
for the infinitive. 

2. The Passives. 

§ 303. The Marathi compound Passive forms (eateaTy ) 
like those of the potential in g@ot to be able, are chiefly 
limited to business transactions. The verb q0T to go is joined 
to the past participle in wy of the transitive verb, in order to 
make up the passive form; as, AItwl Vet he was beaten, liter- 
ally, he was gone beaten. 

§ 304. In conjugation the whole verb agrees with the 
subject ; thits— 

21m 
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Present Tense. 
Singular. Plural. 

Wt aweat sat Ll am beaten. 
1. atarter atm. «matt ata oat 

| ake maa m. galt ate oat 
3. aaa maim. % aka aaa 

Past Tense. 

At arhiet ast I was beaten. 

l. atafteriaterm. aati ata wey 
2, qawiwam. gai afte tai 

at aterm. Fawwsras 

Future Tense. 

at atest stga I shall be beaten. 

l. aime aga m.  amatl arte we 
2 qaltw anism. gai ats ae 
3% wate ages m. a ahs adie 

§ 305. Instead of employing this compound passive, the 
Marathis usually adopt the following modes of expression : 

1. The agent, when known, is supplied ; qaqaeret SAT HMTAT 

wa Bis God will destroy the world at the last day, for 
TASS] ATA SA Fat aes the world will be destroyed, We. 

2. The third plural indicative is used; as, #@ @uata they 
say, so, for “if is said.” 

3. The perfect and pluperfect indicative tenses of trans:. 

tive verbs, which are in reality passive, are employed with- 

out their instrumental agent; thus, quota atitas az it is 

narrated in the Purans; aa atawt etdi the cow was tied up 

QIZs ae it is said. 

4. An intransitive verb (the deponents, § 167, 1) of the same 

meaning, is substituted; @y ate, he will be saved, for AUST 

HES ; a Balsa F We! he was slain in the battle. 

5. A noun ofa suitable sense with an auxiliary verb is used ; 

Mal Sat lew he will be saved. 
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6. The pluperfect participle of the corresponding intransi- 

tive verb with ara is used; & Waa sige it will be burnt up. 

7. The past participle in Za with grat is used; @f aartwa 

or @qe AST aig he is satisfied. 

8. Compound passive forms made up with nominals are 

used ; eqra ary @le he was beaten. 

Obs.—“Whoever wishes to be understood must not content 

himself with using words that might convey the idea intended, but 

not in the way such as the natives themselves employ to express 

it, and take care, too, that those words are arranged in the order 

to which the Mardthds are accustomed.”—Dr. Stevenson. 

Note.—Read in connection with the passive verbs, the obser- 

vations on the reflexive or passive nominals. § 297. 

Note.—In Sanskrit and Prakrit the passive form is made up 

by inflection, as Sk. feaqa, Prak, a@itaa it isdone. The letterq 

is inserted to make up the passive form in Sanskrit, which is 

changed to @ in Prakrit, and thus the Sanskrit @q@ is the abbrevia- 

ted form of at to go. The full form of ais still used in Bengali 
to produce the passive verb; as eqarg lam made, lit. I go in 

making. In Sanskrit compound passive forms occur, besides the 
simple in 4, asin Latin. The Latin amatum iri to be loved. is 

literally to be gone in love.”—Bopp. 

3. The Intensives. 

§ 306. The Intensives intensify the sense indicated by the 
verb which forms their first member, and which is put in the 
pluperfect participle ; as, & gatt Rrga ear finish off the sewing of 
it. The intensives express a state of completion : what is ian 
pletely, wholly, quite, effected, as in the English phrases to cut 
up, to drink up, to turn up, to sew up arent, ets. 

§ 307. The serviles employed with the pluperfect parti- 
ciple are chiefly the following :— 

yar to take ZlmoT to throw qa to sit 
~ 

to miss oT t qo] sen Sati a) keep AOI to come 
WIN to g #1 to give atzq to unloose 
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1. aT Wt SEA tqrq you may finish off your ablutions 32] aa saa Fas az I have managed to get him to stay. Sometimes these serviles are redundant, and are employed 

simply to round a period. 

2. al aa SEA BET, aal cay wisi HAS arér he has done all he possibly could do; he has left nothing untried. This 
servile is used in reference to matters that are evil or cala- 
mitous, @q say Hoa JET, 7 lst Barer alert we have tried 
all possible remedies, but to no effect, 

3. Toa qt NTA ww the water of the tank is dried Up ; 
al auras lz Wea Wer he walked up the whole way. Some- 
times the servile js redundant; f@@l ASA FIA Sel AG AST 
it 18 ten years since her decease. Emphatic imperatives are 
produced by joining qrat to go, to the verbal root: arr ar bring 
ip at once ; & I give it at once. The servile gat is used with 
intransitive participles, like the servile Z[HoT with the transitive ; 
al Hea Wert be is dead and gone; lq Alea Was they beat 
him to death, or killed him. 

4, qifeeata azatat avandia area zee the Arabs put the 
Rohillas to the sword; fama zr@ drink it off. 

5. oF eea dat write off the letter and have it ready ; 

fasta qoft area Sa put water in the flour and have it ready. The 

servile SQuT corresponds with the above servile ZiHut to throw 

in that both express the finishing of an action; but zr@aqj means 

that after the action is completed, nothing more is to be done 

with it, while $qut implies that after the completion of the action 
care is to be taken to have its effects preserved ; at qiat AYA ZF 

read the book and be done with it; whereas aft qv aya ta 

means, read the book carefully so that the knowiedge acquired 
might be serviceable afterwards. 

6. = aga Al throw this away ; UATAA TATA ciga 2s 

the prince drove away the son of the prime minister ; @lq el 

wIqa ft he sent him off, packet him off. 

7. a) aa trea saat he has swallowed up everything, we., 

robbed; at feare BZA FAST aig, he has become quite insol- 
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vent. gear differs from zegm, but agrees with gaa in reference 

to the continuance of the effects of the act denoted by the 

principal verb. 

8. era ata area aifee he gave them a sound thrashing 

Note.—Great care should be taken to distinguish between 

what is really a servile, and what appears to be so. In a verbal 

compouad the servile has no independent sense or use; it simply 

serves the purpose of modifying the sense of the verb that 1s 

united with it. When it expresses more than this, it is nota 

servile, and it does net combine with the verbal form preceding 

it. Thus, atya Zaai to tie up, may be or may not be a compound ; 

wa aga Za tie up the cow; gift Fata atga Sa tie up the book, 

and keep it in the box. 

4. Continuatives and Frequentives. 

308. The Continuatives express persistence in a certain 

course of action, and the Frequentives a recurrence of a certain 

action, and both are made up by the present participle in @ of the 
principal verb, and the servile arot to go, qqoT to sit, Wg to re- 

main, qo tocome. &ec. Thus, ta Area Fa Ar continue to take 
the medicine every day; arar, q 4a At et mind that you come 
frequently, child; aij fra aga vmadlay aeqr aria aaa 
Tsénguna, neglecting her sewing, keeps chatting with Bhau; aft 
agai ma teat he always keeps singing; at a@a ela ater he 
has been always acting so. 

Note.—While the form in gga expresses continuance or 
persistence of action, that in got denotes a single act; zt eqret 
aittas ad at aaa wizwi he kept sleeping in spite of my orders 
ai faqa ar he fell as'eep. Moreover the form in WET expresses 
an intentional act, and qo either an intentional or uninten- 
tional act. 

5. Desideratives. 

3 309. The Desideratives express a wish or desire, and join 
the servile qrggt to see, to the infinitive or the dative supine of 
the principle verb; gt FSM AAA Ales. AWrETar vhis boy desires 
to speak with you, or, this boy stands ready to speak with you ; 
qed ASI Qs Wear I fancy he wants to eat me up. 
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Note.—The subjunctive form in qif¥2 may be considered as 
desiderative ; AIQUIwrt ae qiest (see the etymology of qiex 
§ 259) your honour must come, ée., I earnestly desire that you 
may be pleased to come. 

6. Inceptzves. 

§ 310. The Inceptives express the beginning of an action 
and there are two serviles used to make up their forms, v1z., 
Baa to touch, gat to become. 

(1) rq is united either with the infinitive mood, or the 
dative supine; @¥ ale or Alara Bret he commenced to walk; 
al ATS BITS Wel gaeaia east aray az ate} no sooner did 
he begin to read, than he became dumb. 

(2) The verb gyor is joined to the present participle in at 
Wal Asal Atet the king began to speak ; q@rwa seq you may set 
off; Z4 sat begin to give (begin and go through the act). 

7. Permvssives. 

§ 311. ‘The Permissives are composed of the infinitive mood 
and the verb 0 to give ; ABI ATH MW permit me to go; are fae 

@a agi the wind will not let me write; Ht sl AS soz arel 

I will not let him to come. 

8. Obligatrionals. 

§ $12. These compounds express obligation or moral 

necessity. The serviles employed to make up these forms 

are (guj to fall. qiga it is necessary, wrqot to touch, and wa to be. 

1. The servile geoy is joined either to the dative, or the 

genitive supine or the principal verb; & sawed ABA AIT ABI 

QIU ASA Or PBAl=eal Tala as you are suffering from fever, 

I am obliged to go packwards and forwards; aaraa As! AISaia 

or =elaia@ Tee I was under the necessity of walking up to there. 

The verb is conjugated throughout with the subject in the dative 

case; but when the principal verb is intransitive, the servile qSot 

is put in the neuter singular, and when it is transitive, it agrees 

with its object: iw HeAl WSBAla or ASIAeal Tad he 1s forced 

vo go about. 
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2. qtfgst has been previously considered under the Modal 
verbs (Sect. 259). It is used with the past tense of the prin- 
cipal verb; arm uaia Aart te TifEH it is necessary tor me to go 
to-night. It expresses either a physical or moral necessity 
and takes the subject either in the instrumental or dative 
case. The verb with the instrumental subject usually expresses 
a moral necessity ; #41 Gee giieH I ought to hear, 

The verb with the subject in the nominative case expresses 
what is necessary or essential to an event, and conveys inten- 
sively the sense that a verb with the subjunctive of aaa to be 
does; ae wart art Sér aod) av ar aa wer aa If we 
should say that he committed the theft, then he must even 
have gone there; his going there is essential to the supposition 
that he stole. @ Wel aenar expresses a supposition in a 
general way. 

3. The servile Br is joined either to the subjunctive 
mood, or to the dative supine; enzat ZIqa MAA HY A AleaTa 
ama aad] art wrwtw should he not succeed in doing our 
business, we shall be under the necessity of troubling you; 
ag Tet Ts, ay wa wasia aa saais since Khandu 
has run away, Ramji will have to pay the money. It speaks 
of a responsibility or duty which may or may not be moral, 
and is used as a courteous form of urgency ; Ta@aigatat ala wae 
your honour wiil have to go (Sect. 272.) 

4. The genitive supine of the principal verb is joined to 
the tenses of the verb aan; gata eaia aaa az you have 
to go even now. It denotes an incumbency expressed 'by the 
English phrase made up with “have,” followed by an infinitive, 
as you have to go to-night. 

The form can be used regularly in the present and past Lenses only—aer arara ame I have to §0; Fst wrara gia I had to zo: in the future tense, Tew is usually employed; Wart Marg qs I shail have to go. The regular future with WAS 
is usually dubitative ; wer q1ary wae I may have to go. 

ne, ; oe The subject of this form is usually in the dative case: but in the past tense, it may take the instrumental case, when it 
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denotes a moral responsibility ; as, sq aan la I should have 
gone. It has the same force as the past tense of the simple 
subjunctive ; qt ala ela or qWaTs ala. 

Note.—The form may express the intention of the agent in 
an emphatic way; @ Jat aara wea they have decided to go 
to-morrow. 

Note.—It may denote what is necessarily dependent upon 
the disposition or nature of a person or thing, af wa@iz feast aay 
#atat he is such a man as will surely one day or otherdo mis- 
chiet ; WIS BATA Blast at Ilarara wr aiwaaia GES the stone 
struck his ear, and it (the ear) was ready to break off, but the 
act was deficient by a little, 7.e., the ear was within an ace of 
being struck off. 

CHAPTER XVIII, 

The Compound Tenses. 

§ 3183—§ 331. 

§ 3138. The Simple Tenses given in Chapter XIII. do not 
answer all the purposes of expression, and consequently com- 
pound furms are made up by the aid of the substantive verbs. 
The substantive verbs are joined, either to the participles of 

the principal verb. or to its simple tenses; thus, at fedia ae 

he is writing; qaga al aleleaan et aindl eet eit my ma- 
ternal aunt gave me this ring on my birthday. In the latter 

sentence the substantive verb is joined toa simple tense ( the 

past) of the principal verb, and in the former, toa participle 

( the present ) of the principal verb. 

§ 314 Both the members of the compound tense are in- 

flected in conjugation, unless the first is a participle ending. 

in the inherent a; as At qaa eiai I was sitting, ai aaa sar 

Ihad sat In the former sentence the participle qa is not 

inflected, but in the latter, both the verbs are inflected. 

§ 315. The Compound Tenses express MODIFICATIONS of 

the Principal Simpie Tenses—The Present, the Past, and the 

Future, 
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§ 316. The Principal Simple Tenses denote time 1D a gene- 

ral way, and are therefore called Indefinite Tenses, while the 

Compound Tenses, express their particular senses. Thus: 

at feigat he writes, simply means that the action of writing 

actually takes place in present time; but fegta ate denotes 

that the present action is still goung on, and not finished. 

§ 817. Each simple tense has several corresponding com- 

pound forms, and we give the following table by way of 

illustration :— 

Simple Tenses. Compound Tenses. 

Indefinite. \Imperject | DPerfect. | Habitual, Prospective. 

di aedi di aea ai weet di area | ai arson 
& I walk. | ate Iam ale I havelsaat I usu- ate I 

s walking. | walked. | ally walk.| am about 

& to walk. 

di aest | di area | ai wedi at awa | ai areong 

| Lwalked. | @tat I was| @tat I had) st@ I usu-| gta I was 
= walking. | walked. jally walk.| about to 

ed. walk. 

R aaa | at arma | at weet ft areorz 

S$ |Ishallwalk.| watl | waa stra I shall 
= shall be | shall have be about to 

walking. | walked. walk. 

THE INDICATIVE Moop. 

§ 318. The Indicative has siz compound forms for the 

Present, siz for the Past, and five for the Future. 

Present Tense. 

3319. 1. The Present Imperfect or Progressive is formed 

of the present participle in @, and the present tense of the verb 

to be; at alata are he is reading. 

2. The Present Lmperfect Hmphatic is the present tense 
with the verb are; af tat ae he is crying. 

22m 
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2 

3. ThePresent Perfect is the past tense with the verb srg ; 
4; qaat sire I have sat. 

4, The Present Habitual is the present participle in ¢@ and 
the present tense of the verb Sta; ara @ggta Cela Haara 
fishes live in the sea. 

d. The Present Prospective is the future participle with the 
verb stra; At farH re sire I am about to learn. 

6. he Present Dubitative is formed with the present 

participle and starat; af ata starar he must be dying. 

Past Tense. 

§ 820. 1. The Past Imperfect or Progressive is the present 

participle in @ with the past tense #far was; zaeata TH AT Za 

Zrar at that instant a tiger was approaching. 

2. The Past Perfect or Pluperfect Tense is formed witht 

the past tense and the past tense arat ; catar faer artat fars- 

fae eta acai ear afze just after they had placed her on the 

bier I saw her; qf YS ret atdr she had become cold. 

3. The Past Habitual is the present participle in@ and 

the past habitual tense of HAT; atart Hea ar Ara facy Faq 

stq having erected a temporary watchtower, that Brahman 

was in the habit of daily sitting on it. 

A, The Jnceptive Past is formed of the present participle 

ending in af with the past tense of the verb ef; wWatre arear 

arer Dhritarashtra began to speak, 

3. The Dubitative Past is formed with the past tense of 

the verb and starat; at araer Sarar he must have walked. 

6. The Past Prospectzve is the future participle with the 

past tense of the verb sre 5 aretarra oefaer aet at fates 

arat I was going to write when you sent the man. 

Future Tense. 

§ 321. 1. The Future Imperfect or Progressive 1s the 

present participle with ata; at are ana gait az Wet aT 

I shall be waiting for you at twelve o’clock. 
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2. The Future Inceptive is the present participle in at and 

the future tense of got; at areat gig@ he will begin to go 

away. 

3. The Future Perfect is the past tense with waa; af 

areal waa I shall have walked; gait mla:areét aie araaa ai 
tata He wae I shall have bathed when you will come to-morrow 

early in the morning. 

4. The Future Prospective is the future participle in mI 

with Haat; gat ae azet At fefeorz waal shall be going to 

write when you come. 

5. The Future Dubitative is made up with the future 

participle and qatar; at Mone Harat he must be going. 

THE CONDITIONAL Moop. 

§ 322. The Conditional has two compound forms for the 
Present Tense, two for the Past, two for the Future. 

Present Tense. 

§ 323. 1. The Present Progressive is the present participle 
in @ with the present conditional of aaqt at at ara atta waar 

at HAI HAY Hata Tar? had he been employed at his work, 

how could such an accident have occurred 2 

2. The Present Dubitative is the present participle in a 
with Hawt; at Wea Has, at a wa eter atar should he be 
going, then entrust the business to him. 

Past Tense. 

§ 324. 1. The Past Indefinite is made up of the past 
indicative and the simple conditional of the verb aqaqut : a greeata 
THe, AWel at at Teel wadi it missed by a little, otherwise she 
wold have fallen (she narrowly escaped a fall), 

2. The Past Dubizative is the past tense with Baal : Hi aati 
walet Sel wal, at aa di als @u should I really have been 
guilty of such roguery, then truly I am a biackguard, 
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Future Tense. 

§ 325. 1. The Future Indefinite is the future participle 
in oe with the simple conditional of apqut at Broz Haat at az 
@ta@ it would have been well if he had been going. 

2. The Future lubitative is the future participle in omg 
With FABl ; AL A AON HAST, AT ABI Aim should he be going 
then tell me. 

THE SUBJUNCTIVE Moop. 

§ 326. The subjunctive proper expresses duty ; and the sub- 
junctive form in ata, when employed with the subject ip the 
instrumental case, usually expresses this sense; tqr ara I ought 
to go. 

Note.—The subjunctive with the subject in the nominative 
case expresses doubt or uncertainty, and produces the dubitative 
forms of the indicative. The simple subjunctive form is made up 
with the termination aq joined to the simple verb (Sect. 203), 
and the compound subjunctive with the auxiliary verb aqart joined 
‘o the simple subjunctive; tat ara eta I ought to have gone. 

Note.—The subjunctive has other compound forms which are 
given under the Modal verbs (Chap. VII) 

§ 327. The subjunctive has one compound form for the 
Present Tense, and two for the Past. It has none for the 

Future. 

Note.— Duty is ever present and the verbal forms therefore 
usually denote present acts of duty. An accomplished act of duty 
may be viewed as past, but a duty that is not performed alweys 

remains present; and hence the subjunctive mood is deficient in 

future forms. 

Note.-—There are however some future forms produced 

irregularly to express the sense of future obligation. ‘Tnere 

are four such forms; q=@t ata wre I shall have to go; Fat te 

quea@ it shall be incumbent on me to go; tat TS INAS it shall 

be my duty to go: qat arara ge I shall be under the necessity 

of going. 
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Present Tense. 

§ 328. The Present Invperfect is formed with the present 

participle and the simple subjunctive of H@ur; al BITA waa 
I should be watching. 

Past Tense. 

§ 329. (1) The Past Indefinite is made up with the simple 
subjunctive and gtaq; et @taa eta you should have told. 

Note—za atarara et& and Fa atfitas aea gia have the 
sme sense as afara gtd, but are more commoniy used. 

(2) The Past Imperfect is produced by joining gtar to the 
present imperfect subjunctive ; sar fe¢ta Hala gta I should have 
been writing. 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present. 

§ 330. The Present Participle is made up of the present 
participle of the verb in qd, and the present participle in of or 
atat of the verb aan; Was Usa atta waai or Aaatar wer 
AANA Tat wat arga aa ais ea during the reign of Bhoja 
Raja a certain Brahman, having acquired a piece of waste land: 
sowed it with grain. 

Past. 

§ 331. The Past Participle is the past participle with saat: 
at @et wet saat art Ste YA: Gad serail, whenever he came 
down, his dispusition would become the same as before. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

PARADIGMAS OF VERBs. 

§ 332. We give below all the tenses, simple and compound, 
in their full forms of eonjugation :— 

1. First Consuaation. 

(Intransitive Verb.) 

THE INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Tense. 

(1) The Present Indefinite. 

I walk. 

Singular. Plural. 
awat-a-a Wisat 

2. aIedla-aa-aaq asa 
3. Bedl-a-a asala 

(2) The Present Imperfect. 

I am walking. 

WG We WBA Alat 

Ws Wea asa aet 

3. Wed we qed wea 

(3) The Present Lmperfect Emphatic. 

I am walking, 

l. wiwarm,-af. -an., ae AIGaAl Al 

2. awedam. -aas, -aan, aga asat ae 

awa m., -af,an ae GBaA-Al-al Blea 

(4) The Present Perfect. 

I have walked. 

. WMSB-S-S He WSSyl BET 

2. BASsi-s-s wea AVat atrei 

FISSI-B-S HS MSS. T-Al AT 
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(5) The Present Habitual. 

Iam wont to walk. 

175 

1. Qea HAA M., -Af., -A NM, awa Waal 

2. area waadia m.,-aaf., aan, Wea aaat 

3. Blea Aaal m., -A7., -T w, awa Haar 

(6) The Present Prospectre. 

I am about to walk. 

l. arene He AIST BET 

. MBA wea ATSUTT BTET 

3. BTS are ABN AeA 

(7) The Present Dubitatiwe. 

I must be walking. 

|. are4 aarar-at-a qsa Aala-sat ai 
2. lea Haraa-dia-aa Wad Aalaa-eqa-ala 
3. ea warar-di-a WGA AAla-ear-al 

Past Tense. 

(1) Lhe Past [ndefinite, 

I walked. 

Singular. Plural. 

l. STSSI m., -w Sf. -S n.. BIAStl 

2. Besa M., -wigq f., BAN, Assi 

3. IBA m., -B Hf. Bn, WSS-TAl- SI 

(2) The Past Imperfect. 

I was walking 

l. area glal-a-a asa etal 

= Wsa glare _aia-aa alsa zat 

3. Sea ea-eat-aa awa eta-ar-at 

(3) The Pluperfect Tense. 

I had walked. 

ee a AISSl Zar 

TST EAT alse Bla 
3. 4 Waa etai FSSA ZleaI 

GGG Fla qaai gidi 
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(4) The Past Habitual. 

( First form ) 

At are I was wont to walk. 

WIsa TST 
STS asa 

(Second form ) 

I was wont to walk, 

asa wa WSA AY 
asa aaa aed wat 
awa va asd waa 

(6) The Inceptwe Past. 

I began to walk. 

Singular. Plural 

Sal AlS-at Als-a AS AWSA-Al-al AT 
GSA ABA al Alaa ASA AlSa_aAl-al Arai 
WISaAl AIS_at Alsl-a AS USA AlS-Al ASA-aAt 

AISI 

(7) The Past Prospective, 

I was going to walk, 

ASNT slal-a-a SBN Zar 

arene giala-dia-da AIBN Blat . 

BUSI glarat a GMB Ela-al-at 

(8) The Dubstative Past. 

I must have walked. 

ee ” 7 " = 

aise Walal-s Wala-s Hala ASS AAA-SA-AT 

alas Aalaa-wst Aaata—s qlweat Walaa_cald-ala 

AAA : : 2. ; 

WSs AQlAal Vi AAAS AAA = Alss HATA Aqeq] 

Bl AAlal 
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a 

wWnwre 

VU on 

Future Tense. 

(1) The Future Indefinite. 

I shall walk. 

aaa STG. 
wuts SSIS 

hah aredte 

(2) The Future Imperfect. 

I shall be walking. 

wea waa Ws TE 
Wed Aare AISI AAS 
aed ads Wa wadia 

(3) The Future Inceptive. 
I will begin to walk. 

Singular. Plural. 
WSA-A-F Fea aISa-aat Be 
aeal-ai-g gate WSA-ALai srs 
WBA-A-s sss WSA-UALA sais 

(4) The Future Perfect. 

I shall have walked. 

AVBSB waa Wssl wy 
WSs-S-s saatioa Wwat ware ~ ~ © WUs-D-ws was W8S-Vyl-S] aaate 

(5) The Future Prospective. 
I shall be going to walk. 

WSN way WSN ay ASN AAAS ASN sare 
WI was WSN sadies 

(6) The Future Dubitative. 
I must be going about to walk, 

WSN -—“qWat-4]-4 WSN MATa-sq1-dij Ws Aaqrara-diq-aq WSN Haaa-syaq-dfeq Went Aarar-dy-z WSN sTart-sazy-dj 23 m 
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THE CONDITIONAL Moop. 

Present Tense. 
(1) The Present Indefinite. 

Were I to walk, I should walk 

WMSA-T-F Aaa 
aisala -dia-aa await 
aisal-dt-a Qlsa-2I- aT 

(2) The Present Lmperfect 

Had I been walking, or I should have been walking. 

asd Aadi-a-a qiva waar 

qa saald-ala-aa asa waa 

asa Aaal-di-a WVd AAa-A-at 

(3) The Present Dubitative. 

Should I be walking. 

Singular. Plural. 

ABA AAB-V-S GSA AAS 
Wisa AASG-Sla-wa Wea wast 
AWWA AAB-D-S USA AASV 

Past Tense. 

(1) The Past Indefinite. 

Should I have walked, or I should have walked. 

ASS AAA m., -B waa f-, v- ASS Waar 
ASB AGA vadia-w Aaaa «= West Hadi 

ASS AAA-VW Aaadl-s wad BSS AAaASaAl sat 
-Ul wad 

(2) The Past Dubitatove. 

Should I really have walked. 

Bs AAS M.. 3 was f,, n. ASS AAS 

TSS AASB AaVia-w AasQg West xast 

ASS TAS AAH-S HAS ASS AAA 
: HACT-SI AISI 

Future Tense. 

(1) The Future Indefinite. 

Had I to walk, or I had to walk. 

ASNT AAal m., af, v. AST Aaa 

STS aaaa-aia-aa ABUT RAAT 

ABM wadt-ai-a AIS waa-a-al 
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Oo 

goto 

Co 

~ 

| 

(2) Future Dubitative. 

Should I be about to walk. 

TUT TAA m., ~F f.,2- WONT STAT 

ASU AAAA-AA-FA WUT SAAT 

TSMC AAA -AT-F BSTC AAS-FAl-AT 

Tue SupsunctivE Moop. 

Present Tense. 

(1) The Present Indefinite. 

I should or ought to walk. 

Fal ATTA HFS ATT 

eal ATeTa atet Aes 
cara m.,n., faa f., ATT earar ATeaTa 

(2) The Present Imperfect. 

I should be walking. - 

ar raat AATF START AIHA HAT 

Al AAT TATA aet ATT ATT 
card m., n., faa f., Bat Aaryz cata Asa AST 

(3) The Present Dubitative. 

I might walk. 
Singular. Plural. 

Saale : eet ATATA-aT-at 
FATT ES -ATS- Ta Tat AST TA-AaAI- ATT 

[at arerar oc 
ar area Tal ATATear 

qt areara at arerat 

Past Tense. 

(1) Vhe Past Indefinite. 

T should or ought to have walked. 

FAT ATES Ba SPST ATT ata 
eal Arery ara aret arate ate 

carat in., n., fat f., Brave ata ara ATTA ata 
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(2) The Past Imperfect. 

I should have been walking. 
QI WBA Aaa Ela Wel Ws ald fa 
al Wea wala ta Gel Wed wala sa 
ard m,. n., af, aed waa aa atti aea waa Aa 

Future Tense. 

(1) Furst Form. 

aq ite qrigare I shall be morally bound to go. 

(2) Second Form. 

wat WS Wifgaw I shall be under the necessity of goiny. 

(3) Third Form. 

HBr wa write I shall be under the necessity of going. 

(4) Fourth Form. 

ABI Arata Gee I shall be under the necessity of going. 

THE IMPERATIVE Moop. 

Ai are let me walk. 

arg let me waik ag let us walk 

ate walk thou arer walk ye 

Tay may he, she, or 1t walk area may thev walk 

THE INFINITIVE. 

aq to walk. 

THE PARTICIPLES. 

Simple Present area, ASA, AWsat, BWesatar walking. 

Comp. Present area aaal, Wed Agata while walking. 

Simple Past QSsal-arswer walked. 

Comp. Past aaet aaat if or while engaged in watking. 
Future @vsorz-arsaiazr about to walk. 

VHE GERUND. 

qr to walk. 

THE SUPINES. 

Dat, qrararea-Stwraata to walk. 

Gen. arerarat-araraare, of walking. 
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THE SECOND CONJUGATION 

THE INDICATIVE Moon. 

Present Tense. 

(lL) The Present Indefinite. 

a arfaar I read 

Singular. Plurat. 
aaa m., -a if, n. attaat m.. fn. 

aaare ™., -ta f., -Fa 7”, alfaat m.. 7, n. 
afaarm,-af, an. alraata m ff. 1. 

(2) The Present Imperfect. 

al aria ate Tam reading, 

qtata are m., f, 2. arala ai 
ardia sea m., f., n. alata agi 
ada ane aria ata 

(3) The Present Imperfect Emphatic. 
at afar are J am reading. 

a aaa ate m., atea we fn. afar arer m., f.. 2 
aifaat Mm. Aaa 7. Au wea ahaa m, ary. -Aiu az 
AMSAT 1. T/A. HME aA ea, A n., aera 
(4) Present Perfect. (The Objective Construction.) 

4] asst are I have read, 

Fal Or MiFZ) ., Fw. 
tal or ater m.. f.. n- aTast-s-w Me S: iy 
rata m. n. a, aia TWAS RAS sea / 

(Lhe Neuter Construction.) 
ta, anaeat ate I have read. 

FQ or Hest m., fF. 

ea Or Geel mi. fai | ASS WIE, 
ara mn. A Per aia | . 

(5) The Present Habitual, 
at ardia staat Iam wont to read. 

Singular. Plurat. 
TAN HAAN 0. AH, n. avfia waat m,, f., 2 
adta sadam. aafisqn ata aeat m. J... 
adla aaa. af. an. aifia waa m., fen. 
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(6) The Present Prospective. 

A araniz are [am going to rend, 
alaonz arg m., fe, 1 AAMT BET 
TANT aga m. f.. n. AAT Bei 
arauye aie m., f., n. ATT Aza 

Past Tense. 

(1) The Indefinite Past. (The Objective Construction.) 

aT qa 1] read, 

Fqyp oor HlFE: Mle, Ta. Me 

tq] ar ssi M., fs. 1. | ANAS v.. Sif, SU. Seng. 

qa m., 1, faa f. or | AUS eat, wi Plu. 
eT m. f..n, 

(The Neuter Construction. ) 

tq] ariae I read. 

Fqy or ayegt m., f., 2., | 
<q Or FFs] M., 7, 2D. alas 
ata, wu. aa i oov eQral 

(2. The Past Imper fect. 

Hl aha era I was reading. 

ardta eat m.,-a f., N- aldia giai m., fv. 

aldia gala m.,-ata faq. aaa atat m, 7,2. 

ardta eta, al f, an. ada gaan. ain. 

(3) DPluperfect Tense. 

(The Oljectrve Construction.) 

zat aiawt slat I had read. 

| Aas! sal,-s zidi,-w eta 

| Sing. 
, on bat Ys “~ 

| alae Za, sar zea st ala 
Plu 

#4] or ata@l] ™- as n 
cat or galt ™., J, 
wala m., n-, faa re or @tal 

(The Neuter onstruction. ) 

zy] or arafy | eee 

tq] OF oat 
ayiae xia Thad read. 

aja m., 2+ fea f., or ata | 
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(4) The Past Habitual. 

(1) wt arat 1 was wont to read. 

l. arat m., 7., 7%. ary ™., Jus N: 

2. apata i., 7., v. arar m., f..7. 

3. ardt m.. fe, Ns alaia ae RPM, 

(2) a arata arq I was wont to read. 

l. arata aa m7. nN. aaa AG Mf, 
2. alaia Aaa 7, iz araia wai /.,? 

3. a@aia waimn,/, i. aidta waa m..f.. 1. 

(5) The Past Inceptove. 

I began to read. 

ai aifaar AST m. Mall alad Ast 
I. < , ara He i ,, aaa Aer 

| ,, aaa are wv. , aladi arai 

Fala ASA 10. dai aaa aati 
2. . , aad) aria /- ,, aaa Aat 

, aifaa awa 2. », aadi AT 

oF) aiaat aterm. a aiaa ae 
3. a aaah aret s- eal aS AST! 

(a aaa Ale uv. dt ala art 

(6) Pust Dubitative. 

(The Objective Construction.) 

tI altas ataia I must have read. 

1. garor ara Me, a Me | a aaa M.,-St Alar 
2. ayor i m. MM. fe. |, OS WANs vw. Sing. 

3. ela m., "ha fe ADS AA m., -eql Bae] 
carat ; /., Bt waa n. Plu. 

(Neuter Construction.) 

zai aifae atara I must have reud. 

TT Or Bray m., f., m. 
eq] or Tell m., 6. a. 

aaa aes or 

eatal 

Sane qiaea sara 
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(7) Past Prospective, 

af araog stat | was about to read. 

aang ata ne AS, L) QIAO Mat m., f., 2 
2. TAT gaa m,atay. | araouz stat m., 7, n- 

Wa n. § 
3. MAN an -aAl7..-n, | AAMT sq m., deat, staf n. 

Future Tense. 

(1) Muture lndefinite. 

af araia I shall read. 

Singular. Plural. 

l. aredta m., fi, n. ay 

2. aifaatte m., f, n. alas 

3. arate m., f., 2. alaats 

(2) The Future Lmperfect. 

4 arata aaa 1 shall be reading. 

1. arta aaa mf, nv. alata AZ Whe, Jig Ms 

2. arata aaa m., f, 0. AAA AAS m.. f., 2. 

3. arta Tas m., /., v. ardia aadte m., f., 2. 

(3) The Future Inceptive, 

at atfaat siga I shall begin to read. 

i aiaat gtea iv. Wa aad aH m. 
lJ ,, alae alee J. ry SAT als J 

| ,, aaa Elsa 2. », aaa As v- 
© Gata sans mm. sat aise sere m. 

2. < 4, aaa state /. F aa sae f. 

| ,, aaa aaa v. 1, THA ses v. 
| a anaar des 1. a aaa gale m. 

3. 4 di aitadt zee /- ql aaa etais /. 

| @ ara azide vv. di} atiadt elaie x. 
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(4) Future lerfect. 

( The Objective Construction. ) 

za atta wae [shall have read. 

Singular. Plural. 

| om fm \ arfaret 7 ; a f., wn. AS 
FT OF HIELM , fs. %- Saig. 

AT Or GT Mf tas m., ear y., Sin. ete 
art m, 2. fat f, or BiAt) yyy, 

( The Neuter Construction.) 

FaI or Bier M,, 7., v. 
tat or atEl ™M,. fu. Ne 4 alas was 

ala Mm, n., faa J., or arat | 

(5) The Future Prospective. 

Ai armani aaa I shall be going to read. 

AAT HAA N., f., n. ANT AG 

MAN HAaAts m.. f., v. AAT ARIS 

qa was m., f., n. AIAN Aadis 

THE CONDITIONAL Moop. 

Present Tense. 

(1) Zhe « resent Indefinite. 

Hi auaat were I to read, I should read. 

Singular, Plural. 
aaa m.,af..n aaa m., f, n. 

arama m., aa f.,-aan. aati m.. f, n. 
atfaat 1, -ft /, an. aaa, aaeqr, anaet 

(2) Lhe Present Progressive. 

Hi arata waar had I been reading, or I should have 

been reading. 

aaa waat m., a f., n. alata waar 
aaa aaara 1. -dia, /,-aan aria waat 
ardia waar, -at/, & n. alata waa 

24 m 
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(3) Present Dubitative. 

Hi arata wae should I be reading, 

l. alata wae m., Bf, n. aaa wast 
2. adic sama m., za /, San. aia wazi 
8. ada Has m., -wW/. Ben. aria wad m., Basar f 

HAG] 2. 
> 

Past Tense. 

(1) The Past Indefinite. 

(Objective Construction.) 

Fat alfrer erqar should I have read, or I shuuld have read. 
lL.  Fqtor wait m, f, n. ANAS AAA, -wt waat f, 
2. wal or gai m., fi, n -% waa 2. Sing. 
3. ata m., n., faa f, or atl ( anaes staat m, ear ataeat /, 

SI Baal vn. Plu. 

(Neuter Construction.) 

1. qq or Mat Mm, fn. 
2. taq or gall m., fm. \ alias wad 
3. wart m., n. faa f, or wait | 

(2) Past Dubitative. 

(Objective Construction.) 

741 alaet wat should I really have read. 

l. ator wa m., f., n. qUAG! AAS -t aad, -—S 
2. wat or galt ms f., 2. age Sing. 
3. wram,n, faaf, or cata | AAS YAS, TAL, AATAT -ST 

| wart Plu. 

(Newter Construction.) 

l. Fat or wralt ) 
2. wat or gag 

3. era m,n, faa f., or 

a Tal 
7 

Laas was 
| 
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Future Tense. 

(1) The Future [ndefinite, 

ai aranrt waat were | going to read, or I should 

be going to read. 

1. rant waa mM. -A/f-, 7. AIAN AAAI 

2. arnt waala m., dia /.,aan. araony waat 

3. ara waar m., ai fan. arate aaa, AAA, AAA 

(2) The Future Dubitatie. 

Hi aranry aaet should I be going to read. 

1. qiQUe HAST M.,-Gf. n- aN AAT 
2. aIanit aaaTa mM -wias., wan. ATA aaa 

3. ATankt Ager m. -@t f., ON. ATage AAS, HAT, 

ASI 

THE SUBJUNCTIVE Moop. 

Present Tense (First Form). 

(The Neuter Construction ) 

tar arara I should read. 

| $4t or ayeat m., f, w. } 

2. eal or gait m., f., n. + aaa 

3. ara m., n., fas, or ata | 

( The Objective Construction.) 

tal aarart I should read. 

lL. tt or stati m., f., 2. ea 
2. eat or gar m., f., a. tal i ararat, elaine Sung. 
3. BAA M., N, << fh, or eaqrat { Tara, araeat, avarat Plu. 

(Second Form ) 

(The Objective Construction. ) 

ASI AAlal Bra it is necessary for me to read. 

| ASI or Meets m., f 7 V.| Aaa, BlTal  , -at wind, f., 
TST OF FFATST M., f-, W. | Ba 2. ; Sing. 

3. Tet m., n, er /.. or abe n-, Sat f.,-at n., wriTara 
BTiZT Plu. 

Wo . 
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( Third Form. ) 
( The Objective Construction. ) 

Ast ahaa qa [ must read. 
ABI or HlFTIBT | ATasI Mm. al fe ; wn. qedt 

; | Sing. @T OF TOT 
g Tre c anaes m.,-ar f.-8t questa Test m, 2. fasts, or ater J Pas, 

( Fourth Form. ) 
( Lhe Objective Vonstruction. ) 

AB araiqrar are I have to read. 
or ISI 

= 
ABT or wis | AAV one TS or Fregisr \ J 

: AAY-TaT- MNS m.. n.. Barf, or wie | WA Wa azar 

Past Tense ( First Form ). 
tq arata eta I should have read. 

( Lhe Neuter Construction.) 
FQI or ABST m., f., n. ) 
tq or att m., f., n. > arara aa. 
eal m.,n. faa f,, or att | 

( The Objective Construction.) 

Fqi or Beet Tala ea m.-z Stat FZ, 
ai ara n., Sing. 

or T 

ar ~— — aay sla m.-sar ete f.,-at 
ara m,n, faa fl, ov eatat adi n., Plu. 

( Second Form.) 

ASI AAlal SITS it was necessary for me to read. 

ASB or wis aaa ware in.,-at srr 
Tr or Frist J+, -@& BITS n., Sing. 

Mist m., n., fat f., or VAY BMS m.,-sal Birarear 
ast f+, at sitet n., Plu. 

(Third Form.) 

wat atfasr (m.) qed etar I must have read. 

( Fourth Form.) 

azl araraiat giar (m.) 1 had to read. 
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Future Tense (fret Form). 

(The Objective Construction.) 

gat ararat aris it will be necessary for me to read. 

Ll. Awl or aratet 

2. gear or garet 

3. ener m., n., faa fF, ATS 

qiaatm. ath, a W-, Bats 

qiara m., ear f--dt nv , BiTat] 

(Second Form.) 

Awl alas qieswe it shall be incumbent on me to read. 

(Third Form.) 

gar arararat 3s it shail be necessary for me to read. 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

Ut ae. let me read. 

1. at ary Met TT 
2. gar Gat AA 
3. at, ft, a arar a, al, al arara 

INFINITIVE Moop. 

Ci @ to read. 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present: arata, aitaat, atfat, afaatar reading. 
r aidia aaai, asia aaatat while reading. 

Past: aTfaer, anaset read. 

. afar aaat, or afawl aaatar if read. 
Future: aan, arantr about to read. 

Pluperfer: arqa having read. 

GERUND. 

araor to read. 

SUPINES. 

Dat. ararara or araraara of reading. 

Gen. @Tararat or araraarar of reading, 
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III.—Negative Conjugation. 

§ 333. The Negative forms of the Tenses given under the First and Second Conjugations are produced by employing the Negative forms of the verbs saudi to be and git to become, given under Section 255. Thus— 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Indefinite. 

at amar [ walk: Neg. a awa aret I do not walk 
l. tt aaa arei AE BBA are, 
2. Gwsa aia Gel Bsa aWeT. 
3. al, al, & area ari a, a, di area aréta. 

Past Tense. 

Al awe: I walked: Neg. Hi areet arét I did not walk. 
1. A areet atét m. AMIE AWB ATT. 
2. GMB Aleta ™. Gat wWesat ae. 
3. at BlSar alert m. aq WSs alsa m. 

Future Tense. 

at area I shall walk. af araong arg? I shall not walk. 
lL. Af arwsone areal Atal ABUT Arey. 
2. KBB Aaa Get AST are. 
3. at, at, T ASM ari a, Qt, at Wee aeia. 

834. From the forms given above the student will be 
ible to produce forms for the other tenses; but we shall give 
blow the First erson Singular form for each tense by way 
of guidance :— 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Indef. At atwa aiat I do not walk. 
Imp. at area arét I am not walking. 
Perf. i arawr atet I have not walked. 
Hub. #t awa agar Iam not wont to walk, 
Prosp. At area atét I am not going to walk. 
Dub. a area aarar I must not be walking. 
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Past Indef. #i areat aret ( or ai 4 reer) I did vot walk. 

lmp. — #t area aseat I was not walking. 

Incep. #i areat arei I began to walk. 

, Perf. at area aegat I had not walked. 

Hab.) #i ateat (or af a are) I was not wont to walk. 

Had (2) Hi awa aa I was not wont to walk. 

, Prosp. Ft aArsouz asgai I was not going to walk. 

Dub. ai areat aarat J must not have walked. 

Future Indef qt areout arét (or At a aS ) I shall not walk. 

, Imp. Wt awa aaa I shall not be walking. 

, Incep. ai areat stone aret I shall not begin to walk. 

Perf. Ai aveet aaa I shall not have walked. 

Dub. at arwouz aa at I must not be going about to walk. 

CONDITIONAL Moop. 

Present Indefat @ areat (or atwatat) were I not to walk. 

linnp. #i mea aaat had I not been walking. 

. Dub. ai awa avast should I not be walking, 

Past Indef. At areat aaat if I should not have walked. 

Dub. i areeat aaa if I really should not have waiked. 

” 

Future Indef ai areot aaat if I had not been about to wal 
Dub. wat aro aaat if I should not be about to walk. 

3 

SuBJUNCTIVE Moop. 

Present indef.7at are Ay (sometimes tar 4 area) I should not 

walk. 

. Imp. A wea AA Ay or sar Asa Aaa I should not be 
| | ee walking. 

Past Indef. sar are aa Zia or BMeaara asga I should not have 
- R walked. 

Imp. wr arsa_s waar «asga I should not have been 

walking. 
Future. ( Ist Forni) Gl aA OWS Wiz aAs Or Fay Ww! a qieRe 

' 

; a = I's SHoula a be bound to go. 

(2nd, ) AS a Tes TRAM or Tse a GAs It will not be 
a ee J ; 4 + . 
Sary it UiIe’ wO VO-. 
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Future (3rd Form) gat wg slqoue aet I shall not be under 

. the necessity of going " (4th . ) gay Wara qsorz at I shall not be under 
the necessity of going 

IMPERATIVE Moop. 

1. Hi Sree ae or wal area aa adh or aah 3 shall I not walk 2 shall we not walk 2 2. % we TE do not walk dat ae amr do not you 
thou walk, 3. a, fl, a a carer let him. ad, Ql, ai a awa les them 
her or it not walk. not walk. 

INFINITIVE Moop. 

aq aI not to walk, 

PARTICIPLES. 

Present  @l@at a awa Haat not walking, 
Past. a WBS, A AWIVBsl Aga vot walked. 
Pluperfect. 4 Mea having not walked. 
Future. T ASU, A Brsonzy not being about to walk. 

GERUND. 

a AIST, not to walk. 

SUPINES 

Dat, @ area not to walk. Gen. @ aTeraiat of not walking. 

CHAPTER XX. 

THE PARTICLES OR INDECLINABLE WORDS. 

The Adveprb. 

§ 885—§ 360. 

§ 335. Anadverbisa word which qualifies an adjective, 
a verb, or another adverb; @t \Ie AZo are he is very wise; 
faez aI vo there; A&I BH Awa you should walk a little slowly. 
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§ 336. The adverbs are generally undeclined or unin flected 

but whenever they end in an unnasalised sf, and denote qua- 

lity or manner, they assume .inflections either in agreement 

with the subject or with the object of the verb which they 

qualify ; cart ata aaa He he sang well; af star fatar he 
turned so. 

§ 337. Nouns may be used adverbially either in their (1) 
original, or (2) in their injlected forms :— 

(1) at ata fezaq araTa cizar he remained awake two days; 

ar ait Ara arsar be walked four miles; tart Ae ae RTS Fas 
he took four yards of cloth; at ara zas fefeat he is utterly 

incapable of writing anything. ‘These uninflected nouns, 
denoting time, place aud measure or standard, are used 
adverbially. ‘hey may be called Adverbial accusatives, as 
they are in the Accusative case. 

(2) In the following sentences znjlected nouns and adjec- 
tives are used adverbially:—ar trara strat he came at night 
( Dative ); @araear Ai Fara where were you in the morning ? 
(Gen. ); 7a#ata ar Paar in the meantime he sat down (Loc. ) ; 
ARIZA Arar he came quietly; amar strcsar he cried out 
loudly ( Instruinental ). Some more words are—stqaref, bare- 
footed ; SAaTTZT on an empty stomach ; ararftegr by general 
practice, etc. 

c 9NC 
3 338. Sometimes pronouns are used adverbially ; sarqe 

IT or STAT sTTT of itself, of one’s own accord; sarge 
of one’s self; strvafa amongst ourselves, or yourselves or 
themselves ; Tara (Six.) therefore. 

§ 339. Adjectives. may be employed adverbially in their 
original form; as, TrATe ast ais. Rama read badly ; af 
ares araaét She walked well. 

§ 340, Participles may be employed adverbially; as, fa# 
AIT HA She did it intentionally; pPare aKa Fratx we should 
speak considerately ; qt tsa Wat she went away weeping ; 
Seay Tear Tear A aT foes zfs I wrote it off while lying 
in bed. The »articipial adverbs are thus distinguished ;— 

25 m 
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(1) The reduplicated present participle in @ expresses 
the manner of an act; as, waria qsayed arer he came 
stumbling in the dark, 

(2) The reduplicated present participle in af expresses 
the currency or continued course of an act; as, ataat argal 
anaset he slept while reading. 

(3) The reduplicated past participle, inflected by Qt or at, 
expresses usually the continuance ot either a posture or position 
of the body, or a state «f mind; qaasar aasat are aq aqqa ZUSs 
ashe kept sitting he finished it off; gzeqr aqear ( whether 
standing or sitting ) @qret at arfra aa she used to beat him at 
all times, eqTét atacat arasat at are aiftazt he told the story 
with consternation. Sometimes the ar or ajis Joined to an 
adjective expressive of an attitude; gvqt svai arma 4a I will 
go and come back immediately. 

Note.—The at or a is an abbreviation of the instrumental 
case ; at S¥ata or Seat; Assad or Masai. 

Note.—The form in af is sometimes used condition lly ; at 
Stet BEAT Egat Ala Atét he will not go hence, do whatever you 
might. @ear is more forcible than s<sarTa. 

(4) The reduplicated plupertect participle expresses man- 
ner forcibly; ara aqua Alea Area Aas he beat himself most 
cruelly; at aqa aqa ypur I got tired by sitting ever so long. 

5 341, (5) The simple present participle in a, and the plu- 
perfect participle in Ka, are sed adverbially, to denote the 
manner in which an action is done; @ ¢a Wet she went away 
weeping ; ra Stoya HS he did it intentionally ; HTN z rea Bila 
we should do it unitedly ; faart Bea atzra we should speak 

considerately. 

5 342, By the aid of the genitive case-eudings, the inde- 
ciinable adverbs are made into adjectives; art aratat Rafe ZuY 

Tz his present state of life is very good; smear feaalt ware As 

Wz zta he should have ecome to see me to-day. 
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§ 343. The sense of some adverbial indeclinables is modified 
by the use of some of the case-terminations, as well as the 
postpositions; at faega ( fees + aa) wret he came that way; 

ararz ? how far do you mean to go? @laet &? of what 
place are you ? @Igaq aera whence have you come ? 

§ 344. The following pronominal adverbs are a source of 
most useful compounds in the language :— 

Pro- Adverbs. 

nouns, 

Time. 
} 

Class. ae. 
Condi- 

Place. |Manner/ Quantity. ven 

Relative.ft who | 3eg¢ | HH where | wat as faaer, | az it 
when waer | war al- 

as much |though 

Demon- at that deat au, fae car faa, thatiag then 
strative. aT this then there, wy, so muchyager, azt still 

: here gz] War 
we_gTnow aat 

hither SO . a 
much 

Int A S ; 
petit HIM eet @lS where fear 

Sa 
Pal gative who? | aff 

how ? 
when ? 

how much? 

Note.— When there are two pronominal adverbs expressing 
the same relation, they somewhat differ in sense. 

(1) There are two interrogative forms indicating time, viz Pegi 
and @4t when: @egt refers to recent time, and @uf to a remote 
period arqu aaa segi aati & aesl do not know When you 
came to the meeting ; ayarare Baa Wea AAara ear sHe STear est wet Yamunabai resides ut Benares; when did she ever come 
ere 

(2) There are two demonstrative forms; wy and gee here. ay (Sk. ora here ) denotes simply rest in a place, and THe ( eT ee E x-4 side, direction), both rest in a place, and motion toa la a! would be translated into English by here and Zhe bv hele ee 
hither, hitherwards. The corresponding forms for wy nH aoe aW there, and fez there or thi ~: 

. ither ; ayrquy qary ple: , 

& qHe % come here. <4 Fars please sit here 
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wey and BE are used substantively ; ATqear Uy Wal NHI ETAT 
Rrararat arét you will not see such things at our house; TART 
eae aa Wen eet aa ata? how long will he stay at your 
vuse ? 

(3) The uses of feeeepr, @aer how much faaaer, @aet, FAs, 80 
much, wast, so much, fae, HAST as much, are given under the 
uses of the pronouns. 

Note—az and we are always conjunctions, but az and ag are 

adverbs as well, aq means “indeed,” “buat,” “ however,” &c. gf az 

eqral ATT AN Ag Her zat Ha Herta I am indeed his father, and 
how could I do such an act ? tet at BI VIA AlTat sia at az 
Sas Wa qSar, You indeed ask a lac of rupees and I am but 

quite a poor man. at denotes ‘ at least;” af at eqa ad aa 

aret saw At least two hundred rupees might have been ex- 
pended. 

§ 345. One of the pronominal adverbs is repeated, or joined to 

another adverb, to make up adverbial compounds, The following 

are compound adverbs denoting time :-— 

aut @af now and then, sometimes 

Hest Het whenever 

Heat asst always 

Heet Feet sometimes 

Heat Hat whensoever 

peat ATet never 
some time or other 

patat wat eee time or ever 

aut ag now and again 

Segi wef indefinitely 

§ 346. Compound adverbs of place, manner, &e., could be 

produced in the same manner: 3a Ha wherever; HQl aal, War 
~ AW 

sat Somehow or other; wy ay here and there, everywhere, We. 

§ 347. Any other abverbs might be employed to make up 

adverbial compounds: ta@ tat daily ; arearg frequently ; Ga: Ja: 

again and again. 

§ 348, The adverbial particles are thus classified :— 
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(1) Adverbs of Time (arearaTH). 

(a) Point of Time. 

sia to-day(Sk.wa, Pr. asa) cea? then 
sirat (Sk. sta:), weet now eet when e Bt formerly 

aiaad at present (Sk.) gat, (Sk. ga) stare before; 
aq (Sk. afta) presently wat afterwards (Sk. stat) 
gqzaAq instantly am, qara(Sk.) hereafter 

sTHera,(Sk.)warvat suddenly zat to-morrow (Sk. yz) 

waARTA at once ars yesterday (Sk.are: time) 
acne, aa immediately Yat two days ago, or two 

(Sk.) days hence (Sk. qteqa@) 
am lately, recently atat three days ago, or three 
STAT SOON days hence 
STH Aly now-a-days aazt at last 
s22T when 

Note.—aeet “at this very time” is more emphatic than sqrat, being 
equivalent to sTatsy at this very time; #f weet ara arr Ido not go 
just now. When reduplicated, it expresses ‘ about this time of the day, 
about this hour,’ and is used in speaking of an occurrence upon a past 
day ; Als HIT aaa weet Teer PTAT ale at? Did we not 
start yesterday about this time of the day ? 

Note.—aAz as an adverb means “then,” “upon that,” “afterwards,’’: 
It is also a conjunction, expressing, like ag, « then,”’ ‘in that case” 
ar Tar, AT Isl BATA Hla areas, he has gone; what harm {s there, 
then, in your going ? 

Note.—azt then, at that time, is always adverbial in sense and use; 
it is never a conjunction, 

(6) Duration of Time. 

veat, (Sk. Fr) RATA, Az ATT ever (Sk. aren) 
always (Sk.) 

aaa convinually (Sk.) AY! Ast never 
water, tt (Pers.) tra ta, erases, eaaieza day after TAS THs daily day 
warat eternally (Sk.) SIT, AFT (Sk.) as yet 
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~ > . ° Note —feqaraitaa or feadfeaa describes an act daily in- 
creasing or decreasing, while Mateaat does not involve “ny botlon 
of an increase or diminution. 

(c) Repetition of Time. 

ariarg often (Sk. arg) _ Ga: again (Sk.) 
Ga: Ja: frequently (Sk.) Wat tat day by day 

(2) Adverbs of Place. 

(a) Rest in a place. 

qy here (Pr. wey, Sk. 312) waiat below 
aw there(Pr. azz, Sk aa) aeq within (Sk. yeq, 
aay ay everywhere ar behind 

@1s where? (Pr. ge,Sk ga) ge, aatt before 
IS AT nowhere wise, Wars beyond 

wae, aatg (Sk.) near araqra on all sides, in the 
aaa everywhere (Sk.) neighbourhood (Sk. qTay) 

az above (Sk, TU ) aurea around (Sk WA) 

(d) Motion to or from «a place. 

gee hither was, aaty (Sk ) near 

fase thither zH_a hence 

qz far (Sk.) fasga thence 

(3) Adverbs of Manner. 

(e) Manner, strictly so called. 

aq so (Prak. way, Sk. ga:) 9 Ged, Sara, sits, sate, oT 
aomara thus merely, or for no r-ason 

az well (Sk. az) 

wey together (Sk.) eta, Waras suddenly (Sk.) 

quae croperly (Sk. ) faze to no purpose (Sk.) 

saad perhaps (Sk.) sqy in vain (Sk gar) 

aad so (Prak. agt, Sk. aur) HHe gratis, tree of charge 

Ba how ? (Prak HE, Sk. 2 ) tdd: of ones self yi 3 

aq as (Prak. ser, Sk. aur) aga: abundantly (Sk. agar) - 

aq or Aaa spontaneously AGAPSA. 

(in poetry) 
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(f) Degree. 

ait (M.), afaara (Sk.), ex- wae (M.), af (Sk.), weg (!’.), 
exceedingly. 

waa eminently (Sk.) #zqz quickly 
arat or gt quite afaa@ more (Sk.) 

férata scarcely (Sk.) eat less (Sk.) 

azt (A.) nearly, a little ea slowly 

qi, qvat fully saga necessarily (Sk.) 

ara, @a@ only (Sk.) a, et, aT, TM, ediez even 

sa: for the most part, usually fazra (Sk.) at least 

(Sk.) 

Note.—a, €t, Al, TH, are emphatic adverbs; araia AT go just 
no; qa @ you alone come; {et you too come; ¢q at aala! 
are you coming, or is somebody else coming ¢ 

Note.—et rarvaret War alel ela a@lgi this pair of dhotars 

igs not fully ten cubits long. 

(4) Adverbs of Quantity. 

(g) Measure. 

IZ much Sigi or s#ietat somewhat 

Misi a little wat entirely 
qq enough aga much (Sk.) 

(hk) Number or Order. 

wear oeee gacaret secondly 
MAIS, WATT a hundred-fold wad, Hail, at lastly 
qrecala, WYAa: firstly Bear at the beginping 

(5) Adverbs of Mood. 
(t) Affirmation. 

| aq yes; @aia certainly ; Rraqaray (Sk.) undoubtedly ; @zraz 
truly. 

(9) Negation. 
AE, A, AT not; fawge andi, feadt agi not at all; att arét never. 

(k) Probability and Doubt. 
Sk. @qfaq perhaps ; qg_4i, Wa: for the most part. 
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(6) Adverbs of Relation. 
| a where; Het when; Wy eye wheresvever ; Har as; (ae whither. 

| 

(7) Adverbs of Demonstration. 
wy here; ay there ; West now; deat then ; ear like this, so 3 

vat like that, so; g@z hither ; ez thither. 

(8) Adverbs of Interrogation. 
Hest when ? es where ? BUSI why? gotese where? af 

why ? ear how ? 

(9) Adverbs of Imitation. 

AT AT, AT ANT with a clang, quickly, briskly. 
He, BRERA, HEH, HEHAT, Helsait, pop | at vnce 
TZ, WHA, WH, Tarzat, aetzalt, Tez, TeazZi, guipingly. 

II.—Postpositions. 

§ 349. A Postposition isa word which shows the relation 
ofa noun or pronoun to some other word in the sentence ; 
al Mqeat Aitaray qa be took his seat. 

Note.—“ At the bottom of all genuine postpositions, at least 
in their original sense, there exists a relation beuween two opposite 
directions ; thus, “over,” “from,” “before,” “to” have the relations 
“under,” “in,” “towards,” ‘from,’ as their counterpoles and points 
of comparison, as the right is opposed to the left.”— Bopp. 

Note.—Postpositions, us well as all other particles, were 
originally nouns, verbs, Wc ; (1) Postpositions : -@= at, from ee 

x side; avg inside, from Avg middle; faqat about, from faqy 

matter; @eaq by means of, from BUT to do; (2) Conjunctrons:— 

ere “for,” from @Ro a reason ; #%Ya therefore, from FHT to say, 

When particular nominal or verbal forms become stereotyped as 

relational words by constant use, their origingl character gradually 

comes to be forgotten and often their original form is modified. 

Thus, @@ at, is the crude form of @€ a side, and signifies nothing 

but “at,” “to,” “towards.” Its full dative form is also, sometimes 

used ; @t@ea towards this; warmea towards that. 

350. The noun to which a postposition is joined assumes 

its crude-form (§ 88) before the postposition ; qa house Au, 

qaqa from a house. The postposition serves, in fact, 
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the same purpose that a case-ending does; ret or @IHde 

or eatqraft 2, give it to him. Sometimes the noun may not 

assume its crude-form before a postposition ; agraqaa till 

morning. It is chiefly words denoting time that remain unaltered. 

§ 351. The postpositions may be optionally joined to the sim- 

ple crude-form of the noun, or its genitive erude-form ; QqIqlez Or 

Qw=aq aez out of thé house. 

§ 352, The postpositions ending in an unnasalised a, are 

inflected like the adverbs ( § 278), to agree in gender and 

number with the nouns to which they refer ; ar ateeaqraraare 

zel Ewt TA Ela there were ten elephants standing round that 

cannon. In fact, the postposition and its noun are an adverbial 

phrase,and are consequently subject to the same laws of coneor- 
dance or agreement that the adverbs ending in af are. ( § 278.) 

§ 353. The postpositional phrase could be changed into 
an attributive or adjective phrase, by means of adjectival suf.- 
fixes; yuqla@uiaate aia the villages round about Poona; ataear 

UTUSETS BT the house beyond ours; waifaasizcar mst tfeer 

atea era? have you heard the accounts about them 2 

Note.—The postposition @&# is joined to the instrumental in 

i; MGeal Ba Radia ggasi are C; MISA! BISSA Walt aq WEIS ret we have attained 
this state by your favour. It is, also, joined to the instrumenta]' 
case of the pronouns in 0; quf@ea through it. In Sanskrit and 
other classical languages the postpositions usually govern various 
cases. 

§ 354. Adverbs when governed by postpositions are not 
inflected, as SISWTYaA Since yesterday; but they may take the 

genitive crude-form, SISTATIFA Since yesterday. 

§ 355. The postpositions are thus classified aceordine to 
the relations signified by them :— . 

Time. 
ata in yaa until 
Ge, Aay after warez, Tai before 

26 m 
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Note.— waz chiefly means “after a certain action or event” 
as well as after a certain period of time; Mweaqlaqat or az. after speaking ; but g¥ denotes “in a time future to a tame specified ma b at TIstat MGs Hti Far He we shall consider this matter some 
time after this. 

Space. 

aa, Sai in, amongst ant behind 
Aca in, between qvtat in the absence of 
aez out Wet under 

Tail, AAT, @farqT near = gz on 
aaa, gaat, Ys, AA  wslss on this side 

before qwime beyond 

Note.—aeq is more forcible than aia, and is chiefly used to 
denote purely local relations ; while ata, is more generally used. 
All metaphorical and other non-Sensuous relations are usually 
denoted by ata, never by qeg. The word até is used only in 
learned discourse for ata; araqzat arf Sat BAS ae Basar sea 
God has put within us various powers. 

Motion to or from a place. 

aigqa from within aya from the middle 
he at, towards wareaa from below 
waa, Waar till gaa from 
@eq trom above 

Instrumentality. 

*_A, etal, grt, Zit, etal by or through 

Wascelluneous Relations. 

qat out of lai for 

ai, faratz or FRTaTy, fagai about 

aiqa, faat without aarat, ai, adi, 74, az, 
TES, tas, Alazst instead of aed, agaadala with 

ala, Atal, aAear, Tam like  sfrar suitable 

HAS, Wet near to faez, Tue against 

ataai arcund gat together with 

Twat sufficient for 
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Note—atqa and fear signify only “ without or except ;” 

qaemtaar or aya ak ae do not come without taking it, but 

fitata expressses some more ideas. It expresses (1) besides, (2) 

without or except, 1n composition, additional or extra; arfarara 

ana sored eizi zw besides this he said something else ; 

qieararm ath Aet do not go without me; faraTa sat or aita 

gat extra-collections. The postposition @it# agrees with ferata 

in all the senses of faraTa, @wmt 1s used, in addition, to express 

the sense of exclusion, with certain, verbs like @zor to do, Saqui 

to keep; awl Qs Bea or 3ga TaHleaia Aerat Bet excepting 

me all the others were invited. 

Note. —fararq expresses “besides” as well as “ without ” or 
“except,” while ary has only the Jatter meaning ; ‘rary aat 

al arti alet I have none except bim ; @r arattarata HBr Bina 

ata at& stead I have two brothers besides these two. 

Note.—The postposition @@ along with, is used in poetry. 

ITI.—Conjunctions. 

§ 356. A conjunction is a word used to connect the differ- 
ent parts of an extended sentence, or two affirmations ; aH 

SEM Aga Hisata faqs Ter, win gua asa faaier 
Aurungzebe, having left Barhanpur, went to Malwa and joined 

Murad; cart df@ ataa wea aafaarq aa, aye age wre 
qat Mita Htta ; WW STHMAY Asa ewas Yes wia er arts 
etal, AAT wreqtat aeta erat, he was generally liked for his 
pleasing address, but was suspected to have taken part in the 
great robberies in the Konkan. 

Note —Even when the conjunction appears only to connect 

two words, it really connects two sentences. Postpositions con- 

nect two notions ; conjunctions, two propositions. 

§ 357. The conjunctions are thus classified :— 

1. Those which unite sentences, in form as well as in mean- 
ing, are called Copulative Conjunctions, aft, atmei, a, 4, and; 
at, H that; gt, wate, also; qo also, likewise; gg that is; 

feagat nay; thus, q Sars era, Be qIN areaq you are not only 

a liar, but also a thief; @ret @ @@ a horse and an ox. 
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Note.—H that is used chiefly in old writings; ay feTee gta 
a, aM Sea gall arafi wa ogra, It was written there that we 
should make peace and become one. 

_2. Those which join sentences, together but disconnect ther meanvng, are called Disjunctive Conjunctions : Te8T, WAT, at, Wat, ator. Thus wart fear area wait = &@ waa Rama or his brother must have done ib, 

3. Those which connect sentences, but express contrariety of senses, are called Adversative Conjunctions ; 1, Wt, ate, ad 
but, wefa, wé& though, edt, anf still, Thus, eataeay aren witt 
is arel ae wes aratigds aifras ante F fAMTYT=A TaNIWEA 
Bi az agi, Shahaji assured them that he was not implicated 
iM if, still the court of Bijapoor did not believe him ; ar wieadta 
faarsf afara nave, at aa anenas age at am ajar aTei 
Shivaji was very much distressed by this apprehension, but he did not submit to such a treacherous enemy. 

4. Those which state a reason, or purpose, are called Causa- 
tive Copjunctions ; @t, @, BIg, BOT af because, in order that - 
aya therefore, in order that; aq Wa, Wtaa, Al Bia therefore ; 
Hrat now, in present circumstances. ‘lhus, at aqer ae sade, 
weft aa wit Teel, aoe aT Ae NA TA THEA AATE, 

@et he apprehended that he would take revenge on him, and 
A nsiice he ordered him at once to be assassinated. 

Note.— @ya is derived from gg to say, and means literally 
this being said, this being the fact. It has these senses :— 

}. It has the sense of “therefore;” aa aet fret fret 
FYI CNA ateta Arlhts he abused me and therefore I slapped 

him in the face. 

2. It has the foree of the demonstrative pronoun z, used at 
the end of » sentence to make it distinct and prominent; <f 

48 get aga QYA FENTST he said that he would come to vour 

house ; AAT FY BT ATS GH Ale mango is a good fruit. 

3. It has the sense of “called;” gate aq aIMeATat FA 

gtat there was a son of Abraham, called Isaac. 
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5 Those which express a condition or supposition are 

designated Copditional Coujunction ; wz if (correlative ag then ); 

afr although (correlative air still ); angfaz otherwise, else; wns 

then; gow then, af then. Thus, qaft az adiee Se wins at af 

asa wTe4 if you should bring any people with you, I shall feel 

frightened ; Ua oft Ges af aga ages should water fall here it 

would at once dry up. 

Note.—@qm& is an ancient polite imperative form of mmm to 

say denoting “ please to say, allow, grant.” and has these senses :-— 

1. It expresses “that is to say,” “namely,” &c; mar RAH 

gTer asva signifies a horse. 

2. It expresses “then indeed,” “that being the case ;” 
gant atest ast ae er grg@ should you speak, then indeed my 
business will be done. 

6, Those which are declarative; @i that; q@ropa saying, We. 

7. Those which express comparison ; et yéra then. 

Note.— ei also, denotes “since, seeing that,” &; being con- 

structed with Sqr, SI, lt; Sa Qart or Galt aeet svat aT Fei or Fadi 
aeq taet qrfga I must give the thing since you have come. 

Note —ar, et @ftat, era are frequently joined to WE as ex- 
pletives, ay ar at arer at at @ea if he should come I will give it. 

IV.—Interjections. 

§ 858. An Interjection is a word which expresses very 
sudden emotion of the mind, but no definite thought; ea! We 
Wa WY aq ae pshaw, you should not say so, Miru ; ager! at a 
ya We oh, there there she comes. 

§ 359. Interjections are thus classified according to the 
emotions they express :— 

1. Those expressing joy: ret, arg oh! 

2. Those expressing approbation: argat, 2%, we were, 
‘qeq bravo! excellent. 

3. Those expressing surprise: aregt oh ; eee, aes, aerer ob. 

4. Those expressing displeasure : (a) contempt: 3, sa, HH 
a Bt, hare, %, fie! shame ! (b) dugust: gam, samt aa yah | 
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fagh ! arte arte save! save! mercy! (c) reproach: gq sq shame ! 
(4) prohibition : 3¥ or 3E no don’t! gq! hush! hush! (e) ~ 
difference: & umph! | 

7 1B hose used in addressing’ persons: masculine, @z. } z 
! fem. Sa, yO! ast masc, or fem.; plu., mase. or fem. aeT 0! 

Note.—ayz and 2 are not respectful forms, but are frequently 
used in contempt or endearment the same is true of a, 7: 
etd cog np q Hal wara, O my child; why dost thou ery oy 
HT 4, TA AS FV Ta: AT Fama ze O beloved, you will see 
your child again in that Happy Land; ayy wat gw sa Ana 
O fool what shall I say to thee? ®is singular, but respecttul ; = 
dar AB A O God, save me. agt, which is plural, is used in 
addressing superiors and others to whom we wish to be formally 
courteous > Mla AAT Zia aver, sir, in this he is not blamable: 

Hel WRIA, carat tata zt, O worshippers, praise God. A reli- 
glous mendicant or teacher, whose religious character gives him a 
superiority over even kings, might say ® UAT, TH BRAT sat 

O king, may thou be happy ; but every other person would use 
Hel. wt is used familiarly, though respectfully, in addressing 
a man or woman: at ARNT VIN aa faa, O sir! you have 

forgotten it all, 

§ 360. There are a few words in the language, which are not 

necessary to make up the sense of a sentence, but are sometimes 

inserted to fill a vacancy, Or for ornament ; ay TST aldia aaa 

I will Just sit reading ; Af AITStT UYa JIsl, a AIST AAT ag. 

TST I quietly arose from here, and went quietly to his house ; 
=f Anse qatiz gr? is this indeed the turban brought by you ? 

at uaa? ara dara ea alzad? why, Ramrao, how do you fee] 
to-day? The following are a few Marathi expletives ; ATT@T, @t, 

et, Hf araqara, a at are, enfdr Yc. Sometimes whole sentences are 

thus inserted ; afer ara aig? and what shall I say! Fa qua at 

#it may God bless you, &c, Some of the expletives have, it must 

be confessed, a force and meaning which other words have not, 

and without them the Marathi language would be deprivea of 

not a little of its idiomatic vigour and grace, as is illustrated in the 

above sentences with arq@r, one’s own. 
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Note.—wrqet is expletive denoting content ; et, surprise ; 

at, a strong affirmation or surprise ; q aata zt ? (at ending 

a question), you mean to come don't you ’—emphusvs ; at zat ai, 
~ ON 

I am giving it don’t you see? (¢< is often joined to al; siTwl Tee 

aval fet, waar (ee. 
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PART Il. 

CHAPTER XXI. 

DERIVATION. 

The Origin and Composition of the Marathi 
Language. 

§ 361—S 381, 
3361. The Hindus of the higher classes or castes are 

denominated Aryas (nobles, but etymologically cultivators), a 
name which is also given to many other races whose ancient 
languages, literatures and religions are analogous to those of the 
Hindus, As the majority of the Aryan vations inhabit Europe 
and India, they are also designated Indo-European or Indo- 
Germanic races. 

§ 362. The Indo-European races are the Greeks, the 
Romans, the Celts, the Teutons, the Sclavones, the Persians, 
and the Hindus. They are descended from one common stock, 
and theirlanguages coincide chiefly in regard to vocables of a 
purely private or domestic nature. 

Note.—‘ It is precisely those words and elements which are 
the most primitive, the most fundamental, and the most essential 

purts of each languages which they have in common. I mean, first, 
those words which express the natural relations of father, mothcr, 
&c., and kindred generally; secondly, the pronouns; thirdly, the 
prepositions and particles; fourthly, the words expressing number, 
and fifthly, the forms of inflection.”— Dr. Muir. 

§ 363. The vocables of the different Aryan languages 

difter in form, but their identity of origin can be easily traced. 

Their variations are such ascan be accounted for by supposing 

such causes for them as “caprice, alteration to physical ci.cum- 

stances, differences of education, and varieties in the organ of 

speech, which are peculiar to different races.” The following 

letters are exclusively peculiar to Sanskrit: the  palatals 

a, Z, A, M, a, and a; the linguals 2, 3, €, t, and @; and 
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the guttural nasal &. These letters are modifications of 

certain letters which are common to all the Inao-Europe«n 

dialects. Thus, q and @ are derived from %, 4 from q, the 

linguals from the dentals 4, @, &c., and & from 4 or q “in 

consequence of certain phonetic laws.” 

§ 364. The affinity of origin between the Sanskrit and 
three other Aryan languages, viz. the Greek, the Latin and 

the Zend. will be seen from the following table :— 

Sk. Zend. Gr. Lat. Pers. 

rat. putar pater pater padar _ a father 
ATaAT mitar  metér mater madara mother 
BAT bratur = phratria frater  brdthar a brother 

(a clan ) 
at quanhur soror khwahar a sister 

great dughdhar thugater dukhtar a daughter 

ms napa aNepsios nEpos : ri 

wraragy. = zamdtar gambros gener damaad a son-in-law 

LIC m qusura  hekuros  socer khusra a father-in-law 

aiz hérds ver «a hero, man 

qta parte poss potis S a lord, husband, 
i able 

ay anemos animus wind. mind 

ate aspr ops-okos oculus an eye 

qe or qe padh pous,podos pespedis pa a foot 

aq daeva __ theos leus a god 

AH nukta  noctem night 

faz, AT sture aster astrum | a@ star 

aq ham sun con with 

sate uparrt huper super bar above 

bs ra pro pro before 

TAH NU NUN NUNC now 

fz dvu dwo adwo do two 

aa haptan hepta  septem  haft seven 

WH: fratemo protos primus first 

27 m 
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Sk. Zend, Ger. Lat. Pers. 
fea bis dis bis twice 
al, ganw dadhdmi didomi do dddan _ to give 
Uz bar phero fero buruan to bear 
wT zan gennao gigno zddan to beget 
q bu phud fur budan to be 
wT mnaomar memint I think 

§ 365, Sanskrit is regarded as the oldest of the Aryan 
languages, and exists in its primitive form in the Vedas, the 
oldest literary books of the Hindus. It continued as the 
literary as well as the popular language of the Hindu Aryans 
who were emigrants from Central Asia, up to about 900 B.C, 
after which it ceased to be their vernacular, althongh it con- 
tinued to be sedulously cultivated for all the higher purposes 
of literature and religion. For popular purposes the Aryans 
used several new dialects which had sprung up among them 
by a mixture of their own language with those of the abori- 
gines among whom they had settled. The popular dialects 
were denominated Prdkrit. 

> 

Note. —“ The words prakrita came from prakriti (procreative) 
‘nature, and means ‘derived,’ the several Prdkrita dialects being 

regarded as derivatives of Sanskrit either directly or mediately. 

The original language from which another springs 18 called prakrots 

or sound. Thus, Hema Chundra says, ‘Prakrit has its origin in 

Sanskrit ; that which is derived, or comes from the latter, is called 

Prakrita.’ The expressions Sanskrit and Prakrit are opposed to 

each ‘athee in another sense, when the former word denotes men 

of cultivated minds, and the latter those who are uncultivated. 

The term Prakrit is therefore also apphed to vulgar and provincial 

forms of speech ”—Lassen. 

Note.—In the Sanskrit dramas that are extant, the women 

and servants are represented as conversing in the Prakrit while the 

priests, the kings, and other persons of rank and education 1D the 

Sanskrit. The changes which Sanskrit vocables, as well as inflec- 

tions. have undergone in the Prakrit, are such as would be effected 

by illiterate people using the learned language. “Thus, str1 became 
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ustri, rakta became rakat, and kshatriya became khatritya, 

khittia, or chhattaya.” 

§ 366. Vararuchi, the author of the oldest and most autho- 
ritative grammar ofthe Prakrits, mentions four dialects among 

which he assigns the foremost place to Mabarashtri, the immedi- 
ate source of Marathi. Itis par excellence the Prakrit, and he 

devotes to it nine chapters out of the twelve into which his book 

is divided. 

§ 367. The four Prakrit dialects mentioned by Veraruchi 

are distinguished by the names of the provinces in which they 

are said to have flourished. The Mahardshtra was current in 

Maharashtra ; the Magadhi, in Miugadha, the modern Bahar ; 

the Sawraseni in Stirasena, the region round about Mathura; 

and the /’uigdchi was the language of the Pisdchas, barbarous 
hill-tribes. 

S$ 3/8. Sanskrit words underwent the following changes 
in th Prakrits :— 

I.—The Vowel Changes. 

§ 369. 1 The Prékrite usually retain all the vowels, excep 
RH TB, Eo and a. 

(a) ® is changed to ft, assay a debt, Pr. fRor, mM. ior; but 

if the 1s combined with a consonant, it is changed to a, z 
or 3; thus. Sk ga grass, Pr. an, M. aa; Sk. ee sight, Pr. 
tezt, M. dig; Sk. aq season, Pr. SF. 

(b) & becomes @ or ag, ee =; Sk. Swe, Pr. seta; 
Sk. gq a demon, Pr. agar; Sk. % za@ fate, Pr. qqaor esq, M. za 
azq4q produced in Sindh, Pr- Tava ; Sk. Wa firmness, Pr, Ne 

M. ez. 

(Cc) att is. ch: anged bo al or Hs; sometimes to Z; Sk. 
qiaaq youth, Pr. Beau, M. FATA 5; Sk. Qrz citizen, Pr, Wir, 
M. qaiz,; Sk. élate welfare, Pr. elas or etaw, M. HAS, 

2. &# Is sometimes changed to g, a and tf: 
(2) Sk. qe cooked, Pr. ITs, M. TT, ripe. 

Sk. eqqaq a fan, Pr. faa, M. famum, a fan. 
Sk. az a live coal, Pr. ZT, M. ga@ or ZUIs, 
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(6) Sk. areata bed, Pr. @sqr, M. 3a. 
Sk af& acreeper, Pr. agi, M. ae, 

(c) The @ becomes at when followed by a; Sk. waui salt, 
Pr: sia, M. wo saltness in a soil, 

ong vowel followed bya double letteris shortened :-— 
k. amt: a way, Pr. aati, M: ant a trace, track. 

Sk. faq: long, Pr. fazay. 
Sk. qd, Pr. geq 

Note.—Sometimes the long vowel is retained, and the conjuct 
simplified ; Sk. garg: a Lord, Pr. geaat or dara. 

4. A short vowel followed by a conjunct is sometimes 
lengthened, and the ~ njunct simpified; Sk. freer a tongue, 
Pr. sftet, M. stra. 

5. The short vowels g andg, followed by conjuncts, are usu- 
ally changed to g and a respectively retaining the conjuncts :— 

Sk. fQug:a lump Pr. 4 M. q& 
Sk. farqe: redlead = Pr. f& «r &et 
Sk. gve the face Pr. ate 
Sk. Wer a pear! Pk. arat 

IT.—The Simple Consonants. 

M. Me 
M. andi 

§ 370, 6. The single consonants @, 4, 4, and @ are usually 

changed in the Praékrits: for the two sibilants @ is substituted, 
a for a, and & for q:— 

Sk. ag: a sound Pr. qa M. ate 
Sk. qe: a ennuch Pr. qat 

Sk. adt a river Pr. ors 

Note.—At Ratnagiri ag is the word for a, a river. 

Sk. aaa glory Pr wat 
Sk. @ay: a demi-god Pr. arrat M WEA &xceedingly 

old and infirm, 

7. The aspirates are changed to ¢:— 

Sk. @edt a female friend Pr. ag M. ag anameof a woman 

Sk. gq a saying Pr. eet M, @eroft a story 

Sk. arg a merchant Pr. age M. ag 

Sk. a to be Pr. @ M. gt become thou 
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8. The consonants $7 4. 4,4,%,%, Y. F, and a, if 

medial, are often elided :— 

Sk. wes: a bed id nee M. ia an elevated plain 

Sk adi a needle Pr. qgz M. ag 

Sk. wa: an elephant Pr. ar 

Sk. qar a club Pr. 7aqT 

Sk. fagqe: large Pr. faze 

Sk. afta life Pr. #ia 

9. 1s sometimes changed to w:— 

Sk. gftgr turmeric Pr. geet M gaz 

Sk. ATT a finger Pr. ayet M HITS 

Sk. ame a charcoal Pr. gar M. eae 

10. The dentals are changed to the cerebrals :— 
Sk. a Sa a bone Pr. afg M. ne 

Sk. g&: a knot Pr.afez M aiz 
Sk. wg to shake Pr. ge M caen 

Sk zgeg: a staff Pr. gug M. az 

Note.—In the Prakrit the ceretrals have obtained greut 
supremacy, and have frequentiy supplanted the other letters 
“With reyard to the nasal, the substitution of a for Z is 
universal.’ — Bupp. 

Note.— The dentil & is sometimes changed to & or w;as Sx, 
ww to-day, Pr. Bsa, M. ata; Sk. wq to grind, Pr. ae, M. was, 

11. The visarga at the end of Sanskrit word js invariably 
“hanged to ay: as Sk. ara: a way, Pr. Avaqtt, Arm a track. . 

{1I.—The Compound Consonants. 
§ 371. The Compound Consonants are reduced to letters of the same class, according to the following rules :— 
12. (a) & is substituted for the conjuncts q, % &, s,s. 

SS '0' G. HH, TH, A, TE. 
@ to wz, @. 
a for a, e, 4, 
“YT tor 8, 9, ¢, eq, gy, cy, 

13. (6) When a sibilant is combined with a strong letter the sibilant is chanyed to an aspirate of the cl ass of the strung letter, or to some other Strong letter of corr esponding sound 
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as Sk. fa belly, Pr. Hest, M. wa side of the body ; 
Sk. ata a field, Pr. a4, M. wa; Sk. gsqca pond, Pr. qreait, 
M. qiarer. 

14. (c) Of two dissimilar strong letters, the last displaces 
the first :— 

mh =F 
say — SH 

mh orca = 4 
TJ Orsyi = FX 

FT ort] — cy 

15. (d) The sibilants, combined with the weak letters, 
retain a place in the modified conjuuct; 44, 44, 54, 53, aT, 

aq, &c. = Ff. 

16. (e) The weak letter in conjunction with UT is sometimes 

changed to the anusvar, and zy to q— 

Sk. spx_atear, Pr. sta, M. sta 

Sk. eqar a touch, Pr. waar, M. scRs*t 

§ 372. We give below a few additional words to illustrate 
the above changes :— 

Sanskrit. Prakrit. Marathi. 

sirq respectable MTA StTstt, sit 

sTaqq] to-day MITA ATA 

ata, RA work ASH, AFAT AIH, BTA 
trsq@q kingdom TSH WH, TTT 

A: an ear BL RT 

stq: a hand sear era 

afiq curds zet zai 
RAAT: a potter BATT RATT 

arf superior, banker ary Az 

yon dry Bra gal 
afat outside afer aret 

asta: oxen TTB Et) 
ta: a pillar ar ara 

gaqraa a temple FHS TRB 

eqta a place 9 he co hed 

gitar turmeric TAeT = 
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Sanskrit. Prakrit. Marathi. 

rat seed fax qi, ata 
fara lightning fass. aia 

geaqHa a book grat ateft 

We rice wi aia 

writat «i sister aretor qe 

spqerz: darkness AIBN Tay 

arar self, nom siig. ATqI, AT argt a father 

areaTaay self, ace. plu.  seqroy BAIQU 

q: who aT aT 

aafa to speak ad areal 

Te ripe fre frat 
§ 373. Not only Sanskrit words, but the inflections also 

underwent changes in the Prakrit:— 

Declension of the noun ge Buddha 

Singular. Plural. 

Sanskrit. Prakrit Sanskrit. Prakrit. 

l. ye: gat gar: Tar or = 
2. Faq Ei Fal 
3. gaa . z: gale 

ame asthe 6th | Same as the 6th 4. Fea { Case. f Tee7: Case. 

5. Fart garat Garr: gantat or gat 
6. Tae Tata Tar FRI 
i. oe q@,or gaa gag gag 

Conjugation of the verb g@ to laugh. 

ACTIVE CONJUGATION. 

Present Tense. 

Singular. Plural. 
Sanskrit Prakrit. Sanskrit. Prakrit. 

1. wane wart wana: TaTa-Y 
2. raa zara waa TAELUT 
3 wate wate-z eae rata 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

1. ware ray Tara waar 
2. a ra-g ead cae 
3. Fag rags zag tag 
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INFINITIVE. 

Sk. ga, Pr. g org. 

PARTICIPLES. 

[§ 374— 

Sk. cat, Pr. qu or gor; Sk sa, Pr. sf@ or Ud. 

Note —The Prakrit languages bear a strung resemblance to 
the modern Kurupean dialects which are derived from Latin, and 
which have superseded it as a popular languave. ‘Lhe Itauan, 
which is at present spuken in the old home of Latin, 18 exactly 
similar, 1n respect of 1ts derivation, to the Pruknit and we shail 
give the following comparative table by way of illustration :— 

Latin. 

per'ectus 

dictus 

fructus 

ruptus 

planctus 

Latin. 

1. vendo 

2. vendis 

3 vendit 

1  vendimus 

2. venditis 

3. vendunt 

Italian. 

perfetto 

detto 

frutto 

rotto 

plato 

Sanskrit, 

muktas 

yuktas 

bhaktas 

uptas 

viklavas 

Present Tense. 

Ltahan 

vendo 

vendl 

vende 

veudlamo 

vendete 

vendono 

Sanskrit. 

hasami 

hasasi 

hasati 

hasamah 

hasatha 

hasantl 

Prakrit, 

mutto 

jutto 

bhatto 

utto 

vikkavo 

Prakrit. 

hasaml 

hasasi 

hasad1 

hasamo 

hasaha 

hasanti 

§ 374. The Sauskrit, as well as che Prakrit, contains certain 
words which are of a peculiar nature, and are designated 23 

couutry-born, by the Indian yrammarians, and they have descen- 
ded into Marathi trom those ianguages. A tew ot these words 

(whi b however are nov found in Sanskrit) are the following :— 

Pr. acy a father, M. arg (Sk. fat) 

Pr. qiz or Wiz a belly, M. qiz (Sk. Sa) 

Pr. fSarfeer a harlot, M. are or rqzw (Sk. Gare) 

Pr. wuz a peg, M wat (sk. eaa:) 

Pr. aqagie tu trembie M. agayot (Sk. ThA) 

Pr. geqa to sink, M. gan (Sk. ASHAAA ) 
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Pr. z@fe to cover or shut, M.- zie or aigor (Sk. frre) 

Pr. qera to fabricate, M. qu ( Sk. BIT ) 

Pr. agit to draw, M aren ( Sk. eaTiaT ) 

Pr. tg guip, M. @emr( Sk. fq) 

Pr. fare a shell, M. fart (Sk. af) 

Note.—The Brahmans scattered through all the different 

provinces of Hindustan, no doubt, adopted many of the words of the 

languages of the tribes among whom they resided, and introduced 

them into the sacred tongue.” —Stevenson. “How could the Aryan 

people have spread itself over the whole of India, without adopt- 

ing very much from the aboriginal population which they found 

there, and which had submitted to them partly in a peaceable 

manner, and partly under compulsion, and yet even to this day 

only imperfectly |!” “Where peopies speaking different languages 

live in constant mutual intercourse, traffic or fight with one 

another, suffer ind enjoy together, they take over much from each 

other without examination, and this process must have gone on 

in their earliest times, when their mutual relations were still of a 

naif character.”— Dr, 7. Gundert. 

§ 375. Besides Marathi, the following are the principal 
modern vernaculars derived from the Prakrit dialects:—G@ujardts 
Sindhi, Panjabi, Hindi, Bengalli, and Oriya. 

§ 376. The Prakrit, that is, the immediate source of Mard- 
thi, has undergone the following changes in these languages:— 

1. In Prakrit the different letters of a Sanskrit conjunct 
are changed to the same classes, but in Marathi one of the 

letters of the conjunct is omitted, and its preceding vowel is 
lengthened:— 

Sk. fagr sleep Pi. M. 
Sk. gry pilk Pr M. 
Sk. qa: a wing PE. M. 

Sk. geq: a hand Pr. 

Sk. qa thread Pr. 

Sk. aT: & guest Pr. 

Sk. are ih granary Pr 

2. Sometimes the com pound letter 1s dissolved in Marathi 
and @, %, or Z, is inserted:— 

28 m 

iq 1273.7 C LEELE 
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Sk. we: a devotee Pr. aat M. wate 
Sk. wv blood Pr. ta M. wea 
Sk. Wet an eclipse M. fare 
Ss. waa wedding M. avira 
Sk. qa@a year M. atta 

3. In Marathi the hiatus of the Prdkrit is often avoided -— 
Sk. qreq eating Pr. qrat M. wret 
Sk. ee crying Pr. eat M. veut 
Sk. unm a king Pr. wet M. wa 
Sk. Bayt two-fold Pr gaunt M. qu 
Sk. geq a heart Pr. fears M. fee 

4. The visarga which in Pradkrit is changed to a, is either 
propped in Marathi, or changed to a:— 

Sk. qtzwe a horse Pr great M. rer 
Sk. qa: perspiration Pr. gay M. ara 
Sk. aq: pith Pr aew M. amr 

Note.—In Marathi the Prakrit eff is retained in two pronouns, 
at who (Sk. aq; Pr. at ) and at that or he ( Sk. a@:). 

5. The sibilants and g, when forming the first member of 

u compound, or the last letter of a word sometimes affect the 

initial consonant :— 

Sk. geq a flower M. ge 

Sk, areq # vapour Pr. acy M. are 

Sk. qea@: the jacktree Pr. qurat M wore 

Sk afedi a buffalo M. We or We 

6. The initial vowels of the Sanskrit prefixes are elided in 
Marathi :— 

Sk. eaaqpeyTay anointing M. frst to be we 

Sk. aqegra abode M. aaror a room 

Sk. awagza well wheel M. vere 

Sk. argue a forest Pr. wr M. wa 

§ 377. Though Marathi is mainly derived from Sanskr-t 

through the medium of Prakrit, there are several other languages 

which contribute their quota of very useful vocables to it. 

We shall classify below the various elements which enter into the 

composition of Marathi. 
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§ 378. The component elements of Marathi may be divided 

into two general classes, Viz., Ist, the Sanskritic, and 2ndly, the 

Non-Sanskritic. ‘These twoclasses are sub-divided into more 

particular classes in the following manner :— 

1: The Sanskritic element is of two kinds, viz, the 

Tatsama ( aqaz ) and the Tadbhdva (aqua) The former 

words literally signifies ‘ like that,” 2.e., like the Sanskrit, and 

comprehends pure Sanskrit words ; and the latter word means 

“that which is derived from it,” v.e., Sanskrit, and indicates 

words derived from Sanskrit by a change of form. 

2. The Non-Sanskritic element is of three kinds, and the 

three clusses of words are of the following description :— 

(1) Dest or Deégaj, i.€., indigenous words, and they are those 
words which have been introduced into the language from the 

dialects of the aborigines. 

Note —‘ Degaj element claims almost all the words begin- 
uing with the cerebral letters, which, as initials, were probably 
not originally in use in the Sanskrit, almost all the words begin- 
ning with the letter jh.” Dr. John Wilson. 

(2) The Imitative Particles (aqatTaas WE), or words, 
both simple and reduplicated, which have been produced by the 
Marathas themselves, in imitation of sounds, real or imaginary. 
Thus, simple €2Z, imitative of a sharp sound; the duplicative 
Erez a brawl. 

__ Note —The imitative particles are so numerous in the Maré- 
thi language, and the words derived from them multiform, that it 
would be possible to construct a complete form of speech ex- 
clusively of them. And if the legitimate mode of prosecuting 
enquiry into the origin of old and fully developed languages 
is vo study them in the light of the modern languages especially 
of those which are actually in the process of formation or whose 
process of formation can be clearly traced, shali we not seriously 
consider ifevery language may not have originally descended 
from the humble imitative particles which seem to satisfy com- 
pletely the wants of savages and illiterate men? ° 

m The action of the human mind is uniform ; men reason now as P a 
y reasoned in times past. The philosophies, dramas, histories 
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and mythologies indicate absolute oneness of the human thought 
and feeling in the rudimentary or general form. And the study 
of the etymology of words is a powerful evidence that men con- 
ceived of objects and gave them descriptive names in most cases 
in exactly the same way over the whole face of the world. Why 
may we not suppose that men first called objects by auarble 
names or sounds, in imitation of sounds which they actually 
heard, or fancred they heurd, as is done to this day by Savages 
and half-civilized people. “I believe,” says Leibnitz, “that lan- 
guages are the best mirror of the human mind, and that an exact 
analysis of the signification [and forms] of words would make us 
better acquainted than anything else with the operations of the 
understanding.” Words, as sounds, are “statues in second”— 
representations. in and by sound of our nations, as pictures hewn 
in stone. The first conceptions formed of things—whether ob- 
jects or actions—by the sound, actually belonging to them, or, by 
analogy, imagined to belong to them, gave rise to the names, as 
sounds, by which they are called. 

Note.—And, indeed, if the radical forms of words in the 
oldest languages be closely examined. there will be found not a 
few words which can be traced to imitative particles, and shall 

subjoin a few such radical forms from Sanskrit :— 

Sk. Tq to cough M. wqrepur 

Sk. gz to bend M. 

Sk. to dig M .wquror 

Sk. ate speak M. equyy. WaT 

Sk mato eat M. =araur 

Sk. a to pull M. aromr 

-Sk. az to break M. gett 

Sk. a to hurry M. equiv. qa 

Sk. 7, to tear M. & H. e 

Sk @q to burn M. areut 

Sk. Te to shake M. aeur 

Sk. TH to destroy M. THOU 

Sk. wz to babble M. equiv. Bzs2evt 

Sk BE to babble, to play M. equiv wwe 

Sk. BE to put out the tongue, to play. M. areer 

3. Anga-dest words, or words borrowed from the languages 

of the inhabitants of Arabia, Persia, China, England, &c., settled 

in the country, 
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§ 379. These five classes of words have become a prolific 

source of new and multiform derivatives, swelling the Marathi 

vocabulary to upwards of sixty thousand words, and have thus 

risen to the rank of Roots. We have styled them Marathi Roots 

in this grammar. 

Ubs.—Marath{ as regards its vocabulary. is more copious than 

Prakrit, and lays claim to a more vigorous idiomatic phraseology 

than Sanskrit, while its perennial source of the imitative particles, 

in which it fundly revels, gives it a character of vitality and 

picturesqueness which it is impossible to find in equal degree in 

any of the other living languages of the world. 

§ 380. We will cite a few examples to illustrate the deri- 

vation of Mardthi words from what we have denominated Mar- 

dtht Roots. 

Note.-—The Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, and various other 

words which we have denominated Mardtht Roots, are, in their 
turn, derived from simpler forms or roots, which often are, chiefly 

as regards the Indo-Germanic languages, of a monosyllabic charac- 
ter. They are “the elements of speech which existed prior to the 
whole development of the means of grammatical distinction, before 

the growth of inflection, before the separation of the parts of 
speech.” — Whitney. “Alli roots are monosyllabic ; all polysyllabic 
roots are either reduplicated forms of the root, or prepositions 
grown up with them ; ANT to wake ; Wait to despise =wq-+ Wit, 

A monosyllable may be composed of the simple vowel and conso- 
nant, or several consonants combined ; as mf to go; ear to stand. 
A single vowel can express a verbal idea; as ¢ to go.”—Bopp. 

“By the annexation of syllables to these roots, substantives 
and adjectives are derived. There are, however, a few roots, 
feminine abstracts, which in their pure forms are wsed as words 
and declined with the case terminations; these are =f fear, qq 
contest, ¥q joy. "— Bopp. 

1. MaRaTHI KooTs oF THE TaTSAMA CLass. 

Root Sk. az a dancer, a tribe of jugglers (Sk. root ; az to strut). 

Derivatives. 

Nowns : qzarq a swaggerer, a beau: azansft swaggering ; 
. e 

/ 7241 a rope-dancer ; qzqt an actress, a strut; a2ig roguishness ; 3 
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adi an actress ; agar a dancer. 

Adjectives : qz@z roguish ; #zqyz rascally. 

Verbs : qz0t to dress finely ; qzfaot to deck out finely. 

Adverbs: aga uga pompously. 

Phrases: azignatt Az#} Mat an attractive, but an unreal 
object ; literaily, the guise of a lovely woman as assumed by a 
male actor. 

2. OF THE TADBHAVA CLAss. 

Root qs (aq) to speak (Sk. # to speak). 

Derivatives. 

Nouns: ate a word ; atwot speaking ; @leal, ateaty popular 
talk ; qiwrare) conversation ; jay invitation ; qe a language ; 

WABI reverse. 

Adjectives: qiww eloquent ; aware loquacious; awit that 

speaks, 

Verbs . qiaut to speak ; qratfagt to call. 

3. OF THE DesaJ . CLASS. 

(1) Root are (st) to draw (derived through the Pr. aziz. ) 

Derwvatvies. 

Noun: az a pull, a tendency ; aepx a hauler; aigerat the 

draw-pole ; sgieat straitened circumstances ; atgo a heavy puli, 

a traditional custom ; aeuatet the balance due carried forward ; 

 ZsIws balance in hand brought up; aigui a shawl drawn 

over the head and shoulders; atieeta the draw-string of a purse; 

aiiza heavy draught; atieqgt the pin which confines the beam 

of a loom ; aig the inclined plane at a draw-well ; aigag the 

dry bed of a mountain torrent; at a stay, a brook ; ae1ane 

a general and violent pulling and hauling ; seretet a compre- 

hensive term for bronks and streams; Setaioy or areieiT 4 

pulling about violently or rudely ; algiainat or aera f. 

plu., hanging or holding back uffectedly ; agian or qa kind of 

a drag-carrlage ; TSBs, Myst or sist the reaming 

about of a bullock, that is wee; Aste or w the two ends of A 

female garment tied round the waist ; arg an act of revenge or 
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requital of evil ; Rial AWAY av image of Saary (of Puri), said 

to have been drawn out of the sea, 

Adjective: @re@ that haggles, insists upon obstinately ; 

areaeq what is in straitened circumsiances ; AleTw that is ever 

breaking loose from the fold ; @fe<@ that 1s in distressed circum- 

stances ; aft that draws weil, ensbarrassed in circunsstances ; 
aed a yross term for a step-child. 

Verb: Rea iv pull, to hang or hold back ; ayeauy to tend 

impulsively ; atefaur to stretch out (the hand, &c.) upon or 
towards. 

Adverb: aga arya forcingly, not naturally. 

Phrase : aga agaa forced, far-fetched ; aga smo to draw 
ones self up haughtily ; aga @@el BWI to ourwit one’s eelt; 
TSA Bgl Tai to give a siuablering or superficial knowledye 
of, &e. 

(2) Rout tat an eye (not derived trom the Piakriv). 

Derwatives. 

-\oun: Srwerqur a blind for the eyes ; Stararet the name of 
a bird; Stga hole; eta head of a fish: Slants connivance ; 
Siaateuft a play ; Staarqoft a blind for the eyes (uf a bullock); ~ 

eiahis narrow inspection ; slave the parting look, a hurried 
interview ; sl@are working. 

Adjective: Siw having sight; Ba Hep that has lost his 
sizht; stare that pains the eyes; Safar that blinks. 

Adverb: a seat in the cusk of the evening ; I Or @f within one’s own expericnce la Thay in the absence of. 
Phrase: etearar AAT HT to err against light. 

4. OF THE CLASS OF THE IMITATIVE PaRTICLyEs. 

Root gag@ imitation of light showering. 

Derivatives. 
, . | Nouns: FSG-Gapt a icose stool; Tobe, -Btet or St a ae from a slit receplicle ; G@er a porpoise ; GBs vreasiness VA . 

“4 

; 
ii 

n2ziing ; geqeare greisiness ; Feat a particular plant ; ¥egaia preasiness ; get a term at cards. 
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Adjective : gHe lubricous, slack ; Jaqaia oily ; gar im- 
potent. 

| 

Verb: qasgut to slip suddenly ; Ge_gay to craw! about; qa- 
gGarfaut to besmear with grease. 

Adverb: gyasg¥e or ai continually dripping. 

5. OF THE ANYA-DESAJ Crass. 

Root Ar. are a horse-shoe. 

Derivatives. 

Aepl M, Awaz a shoer of horses ; areet f-. a sort of palkhi; 
WSSA M.. 2 set of horse-shoes ; areadt f., the price for shoeing 
a horse ; ATa@ a horse-shoe nail ; ATwateag a familiar term for 
the bearer of a particular pole in the Mohurrum. 

Root Pers. fear temper, fastidiousness. 

orivatives. 

Adjec'ww: fani—aft, Ronsraie fastidious. 

§ 381. The various elements which enter into the composi- 
tion of Marathi have each its peculiar use. The Initiative 
Particles and the Desaj words occur chiefly in the speech of the 
lower classes, and give their theughts and feelings a bodily form 
and expression. The Vadbhdvas are employed by the higher 
classes for all popular purposes, while the Tatsamas enter 
copiously into their formal and learned discourse. Anya-Desa 
languages (the Arabic and Persian, through the Urdu) contribute 
a large number of valuable vocables relating to the arts and ip- 
stitutions of civilized life, and impart to the language into which 
they are incorporated, singular life and energy. When a formal 
discourse of a secular nature is to be sustained with courtesy and 
dignity, ora manly passion to be expressed with vehemence, 
Urdu words and phrases are freely used by the Mardathis. It is 
no exaggeration to say that Urdu is pre-eminently a kingly 
language. Its phraseology hasa dignity and a majesty, and, 
withal, a fire and energy that no other Indian vernacular possesses. 

Born and cradled in the camp, it has always continued to be the 
language of the Court and the camp, communicating its manly 
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force and vigour to every language it has come in contact with. 

The Englixh is inspiring a wew moral life into Marathi, and 
contributing to it some new useful words. 

Note —“ Although the stuff and backbone of these seven 

(modern Indian languages) languages is pure Indo-Germanic, yet 
we must not ignore er underrate the influence which Arabic 
vocables have exercised. This influence began 1n Sindh so early 
as Muhammad Kassim’s conquest of that country in the early part 
of the eighth century.” “Mohammad of Ghazni’s numerous ex- 
peditions extended the knowledge of the general language of the 
Mussalmans to all Western India in the eleventh century, and by 
the middle of the thirteenth, Arabic words were heard in almost 

every city and town. ”—Beames. 

Note —1. When two or more synonymous words derived 
from different sources exist in the lanvuage, they usually defer in 
meaning. The Tatsama is used when a thing is spoken of in an 
indefinite way or described as lurge and dignified ; the Tudbhdva 
and the Disaj express an idea in a perticular and popular, form, 
and the Anya-Dést (Urdu. Arabic and Persian) in a forcrble, and 
not unfrequently, in an offensive iorm :— 

(1) Tat. aq: a snake, Prauk. act M. arq,—The Tadbhdva 
means a serpent generally, except art the cobra, but the Tatsama 
aq denotes a large and terribie reptile of the serpent tribe. 

(2) Tat. at: a way, Prak amit, M. ara track, trace, Urdu 
teat « road.—The Tatsama arf is corfined to learned discourse, 
while the popular current form in the language is the Urdu veer. 
There is, therefore, no necessity for a separate Tadbhdva deriva- 
tiop from aay in the sense of “a way” forcommon use. The Jaad- 
bhava Ant is, consequently never used in Marathi in that sense, 
but that of (1) a trace, track : (2) channel to conduct water: 
and (3) a loom. 

. 
(3) Desaj qrtjz a turban; Urdu qaét.—Now while qiamz 

means a turban generally, qaet denotes a particular kind of turban, 
employed chiefly in phrases denoting vanity or conceit. Thus 
wre HHT to cock the turban with an air. whereas URE Freey 
1s Simply to wear a turban; so also quet War is “to eclipse an 
eminent person by one’s supericr merit. ” Equivalent expressions with qmz are never used, and would be quite tame. 

(4) Tat. exara disposition, Anyww-Désaj ( Persian) faara, (Arab.) 
as4a. The Tatsama is commonly used to denote temperament or 
disposition, and faara expresses fastidiousness as well as arrog- 

29 m 
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ance ; Frere araererd str araera weyared} he has the airs of a prince, but is the offspring of a rustic (Let. of a grain parcher. ) 
Obs.—It is usually Persian words. and not Arabic which have an exaggerated or offensive meaning in Mardthi. Thus the Persian word fara a temper, disposition, con veys an offensive sense, whiie the Arabic equivalent asa, also occurring in the language, isquite as good as the Sanskrit equa ; and in the provinces wherc Arabie¢ words are used, the Sanskrit equivaients are not so common. 
Obs.— Urdu (Arabic and Persian) wordsare, however, never used to express domestic relations or feelings; it is chiefly the Tadbhdavas that are so employed. Urdu words are generally used in reference to unlawful love and they characterise the language of amorous poetry. 
Note —2. When two Tudbhdva synonyms somewhat differ in, form, the less corrupted form expresses a sense analogous to the classical root. than the other and vice ve sd Thus, for instance, Zaty a divine sige or Vaidik Rishi isa Tutsama. and @aereg and 

qaweti are t+o Tudbhdvas derived from it. qaeefi is more altered 
in forin than aay, and the former has a more offensive sense than 
the latter. @a@f¥ isa dealer with gods, and zqauat a dealer with 
devils. 

Note.—3. What is true of words is true also of the inflections. 
Some Mardvhf case-endings are derived from Sanskrit inflections, 
and some from Marathi words. Of the inflections derived form 
Sanskrit, some exist in a more, and some others in a less corrupted 
from. Thus the dative @ is derived from the Sanskrit <4, while 
the dative et from the Marathi word wraqj. Further, the genitive 
at, which, like the dative @, is derived from the Sanskrit eq, 18 
more altered in form than qa:— 

(1) Of the two dative terminations, the one which is more like 
its Sanskrit original is less definite and pointed in sense than that 
derived from a pure Marathi word; ¢ ftaera or fFaarar (aT ==) 
4% come in the day time, but eieter % come at two o'clock. 

(2) Of the two derivatives from the Sanskrit %4, a, which is 
more analogous to it, is less pointed and emphatic than @, Both 
@ and a are employed to denote the adverbial relation of time, 
but @is ased when attention is to be specially called to the 
particular circumstance of time ; 4 WHA BS Aaa where do you 
goat night; q ere wale ws grara where were you last night ? 
The locative Z being immediately derived like @, from a Sanskrit 
inflection, agrees with @ in use; LBs Wal or Wale Bs Patcit | 
where were you last night ? 
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CHAPTER XXII, 

THE PRINCIPLES OF MARATHI DERIVATION. 

§ 382—§ 431. 

§ 382, All the Mardthi words which cannot be traced to a 

simpler form in the language, no matter what be the original 

language from which they are derived, whether Sanskrit: 

Prakrit, Arabic, Persian, or English, may be denominated 

Marathi roots. (§ 379.) 

§ 383. New words are formed from the Marathi roots in 

the following sevex ways :— 

(1) By modifying both the radical vowels or consonants : 

ara to bind; anya dam; afar a shape ; gia an eye 1g an eye- 

let ora little hole; qeut to fall; qrea to fell; qrzoz to. tear 
(intrans.); Tso to tear (trans.) 

(2) By modifying both the radical vowels and consonants: 

qu to get loose, unloose; @teui to loose. 

(3) By joining letters or particles either before or after a 
word: gz to break; a+ qae=aqez unbroken; wea anger ; 
wa gz=fiz passionate. The particle before a word is called 
a prefix (s7ait), and the particle after it. a suffix (3a). 

(4) By doubling the simple word: grt grain, NEG grain,d&e. 

(5) By uniting two words to express one notion, both words 
retaining a place in the compound: @1@ black and wiz a cat 
—sTsatrat a polecat. 

(6) By the union of two words so that one of the words is 
somewhat lost : @@ oil and qrofft water =qequy ; at@z sour and 
gm smell= ataarn. 

(7) By the union of two words, which, without entering into 
formal composition, express one simple idea: as SlalS@lsar an 
assistant. 

Note.—In formal composition the inflections indicating the 
existing between the two uniting words are dropped : tararaer 
a king’s house; tart a palace; atagt arat red earth; atazarat red 
earth. The genitive qq of warar and ¢ of AatHei are omitted 
in the compounds wUwWalet and at@eniat. 
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§ 384, The first two classes of derivatives are called (1.) 
Primary Derivatives ; the third class, (II.) Secondary Derivatives; 
the fourth class, (II1.) Reauplicatives ; and the last three classes, 
(1V.) Compounds. 

1. THE Primary Derivatives. 
§ 335. There are two principal classes of Primary Deriva- 

tives, viz., the Causals and the Potentials. 

I. The Causal Verb. 
§ 386. The causal verb indicates usually instrumental or 

indirect agency; aj Ti faarest UA BZA AIZaw I got Govind beaten 
by Rama; aw at waiaal he causes me to sit, 2.€., 1 do not sit by 
my own effort. The agent does the action denoted by the causal 
verb through tke instrumentality of another person. 

§ 387. The causal verb is essentially transitive, but it may 
be derived from a transitive or an intransitive verb. In the 
above two examples @izfa@ is drived from the transitive verb 

AIT, and @Walaew irom the intransitive verb qaur 

§ 388. The causal verb is derived from the original verb 
by the addition of a@ ; as Ay to strike+aqraia ; Ma aqea4r 

Beis qastiaga aizfae@ he got his son pun:shed by the teacher. 

Note.—In the Dakhan #@ is substituted for wa, and the 

former form is now generally adopted in the imperative mood ; 

qrMal SIA Ettg get it done by him. 

§ 389. Monosyllabic roots like eq eat thou. qt drink thou 

@ come thou, as well as the roots ending iD &, like gig write thou, 

take a double q; qI@ga wtafas I caused it to be eaten by him; 

area Bea qt warst ws wat gaaer | fais ies 
daughter to give Rama a rupee; real Sa tegalas I got 1 

written by him. 

Note.—The particle aq is derived from aq or aq employed 

Sanskrit to make up the causal forms. and aq or aq 18 ne 

either from g to go, or from 4 to wish, todemand, to pray. If de- 

rived from ¢ to wish, the causal form expresses “the secondary notion 
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of the causal verbs, in which the subject completes the action, not 

by the deed, but by the will ; thus, eg. aeivamey ‘cause to make’ 

would properly mean ‘I require the making;’ whether it were 
intended that ‘any one made,’ or ‘any thing was made “y but if 

the causal character springs from a root which originally signifies 
‘to go,’ we must observe that in Sanskrit several verbs of motion 
signify also ‘to make’ eg., Agana might properly signify, ‘I make 

to know,’ areanta ‘I kill,’ ‘I make to die. ”— Kopp. 

Note.—This aq is changed in Prakrit either to @ or aa, as Sk. 
@ivata he causes to make, Pr. @ra@ or a@rerafe; and in Marathi 
the Sanskrit sis changed in correspondence with the latter 
Prakrit form ara to Ha; eefaat he causes to make. 

Note —Some Marathi verbs assume the full form of ara, except 
the final w; ateut to speak qteraut to call. (§ 390). 

Note.—Some Marathi verbs, again, simply lengthen the initial 
vowel of the verb. as is done in Sanskrit before assuming the wy ; 
aU to graze, at to feed; Sk. anzafa, Pr. arafe he causes 
to do. 

5 390. The Marathi causal particle aq may sometimes be 
used, also, in the form of aq. It is only some verbs of the 
First Conjugation that assume ara ; as feaur or fRharaut to se- 
duce, from fRatt to be seduced ; @teraet to call, from @tew to 
speak. 

Note.—Some nouns and adjectives assume either aq or warez to 
make up verbs, and the verbs so derived are either transitive 
actives or neuters :— 

7 e o~* . 7 ~ . Noun Tia pain ; Verb TaN ; Taq or TATA to hurt or be hurt. 
Adjective atqz sour; Verb WAlacaut or atazrauy to make sour, or 

be turned sour. 

When these verbs are used in the Second Conjugation, they are transitive in sense, otherwise only intransitive : WH Wa 
or gras my mind was hurt; er AIH Aa gatas or Talat you 
hnrt my mind. The form in aq is usually used in the Dakhan. 
Note.—Some nouns, &e., assume only aa; wat anger, URTawe to get angry ; gM two-fold, TITaUt to become doubled et mad Feta to become mad, or to mock. . 
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§ 391. The causative aq is assumed by some intransiti 

verbs, chiefly the neuters, after they have by achan f fot 

radical form become transitive actives; the form mate Senet 
the aq then becomes strictiy causative ; thus, qgat to ti up with 

to feed, and arqut to cause to feed. : Braze, Teal 

§ 392. The radical chan ges of form which the intransiti 
neuter verbs undergo are of two kinds; Ist, they BaP ct i 
initial vowel, as qgut to fall intransiteve ; yrett to tell, Ravens 
nies 2ndly, they both lengthen the initial vowel, as well te 
change a radical consonants, as fest to get loose, intransitive - 
Best to loose, transitive. We give below some Marathi waebe 
of both these kinds :— : 

1. The verbs that lengthen only the initial vowel :— 

Intransitive. Transitive. Causative, 
aut to drop Wray to strain rsa to cause to strain 
aq to graze argar to feed aIvaut to cause to feed 
zaut to pass by ZTaut to remove zt#qut to cause to remove 
azay to float, or be saved"a7qut to save aizaur to cause to save 

qaqut to be crushed = graut to crush araaqut to cause to crush 

qeur to fall qregr to fell qIzaqut to cause to fell 

Aa to die ary to kill aivaut to cause to kill 

ay to remove ait to remove Raut to cause to remove 

2. The verbs that modify both the initial vowel and the 
radical consonant: — 

Intrunsitive. Transitive. Causative. 

azat to break atzgut to break argaut to cause to break 

frat to get loose Feat to loose BZA to cause to loose 

He to break wren to break wizau to cause to break 

qe to get loose Aarwut to loose arzaquy to cause to loose 

$ 393. The grammatical construction of the causal derivatives 

differs according to their origin. 

1. When the original verb is transitive, its subject ig put in 

tbhe instrumental case governed by the postposition @¢qa, and 

another subject is used with its causal form; qat wat alat 

Rama eats bread; Caus. af tWarega wet arataat, I cause 
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Rama to eat bread. Inthe causal sentence, zrat is put in the 

instrumental case governed by @ga, and separated from all 
direct control upon the causal verb, and a foreign agent is 
introduced as the direct subject of the verb. 

Note-—In Sanskrit, also, the subject of the simple verb 
becomes instrumental when the verb assumes the causal form; 
Tat ara aata Rama abandons his wife; Causal—zratar areat 

waraata (He) makes Rania abandon his wife. 

2. When the original verb is intransitive, its subject is 
made the object, either accusative or dative, of its causal form, 
and a toreign agent is introduced as the direct subject of the 
causal form ; as qrat festat Rama sleeps; Caus. at qaret Rafat 
he canses Rama to sleep. 

§ 394. In both the causal constructions foreign direct 
agency 18 implied, but the additional idea of «wndirect ayeucy is 
necessarily implied only when the original verb is transitive, not 
when it is intransitive. 

§ 395. The Anomalous Verbs are like the intransitives in 
regard to their cansal construction ; as qrat faredt Rama learns - 
Caus. at waren frefaat he teaches Rama, 

§ 396. The idea of indirect agency can be expressed by the causal forms of the Intransitive and Anomalous Verbs by joining an additional ato them; era TWATST Wastes aafaqes He got Rama seated by Raoji ; Ut THIS RETA fetefaas He caused Rama to be taught by Hari. 

: 397. When an additional q is joined to the causal forms of the simple transitives, they become double causatives ; 
i ale _ hey | usatives ; qty ara WTS A Witiega eugas he ot him punished by the teacher through his father. ° 

§ 398. The causal verbs. no matter what be their derivation, or construction, are all transitives, and can be conjugated regu- lerly in the Second Conjugation. (Sect. 220 ) 

II.—The Potential Verb. 
§ 399. The Potential Verb expresses the ability of the 
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agent to do the, action denoted ATA Baz aya 2aaa atta I cannot pay one hundred rupees. 

g 400. The Potential Verb, whether transitive or intransi- tive,is derived from the simple verb by the insertion of q; as 
ST to do; #xqui to be able todo. The q@is doubled when the 
verbal root is monosyllabic, as aaa ant I cannot give, or ends 
in &, 88 Area Reaad I can write. 

Note—The Marathi Potential form in @is derived from the 
Sanskrit passive verb which annexes q to the root; Sk. root 
Pass, gvqa. In Prakrit this q is either retained, or changed to gu or gaa; Sk. qaaa, Pr. qetsrg or qiesrg. The q 18 algo 
changed in Prakrit toa double a, i.¢.. sq vva; as Sk. sTq7a it is 
heard, Pr. gsag; Sk. gad it isvoffered, Pr. geag. In Gujarati the 
qis changed to a, and the forms made up with aq are either 
Passive or Potential; Pass. waft wan azar Ravan was killed 
by Ram; Potential, Xareft wera he could walk. 

Note.—In the passive the object of the active voice is made 
the subject and put in the nominative case, and the original 
subject is put in the instrumental case; Acr. qq:ert aeata the 
king punishes a thief; Pass. Sat Jyot esaa a thief is punished 
by the king. 

Note.—Besides the full passive sense indicated by the 
Sanskrit passive form, itis capable of expressing the following 
two ideas :— 

1. It has an active meaning, having the force ofa reflexive 
verb ; yf sasad she bore a son. 

2. It is frequently used impersonally in expressions like 
“let it be heard,” and areqara “let it be placed,” instead 

of “ hear thou,” and “ place thou;” so also Aar g@Taa “it is known 
by me,” for “I think.” 

Note.—Even the intransitive verb is capable of being used 
in Sanskrit in the passive construction when it takes the form of 
an impersonal verb. It agrees with jit” understood, and is put 
in the singular number though the agent may be dual or plurel; 
War euiad it is staid by me. 2.¢., I stay here. 

Note.—All this different peculiarities of the Sanskrit Passive 
exist in the Marathf Potential verb which may be eithertransitive or 

intransitive. It is conjugated «mpersonally in the Bhave Prayoga, 
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and its sense of possibility or potentiality (v€., latent activity) 18 

the result of the reflexive character of its Sanskrit original. 

§ 401. Compound Potential Verbs have been considered 

in the chapter on the Cou:pound Verbs ( § 302). 

II.—SECONDARY DERIVATIVES. 

§ 402, The Secondary Derivatives are formed by the em- 

ployment of Prefixes (sqait) and Suffixes (qaqa). 

PREFIXES. 

§ 403. The Marathi Prefixes are chiefly derived from two 
languages, the Sanskrit and Urdu (Arabic and Persian), and are 
usually put before words of cognate origin. Sometimes, however. 
they are used with other words. 

I.— Sanskrit Prefixes. 

§ 404, a, az (Gr.a. Anglo-Saxon wn) not; age boundless; 

M water reserve; M. aye infallible. When a word begins with 
a vowel. the wy is used; Bara weariness, HATA ease: UH one, 

wah many, 

afa beyond. much; afta passing beyond, transgression: 
aface intimacy ; M Baa too wise. 

ay over ; wea a superior god; amare authority, 

wy after. qT going after, imitation; waa born after; 
mAaTAMas nasal. 

aq badly off; Aqwaaea a bad omen. 

ary upon; ayaa a placing upon, a covering. 

Bat towards; aga having the face towards; aaa a 
name, 

eq down ; aqary a crossing down, an incarnation ; AAAI 
displeasure ; aaqasr disobedience. 

ST near; arepry a form ; AIA, entreaty. 

Ha so; gery the sum and substance: zuile et cetera. 

SX Up; Beare ardour: IHF flourishing condition. 
Sq next, below; gyawya prefix ; sqaq spectacles; 3qgery a 

favour. 

30 
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& bad; wpe a bad deed; glaa a bad thought. 

faz a long time; Rrr~re for a long time; fagafat a daughter. 

St Ta bad; gor a bad quality ; TWA evil practices. 
qT not; aneasm an atheist. 

@TaT Various; arangy various, 

ft into, downwards; faate conducting; fa:qaa fallen down; 
faaa absorbed in, 

fa:, faz, Bra without; faigt blameless; erane formless. 

qq another; qqrq a stranger; M. qqai@ another village. 

qe back, away ; qaega having the face turned back; yaaa 
defeat, 

qft round; qqzaq walking roundabout. 

Gard after; qararq repentance. 

GAT avain; yas regeneration ; yatqare a remarriage. 

Jus separately; FAW separation ; galway various, manifold 

ty before; my the being before a lord; ara a minister. 

ofa back, again; maga a reflected beam; meyUy a reply. 

aet, out; esate adultery. 

fa apart; faqim disjoining, separation; fayar a widow. 

@ with ; astra having life; qaanfa of the same caste. 

aq good; qepa a good action; q@ataq a virtuous person. 

aq together with; ama going with, a junction; aqy a con- 

nection. 

a@e with, together with ; q@gara intercourse. 

q well; qeq good-looking ; qfare a good thought. 

q@ one’s own; fqeat a native country; tqgl~e one’s own 
intellect. 

taq of one’s self, spontaneously ; eqaay self-exietent ; CqGAT 

the choosing of a husband. 

I1.—Urdu Prefixes. 

S 405. a (P) deficient; gaaiz weak. 
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tr (A.) other; tzaaa 4 misunderstanding ; wvad expenses 

10 an improper way. 

az, e¢ (H) each; avaret every month; quigaa@ daily. 

at (A.) not aqgag or @ disapproved ; aTag effeminate. 

Gar (P.) before, a leader; Garat Peshwa. 

wa (P.) bad; qaera a bad deed; qzara adj. infamous. 

faa (H.) without; faays without a mistake faagiea 

without opposition. 

a(P.) without, a@gera without remedy ; aziz shapeless, 

clumsy 

az (H.) head; avquar the head Subhédar. 

SuFFIXES. 

§ 406. The suffixes used in Mardthi are more numerous 
than the prefixes, and are derived from various languages. 
They are divided into three classes, according to their origin— 

SANSKRIT, MARATHI and Urpu. 

I.—Sanskrit Sufizes. 

Abstract Nowns. 

§ 407. Sanskrit words assume the suffixes a, a, and gto 
make up abstract nouns, and these particles are affixed to 
nouns as well as adjectives, The abstract nouns formed with ar 
are feminine,and those ending in #q and q@ neuter. When a 
word is modified by @, its initial vowel is displaced by a ale 
vowel or proper dipthong (§ 18). 

fira (sub.) a friend ; fxat or @@q, or aca friendship. 

Te (adj.) heavy; Wear or @, or area heaviness. 
te (adj) hard ; tear, tera, or aed hardness. 
Bram (sub )a Brahman; MATA or A, or Areva Brdhmhnism. 

Note.—The abstract nouns, derived in the above manner 
are used in Marathi poetry to denote an idea of plurality or 
multitude ; as aq a town, qTAaT «4 multitude of towns; Har a 
field, Sark a number of fields; thus, for Instance, in the following 
line War means a multitude of people: — 
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Myt Sen SEA, sora, Arat Via warst.—Moropant. 

Adjectives, 

§ 408. By affixing az, Z, 4, Waa, Fa, adjectives are deriv- 
ed from nouns, to denote pertaining to. When affixing these 
particles, the following radical changes take place in the noun :— 

1. The final g, & or si is change to aq 

2. The final a, a, g or ¥ is dropped. 

3. The initial double letter is dissolved, and the first 
conscnant, if originally united with q, assumes @, and if united 
With @, assumes Sr. 

4. The initial letter, if not a conjuct containing q or q, 
is displaced by its corresponding afg vowel. 

(4) wa Rishit+ aang a decendant of wy; ag Yadn, 
aa: aag Vasishtha, ana@g the son of Vasishtha ; qinar the 
wife of Dagratha, aaa the son Sumitraé (Lakshman). 

(=) gaa king Dasgratha, eran pertaining to Dagarath, 
v.€., his son; Het the god Krishna, gitar pertaining to Krishna. 

(a) my the Rishi Garga+q=argy the son of Garga; fafa 
the name of a giant woman, za the offspring of Diti; gmq a 
village, azq@ belonging to a village, arg the palate, gqraeq 
palatal. 

(arat) ea a Rishi, gra+-ara=araraa the sonof Kata. 

(fa) ug a brother+gq—yrfty the son of brother; qaq 
& mountain, qadtq@ mountainous. 

(qq) war the river Ganges+wq =aiitg the son of Ganges ; 
frat a widow, Waa son of a widow. 

(]H) Ara a month, araae monthly ; se the word, IE a 7 

worldly ; ara ship, ama naval. 

Note.—Some words do not lengthen the initial vowel when 
modified by the above suffixes ; qaqa mountain, qqata pertain- 
ing toa mountain; @q thee, eqdty relating to “thee;” qf an 

end, aq pertaining toanend; ¢@ a tooth, ¢a@ dental, 
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§ 409. By joining the affixes aq (art), 24, ZA, J, 44, BF, 

the sense of “full of or abounding” is obtained :— 

ga; we shame; zwfara ashamed ; Ga sorrow. gil@a 

sorrowful. 

ga; Aw dirt, afwa dirty ; Ge fruit, Giva having fru't. 

iq; Aq a reed or cane. @qeIq abounding in reeds ; 7@ self 

tqHiq one’s own. 

Ra ( AlZ ) ; wt wealth, stay wealthy ; Hq or AT] is changed 

to aq or aq 1 certain nouus; as Ala knowledge, giaata learned 

aq ; HIG wood, @ipaa full of wood or wooden; aia flech, 

tiaaa fleshy. 

ZB; FAI grace, HAIG gracious; sgt faith, w~rg having faith. 

Miscellaneous Words. 

§ 410. The following Sanskrit words are often employed 
in Ma athi suffixes to form new words, such as nours. acjectives, 
and participles. Strictly speaking they make up compounds. 
Some of these words are placed before as well as after nouns to 
make up new Words :— 

aieaq marked, restrained ; arat + aiea=asmiea marked 
or lined by command, and hence subject to direction; @f a 

woman + wMaq=ealea ruled by a wife; musa, Maia 

atatiea, waifea, We. 

aadta past ; escaped from; armata (eA lust + adta freed) 
freed from lust; Atala exempt from decay ; cglaia disembodied ; 

eqqraia disappeared ; qqrata aged. 
aia subject to, dependent upon; <q self+adiqa—rantia 

independent ; qt another + ayfta=—quefra dependent; slarafa 
g.ven to avarice, QIQiatq given to sin. 

~ . 
HeTT connected with, possessed or possessing ; STH i ‘sn a? 

sugar + Bieqd ree mixed with Sugar ; Hluaneaa filled 
with anger; S#ANeTT connected with wickednees ; equizaa full of 
kirdness; faqau$aaq discreet. 

_ maya having the face towards, favourable to qu the sun+ 
maya =Aailya facing the , Tal : qa i g e sun, qaqa facing the east ; 
aq4anuya favourable to study. 
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aff that desires or seeks ; fre + anft — eneff a student; Wary! one whose aim is to get money; gat wishing to Rive children; ateqreff desiring to have final and eternal happiness. 

He fit ; qa worship ag = qware worthy of worship or respect; Wate fit to be eaten; aqqaie worthy of study. 

AUala seized by, overcome by ; far anxiety —-arsta —fear- sla overcome by care, anxious; arsta tormented by hunger; WATBIaA Oppressed by fear. | 

ara oT filled with, covered with ; Hw water+ apie — qarafoy 
filled with water ; Qeqraio} covered or surrounded by an army. , 

ess filled with, overcome by; STINFS inflamed with anger; 
faatee distressed by anxiety; faqs overpowered by sleep, 

EWES transported with joy, 

area wealthy; wa rches + aey— warez rich in trea- 
sures, immensely mch; faeaieq rich in learning; @@ley 
strong; Tale, Urea, were, We. 

ATTFREA Propitiousness, tivourableness ; F2q wealth+-arggeq 
Ras HeA affluence or e:xsiness of circumstances: VIF THET 
favour of the people, popularity. 

HlgTt excited, distressed ; GMT distressed by thirst; BIATTT 
carried away by covetousness. 

aga distressed, afflicted; @qZ sorrow + aqa=~AziTe 
afflicted with sorrow; aararga distressed or agitated with 
doubt. 

WEF mounted or ascended upon ; HAVA ST experienced ; 

gizared come under the coynizance of the senses. perceived ; 

WATSS, ATMs, Ve. 

arag that brings, confers, ocessions; Ga- wage = Tarag pro- 

ducing pleasure ; @p@zltag producing trouble; aiqrag, aratag, &e. 

TUT utter rooting out or utter demolition; qwarzse the utter 

demolition of religion ; HBT, qalzae We. 

Say after; Sreraz beyond what is common, transcendent, 
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gq rising: AAA sprung from ignorance ; yawwiey arisen 

trom fever. 

geya having the face set towards; »Lout to go or do; aa 

“aa about to die Taare about to go. 

az doer; qaraey light producing ; Gaext, AaAge. 

elq@ desirous; fam@igeé seeking knowledge; waerge 

seeking riches; Wle@lye seeking eternal happiness. 

Taq gone, past; Tawa lost riches; qa@@r@ the past time: 

nagig, vafaaia; gama, aaia, Wc. 

gta devoured, seized; @ranta inflamed with lust; qe 

accursed ; athtzmea, Faatmed, We. 

Gla ruining; aiaara self-destruction; qmmgtTa destroying 

life, &c. 
a that kills or destroys ; qiqq sin destroyer ; UU ap antidote 

SdH ungrateful. 

faam that thinks or is concerned about ; Buwas a well- 

wisher ; afavfaa@ an ill-wisher. 

qa fallen ; MIE ya fallen from authority ; qa<qa de- 

throned. 

faa conquered or overcome ; fHae@ray one in whom lust is sub. 
dued ; fat one in whom anger is subdued ; HaMazH one who 
possesses self-command; (aazea who has acquired treasure. 
When fa comes last, it has the Opposite signification ; erAalsHa 
one subaued by lust; srnGa; alata vanquished by a woman. 

qui that sees; quaait, qeagail, acageil, drdaelf, arazalt. 
ata that destroys ; f\qarag that destroys bile ; aIGalaes. 
fag fixed in ; qarfirg fixed in mind, aeiag, We. 

q7z strange, other ; (aq another’s treasure ; qvzal. Also, 
appertaining to; sraqy appertaining to knowledge; wreraaray 
AW BE AA we should not engage in scandalous conversation, 

qaam following after, devoted to, appertaining to; SutqITaN; 
ur aargia SANTA Hem these feelings were devoted to God; 
TAT, 
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Wa become ; qrqya becoming er constituting a vessel ; Waza 
becoming a trouble; SNNYA becoming a reason or occasion. 
Also, ‘ become affected by,” with the principal word modified by 3; YA become caused or occasioned ; Wary become, 
proved or evidenced. 

eq like or resembling ; qqTeI like a father. Also, of the very 
form and essence. composed of ; fqaraeq of the form ofa devil, 
fiendish ; aveq like a man, human. 

uF void, destitute of; geqzea destitute of wealth: WTABra 
&e. 

wz bold; eminent for some qualities or works ; qrazyqy emi- 
nently liberal ; qirqaErwaR; WIA; Waa; AAA, Ke. 

tq that stands or rests; Te one who lives comfortably in 
& house, hence a gentleman; Wea traveller; grRey standing 
in a vessel. 

€a struck destroyed : gayazq deprived of life ; gazra, gaat 
east We. 

Si, ETH, ETer that seizes, carries off; wagya thief ; qagz 

aE, Tiaa7. 

MARATHI SUFFIXES. 

I.—Nouns. 

1. Abstract Nowns. 

§€ $11. Mardthj Abstract Nouns are derived from adjectives 

by :.flixing qq and gu; atz bad, argzqor or quar badness. 
Those abstract nouns which end in Qot are neuter, and tho-e in 

qnr are masculine. 

When the suffixes qa and qa are joined to adjectives end- 

ing in a, the #ris changed to U; afer goed, VinwgT or ViTe- 
qur goodness; Wet honest, wea or wegqur honesty. <iTer 

is changed, also, to Qfqs in the abstract noun ; WyzeIT or quar, 

The suffixes qaqj and qo can be applied indiscriminately to 
every Marathi adjective, and, optionally, even to Sanskrit 
adjectives ; us fagq (S.) cruel, fagaat, or facaqu or-qay cruelty. 
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Note.—The abstract noun in qu, and not in qom, is usually 

declined ; srgrorqur wisdom, =rgrorquiret to wisdom. 

2. Nouns of Agency. 

uret, WS; az a way, areret or qrerear a guide. 

aret; {a worship, Tart a worshipper. 

RK; A to beat, are a striker; qtzwe. 

@i, Hit; Wa 4 village, or aiqHee or at a village; QDR 2 

player. 

ara, aret (S. qre); aret a carriage, arétara a coachman ; 
arsftaret a seller of vegetables. 

Nouns denoting office, condition, &c. 

@; adie the head ofavillage, qréreat the office of a patel. 

tt; yeu a bedstead, yawret a small bedstead. 

RK; Tee a she-goat. ape akid; are a tiger, TTS a tiger in 
contempt. 

eet; Frat a rag; Rovact Reqeet a small rag; aig (S. az) 
the moon, atzeet, aigeet asmall cake; wreq rice, argeet, Uc. 

5. Misscellaneous Nouns. 

4H; Ay to ascend, weuy ascent ; qa, Aart, Ve. 
BT ; WF to fill, aon store.- 

Wal; Ata to speak, arear a report. 
ae ; ag to attack, wets attacking ; weut to fight, ware a 

fight. 

aa; Wee to throw down, qrera overthrow; swfaat, Swag a 
-esolution. 

Was ; FT to wash, quae price for washing; apaquras. 
z; Buy to spit rer spittle ; set jumping ; areft sieve. 
SK; AMF to eat, @rgH an eatable; arent to sweep, arg 2 broom. 
&; TAY to laugh, eq laughing. 
at ; TAH to inhabit, qe habitation. 

qu ; argu to be expended. argaur a broom. 

& ; Jam to make water, Watt urinary. 
3lm 
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IIl._—A djectives. 
l. Denoting “ of or pertaining to” 

§ 412, 3 area Konkan. EAD AY} belonging to Konkan. 
eu: Ma in, aterw interior ; at up, avis upper. 
AI; At a house, yzar household. 

BI; AY there, yet belonging to that place. 
@z 5; Wa a desert tage belonging to a desert. 
Note—The suffix ‘at, which is the genitive ending, does not 

inflect the noun when it is used as an adjective suffix. The et is 
the corruption of $@, and changes the final vowel, if it be any 
other than 4, to #; wy here. wyz~t of this place, 

2. Denoting made or acted upon, 
a; ata to build, aifta built. 

q2, az; TT to wash, gqz, gaz washed. 

3. Denoting “ full of or abounding.” 

ag ; we a play, VBS frolicsome. 

AE; ATT sleep, siqr~e sleepy. 

ez; a@ filth, awe filthy. 

St; Get mischief, @rssT mischievous. 

$Z; WT anger, Ue angry. 

=; Ba covetousness, wrt covetous. 

4. Denoting Likeness or Manner. 

wz; gig a child, give childish. 

az; qt water, qroraz waterish. 

a; Masel a woman, aaray womanish. 

5. Denoting Diminution. 

z; ea high, gaz highish. 

az; grat black, eraat blackish. 

a; wera little, seraar littlish. 

6. Denoting Dorng. 

SI; aie a beating, Arar given to beating. 

TW; QIAN to itch, @raew itch-producing. 
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ats; wtaa bribe, wtaarH a bribe-receiver ; Are a beating, 

Hiva@rH that constantly receives a beating. 

we; Wiz the belly, qrzawe that stuffs his belly. 

III.—Verbs. 

413. A few verbs are derived in Marathi from nouns and 
adjectives in the following manner :— 

1. A great many nouns and adjectives are converted into 
verbs by affixing the geruudial termination q: as G:@ pain, 

gan to pain; HaHe dirty, AaHeT to vet dirty. 

If the noun or the adjective ends in a, the a is dropped 
before affixing : aqrat, a flap, ATUZ to despatch ; airat naked, 
aay to strip; Fest a desire, F=egur to desire. 

2. Some verbs are derived from nouns and adjectives by 
adding aIaq : aya a man, Hing to become human ; 
mad, feT@ot to become mad; qiz a belly, qrztaut to clasp to the 
belly. 

Note.—Very valuable verbs are derived by adding aq or ara 
(§ 390). 

IlIl.—Hinpusrani SUFFIXEs. 

Il. Abstract Nowns. 

§ 414. a8; wet honest, watz houesty; wiz bold, fteté 
boldness. 

a, Als, $5 WA warm, 7WAT or WATS Or WHT warmth. 

aia; fas sweet, fasta sweetness. 

dt ; #2 little, gat deficiency. 

¢ Pj aH true, good, Rat goodness ; qa good, @dt good- 
ness: tea a friend, ated friendship. 7 = 

wit; @at a slave, gamit. service; tatat a pass, ataat sending 
off. 

2. Nouns of Agency. 

ait P.; girq unjust, BUA «i wicked doer. 

mz b.: Mi aa saddle, fea a saddler. 
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mz P.; Rrew polishing of weapons, Rrewme a polisher of 
weapons; qegr an offence, q-gamg an offender. 

qm P.; gar a province, garg the head of a province. 
@Z; ats a horse-shoe, qrma@q farrier. 
ara ?.; aaa garden, giqata a gardnener ; gz a favour, 

gracious. 

an; saz hope, Jeary an expectant. 

3. Nouns denoting office, condition. ke. 

$ ; aah a banker, az monev-changing. 

firgt; Tata a slave Tarai slavery, 
RIE ; @rat a blackguard, aieas blackguardism. 

4. Nouns denoting place or receptacle. 

ag P. ; ae a flower, goa a garden. 

qa or gal; SSA & pen, PeAarat a box for holding a pen; 
TSF a rose, TWalaaiati a vessel for holding rose-water. 

tala 5 SAL 2 Grave, HACeaTa a crave-yard. 

ararz P. ; $a¢ Hyder, gaqrare the city of Hyder, or of liars. 

Qa; BIT work, Hryarar a factory. 

IT,— Adjectives. 

Denoting full of or abounding. 

at H. ; ze hunger, zat hungry. 

$; ane a bazaar, ararét pertaining to a bazaar. 

ar P.; gara faith, garaary faithful. 

HE; AHS sense, TEVA sensible. 

aL, WaT ; WT svrengoh, sreraz strong. 

ITI.—Reduplicutives. 

§ 415. The Reduplicatives are made up by doubling the 

original word: @fet a stone, duplicated form, Qist AIST stones 

and all other such things; ar@gr (eTi bread, We. 

These words are formed for the purpose of intensifying the 

meaning, or making the word more imitative. They may be 

regarded as a species of the Copulative Compounds. 
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416. The Reduplicatives are formed in various ways, and 
we shall specity below a few of them :— 

§ 417. 1 Whena persons or things ure spoken of comprehen- 
sively—as comprising many individuals of a class—the redupli- 
catives are formed in the following ways:— 

(1) The original word may be fuilowed by a word of stmi- 
lar sound, but conveying no distinct sense; arerfitet, being the 
reduplicative form of @Tgra stone. and conveying the sense of 
stones and everything else ; aaIViqist azzz, BlAUTAU, Base 
Waa, fartiziard, aqzfaz, Yc. Sometimes the oriyipal word 
comes last; HSaTTeratt neighbours, &c. The word Gelai is a 
Hindustani word for a neighbour. English equivilents are— 
hucly-burly, helter-skelter, hurry-skurry, higgledy-pigg ledy, hug- 
ger-mugger, namby-pamby, topsy-turvy, wish-wash tittle-tattie, 
chit-chat, &e., 

(2) Or, the originil word may be followed by a word of sumilar sense, or of both similar sense and sound.— 

(a) Of similar general sense only ; AToTaTg oath and lancuage : 
araast rice and vegetables ; WBA, ASHE, VISTI, gra- 
eral, dismay, eeIdi, Aaa, vias, andiatet, &c. 

(6) Of both similar generai sense and sound ; BiTSgar lame 
and halt; earaeie bankers and traders: RIBS ; ATTAIAL, 
AIREY, AIMS, Asiaativi, Foliquit, &. English equivelents 
are “wear and tear;’’ “rattle and clatter;” “racket and riot ;” 
“rags and tatters;” “follies and foibles;” “fun and frolic;” “toil 
and trouble;” “sorrow and suffering;” “thorns and thistles ;” “pride and passion;” &c, 

§418. Of these two general clisses of the reduplicatives 
3 those of the first class are more comprehensive than those of the + oo second ; eof TSAI His Alela nove of the common people of the agricultur: ss have 2: | 5 A iz 2 a 

gricultural class have conie: but Hott Engi angr az qed means that absolutely nune—neither cultivators nor any other people—haye come. 

( 9 @ 1 § 419. 2. Sometimes the noun is Slinpiy repeated, when it conveys the following se1ses :— 
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(a) It may denote individuals of a group or class separately; 
AWaAT; house and house, ajania, AnpaAE, aaglaast 

~~ me 77 ~ ne Oe aisars, Ve. at avez farer qn as Sofi wisi ew arét I visited 
every house separately, but nobody gave me anything ; Alopa- 

~ A ~ : Won ra ba Aa tH \Wat Haq every man is by nature different; tata 
ISAS FStG Kama searched every tree separately; aiqa wiz 
aia Hist take out every mango separately from this, 

(6) It may separate a group of indviduals from other in- 
dividuals; ay sqararaqaet aaqear gia the women were sitting 
there by themselves; FIBWIS BSH RIS Alga only the brothers 
have separated ; qIzZuIAIzZNT AAS Ziq only the Brahmans had met, 
not the other castes Adjectives may be similarly employed; 
TBS AAS MFA aia MU aia as Zas ana Har sar faa 
waait of the people that ure assembled all those that are white 
are English, and those that are black are Abyssinians. 

(c) Sometimes the reduplicative has only an intensive 
force; Aa faSl FaAaA @zut then she perspired fearfully; ara 
QA ESET BS he reduced him to extreme distress; wt AleTAT 
Rorht Biss he tired the borse so much that it frothed terribly ; 
TA JHBTHS BS he cut him to pieces; Yasarear Faearfaear Bear 
the dress was torn to shreds. 

(d) It expresses measure or standard distributzvely ; ala 

qasiqrast aizs qaiz@ he distributed the rice, giving a pail 

to each; @1 alzaiz BITS Alita he steals cloth each time of the 

measure of a finger’s breadth. 

(e) The reduplicative may be ertended indefinitely to convey 

an additional intensity of meaning; Af aq ay az fare; at zat 

2a Sal WHAT. 

TH UA UA UA TT BIT WTS. 

In this way any other parts of speech may be reduplicated. 

‘az aq aq ag aa aia aia ala aia” 

§ 420. 3. Sometimes a letter 13 vnserted in the reduplicative. 

(a) The privative vowel # nay be inserted to express a 

dijerence or an alternative; qIatqa worthy and unworthy 
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qaraa right and wrong; weaqragy fit to eat and otherwise 

qnqang wa aaa se @ta_ all—both worthy and unworthy— 

had come. Sometimes the privative particle # 1s inserted ; artea- 

atiea it is or it is not ; wafaawata it is or it is not—argument ; 

amet ae gaat aidt valaawala aad ed, aATgS aa we 
Well, you hadan argument with him yesterday and what was 

decided at last? ‘These are purely Sanskrit formations. 

Marathi equivalents are giqat yes or no; Zot fur, aor sri, dc, 

(6) =f is inserted to express the sense of promiscuous action 
carried on vigorously ; @zqr@zgt a vigorous striking with slippers 
among individuals united in a mass without order ; araratez 

the joining of many things or by many persons; a@fparata active 
and hurried packing up of many things or by many persons. The 
final vowel of the reduplicative may be displaced by z; Tiaras, 

BASal, ATTA. 

(c) af may be inserted to express the sense of universality ; 
miataia feat he went to every town and village ; Teal; eat 

. . : e 
takes the locative termination . 

(d) @ may be inserted to denote the sense of abundance. 
o ~ ~ we Sa aq aaa eeIa TSa you see any amount of houses every. 

where; @ Mat Gara Yer take now any amount of money, 

(¢) The genitive termination 4 may be introduced to 
express the idea of abundance or completion; aiaania qrTeTata 
aes ela the whole village had come to see it; @T@ ITAA qa 
his whole house was ruined; Arata gysqryeyy zvia veara shoals 
of fishes are.to be seen; I wigiza Waieaigrar 1é Bet many 
armies perished in that war. 

(7) The letter 4 may be inserted to express the sense of 
completion ; rar Yarayqalr REAL I paid every pice of his; 
ata ; THATS ; AMAA; Tagiaqay. 

(9) @f is introduced in the reduplicative, the second member 
being a word of a similar sound to express the idea of daring, or firm resolution ; tq a ata the head or the bundle, having 
the force of the English equivalent “by hook or by crook.” 
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(h) areis introduced to express the sense of “every 
other”; QT@ Als Als every other year; faa ane feaaq every 
other day; qz wre aq every other h use ; eqt SIM Ais ae 
AIS Awst wea every other tree in the hedge isa Babhool tree. 

(v1) ata is inserted to express the following ideas :— 

1, Superior excellence: weit wet yas of all the cities 
Bombay is the best, 

2. Similarcty: at Gria ae attr waza wz he is like a child 
among children, and an adult among adults. 

3. In addition to; besides—indicating multiplication or 
succession in a series: @fata Ba ait] ABT do not order work on 
work ; g:ata ¢:@ sorrow on sorrow ; quid aa expense on ex- 
pense, 

(j)) The first member is put in the dative case to express 
similarity, or equality ; argat ateata aret ads Fest at wet 
siréta when I find a horse exactly like mine, I shall harness 
a pair; eqara aqat aa I will take a rupee fora rupee. 

(k) The demonstrative @f is inserted for emphasizing the 
inherent nature or churacter of the person or thing denoted by 
the first member ; @Tq at alg, <arat at Horsr Ass who can equal 

one who is a real father? gu @ QU; Iga a wa, 

§ 421. Imitative particles are reduplicated, and noune are 
formed, as @z, making gz@z bother, 

Reduplicative Adjectives 

_ - § 422. Adjectival reduplicatives are produced in the follow- 
ing ways :— 

§ 423. I. The Adjective is sumply repeated, or a word of 
similar vmport is joined to it; BISBIs or atasl wre very red, 

lit. red red; ral Aa AASAAS Bis are his end is quite near ; 

qigtiaha very white; areare ga very sweet milk. These for- 

matlons— 

(1) “intensify the sense of the original adjective. 

(2) They may express gradual progression ; et Visas 

arar read a little ata time; q@raai aawl viqeatqe Bla the 

morning shadow becomes gradually shorter. 
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(3) They may express the sense of the adjective distri- 
butively: aatat THT ATs UT give a cake to each of them. | 

(4) ‘They may express the sense of plurality with plura 
noUnS ; FoRG FRA AVA StH Sls Sa many great men had come . 
ear niata atzaret or arat atét qt sirga there are large houses 

in that town; faer atwearaiaear Ft strear she had very 
nice presents. Fe. oc. 1a 

(5) They may have a distributive force, denoting individuals 
severally ofa number ; araqret or arétarét or aaret are aaet 
atSt, HETATar ata ZaT cut down every large tree, but keep every 
small one; Afi Ge catHs Fat keep every large guava 
separate. 

These formations are employed to qualify plural nouns. 
§ 424. Il. A word corresponding in sound to the adjective is 

added, but the adjunct by itself conveys no distinct sense 
whatsoever; arqrgyr plain, simple; armerfawer crooked ; 
BNtazfaqaz sour. 

(a) A word of similar general sense and sound may be added ; 
TISTA TA! destitute; TasTanrTer wholly unclothed. 

(b) Oranoun intensifying the sense of the adjective is 
joined ; Wrzearar sweet as sugar—very sweet ; Hiqzfa@aq sour as 
tamarind —very sour; yqsraq uncovered like a pump—wholly 
uncovered ; fa@qzfa@z strat hot as fire—very hot. 

The above formations express the idea of intensity. 
§425. ITT. Adjectives of an opposite, or cognite significa tion are Joined together to express the sense of variety or comprehen- siveness ; MeTATAS TT SHIT fq there were, including the young and old, five thousand persons present ; fecaitrTa, arerearat Stat FS str being green and yellow, red and pink flowers. 

Verbs, 
§ 426. The Verbal Reduplicatives are made up in the following ways :— 
(1) Words of a similar sense are Joined to make up verbal reduplicatives ; STITT TzOp, WMATA, wR TAT. These are intenstves—denoting the completeness and perfection of the action expressed by the original verb. 

32 m 
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(2 ) Words ofan oppostte signification are joined ; @reifgey; xer- ATT ; TAITIS, etc. These words express comprehensiveness. 
(3) Sometimes the verb is simply doubled with # substitut- ed for the initial syllable of the second member ; yserfasvy TH TIsT, PATH etc. These express the sense of com- 

prehensiveness. 

(4) Sometimes @qre or ace may be joined to the verb ; 
ATHAATT; APAITs ; Pe raaqcet, qetraqaqcey etc.—aqrcet inten- 
sifies the signification of the verb to which it is conjoined, or 
simply serves as an expletive without any special meaning. 

Adverbial Reduplicatives. 

§ 427. The Adverb may be simply doubled to intensify 
its sense ; ATSt Aziz Aled the pulse beats very slowly ; fineyar 
WAT FREH Alsara, PRA THT THT some creatures move 
very slowly anu some very fast; af wWaseswaw srear he came 
quite close; af Hratswat ANASA AH orrar siz he has quite 
recently commenced to come to me. 

§ 428. Sometimes some particle is inserted between the two 
members of the reduplicative : yf quite in the middle ; 
wqrerares rather below or under ; afararar immediately after or 

behind ; @rafts up to the mouth or brim—inserting sit; @aTr- 
aait or Barcraaie face to face, front to front—inserting ST. 

§ 429. The imitative particles form many adverbial reduplica- 
tives ; HZHZ denoting sharp sound ; "THT denoting the sound 
of tearing or brushing along the ground ; awa@ denoting the 
sourid emitted by boiling liquids. 

§ 430. When the nasalised s7 is affixed to the reduplicative, 
its sense is intensified ; HTH, HSHRST, ATAT etc. 

§ 431. Sometimes both the numbers of the reduplicative are 

modified by Hf or Sf; Attract, wsrrst, AeA. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

THE PRINCIPLES OF MARATHI DERIVATION— 

continued. 

IV.—Compounds. 

§ 432—§ 451. 

§ 432. A compound is a union of two distinct words 
expressing one idea: as ww batile + aa fied = wala a 
battle-field. 

§ 433. The elements which enter into composition may, or 
may not, retain a place in the compound. Sometimes two or 
more words may express one simple notion, without formally 
entering into composition. Hence there are three general classes 
of compounds, viz., the Obvious the Obscure, and the Appa- 
rent :— 

1. Obvious Compounds : qraqre a table for rolling out cakes 
= Qrat a cake + qrza table. 

2. Obscure Compounds: #eqeta the smell of signed food = 
@«qz signed (food) + grt smell; aera bathing = st body + 
erat to wash ; ere a shrine=%a@ god + AT house, 

3. Appurent Compounds: gtarat Haw an expert; stfF 
®zt to love. 

_ § 434. None but words of cognate origin should be com- 
bined, though there are not a few compounds in Marathi of long 
established usage, which do not follow this rule:— 

FAMS strained through a cloth=qeyS +ia@ M. 
Taga 2 cows mouthmarg M. + qa 5S. 
waidziqa a bond =war2t Pers.+ qa S. 
WSAHEait a judge’s office =s7zq Eng. +@aidit H. 
Note,—It may not be superfluous to add that valuable as composition 1s 1n expressing our thoughts with brevity and vigour 1% 18 imposstble to condemn adequately the bad taste which would 

im pose long compounds, consisting of more than two words. u on a populardialet, derived as it is from Sanskrit and Prakrit a rigid process of elision. Even Sanskrit, though it is eaelis of stringing together hundreds of syllables into one monstrous word does not quietly submit to such pedantic conceit, . 
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— § 485. The Marathi compounds are either of purely Sans- krit, or purely Marathi origin. In compounds of Sauskrit origin, two or more words may be combined, but in those derived from Marathi, only two words are united — 

Sk. TAawyA Sa the Hindu Triad = Far TaACyy + ea 
Franqe «i school. 

M. aS arq father and mother; geet a householder. 

§ 436, The compounds may be SUBSTANTIVES, ADJECTIVES, or ADVERBS. 

1. THE SUBSTANTIVE CompouNps. 

§ 437. In the substantive compound, (1) two words may be put together, the former describing or determining the 
sense of the latter; or (2) two words may be put together 
which sre usually united by the conjunction “and.” These two 
classes of substantive compounds ire designated Determinative 
and “opulative respectively :— 

l. The Determinative Compound : amar measuring by 
rule = 7aTa ATs. 

2, Lhe Copulative Compound : Herat shaw! and turban =ter orf qi. 

(1) Lhe Determinative Compounds. 

§ 438. The qualifying or determining word in these com- 
pounds may be a nown, or an Ldjective. 

l, When the determining word is a noun, it may indicate a 
case-relation in reference tu the noun which it precedes, or it 
may be used appositionally. 

2. The determining adjective may be either an adjective of 
quality, or of number. 

Hence the determinative oompounds are divided by the 
Sanskrit grammarians into three classes, viz.. the Tatpursh 
(aegag his man), Karmadhiraya ( SAAT ) und Dvigu ( faxy 
two oxen.) 

§ 439. In the 7’atpwrush Compound, the first word expresses 
a case-relation; as yay lit. thief-fear=ararqa wa fear 
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arising from thieves; the case-relation existing between 6 two 

members of this compound is ablatwe. In the Karmadharaya, 

the first word may be an adjective, or a substantive used 

adjectively; @Iaatat a pole-cat— are black + AImM~ a cat ; 

fraraa knowledge which is like a treasure=faer knowledge 

—Wa a treasure; 2qaqrqa x simple and harmless man. These 

compounds correspond to the English formations ‘‘ blackbird, 

“god-man,” &c. In the Dvigu the first word is a numeral 
adjective, and the second is the noun which 16 qualifies >; qaqre 

a kind of a cruet consisting of five vessels=qf@ five and qd 
vessel ; QTqTat a swing ; qarq an almanac; ayaa three worlds. 

The English corresponding compounds are “a twelve-month,” 
“a two-pence,” “a quadruped.” 

§ 440. The case-relation existing beetween the two single 
words of a Tatpurwsh compound may appertain to any case, 
excluding the Nominative and the Vocative. 

lst.—The Accusative Tatpwrush: wtwat& a bribe-receiver ; 
AAsat an author. It indicates, the thang which a person does. 

2nd.—The Instrumental Tatpurush: eraave a mill turned 
by the hand; @aq~a@ one given by God. It indicates the instrw- 
ment by which a thing is done. 

3rd.—The Dative Tatpwrush: arsrvaret the market-house ; 
faqq an oblation to the gods. It indicates the purpose or 
design for which a thing is designed or done. 

4th.—The Ablative Tatpurush: W7g:a pain arising from 
sickness ; arfasre fallen from caste. It indicates the source from 
which a thing originates. 

5th —The Genitive Tatpurush : qvaedt a householder ; faa- 
vata the study of the sciences. It indicates the relation of 
origin or possessions. 

6th.—The Locative Tatpurush : gereay letters in sand > QTa- 
@lq@st_ a water-fowl. It indicates the thing im which anything 
78, or 18 done. 

Note.—In the Tatpwrush compound the first word drops its 
inflection, as, for instance, In TWARIAN AMA aaa, the instru- 
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mental a being dropped; and hence it is not always easy to determine what particular case relation is implied by the first word. Thus, the word frateaq a school = faer knowledge area a place, may mean a place for knowledge, or a place of knowledge or a plxce obtained by knowledge, or a place in which fae ol knowledge is communicated, &., and it may therefore be a dative, a genitive, a an instrumental or a locative Tatpwrush compound. 

Note.—The Karmadharaya may be viewed also as a Tatpu- rush; farga may mean knowledge which is like a treasure, or the 
treasure of knowledge, or a treasure obtained by knowledge, In the last two senses, it is Tatpurush; and in the first Karma- 
dharaya. 

Note —In the Karmadharya as in the Tatpurush, the first word drops its inflections; as ata@ét red+ adi earth =aiagardy. 

Note.—In the Sanskrit compounds introduced into Mardthi the first word of a Tatpurush or Karmadhdraya, may come 
last.— Tatpurush: aaga king of the geese, instead of Tas : 
so also qwe@~e a man like a lion, instead of rasa ; Tarst the Fee 
part of the night; Karm. warta the lowest King ; wwastg the 
best Bharat. 

(2) The Copulative Compound. 
§ 441. The co-ordinate relation existing between two words 

is usually indicated by the conjunction afer and, but when the 
conjunction is dropped, and the words are united, they form 
the copulative ( or az ) compound; gz a house + ait a door= 
avait house and other property ; atgarq parents. 

Note —In English the co-ordinate conjunction is not omitt- 
ed ; “rice and curry ;” “there is bread and butter for the children,” 
In Marathi sometimes a fragment of arftt “and” exists ina 
copulative reduplicative; fafrtt Fat or Paetraaet every shred 
of a rag. 

442, The reduplicative Compounds, which fall under the 
class of the Copulatives, are considered in detail under the 
Reduplicatives. ( § 415 ) 

2, ‘THE ADJECTIVE COMPOUND. 

§ 443. When the whole compound is used predicatively of a 
subject, it is called an Adjective Compound, or agate ( pos- 

sessing much rice); @igge@ having the face of a horse ; fae 

aa qieze gia all the Kinnars were beings with the faces of horses, 
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§ 444. The Bahuvrihi is usually derived from a substantive 

compound. In fact, when a substantive compound is used ad- 

jectively or predicatively, it becomes Bahuvriht ; Karma, wA- 

ewer eyes like a lotus ; Bahu. aaAerat “‘ lotus-eyed” ; ft ararar 

aifest mTa? have you seen that lotus-eyed woman? a@fast 
fare sure, Baers Arata cock is abiped, not a quadruped ; start 

ignorant ; T'atpurush 7araa an elephant’s head ; Bahu. ata? 
the elephant-headed. 

§ 445. The Bahwvrihi is usually derived in Marathi from the 
substantive compounds, by a modification of their final vowel. 

1. If the final vowel is 3, the st is changed to¥ ora in the 
Bahuvrihi ; ada four faces, qa aed four-faced ; qatazarear 
crooked-necked = qtast + a1; garettwo-tongued ; sfaqarear 
long-nosed. If the final word is of Sanskrit origin, the 9 is 
superseded by ¢; qq fragrance, Ey fragrant. Sometimes 
the 3¥ may not be changed ; as ¥#tea@ horse-faced. 

2. Sometimes the genitive termination 3p is affixed to the 
compound ; aaryat boldness in an assembly, aaryarar having 
boldness in an assembly, 

3. Words of Sanskrit derivation affix @ and other particles; 
frayeam causing bile ; SH one produced in the ego > aq 
produced from a lotus. 

§ 446. The Bahuvrihi compound stands for the object 
which it describes,and suggests it. Thus, waraa the elephant- 
headed, could be used predicatively, as aft wHTaat sre he is 
elephant-headed, or it could stand for the person usually des- 
cribed or suggested by it, 7.e., for wrgft who is elephant-headed. 
Also #44 long-eared is either an adjective, or a noun denot- 
ing an ass, the animal possessed of long ears. The English 
equivalents are ‘ left-handed,”’ “ high-minded,” &e. 

3. THe Apverpiatn Compounp. 
§ 447. In the Avyayibhdva or Adverbial Compounds, the 

first word is an adverbial particle, and the second usually a 
substantive, the whole being used adverbially ; z¢fza every 
day=a + feqaq ; sz daily, 
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§ 448. The following elements enter into the composition of the Adverbial Compounds :— 
l. A particle and a noun: qwzaa daily ; qeppe regularly. 

Two particles: R¥ ee anywhere ; qqt@gt so and so. 
A particle and an adjective : qqrara suitably. 
A particle and a participle : WMNIAeE rightly, 
A particle and an inflected noun: wmMaeaat to-day ; 

Saat every time; await according to one’s knowledge, 

oe w Ps 

Il_—OsscurE Compounps. 

§ 449. There are a few compounds in Marathi, both of 
Sanskrit and Marathi formation, which on, account of the incompleteness of some of the true words entering into their 
composition, cannot be easily recognized is compounds ; they 
appear as derivatives, and sumetimes as primitives, Thus, for 
instance, the word qrazt a step, or the word Qyarz ( ata?) a gold 
‘Smith, or Treat a cowherd, looks like a derivative, and not at 
all like a compound, compounded of two distinct words ; but all 
these words are, in reality, compounds, each containing two 
words, the last existing in its imperfect form :— 

M. SETS Summer — see (S. Sey ) hot, and @To season. 

M. fgatat cold season = fea (S. fea ) cold, and gre season. 
M. qraar a step=qigq a foot+arq a place. 

M. arate a goldsmith, Pr. q@rou + amd, S. gan cold+aiz 
a marker, 

M. ait a potter, Pa. gered, S. Heaaz 

M. atarzg a leather maker, Pr. azare, S. adeprz. 

M, @aizt a carpenter, Ss. Garay. 

M. w@tz 2 palanquin bearer, S te wane, 

M. amare a sanctuary. Pr. asargt, S. wa ena. 

M. gee oil of resin=qq resin+@a@ oil. 

M. atazaro a sour smell =araz sour+aqro smell. 

M. sate a kind of palm =a +are palm. 

M. a@atar an extra payment=aqzal above + aqaur to turn. 

M. yzear cowherd=qq cattle + qeat keeper. 

M. quit noon = eta +7et. 
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Vote.—Euglish equivalents would be daisy =day’s-eye ; biscuit= 
bis coctus twice cookei ; verdict =verum dictum. 

Note —The numerals, especially those above ten ggt, are obscure 
compounds. The following isa table of the numerals from one 
and upwards :— 

Marathi. Prakrit. Sanskrit. 

TH one Ce Ce 

qa two aI 1%, 
dta three fata fa, fii 
az four aay aay aeailz 
qia five Tz Taq 
AgI six 3.) ay 
ala seveu ad Fay 
HTS eight as ae 
aq nine TH Aq 

Ter ten qa zal 

These are simple derivatives from Sanskrit. 
RH eleven Tate WaHIzaT 
aqit twelve qtz Zz 

aa thirteen ate ABZ 
arat fourteen ATEz MITA 

gaz fifteen qe Gaga 

Tal sixteen ise TISsT 
Wa seventeen Wwe Age 

wet eighteen WETE ABITA 

Wenig nineteen Fafa HRalaata 

ata vwenty diag ata 
ry : > [hese are from Sanskrit compounds ; apt eleven = lr. THE 

= Sk. we + one zg ten, and so on 
ata thirty ata faaq 
arata forty AAIBiArT Aa AT 
qaia fifty QUIT Tala 
als sixty agi afte 
AUT seventy Wale aaia 
wati eighty wae | Tata 
aeqzZ ninety aga aafa 
araqz_ hundred aq, 4a, aa aa » 4, x 

33 mum 
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§ 450. In the formation of the Marath{ obscure compounds, 
2.¢., compounds in which composition is concealed, only two 
words are combined, and they follow the following principles 
of combination :-~ 

1. Marathi words do not generally contain more than four 
syllables, and words in composition consequently drop or elide 
some of their letters ; thus, s3taz + grr = sqtazroT sour smell. 

2. When the finaland the initial consonant unite, the initial 
is dropped, and the final assumes its vowel ; W=+ aoT-—=7=TT: 
Tt + Teal = aewrear a cowherd. But if the last word ends in 

the semi-vowel 4 or ¥, the semi-vowel is dropped, and the ini- 
tial consonant retains its place. 

3. When the same letter ends both the members of the 
compound, one of them, particularly the last, is dropped ; gra+ 

arq = qraat a step of a ladder. 

4, Sometimes the surds are changed to sonants for euphonic 

harmony ; 7 is changed to 7, = to @, ora sibilant is inserted be- 

tween the surd and its preceding sonant ; thus, @@ oil + qreit 

water = Faqtt; HAT + AT = AfAarT or srTETH, or simply 
sTfaqzTy a sour smell. 

5. When the initial letter of the second member is #, the 

aspirate of the class of the final is substituted for both the 

uniting letters; as fata body + ete to wash=sHfat@ bathing. 

III.—AprparRENT Comrpounpns. 

§ 451. Some Marathi words together express a simple 

notion without entering into composition; as aTaraqreaaT an 

assistant, fata are to wear, erarar sve close-fisted. 

The Marathi compound verbs belong to the class of the 

Apparent Compounds, for which see Chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

PERMUTATION OF LETTERS, OR THE LAWS OF 

SANDHI (aq). 

§ 452—§ 460. 

§ 452. Whentwo Sanskrit words are combined, thé 
uniting letters, 7.e., the final letter of the first word and the 
initial letter of the second undergo a change; thus, Tay one + 
zat lord = wat one lord, the sand & coalescing into w, 
these changes of the letters are denominated @f or combina- 
tion, by the Sanskrit grammarians. Since Sanskrit is the pre- 
dominant element in Marathi, a knowledge of the laws of 
Sandht is essential to the Maréth{ student. 

§ 453. The laws of Sandhi belong either (1) to the wnion 
of the vowels, or (2) to the union of the consonants, the for- 
mer being denominated staa@fq , and the latter Sah. 

I.—The Ach Sandhi, or the Combination of the Vowels. 
§ 454. 1. When two similar vowels ( § 16), short or long, 

unite, they coalesce into their long vowel. Thus sy or SIT is 
similar to 3t or 3f,and when two of these vowels unite, they are 
changed to xf, which is their long vowel, and so withs, ¥, &e. , 
t+ T= A; Fa + SHA = Terra food and clothes. 
V+ WS A; we +P warty the Support of religion, 
Tt STS AS WAT + aq = aATAoTan offering to the Ganges: 

e+ = 5a + vexgr— stt=5T the will of Hari. 
+e =f san + $-qC = wainac the lord of intellect. T+ P= swe + <= = Atte the lord of lions. += sagt + 2 = aia the lord of rivers. 
T+ T=] SF 5; + w= wig the sun-rise, 
T+ R=5 59 + oe = Te the thigh of the cow. Hrs =F ;qaI+ weq= tqyazy the appearing of the 

self-existent. H+ P= HRS + Sea = FESAT careful preservative of 
the thigh. 
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K+ R=H5 AT + Ree = arate a mother’s wealth. 

2. When @ or a is followed by a disstmlar vowel (2, #, 
Z or G) they both are changed into the wmproper diphthong or aH 
of the class to which the second of the uniting vowels belongs 

i.e., ifthe second uniting vowel is g or %, the qr substitute is gq, 
and if the second uniting vowel is J or &, the yy substituted is, 
at i— 

a+_e=T ;Fa+ i = Faz the face of the moon. 

Hb e=— eT ; WA+ sat = WHA the great lord; God, 

am+eg=Ut ; tal +ee =e the welfare of Rama. 

a+ $= jam +en =A the lord of Ganga. 

at goa; wa +329 = ares food and water. 

am+a =a; ee + 35S =sFAtS the thigh of Indra. 

H+s =a; qia+sa € = Garang the joy of a daughter. 

at -+- F=Al; TT + aii — aaa the wave of the Ganges. 

3 When aor at is followed by the dissimilars =, %, %, OF 

“, they are changed to the corresponding ym letters aq and 

eT ~ ~ ~ e435 ; . 

atR = AC; fa RM =Fate adivine Rishi. 

aR = AL; Ast ARIS Saas great wealth. | 

atu =NS; 2a +RHlK —Faqemz the divine letter le. 

4. When a or @ is followed by a diphthong, whether pro- 

per or improper, the two are changed to their proper diph- 

thong :— 

a+C = t; ue +H —Use each one. | 

a+e = 8; a2 +Uat = aeaia great solitude. 

a+u =t;2a +074 —2444 unity of God. 

w+t = wr ; faa tay —yqaay the glory of knowledge. 

5. Whenasimple vowel (2.¢, not diphthongal), hiss 

exception of % or a, 18 followed by a dissimilar vowel, W - 3 

simple or diphthongal, the former 18 changed to its corresponding 

gemi-vowel, and the latter combines with it :— 

t+ =7; ata + BT = AANA the support of caste. . 

7+ 4 =4; afifa + wala = aturata the practice of morality 
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s+ = q; wa + = Teas every one. 

$+ AH => 4; SY + HA = sraqrqq short connection. 

+t =; facy + tad = facogey the glory of Vishnu. 
+a = u; fea + sat = fears a father’s command. 

Kiwi; AIT + ava — aragrag 4 mother’s medicine. 

6. When the improper diphthongs g and at are followed by 
any other vowel, simple or diphthongal, they are changed to 
#q and aq respectively :— 

T+H = AA; 4+ HA = AMA the eye. 
a+ a = wa; + 94 = TAA wind. 

When the proper diphthongs & and af are ollowed by any 
are changed to 

7. 
other vowel, simpie or diphthongal, they 
wry and aq respectively :— 

4a = 8; 9+ aH = args a leader. 
3 + = ; al + 76 = aita@ a sulor. 

§ 455. The following table will be found useful ia deter- 
mining the Sandha chinge of the vowels. The Sandhi or union 
change will be found “at the junction of the perpendicular 
and horizontal lines;” for instance, the change of the final 
vowel %, in union with the initial vowel g, is ¥, as the horizontal 
line beginning at z, and the terminating line commencing at @, 
meet at the letter &, 

~ = Initial Vowels. 
ae 
Sle 4 = eo oo 7. 

Simp eLe | ss] sj Ries el el a 
ze | | : ~ _. | Ee | > a w| a0 aw 9 i lS al i ai 

lg ll Tar) a) ae jae) a] ae | at) a 
FT me el gialg gal alal a 
2 4 Mle |e i gigi gla al ala a 
3) at) ayia) gi qi gs 7) sia 4 
S/T) a Ria) gl) alg 7 a ala a 
ss wR ele) Rie] ty a) a 
Re wR | H) ee) RR) Ye) YT) al a 
“ war| ata wat aq ay) ay aq AY | M47 | MAT AT 

S| ara |airar aa ard ary WY ay ag | ny wy war aa age | ~ — | t | | H a WaT) ata | tat ag) aq) ary ag 3 | sa | at aa 
| > me ~ 4 sy | Mal arta loniar| ag) AZ ag ary Hq Ata | Ray wray 

} 
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I1.—The Hal Sandhi, or the Combination of Consonants. 

§ 456. When two consonants combine, they undergo either 
n change of place, or a change of quality and place. When a 
consonant, which is a surd, or sonant, 1s chinged in combina- 
tion to its opposite character, the change is said to be a change 
of quality: as wag + Ea = Hagia Lord of the world. In this 
example. q, which is a surd, is changed to its correspond- 

ing sonant ¢, When a consonant of one organ or place is 

changed to a consonant of another organ, it is said to undergo a 
change of place: as, aq + Wa = ad+ Wea = azar or 

azora the true Scriptures. In this example the k tter q which is 

a dental, is changed to 4, which is a palatal. 

§ 457. In combination it is only the initial letter of she 
second word that has the power of assimilating. It changes 
the final of the ficss word te its own characver. But the final is 
never changed to an aspirate, though the initial letter be an 
aspirate : aq + Wa = aqua holy fear, noo wqaa. 

§ 458. I.—The pas are the rules in regard to the 

consonantal Changes of Qua aty :— 

1. The final consonant, if a surd, is changed to its corres- 

ponding sonant, when the initial 1s a sonant :— 

qz+ fy = weg six enemies. 

aq + qz — weqe a water jar. 

aT + sa = wader the Lord of the world. 

2. he finel consonant, if a gonant, is changed toa surd 

when the initial is a surd; thus gy+ fyqrar = gieqrqrar hunger 

and thirst. 

Note.—The aspirate being always changed to its unaspirate in 

combination (§ 376). the | of Sy becomes qd, and not q 

§ 459. The nisils, chiefly @ and #, which «are senanis, may 

optionally chance the finals to their corresponding nasals: 
A + art = faararat or fzyarn a wild elephant. 

qz+Afa = Waa oO TATA six months. 

Hee 4 ay = ANT or BTA Lord of the world. 

Hq + at = waaat be AGA iT 8 witer-river. 

ae + aq = anya or asa eloquent. 
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§ 460. The consonantal Changes of Place occur chiefly in 
regard to the Dentals, the Anusvara, and the Visarga. 

The Dentals. 

1, The dental q (including y, g, and yw) becomes palatal 
before the paiatals, wiz. 4,3, 4, &, 4, and 3 :— 

aa alia =azana good conduct. 

aq+ Hat — Asya 1. good Mau. 

aq + aa = aeaa or aegr@ true Scripture. 

2. The dentuls a, y, &.. before the cerebrals z, 3, Z, q, tad + ¥ VS and gf ( not q ), are chanyed to the cerebrals, :— 

aq + Zia = agtar a good commentary. 

wmad + He = YTagas the drum of God. 

The q before z is changed to Gi as FT] + wat = Ieaa 
breach of law. 

4 The dental q before q and @ requires the insertion of 
a; before qand q the insertion of @; and before z and = the 
lusertion of q{:— 

aay + oT = Wassiay i ranuing goat. 

Aer + TRC = AeeET a great idol. 

TAT + Ae = Faas a falling tree. 

5. The dental q before e is changed to a nasalised S: as 
Aly + Bra Agere a great gain. 

The Anusvara. 

§ 461. 1. The anusvara followed by a vowel is changed to 
WH: as, e+ aq — fag what is there ? 

| z Before the consonants it may remain unchanged; but it 18 usual to change it to a nagal corresponding to the class of the letter which follows it. Bur it 13 never changed before za ; 3 ’ q, a, and g, as these letters have no correspondiny nasal letter, 

The Visarga. 

§ 462. The visarga, followed by a surd, is changed to the sibilant corresponding to the class of the surd; but since the gutturals and the labials have no class-sibilants, the visaros before these surds remains unchanged :— : 
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TH: + BY = Cs a particle of dust. 

Tt: + wx = qirarg the fuli moon. 

wa + se = WHEHT the broken idol 

va-+ odt< = aaredizq the bank of a river, 

Ta: «It = Aar:qre the opposite side of a river. 

. Vote.—The visarga preceded by g or g, before @, @, Y, F 
is changed to q as fas@ta loveless, which is compounded of Ree 
Sle; fa: + qrq=faeyrg sinless man > fasmas fruitless, ZeHT difficult. 

Indeed, the words f#:, g:, ate:, afa:, stg: and ag: followed by 
words beginning with %, @, ¥, %, always q; thus— 

fa: + ata = faeaera loveless. 

fa: + Be = face fruitless. 

@: + Ba = FH © sinful act. 

ag: + eit = AGP i square. 

2. ‘The visarga batore the sibilants either remains unchang- 

ed or is changed to the sibilants that stand before it; as g3+ 

Waet= TWA or TaWaa difficult of government ; qq: + 4 

= aeqeag; or aeaeagg aA: + aM =AaA AT or TAMA the first 
S1x sections. 

8. The visarga tollowed by a sonant, whether 2 vowel ora 

consonant, 1s usuaily changed or Tas fa: + wa = fata without 

wealth, impoverished ; Zit ALAT= FIAT an evil spirit. If the 

visarga is preceded vy 4 and followed by a sonant consonont, it is 

dropped, uud tue precediug @ is changed to a; Aa: + = 

aaa pleasing ; (i +71= Taig the second of the three proper- 

ties of the creature. 

4, But the visarga preceded by @ 1s followed by a, the 

visarga is dropped, the preceding & changed to af, and the initia: 

a elided. ‘The elision is marked by the sign s, called wang; 

aa: + Ta = AAISA an iron Weapon. 

5. Ifthe visarga is preceded by a and followed by any 

sonant (vowel or consonant), or if the visarga is preceded by any 

vowel except &, the visarga is dropped. 
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PART Ill. 

CHAPTER XXIV, 

Syntax 

THE RULES OF CONCORDANCE. 

§ 463—§ 511. 

§ 463. Syntax treats of the forms discussed in the preced- 
ing parts, and the mode of combining them into sentences. 

§ 464. A sentence is the utterance of a complete thought. 

A thought isa judgment in regard to the relation subsisting 

between two notions, one notion being affirmed, or denied of the 

other; arfeaia alert fa grar Kalidas was a great poet ; a aura 

aay ara aret the lan. uage of this book is not common. 

5 465. The relation between the notions combined in a 

thought or sentence is indicated by inflections. The inflections 
so employed are called relationa/. 

§ 466. ‘The words in a Marathi sentence are usuaily arrang- 
ed in the following order: first the subject, next the object, then 
the adverb, and lastly, the verb ; thus, gz Via aad gz Rar 
oe arle#t, the cruel sportsman killed our pretty jay. The subject 
or the object may be qualified by an adjective, which is placed 
immediately before it, as are the adjectives ge and gaz in the 
above sentence. 

§ 467. When the verb has two objects, the accusative and 
dais, the accusi itive object is put nearest the verb: arqot waa. 
ata aa ara we should make each other happy. In this sentence 
Ge isthe accusative, and gpEHFta, the dative object. 

Note. —The order of words is changed when a person speaks 
with emotion, or when any special word is to be made emphatic. 
The emphasized word is put as near to the beginning of the 
Sentence as possible: aq aga? faar anaa suai AAA 
GINA Has ate? how could it be finished? who has yet found 
time even to make a commencement 2 els ae a faa feacar 
where is the small fiddler 7 

34 m 
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Note.—Nevertheless words are made emphatic chietly by the tone in which they are uttered, seldom or never by any gram- matical construction. 

§ 468. The Marathi sentences, of whatever nature, whether assertive, interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory, are construct- edin a uniform way, the distinction between them being denoted simply by the tone of the voice:— 
Assertive : HIRT ATaIT VrSia as my sword is in the room. 
Interrogutive: Atat ata Bivia az ? is my sword in the room? 
Imperative : atat aTaT aot bring my sword. 
Kxclamutory : gat avant Sista ag well done, my sword is 

in the room ! 

Note.—In the interrogative sentence the interrogative 
particles or words may not be employed. 

1. When the enquiry refers to the bare assertion or nega- 
tion of a fact or event, the interrogative sentence is generally 
used without any interrogative particle: Wlgl avalz Qrala ae ? 
Is my sword 1n the room ? atél Ba arg aret ? are you his futher? 
WA WHA TS 2 will it rain to-day ? Optionally the  interjec- 
tional particle @tq what ? may be put at the end of the sentence ; 
RIGT Ba Ala Alel Ba? are you his uncle? qrma@ qea era 2 
will it rain ? 

2. When the enquiry refers to any other particular, such 
as the name, place. time, manner, &c., various interrogative words 
are always employed to make up the interrogative sentence : 
as ata By ? what is your name, Sir ? & wis Ueata where do 
you reside ? sgt ae@ta@? when did you come ? & @Ivit amfaes who 
brought it ? 

The Verb. 

§ 469. The verb implies accion, and an action has an agent, 
and it may have also an object. (Section 180. 

§ 470. Marathi verbs, together with their inflections, are 
etymologically either active or passive, and they consequently 

have a tencency either to the subject or to the object: wat @ral 
Rama eats; UATa ATHt wrgt Ram ate bread. The etymologi- 
cally passive particle wr has an affinity to the object. 

§ 471. The passive wr ceases to be attracted to the object, if the 

object is anflected—changed by a case-ending. It is then drawn, 
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neither to the subject, nor to the object, but takes a different 

Course—it assumes the neuter singular form, which indicates 

indifference or neutrality. ( Sect. 210. ) 

§ 472. ‘The verb may therefore be constructed so as to agree 

with the subject, or the object, or with neither. Hence there are 

three Constructions—the Subjective, the Objective, and the 

Neuter—the waft, the wafer and the ary. ( Sect. 209. ) 

§ 473. When theverb agrees witha noun, assuming its gen- 

der, number and person, the noun, whether the subjcet or the 

objcet, onght to be in an wninilected case. The uninflected case 

of the subject is the Nominative, and the uninflected case of the 

object is the Accusative. 

§ 474. In the Subjective construction, the subject is in the 
Nominative case, and in the Objective constraction, the object 

is in the Accusative case. Both these cases have uninflected 

forms. 

§ 475. When the subject is inflected ,it takes either the 
Instrumental, or the Dative case , Far RH I did ; crarar wWraaz 

Rama is able to go. 

§ 476. When the object is inflected, it takes only ths Dati» 
case ; tara Arcrat atts he caught the thief. 

Tur SuBsJEcT. 

The Kinds of Subjects. 

§4¢77. THe SupsecT MAY BE A WORD, A PHRASE, OR A SEN- 
TENCE :— 

A word : Tt Areta the river flows. 

A phrase: Tra orlcqgeq err qHS aréf she did not escape 
punishment; Far strearatst stra ATH AeA SIF it is imperative 
that I should obey my parents. 

A sentence : UEZ TARA HOUT TAT E RHR AISA Rea see 
itis the part of a low man to laugh at any one for his bad 
clothes 5a Bay gma aata sts Ht AAAATAT sar F-gra Szoq7- 
fagat artet ATTN AT Tat AHR ATS Hos having heard it, 
Durgi wished that Nani might praise her more than Bhagii for 
her generosity, and her readiness to confide in her. 
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Note.—A pnrase ( PRarqefacza Aza ) is a combination of words 
without the finite verb. 

Note.—The finite verb (@rafnzar or TeVaTAH PRAT) is the form 
of the verb timited by the gender, number and person of the subject 
or object. 

) 478. When a sentenceis used as the subject, a demonstrative 
pronoun like gf this, is inserted ia apposition, with or without 
anoun: STEy TR Ty, sft car  Hefnray tary F amr 
RY AW ATs how could you think that you should rather listen 
to that wicked woman than to your mother ? af great ear Tzar- 
HSA AAA AT Are Sf WS Ty s77F it is true that there isa way 
to go to the mountain through this gate. 

When the demonstrative is employed by itself for this pur- 
pose, it is alwaysin the neuter singular; but if it is used with a 
noun, it agrees in gender and number with that noun, as illus- 
trated in the above sentences. 

$479. The noun sentence might be used after the verb 
“to be,” as a nominal predicate (§ 485) with #fas in Eng- 
lish; gaff F=HT AS Al AAA BAraaa Tera is it your desire that 
you should suffer the torments of hell ? In English the noun 
sentence, as in the above sentence, is constructed with the 

impersonal phrase *‘ is it ”’ that, &c. 

The Case of the Subject. 

§ 480. ‘THe SuBrecr OF THE VERB IS USUALLY IN THE No- 
MINATIVE Case; Tye ATraTar yam Bre Govind is a good boy. 

ZaRTATH Ta Was FA thousands of people had assembled there. 

‘he subject in the nominative, ovr uninflecied case, 1s called, by 

way of distinction, the NomINatTIve. 

§ 481, In the following instances the subject of the verb 

does nor take the Nominative Case : — 

1. When the transitive verb is used in the past tense, the 

gubject is in the instrumental case ; 4retat art qt az the 

robbers plundered his house ; earsye ABT alatfae he called me. 
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Not>.—‘‘ The Sanskrit is entirely deficient in a tense intended to ex- 

press the completion of an action. When the completion of an action 

is to be expressed, we most commonly find the action expressed chang- 

ed into a passive one ; and, in fact, so that a participle which, in form 

and signification, corresponds to the Latin ¢us, is combined with the 

present of the verb substantive, or the latter is to be supplied, as, in 

general, the verb substantive,in Sanskrit is omitted almost everywhere, 

when it possibly can be done, In the episode of the Savitri, it should 

be said, ‘ Thou hast gone as far as thou hast to go, when the latter 

words are expressed by wa <7ar (gatan, euphonic for gatam) gone by 

thee.”— Bopp. The Mardth{ past iuflection is derived from this passive 

form. 

2. In the subjunctive mood. the subject is usually in the in- 

strumental case ; srat tr earear att Bry we used to go every 
day to his house ; faqtatat Acta wea sry the sepoys should 

apprehend the thieves and bring them up. 

But when the subjunctive mood expresses the dubitative 
sense, the subject is put in the nominative case ; af HT Sarat 
he might have come. 

Note.—The Sanskrit passive .participle in qq from which the 

Marathi subjunctive in sqrq is derived,is usually constructed with the 

instrumental subject, and agrees with the object ; WAEAM Rasy: 

right is to be done by thee. ( § 203. ) 

3. When the verb is potential, the subject is either in the 
datwe case, or the instrumental, derived from the genitive; Wert 
or Areary araqa I can walk ; crarar or TrAT=aTa ST Tara Ter 

saqaqar Rama could lift up this pot of water. (§ 235.) 

Note, The potential verb is a modification of the Sanskrit passive 
form, which is frequently used in the neuter construction ; Far Alaa 
it is kuown by me. (§ 400.) 

+. I'he subject of the compound verbs may be dative, in- 
strumental, ete.; Far or War Wes Wea I must 20; AT AUIATy 
arz. I have to do it. 

The Relation of the Nominative to the Verb, 

§ 482. WHEN THE SUBJECT is IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE, Hi 
VELS WABITOALLY AGREES WITH IT IN GENDER, NUMBER, AND 
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PERSON ; Af Als eqrear att Wet etdt I went to his house 
yesterday ; & at at Fore aréta why will you not takeit ? ¥ qe 
48 TZ arte the children having seen that, began to cry; 
STAT WA ST we are poor ; ATT Brat Maar care TSH Bh 
we shall all together give him a contribution. 

1. When an individual is spoken of respectfully, the noun 
denoting the individual is considered to be in the plural num- 
ber, and the verb is accordingly put in the plural ; qea aWaTe- 
TT TST str Gopadlrav came downstairs; STsarea Alaa FASTA 
SITT Wea Ara we should go back as the lady mother bids us ; 

ARCATA TLA PATA AIT Aro wa Weesy sa there was a gentle- 
man living in Aurangabad of the name of Sivaray. 

Note.—The singular noun of dignity referring to females may be 

optionally put in the neuter plural ; arzarea SIS Haat TT Aeey 
fam sre the lady would have come, but was preveuted ; a8, ate 

art Ga Bret madam, you dre very considerate. The neuter gender 

is usually used in the Konkan in speaking of ladies of high rank, 

such as the wives of chiefs, kings, &c. 

2. A noun of address is followed by a verb in the second 

person, whether or not a second personal pronoun is insérted ; 

aAt UAT, AIA FT ATAHS Tar sara? well, amd, where did you 

vo to-day ? tar 4a warAt, fans Ara Hitaag ? Reva, come away 
sogn ; what are you doing there ? 

Note.—Persons of rank are addressed in the third person, and the 

verb is constructed in the third ploral: ¢waargea War FRA Areas 

at wirara at aac sire, 1 am willing to act as your honoar may bid 

me; @Al Ale wear sear well, where did your ladyship go ? | 

§ 483. ‘I'he subject of the verb is sometimes omitted. It 

is omitted in the following instances :— 

1. When the verb is HaHzA or impersonal ; AEA Teta HB- 

niga I feel sickish ; TArgH it is daybreak. The verb 18 con- 

structed in the Bhave construction, called the Bhava, kartrik 

in which thé subject is not strictly omitted, but implied in 

the verb. 

2. When the subject of the verb denotes indefinitely, in the 
aed 

oe 
) a? 3 My . = Sa eo 

conditional clause, ‘‘ some one” or “ somebody © ; at tea Te 
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aaat Gad ae sate we gare sit atftras who told you that 
if you went that way you would get rid of your load? Brea 

afediay faxes at owniea am art if one sleeps on a damp 

ground, he is affected immediately with rheumatism. The 

verb is constructed in the neuter singular. 

3. In the passive phrases, the subject sp abi sere 
“they;” @ir@ @mt aa grata it is called a dictionary (lit. 

they call it a dictionury); aq Waal WM anita et ot faweardt 

am dt gaqa et sista atéfa when such is the case, why do 

not they fill up this muddy place in the road ? a watt a4 

qaTy ates faeata all things are sold in this town by weight. 

(§ 305, 2.) 

Note.—The English passive forms are usually expressed in the 
above manner in Marathi; the sentence is constructed in-the 
ordinary way, the subject of the verb in the plural number only 
being omitted: ar Wtata Ste aa ard ate fasara peopie sell ail 
things in this town by weight, which in the passive form would 
be expressed without the subject; as, ar atata aa qa alee 
faeata all things are sold in this town by weight. Such idioms 
are foundin many European languages; the indicative plural active 
b&ing put impersonally for the passive verb. Thus, fur instance, 
the following Greek sentence: tay Yruynv oqu «xatTovety md cou 
they require thy life (thy life is required.) The English “they” 
is impersonal In English the same idiom is sometimes used— 
they call him a gentleman, for “he is called a gentleman.” It 
is also common in Hebrew. 

§ 484. Sometimes the subject is not omitted, but used in the neuter singular, and the verb agrees with it in gender and number. This construction is employed in the following 
instances :— 

1. When the agent of an act is not known, or is supposed to be unknown ; att, ator ere arta ? eh, who is calling out to me ? 
fase aro fase wea area it appears somebody is sleeping there ; @ Br Aq who comes there ? a@yoft ape Aq some human being is coming. 

2. When a most general statement is 1ade; sqrerT Std wea 
a qrgte whosoever has eyes will see; saqTeT aaae & Rreate whosoever understands will teach. 
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__ 3. When the humble condition of a person is described 
with delicacy ; a aua gaa wa Yaa BF aretaRar amt. fut # 
mitra AAS arat surely, Sir, that person who takes é0 much 
pains to glean corn for food, must be poor. This cohstruction 
would not be used in reference to the happy or honourable 
condition of a person; Wt get Tat at qrtat ak wewers “Unest 
one who feeds you must be superior to you. 

§ 485. WHEN THE SUBSTANTIVE VERB ‘TO BE” IS FOLLOW- 
ED BY NOMINAL PREDICATE, IT AGREES WITH ITS SUBJECT, AND 
NOT WITH THE NOMINAL PREDICATE, GWT St ArpHl aeT you 
are a very honest women; q eam aret swadta ay suppose you 
had become a boy; q Wat Tata BIA Bt aa you owe me fifty 
Rupees. 

Note.—When the verb “to be” is constructed with a noun or 
al adjective to make up the predicate, the noun or the adjective 
so united is called the nominal predicate, and the verb “to be” 
is denominated the copula or link. 

Note.—The verb ‘‘to be” when used as the copula, may 
sometimes be omitted :— 

1. Itis usually omitted in the interrogative sentence cor 
structed with the interrogative pronoun #1; GH ata sera? what 

iS your name ? 

2. In answer to questions hke the above; art ata mura 
my name is Gopal. 

3. In emphatic sentences; ¢ FA eT you are indeed foolish 

4. In definitions; ra gust wee anes Gers a dictionary 

is a book containing a collection of words. 

5. In proverbial expressions; Hf ata aw Aerarer: wherever 

there is a village there exists a ward occupied by the Mahars, —! 

Note.—In negative sentences arf is equivalent to q-+ arr, 
and the verb ar is therefore inherent in art. In the Konkan, 

however, ae is added to arét to make up the form of the perfect 

definite distinct from the past; he did nov come at Aer aAtet. 

past ; he has not come al Bret areal sare, perfect definite. 

Note.— Besides the verb to be agaqur and jts forims;some other verbs 
: : ae vAqw . . : ; 

have a copulative force. ‘he verb ater to become is one of them; at 

gare aret he has becume wise. The neuter passives feet to lvok, 
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atiaht to look becomingly, &., are of the same nature; at faqry 

feaat he looks a learned man. 

Two or More Nominatives. 

§ 386. WHEN TWO OR MORE NOMINATIVES ARE CONNECT- 

ED BY A COPULATIVE CONJUNCTION, EXPRESSED OR UNDERSTOOD, 

THEY ARE USUALLY FOLLOWED BY A PLURAL VERB: age Qart 

af avis aaa awa Aaa wea Ta gid the elder Powar and 

the elder Sdavant stood even there with courage ; FMAaTa Ania 

anar ate AeA Tes e!tad the charioteers and the horses of Krishna- 

send were lying dead; faaz faas wad ait ar wed ars 

saat gidi everywhere various kinds of trees and grasses had 

sprung up, wa faatt rae ant et agra geil ast atta 

fetrata 7% one day Trimbak and Hari went chatting for a 

morning walk. 

1. When the two singular nominatives denote persons, and 
are of the same gender, they take a plural verb: grat snot aq. 
are aga Rama and Jagu have come; zat ana aladt art afeutt 

gtat Durga and Savitri were sisters. 

2. But when the nominatives denoting persons differ in 

gender, they whether singular or plural, take the verb in the neuter plural: wt amt wifaar wet gieames ger ete Rami and Govinda were stealthily looking at Davlatsiug; arate arartt a ware araat Bis ett anda? where have Janoji the weaver and his wite gone to? In such cases, that 1s, when the nominatives 
differ in gender, they are often collected into one head, and a 
neiiter plural demonstrative is placed in apposition; we Reasfi aatraya a aa € adi qadi aa zarata weda a ener one day as Saddsivapant and Bayaé sat in the verandah, a surgeon 
came there. Sometimes some such words as #@ both, 
Wc.,are used appositionally; as arg aftr arat ef AG aarz Sint 
arét Dhaku and Séli have both come, with the lossoi employment. 

3. When two or inore singnlar nominatives denote irra- 
tional animals, or tnanumace objects, the verb often agrees in 

gender aud number with the jiast word: saat LES afer qrer RTSt 
aréf our cow and horse have not come: / Come; | agen stata aon, ea 

seya etd crain, fodder, fruit, &e.. grow 
35 m 

in our 
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fields: ay argg siqora fearar aft segrat aréiar gtat then we 
should no more have had the winter and summer. 

Sometimes, however, a plural verb may be used with tie 
plural of the appositional demonstrative pronoun: gaat MMe 

ios “~ FIST Mot TH Fi AS our cow, horse, and yoat have died. This 
construction is usually followed, when it is necessary to direct 
the attention to each of the noméinatives separately: Ha Hy aT 

ait Tas & asalea asa aear Boll sma gers for you will fail 
into a place which burns with fire and brimstone ; wa, Ay, Ia 
Bin Ala = qaqa way ela the chief duty of man is the pursuit of 
religion, wealth, love and salvation ; za VA Faq wend staazi 

at gar alia a@imara her pleasing face and address speak for hey 
respectability. 

4. When the subjects are of different persons, the verb i, 
the plural number, agrees, in person, with the one in the fys/ 
in preference to that in the second or third, and with the «ne 
in the second in preference to that in the third :— 

Ist and 2nd persons: @ { ait at atar ate that you ang | 

shall distribute to them. 

Ist and 3rd persons. fae amitt Ai srHa erat aretar Bie at 

Miru and I will go and entreat him; arat agin anti at fai 

qat arzy! how happy my sister and I are. 

2nd and 3rd persons: at afar q Aett Ae sei ztat she aid 

you had both come. 

In such a construction the pronoun with the verb agrees 
is put last. If this order is not observed an apposirjonal 
demonstrative may be inserted; qf, q, arf at wa ws I, you 

and he shail go, ur a@@ arya such we, or aa aan faa ars suci 

we three persons shall go may be said 

Note.— When the subjects are connected by a disjwnetive 

conjwnetion, the verb agrees with the nearest : 4 AAA TA BT 

WA BW Wes al we AA Ses wg if you or any other 
person shuuld come to our house, we would not act so. 
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THE OpsJEcr. 

The Case of the Object. 

$487. ‘The object is either in the Accusative or the Diutive 

case. 

§ 488. When the object of the transitive verb denotes a 

lifeless thing, it is usually in the Accusative case ; HS WA 

eiaiam era HS Raghn committed a shameful act yesterday ; 

qecwad Ala AG ret at first he ate the sweetmeat. 

§ 489. When nouns denoting inammate objects are emphasized, 
they may take the dative case: @ araeal aisqier ara AY ars? 
What shall I eat this rotten mango? @r farer eq areary 
how should this world be managed? In Hindi the same 
idiom is used ; J@ qarst Sarat he lifted up that stone (dative). 

3 490. When the object of a transitive verb is a person, it is 
usually put in the dative case; edt UWarer etga fe he drove 
away Rama. 

§ 491. Ifthe person expressed by the object be represented 
as destitute of life. liberty, or power,—in fact, reduced to the 
condition of an inanimate thing, the object is then constructed 
In the accusative case ; az, Ai TM WH War ara@laar come away, 
IT will show you a king—show something like «a picture—a 
hew strange thing; but ger aru UA Sl AHA qe come on, 
we shall go and see the king. So also alaqiaq ZeT AMA Wi 
the tiger ate ten men: CHa Winer Ht Wi YA are? =i] 
you look out a good servant and fetch him iG 

Vote-——Nounsdenoti ugdirrat onal animal are usually putinthe 
dative ense: AAT wy ATU bring the eat here ; TT Basa GALT aie aKa zs 2 crow ate up your sparrow, 

§ 492. The personal Pronouns of the 1st and 2nd_ persons, which express personality most emphatically, are always used in the dative in prose, though there occur numerous excep- tions in poetry ; ywr soft aiaas? Who told you? war Tara atitas you yourself told me. 
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Note.—Some pure transitives may take either an accusative or a 
dative object ; and when the action of the verb affects the object 
quite superficially, the dative object is used, but when the action 
changes its vitality or its essential state or form, the accusative is 
used : 

(1) eqra sarear arcs he strack the boy; 
eara ae ater he killed the boy. 

(2) <art arcret ais he caught the thief; 
zara It Ucar he detected the thief. 

(3) <ara mrgzer ats he tied up the cow; 

cara wz aif he fastened the cow which had broken loose. 

Note.—When the noun is separated from the action of the verb by 

its dative case-termination, it assumesa character of independence 

and dignity, but in the accusative, which is the most dependent case, 

it holds a position of absolute subjection, 

The Relation of the Object to the Verb. 

§ 493. Ifthe subject is inflected, and the object is unin- 

flected, then only the verb agrees withthe object. The verb 

can never agree with the object, if the subject is uninflected 

TiAl AAT Gar Rama eats bread ; tala wract warer Rama ate 

bread ; TraT AAT Tg Rama will eat bread ; trata ART WAT 

Rama ought to eat bread ; TATaT ATRT Asi qif#at Rama must 

eat bread ; TAT=aa or Tare wAT @taTTa Rama can eat bread. 

§ 494. The verb can agree only with an uninflected or accu- 

sative object, never with an inflected or dative one; as trata 

=a faztaer the king gained a victory ; TIT caaar afar the 

king robs his subjects. In the former example the verb 

agrees with the object, in the latter it does not agree with it. 

Note.—The anomalous verbs, which are essentially reflexive, anu 

which, therefore, usually take the subjective construction, may 

sometimes be used as pure transitives in the objective or neuter 

construction, to express ¢he complete subjection of the object : af ST 

famat she won the game ; waa aa urzar ParHnear he won all the 

marbles ; HAT Aal AAT the dog bit him, but Hardt Aral ALAA 

the dog bit and chewed the stick, 
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Note.—The reficxive nature of the Anomalous verbs is indicated 

partly by their conjugation, they being always conjugated intran- 
sitively though they are transitive in sense (§ 239 ) . In their radical 
Sanskrit forms they havea reflexive force, In Sanskrit these Anomalous 

verbs originally denoted that the action expressed by them was _per- 
formed for the benofit of the agent. Sk. qafa he cooks, transitive 
qa he cooks for himself, intransitive ; aatfa he sacrifices, asta he 
sacrifices for himself. Some of the Sanskrit reflexive verbs are the 
following,—3, Wa, Ta, Ara, B, faeY, #t, &c. ; and corresponding 
Marithi derivatives for them are THT to miss, Way to bear, Faq 
to bite, Gra to obtain, ars to speak, FIAT to forget, eT to take 
away. 

Note.—‘“These distinctions, however, rest, in many cases,in Sanskrit 
as well as Greek, on peculiar conceptions which it is difficult to analyse 
or realise ; and in Sanskrit as well as Greek, the right use of the Active 
and Middle voices is best learnt by practice. Thus aff to lead, is used 
as parasmaipada in such expressions as 7S faaara he carries off a 
swelling ; but as atmanepada, in AP f44aqq he turns away or dismisses 
with wrath; a subtle distinction which it is possible to appreciate 
when stated, but difficult to bring under any general rules.” —Muz- 
Miller, 

Two Ossects. 
§ 495. THE TRANSITIVE VERB MAY TAKE TWOOR MORE OBJECTs: 
TAH eH BUC ST TTS F give a betelnut and cocoanut to Ravji. 

§ 496. ‘The transitive verb may take two or more ACCUSATIVE 
objects coupled by “and.” ay erat strf faz SIT SAAT Stat 
they had placed there grapes and lemons. 

When the verb is constructed in the araff or objective con- 
struction, with two or more accusative objects, it wsually 
agrees with the last ; ear sth aRfertS ae aet Rs are they 
ate jam and melon, of which they did not give me either ; 
famaica asa, Tart SIT TAA TEA ATT AT PRsty aera 
stadia I do not know how much of sugarcandy, almonds, 
and several other things I must have stolen for her. Like 
the nominatives of the verb (§ 399, 2), the objects of the 
verb are often collected into one head, and a demonstrative 
pronoun, with or without a noun, is put in apposition ; sayz 
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MAAT AT WATT FF Al Wiss Aa Hig? should we abandon 
all our relatives and worldly comforts? Wa gra, Waa, fe, 
TANT, SHA, HA, TAT, TR Al AAIMAHTA HS BPI BITT 
sfaat eat they had already placed there grapes, lemons, shad- 
docks, pine-apples, pomegranates, plantains, figs, guavas, and 
several other such kinds of fruit; eart ere, Frzr sarfer ‘Taq, #f 

stir he brought stones, bricks and mortar. 

Note.—1. When the objects are connected by a disjunctive conjunc- 

tion, the verb agrees only with the last word ; ; Tanga Ta faAar TAT 

Tar FBT Aral, FeTA Laat srTsr aERTTTa you withheld her 
basket becausé you conld. not get money or tobacco from her. 

§ 497. The transitive verb may take two objects in different 
cases—one in the accusative, and the other in the DATIVE case: 

TAA ATC ETF TW give four Rupees te Ramji. ‘he accusative 

object is usually the direct (qeqat or Huq), and the dative, 

the indirect or personal (qtrat or TeTaATAH ) object. 

§ 498. That object is direct which is im mediately acted upon 

by the verb, and is‘essential to complete its sense ; and that is 

indirect which is acted upon by the verb remotely. The in- 

direct is called a personal object, when it denotes a person. 

§ 499. Itis such verbs as express the idea of giving, whether 

real or imaginary, that take two such objects—accusative and 

dative. The noun denoting the thing given is put in the 

accusative case, and the noun denoting the person to whom 

the thing is given is put in the dative case; Tart azar Tar 

faar Rama gave a mango to Sadu; att Far TH AE Atlas 

Hari told me a story; trefar WreaeNaAs AeA TAR ATTN 

grazer The Guikawad Maharaj sent a present to the Queen. 

Some more such verbs are ara to beg, rR to teach, FAT to 

ask, etc. These verbs agree with the accusative object, and 

not the dative ; erat ear ax fava faafae he taught him all 

the subjects, 

Note.—The postposition qratr and wqzaw are often idiomatically 

substituted for the dative termination ; tqaraaqze a ata tell it to him; 

2AT MAD F give it to him ; AWAITS Alay qrfae ste he has been 

sent to me, 
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§ 500. When the direct object denotes an action the dative 
supine is usually used; at & ararara gftaat he wishes to read 

it; at feerara rea she learns to write. The infinitive may, 
also, in some cases, be used to express an action; a &%& areat 
he desires to come. 

§ 501. The dative supine may have its own subject. at 
afaar aorara fatmat he learns to recite poetry. 

§ 502. The dative supine and the present participle in af 
or @tat are used as the indirect object to complete the sense of 
the direct object which isa noun or pronoun; as far ferara 
faHias they taught her to write. They taught her—what? To 
write (eerara ; QI Wala VWigarar qiee Il saw Rama swimming, 

1. The verbs of authority, such as aia to tell, farelyor to 
teach, arqifqar to command, wrqut to influence, &c., take the 
Supine as a complement or indirect object ; eqrar q SUM arias 
I got him to do it. In English the infinitive Is used as the 
complement in such cases. 

2. When what a person is actually engaged in is tw be expressed, the present participle in @j or afar alone is used ax the 
complement or indirect object: eqrer Aleatar rar qe To saw 
him beating ; faar aratar zat wis I heard her Singing. ‘I'he verb8 QIgur to see, eo to hear, &e., take this partici pia: 
complement. 

- § 503. Sometimes the transitive verb so acts upon the direet object that it produces some change in it, as when we ga He made the water wine. Such verbs are called factitrre verbs. Some of the factitive verbs are @qqr to make, gnw to Say or call, AHO to ‘ppoint, aw to understand or consider araat to think. ! 
§ 504. Factitive verbs take two objects—the one on which the verb acts. and the other which results from that activity. The latter is called the factitive object. : 
§ 505. In Sanskrit both the objects are YCCUBYLIVe, us is the case 1n Engursh ; but in Marathi one is accusative and the other, dative; depts VEINS WAT ae, the frogs nade the 
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ostrich king ; af carer ata fra aandr I regard him as my 
friend ; sire at frar atfrar I consider you to be my father. 
‘he ‘direct object in these examples is dative, and the indi- 
rect or factitive, accusative. 

§ 506. The factitive verb agrees with its direct object, 
and if the direct object is in the dative cage, it takes the 

Neuter construction ; eqraf carat arnt As they made him a 

servant. 

Note.—lIt is certain that the verb in such constructions’ ought to 

be singular neuter as both the subject and the direct object are 

inflected. 

Note.—The most satisfactory mode of determining the direct object 

is to convert the. active into the passive verb, and the object that be- 

comes the subject of the passive verb is the direct object. The 

passive of {SRT WaT Tair Aes would be ASHAHTA TST UAT 
Saar wear the ostrich was made king by the frogs, not FFRIATA THT 

AeaT HAT Weyer. 

$507. The-construction of the factitive verb may be modi- 

fied, and the verb then agrees with the factitive object ; eatat 

Tratat cH war they made a slave of the king; erat alae 

ait ws they made iron into gold. When the conversion of 

lifeless things is spoken of, the idiom given last is usually 

followed. 

§ 508. The accusative noun which forms the factitive object, 

may be substituted by an adjective ; SfaAtat Talat q=z wes the 

people made him mad ; aarat Fsata wera Htra the prudent 

ones oueht to make those who are foolish wise. When an 

adjective is thus used as a factitive object, it agrees in 

vender and auiber with the direct object; but if the direct 

object is inflected, é.e., is in the dative case, it is put m the 

neuter singular as in the above examples. The adjectives TS 

and azar are neuter singular. 

§ 509. When the direct object denotes a lifeless thing, it is 

usually put in the accusative case, and then the factitive adjec- 

tive agrees with it in gender aud number ; tala tla ATA HOT 

he made the wall black. 
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Note.—The indirect object must be distinguished from the 

adverbial adjunct; ears Hatat zat siafae I made him out as 

he came. 

The Object being a Sentence. 

§ 509. THE OBJECT OF THE TRANSITIVE VERB MAY BE A 
SENTENCE: Qu @qeia aiitas Bet BIZ amt but the wife told 

him not to take offthe hook. The transitive verb is put in the 

neuter singular. 

§ 510. The objective sentence may either follow or precede 
the governing verb; Hat alza a at aati ar araaqa qzra [ think 

I shouli now get out of this torment; Ga Bla Ez ayy Testa 

gaw the master asked what I had dune with the money. 

(a) When the objective sentence comes after the governing 
verb, it is introduced by @f that, expressed or understood; Wa 
Aa SS BITS HI FS Halt wa Htrat then she began to consider 
how she should act in future; at a@lzs gla a ai gTwaz HI 
2 qa anBer F aTea A fia aearqoat rar zitaatie I thousht 
that since I was kind to you, vou would teach my child good 
ways. 

(5) But when the objective sentence comes before the 
governing verb, the demonstrative pronoun gt this, war such, in 
the neuter singular, the conjunction aya W&c., are inserted between 
the objective sentence ind the principal verb; rat aft etoar 
SW SE AA al ats then she would say, what means shall I use? 
ai qeat adi Aa AMA Arar he said that he would come to my 
house; UM WH at |z4, Arai wae Fal, arai HANA zzH- 
Sreatt Tas, AT are Ba AA Ang) aa Fei Moya |r dwar 
he says that the king has plundered his house, carried away his 
wife, imprisoned his children, and publicly disgraced him. 

Note —The objective sentence is usually governed bv verbs 
of armor Saying, qizm thinking, fa areur asking. eta telling, WAT BM commanding. ten hearrng, auw understanding, 
tent Aearing, &. 

36 m 
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S511. ‘The objective sentence lsually reports the words of the speaker. In Mardétht the words of the speaker are simply 
quoted, and introduced by such particles as el, or followed by 
such words as #4, &, aya, &c. In English a different mode of 
construction is followed. The Marathi sentence, Wi gH ati asa 
AYA at ASI MTS, lit. “he said co me, that I will come to 
your house,” would be rendered in English thus: “he said to me 
that he would come to my house.” We give below a 
examples :-— 

few more 

(Eng.) Raghu said that he was goiny home, (Mar. Ty AUB Bi At aii arar, lit. Raghu said that, Iam going home.” 
(Eng.)—I told him that he was the man that I wished to see, 

(Mar.) ai ene aiftas ai sa ager qetaer wi giesat at 
q aga, lit. I told him shat. “ you are the man I wish to see.” 

(Eng.)—You asked him where you went yesterday, (Mar.) 
Lar MANS st at ere ges Tat atat, lit. youasked him that 
“where did I go yesterday ?” 

Derect (Eing.)—I said to him, “ Are you a tailor?” (Mar.) af 
IS AMS (AMS FANS) {Pad ssa ara; Lriirect (Eng.) 
I asked him if he were a tailor. 

CHAPTER XXV. 

THE ATTRIBUTE. 

The Adjective. 

§ 512—S 530. 

S512. ‘THE ADJECTIVE IS USED EITHER BEFORE A NOUN TO 
QUALIFY IT,,OR AFTER IT WITH THE VERB “TO BE” AS A PRE- 
DICATIVE; ret AAS Ala Qraata iearned men are respected : b 

: ! the first sentence the Te watz he is very kind. In 
ae : "1 ivel faa and in the last. adjective is used attributively (qufazen), he 

° ° ON 

predicatively (fafaraziann). 

§ 513. THE ADJECTIVE AGREES WITH THE NOUN IT QUALI- 
. ~ : "TES IN GENDER AND NUMBER; af¥ @iaer are he is good. 
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§ 514. The declinable adjective is inflected to indicate its 

agreement in gender and number with the noun which it quali- 

fies, but not so the indeclinable ; trar Sirear Are at aT «ears 

gata azz alé¢ Ramais indeed good, but not healthy ; Tes 

srt cara arér artrw RAT the teacher praised him very much 

to-day. 

§ 515, The declinable adjective simply assumes af or © before 

an inflected noun; aq Af saear Sratar araare areér [ will not 

then speak with low people; qfeear aereara ac ara arqgecr 
ure I have fallen into your hands at the very outset. Of the 

two forms, tbat in af is preferable, but for the sake of variety, 
both forms may sometimes be used: arpe=eqr @ztya Hrearar 

fequ the first day of school-holidays. 

Note.—Sometimes the indeclinabie adjective may be inflected for 
the sake of emphasis ( -arare staat qerat) waar taarrar (he 

looks at him contemptuousty ) O thou poor fellow! ¢ arzar TTAr 
ATAT, LATA SAINT ata Heals O my worthy uncle, you will realiy 
pardon my faults? The adjectives 7éfq and Ts are inflected, 

Note.—A singular noun of dignity being used in the plural number, 
the adjective qualifying it assumes plural inflections : TWsty ws 

qt Gopalrao is indeed honest ; # ear erat say arq this gentleman 
is the father of those two boys. 

§ 516. WHEN THE ADJECTIVE IS USED ATTRIBUTIVELY TO Two 
OR MORE NOUNS, If AGREES WITH THE NEAREST : 8f Aher sttacear- 
Wz, AA this good coat, turban and plaid ; gr sas warak 
q Vai TY strzeaAra the beasts and birds of that climate are found 
here; a STs FHT AT aT Aa strT Sara I like this good boy 
and girl, 

§ 517. Wien THE ADJECTIVE IS USED PREDICATIVELY TO TWo 
OR MORE NOUNS, IT FOLLOWS THE RULES OF CONCORDANCE GIVEN 
BELOW :— 

1, When both the nouns denote persons and are of the same 
cender, the adjective is used in the plural number: ‘4 sTrrey at 
faq Tears treme you and I are constant tenants of the forest 
jut if the subjects are of different genders, the piedicative 
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adjective is in the neuter plural ; eqrar arg enth arg arat wai 
aga his father and mother are very good people. 

| 2. When the subjects denote inanimate objects uhe predi- 
cative adjective always agrees with-the last: wr ets att ara 
ala zt its head and beak were large; oe Faz Raz Bogs 
Wea AMAA, a etear FiaTA aa sim a saw asat Rua an 
qZaata she s reams flow yenuly here and there, and make the 
hilis and low valieys look very green. ‘The demonstrative 
proboun af this, may be optionally Wserted in the neuter plural ; 

la SlH AUN Bis et altar area. 

$518. Sometimes two or more adjectives may quality ou 

noun: tt aH Fa aq ars are qsew 1 saw a vali and thick trec- 

Bal a WlzaHlt Wael Has AM Stal there were only oid and torn 

turbans there, 

S$ 519. When two or more adjectives are employed, tlic 

demonstrative pronoun #@ such, is eleyan.ly inse:tea between 

the adjectives and the noun they quality : G22 aq BVA AaAl TH 

qen ay ARCATA AiG ATS a handsome and nobie youth suddenly 

appeared on the spot; atat gsm onlay Mest tat cH! UaIzay 
aang alt we are in the company of a rude and impudent 

gentleman, 

When the noun is inflected, the demonstrative pronoun is 

often inserted in this way, aud theu the demonstrative alune 1s 

Inflected to asyree ‘with tne noun, and uot the udjectlveés, as 1m 

the second of the above exsmpies, 

§ 520. ‘The adjective may be used as the object of a transi- 

blve verb : @ITla qigz SE AM, AVA BUA we shvuid nov do harm 

to anybody, but only good. 

When the deciinuble adjective is used by itself as the object 

of a transitive verb, 1t assumes its neuter singular form: Ie 

az aiitasd, @iz arat we told him the truth, not untruth. 

$521. When the declinable adjective is used along with 
2] . - 

. 
' 

another object, either ® noun or pronoun. it may be constructed 

in two ways:— 
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(a) When the noun or the pronoun is accusative, the adjec- 

tival object agrees with 1t in gender and number: faa elaara 

fia andi Brat KAT she made the wall quite black with churcoa 

age are qa ele BT .o away from here. 

(6) When the noun or pronoun is dative, the adjective is 

put in the neuter singular: ara faut aT aaa QS tlie 

doctor having given her medicine, cured her ; Hi dare AEM 

aqaaat 1 consider you wise; tater Galata aera aze the Pantoji 

calied him wise. 

Note.—The verbs @t% to do, aw to uuderstand, ATagq to con- 

sider, aay to call, We, take an adjective as the factitive or indi- 

rect object. (§ 508.) 

$522. When two or more vbjects are compared, with the 

view of stating their resemblance or difference, or the degree 

in which they resemble or differ, the adjective indicative of the 

difference or resemblance is vflected in certain languages, such 

as Sanskrit, Zend, English, &c., but in Marathi, the adjective is 

not so inflected, but is placed in the sentence wm a certain 

position. ‘The following is the ruic of comparison :— 

WHEN OBJECTS AKE COMPARED, THE ADJECTIVE IS SIMPLY PLACED 

AFTER THE ABLATIVE CASE OF THE NOUN WITH WHICH ANOTIIEK 

NOUN IS COMPARED: @f AMA FAIA BETA Aleta those stars are 

nut smaller than the sun. In this sentence the “stars” are 

compared with the “sun, and the adjective @erq small is 

Simpiy placed after the ablative case qa dai than the sun. 

be above Maratni senveuce may be thus translated literaiiy; 

“those stars than the sun small are not” The principal néui, 
\.e., the noun with which another is compared, may be inflected 
by the ablative termination ga as well as by the ablative post- 

position Yat than; & era aqeaga WTA EA ME this is the 

deing of one older than yourseif; az qroargari UH Aa oll is 

lishter than water. 

3 523. Wheu it 1s uccessary bo say that a certain object 
possess6s the quality indicated by the adjective in the highest 
degree, that is, more than all the other objects of the class, THE 
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PRINCIPAL NOUN DOES NOT INDICATE ONE SINGLE OBJECT, BUT THE 

WHOLE CLASS OR SPECIES OF THAT OBJECT: ar aq ATTA Very 

stré he is the wisest of all the boys, literally, “ he than all the 
hoys wise is. ” 

Note,~-When the comparison is only between two or more indzvt- 
dual objects, the comparison is said, in English, to be of the comparative 
degree, and when the comparison is between an object or objects and 
the whole class of those objects, it is said to be of the superlative 
degree, and the two degrees together are called degrees of comparison 
( aaa Riz ). 

Note—The Sanskrit particles of comparison are qt and gq@ for the 

comparative degree, and qq and g, for the superlative ; as goa pure, 
goqat purer, g7yAqA purest. Even substantives are compared in this 

way ; eit a woman, erat more of a woman ; J aman, Fqq: a tho- 

rough man. In Persian the particles are @t and @itaq, which in 

Zend the parent of Persian, are qt and 44; Fz goud, Feat better,and 
azatta best. The root of these particles of comparison is a to step 
beyond, In English qf exists in the form of er, and g in that of est; 

1? ¢¢ ““ small,”’ ‘‘small-er, ” ‘* small-est.” 

Note.—Though none of these particles are employed in Marathi 
a few Sankrit words expressive of the highest degree of quality are of 
common use in the language : TeHe excellent, Faq best, yas most 
religious, 4f¢H highest, 4px best, qerq first. The Persian word aqzat 
“better ’’ is also naturalised in the language. 

Note.—The superlative is sometimes made up without the superla- 
tive particles in the same way as in Mirathi by means of the locative 
Case : AAT az CFA among poetical compositions the Drama is the 

most pleasant. Sometimes the genitive is also used: af or afte Her 
az ater the black among the cows gives the largest quantity of milk. 

§ 524. The following other methods are, also, employed for 

making up the forms for the superlative degree :— 

1. The principal noun may be putin the locative case, gov- 

erned by the postposition Sf or 42z, instead of in the ablative, 

inflected by #4 or Fatt; Sr AT HAtsata Arar strz this is the largest 
mango ; AarAee sa Hla Al Wer he is, indeed, of all men the 

wisest ! 
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utterly, &c., may be joined to the adjective : caTT aT SITS Bet 
RST carat Faar he took the smallest of the pieces. _ 
= 3. The adjectives 4st great and 3tarar good may be joined 
to the adjective; cart wR At ata AT erat Tse he held eed 
long rod in his, hand ; af afar gz se he is very wicked 400 Alar 
wars fzaar he looks a great liar;at staat fazra siz he is a very 
learned man; af Stet were siz he is a very wise man ; Saar 
20 Alar agiiA ste our country is very fertile 5 FAST atSur, 
Frssa IFA you are very rude, very impudent. 

4. I'he adjective may be doubled, or another noun or adjec- 
tive of cognate signification joined to it: qa are arer he 
became very red ; or atazr ara amr, lit., he became red red . 
or a mraz are, lit., he became red like the az flower ; or 
at aaasaH arer he became of a bright, flaring red ; ery dz 
ale (RT Ais sz his face has become very black, or cbal 
black ; qtr Wha white white, i.e. very white ; or gta HzeReteT 
white as crystal, extremely white. 
Note.—In the last three paragraphs the comparison is not direct. 
§ 925. EQuaLity BETWEEN oBJECTS IS DENOTED BY THE USE 

OF THE DEMONSTRATIVES Tar and wer SUBSTITUTED FOR THRE POSTPOSITION EA or Fatt; at ATZar ZaaAT AKT fradt he looks as young as myself ; gar saHr Sz aig wef the moon is not so far as the sun, 
Note.—wazqt denotes magnitude or quantity, and TqTAl, both quan- tity and number (171); zqaHy Eqa Aar TATA I do not want so many rupees ; STAT OF TATE ALA so much rice, 
§.926. Similarity of qualities is indicated by the words area, Barat, Wars like, &e. ; TEA ANCA AT oy za=areay alae T= Ata I, like you, live here on the charity of others. § 527, A small degree of quality is expressed by modify- ing the adjective by @ or ar: a7 ATSAT or Arerar Raer he looked somewhat black ; or the adjective is modified by the adverbs war, arlya, stare. CC. Af ACT ATT s7# he is a little dark, § 928. Whenan adjective qualifies a noun, expressing the sense of plurality, it is usually repeated ; Rif FCF Fey aR srs 

2. ‘The superlative adverbs stf@, sifazra extremely, sre 
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ft great men had come there ; ear Tata At AT or At art 
at streq there aro large houses in that town ;aar GeRe BhrT- 
Sl Berea AF, strear Tada you must have received many 
excellent presents. In Mardath{ as inthe other Indian vernacu- 
lars, the adjective of quality is thus usually repeated, while in 
English it is used singly. 

Note.—By affixing aT the adjective has the same sense that it con. 
veys in its reduplicated form : ear afara arsarey or AIZTAT Fe STA. 

§ 529, The reduplicated adjective expresses the following 
additional senses :-— 

1. It expresses the sense of the adjective distributively : 
WA WAH TH OTS Wer give a cake to each of them all : a ay 
HAS TT ATH ATHT Tt ara Fas they allate, but each took 
only a quarter of a cake. 

2. It expresses gradual progression: Te ars als Arar read a 

little at atime ; QATeat Was Aas VSTS FA, rh Marat 
atq ata the shadow of the morning’ becomes gradually 

shorter and that of the evening longer. 

3. It expresses intensity : at ars are Arat he became very 
red ; rat AA WAS WAS Arar sre his end is quite near. 

§ 530. Adjectives of opposite or cognate signification are 
combined to express the sense of comprehensiveness : ett Afe 
fava wa earet Za there were, including the young and old, 

five thousand men present ; fecat fae sat Bs area adi 

atat he had in his hand flowers—green, yellow, &c. 

§ 531. WHEN A NOUN IS JOINED TO ANOTHER NOUN TO Fx- 
ELAIN OR ILLUSTRATE IT, IT IS SAID TO BE USED IN APPOSITION, AND 

THE VERB AND THE ADJECTIVE AGREE WITH HE APPOSITION, AND 

NOL WITH THE ORIGINAL WorD: & FHA WATA, ROTM, T AAar- 

aie, Haar AS, ay 2rd at that time Ramrao, Krish- 

narao, and Savitribat, the children of Davlatrav, were_there ; a= 

q= WA FSrarer ATAl T TAH ASM STA Ba ATs Azar further on | 
inet two persons, an old man anda boy; aqag az Heat faCrarear 

eandta sta aeat A ZH AS Aezaq the island of Bombay was not so 

large when it was in the possession of the Portuguese. In thie 
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last sentence #a£ Bombay is feminine and qz island is neuter, 

and the verb #f@ was, the pronouns @ it, and the adverb AGE 

so, and the adjective af large, agree with the appositional 

word ¥z, and not with the original word #4. 

Note.—1l. ‘Titles of persons are put after their names : 4TH IwHT 

eqrar sia ga staara Dr. Bhau attends him ; Wqtfsaa arearerear 

Ta BH AVATAT FIT atfces the Zulus killed the son of the Emperor 

Napoleon : rar fararze silat ste the sepoy Rama hascome. In English 

the titles are put defore the names ; King Edward, Corporal Anderson, 

Dy. Cook ; so also titles, conferred on natives by the English Govern- 

ment, precede the names [trqaiea fears aay srs sea Rav 

Siheb Vishvauith Narayan has come ; 9fHat Rett weqor Professor 

Kero Lakshman. 

Note,—2. Nouns indicating trad-s, professions, &c., are put after 

the proper nouns : @¥ Arar Ars atfzar the gardener Khanduis plant- 

ing trees; Wrarar arth Sras Wa Tag Arwar the tailor Janoba 
knows his work very well. 

Note.—3, The nouns denoting countries, cities, rivers, &c., are put 

after the proper names: {78S Fa the country of England; #a¥y wer 
the city of Bombay ; taratét the river Ganges. Butin addresses and 

dates on letters in business documents, Government records, &c,, the 
words denoting towns, provinces, §c,.,precede the proper names: azt 
wqzz TU FART War fAAT we are quite well in the city of Bombay, 
Xe.; WSR ATA, Pres Tearfate the taluka of Sangameshvar, the 
zilla of Ratnagiri. 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

PRONOUNS. 
]. Personal Pronouns. 

§ 532—§ 582, 

§.532. The first person singular is usually employed in 
speaking of one’s self : 4f qaear att tat azz [shall como to 
your house to-morrow : ice aatr AAAS Ar WAAL CIITA, HE TT 
you must not, ee speak to me on his behalf on this 
occasion, ( This is said by the king to his page’s mother in the 
Balmitra, ) 

37 
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Note.—1. The editors of newspapers, representing the public habitual : , . att daa, ‘ale 

aditually use the first persou plural: sat dpa ati Atha ATASAIgIat Test Set ae we hear chav the Goverument lias sees ea transference of the mamlatdar Public officials in their official character mav us ft at 27 
; u character may use the plural number: Ball Al HzT=ar AAA az *e we shall consider the petition of this prisoner, 

Note.~2.. A person might, if of atknowledved dignitv. use the first person plural when speaking of himself: stata aq aiza 
I think so, lit., we think so: MAA FI ztore arat I shall nov be 
able to come, 

Note.—3. When expressing displeasure at the conduct of 
another, children, as we'!] as grown-up people, sometimes assume 
watt We; a AT BT IT TANTS vet aTet Alaa, eer ara sia! 
it is all true,*but I cannot bear Jesting ; whit can I do to that ? 
Walt areét TAA atwa ar go away. I won’t speak with you, 

Note—4 A person might modestly use arqur for aT; ATTN 
Ural raary BS [ (lit. you and [) shail think about it. 

§ 533. IN ADDRESSING A PERSON. THE SECOND PLURAL FORM IS 
USUALLY USED: (the king says) = At ae izz, HSI alza Hr saraia 
gaa UH. FT ang arat I have given this to you which is but 
little; I believe it is not enough to afford you complete relief; 

jaa wT WEA wet aay are. gadt aq gear ae? 
BOA asts ai gaa ita ptra? To am very much gratified at 
your goodness, madim. What are your wishes? What can 
I do for your pleasure ? 

l. Inaditressing tnferiors such as children, younger rela- 
tives, menials, criminals, &.. the second singular is used : (to 
the page) arat, ger, Bet Waraa agi; THt ars ques Ass, qa 
at ara wes, HAS ate AT no, there is no oceasion for it: your 
mother will come to you, she will meet you only here. Have 
patience for a moment. 

Note.—1. But the children of persons of eqnal or superior sta- 
tion may be addressed in tke plural number: arat TAS BT VS 

qew child do you want this sweetmeas? Servants always use 

the plural form. 

Note —2. Equals, friends ard relatives, might use the singular 
number to one another, if the degree of familiarisy between them 
admits of it. 
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2, Bur ab OrHuRs, OF WHATEVER STATION THEY MAY BE, 

SHOULD BE ADDRESSED IN THE PLURAL NUMBER. (The king thus 

addresses the page’s brother, who is an officer in the army 7 ar 

wa, stta arg Good morning, sir; please walk in ; Jaq isiiiais 
azaq asa sift ars Wt ara your father was a man of great 

integrity and courage. 

Note.—1. When the king is displeased with the same officer and 
regard’ him as a criminal, he uses the singular number : gat ATAT 

THIAUATA EAT AL. AT St Bar cH afear areeaqreata deliver 
your sword over to Dalpatriv, Put him in prison for a month. In 

the following sentence the plural pronominal form (sqrqor) with the 

honorific subjunctive is used sarcastically : sqrat Af tla, BACTEAar 

aTzaISsA you may go now, sir. to your prison, 

Note.—2, Thesingular may sometimes be used instead of the plural 
in excited moments of teul>ness. The king changes the plural to 
the singular when addressing the page’s mother, being very much 
affected by her tender language: AIA ara, a Rear sar aicTr TH 
TAT; HZ, TAT tet C my mother ! do not thou give me so much re- 
spect, Arise and stand up, The mother is usually addressed by the 
natives in the singular number, but the father, in the plural. 

Note.—3. In addressing the Deity the singular number .is used : 
240, Tl RAIS Arar Arar sifza O God, thou only art my Saviour, 

§ 934. In addressing one’s own masters and persons of dig- 
nity, as well as equals who are spoken to in a formal way, the 
reflexive pronoun 3Tq¢q is substituted for the second person 
plural : traarea stirrer sew Grea srrest SITE TAAL sir, we are 
delighted at your magnanimity. With sqrqor in the nominative 
case, the verb is in the second person plural, as with ae. 

A still more polite form of address would be with such 
honorific expressions as ARTA, TA, Traaresa, AcHe, &e., used 
in the place of strqoq and a*8 constructed with the verb in the 
third person plural. This is a most indirect, and therefore 4 
most respectful mode of address. Thus, ( the schoolmaster, 

speaking to the king, says): aareratar sata date ¥ Fal HUT | shonld do what would please your Majesty ; ( the squire is thus 

addressed ) ait ara sara ater sta crrareatear mata ary FEO ata [ will tell it to yon that your honour may know that I 
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am quite helpless in this matter; aq Rae ate AD ay Watt 
waradte I am behind the time of payment a few days, and you. 
sir, might therefore be annoyed, 

Obs.—In English, though titles are substituted for the second 
personal pronoun in addressing superiors, the pronoun is not entire- 
ly dispensed with; the honorific nouns are joined to the genitive 
of the pronoun ; as your excellency, your honour, &e. In Mardthi 
the forms of direct address are enurely rejected : 31 Mes, Tashia 
UT WS AYA Vidi MAA qs qa aga tee I said to myself that 
perhaps your honour was annoyed and_ therefore you sent back 
the horse. 

Note—In more familiar intercourse or in moments of strong 
emotion, the simple galt you might be used instead of BQ, or 
the honorific expressions. The page’s mother, when overpowered 
with a sense of gratitude and affection for the king’s most wonder- 
ful kindness to her and her son, thus addresses the king: gat 
GW SIN, TAs ais wal sen wat aoa Zagat Misha aia 
I will ever pray to God that He may ever bless such as are like 
you, generous and kind to the poor. So also the old beggar when 
blessing the squire uses the singular number: War ger adi 
tat may God bless you. 

Vote.—In addressing persons by name, the names of maies 
should be used with the honorific suffixes qa, tasit, afi, Wa, at, 

asf, &c., and the names of females with @g, arg, &c.; thus 

TMysca or Wgraastl Hofsee arset Gopdlrao, where are you 
going é The torm qra@ai is more respectful than that in ga. The 

ef and at are often assumed by those who are not Brahmans, 
though af is freely applied to the names of the popular gods, as 

wiat the god Khandoba, faétar the god Vithoba. Brahmans 

chiefly tuke qa, unless they have studied any of the Shastras, or 

are officiating as priests; #etya Keropant (a secular Brahman ) ; 

trata Ram Sastri (a Brahman versed in the Sadstras ); HeTeaaz 

or HeTeauedtt Mahadeva bhat (a Brahman priest). 

Note.—The forms of names are sometimes modified when the 

honorific suffixes are used ; afg a man’s name in ts simple form, 

being changed to aiziqa, WISwz, WTA Wistar, arzanreft ; so a 

wg, Righu ay, witta, tera, Tela, WEN, Tara, Tarawa, we. 

Obs —--The safest course for the Englishman to follow in this mat: 

ter is the following:—An Englishman muy be called by (1) his Chris- 

tian name, or by (2) his surname, or by (3) his surname with ate 

prefixed, or (4) addressed as sir, &c. The Mardthi simple name with- 
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out the honorific suffix corresponds to the (1) Christian name ; 
name with the honorific suffixes corresponds to the (2) surname, 
or (3) to the surname with t/r.;and for (4) the last form of 
address, the name of the person spoken to shouid now be repeated, 
but some such expressions as Agra, W4, TaaNa, Zz, ATHATE 

(jor quam), AAAs, Aaa, waa, alsa, We., should be 
substituted; Vaasa AMA UWA at Atal swt, Sir, 1 hope you 
are not annoyed. Or the-person may be calied by his official 
vitle: St Beal Ala aAltaiz Az? well, mester (ticket-master), is 
the steamer expected to-day ¢ 

Note.—There are besides what wre called cap-nimes or ZTqUT 
(a lid. cover) names, by which persons are known amongst friends 
orin families They are different from nick-names or sobriquets, 
‘M that they do not imply any contempt. Ona the contrary, they 
are terms of respect, used in familiar daily intereourse. Every 
person has one and he is familiarly known by it. The following 
wre examples: —UgIT, AIO, ATA, AAT, BIBT area, ersit, lar, 
TAT, ATT, MAT AG, AAS, AT, WS, Arar, waa, wa, &., 
They would be used in this way. A person inquiring for Narayan- 
rao would ask: Is Nana at home; or, Is Nana Saheb at home / 
BIBI AT TAs Bq qizq Weil, Kakaji what do vou think ? 
Taiaa aia Hi agarzatat Aalas aE Vell Tatova that Bapu 
Svheb has ealled him. Women have simiiar names, and younger 
inembers of the family must always use them. The Topan 
lames are also denominnted SAAC aiq common naz eS, Bway 
Or aziai ata Current niumes, Tawlaia respectful names, STAI 
ata courteous names, and qrarat ata dress-names. 

Note.—As there are respectiul names so are there nick-names 
indicative of contempt: qq shrunken-handed, aq bow-leeged, . - ‘ . 

oc MNF one destitute of toag or fingers, eat dirty, ete, 

| § 535. In speaking respectfully of persons when present or absent, the third person plural is used: srqor eqia a Gaal Wet az 
aq AMA BIA AIG whit would he (literaity they) think of us 
Mowe went away without taking leave of him ? aq a zai quia IS AT adr at qe aaa qt Ma MBA thas ventioman 
is the father of these children. und he is as kind as thev are: 
Eada Wanita zaaia widi magsa dari Ha aig reea WSFA as soon as the Powar heard of this affair, he wrote to the commander of the enemy's toree. 
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§ 536. Wheii the personal pronouns take inflected nouns in 
apposition, they usually assume their crude-forms; sqpeat RTzaqT- 
at ara Rar ara? what can we say about us peasants ? 43 7W- 
(Carer era Urs you ought to give.a gift to me, a poor man ; aay 

Matar ae AAs Ara wWftat=ar ath? what, persons like you to 
come to the house of us poor people ! 

The first and second personal pronouns assume their instru- 
mental forms, and not their crude forms, before names in the 
instrumental case: Fat WA=Al WeaTy cara gat wR TTT alias 

Maat ears Aret AA? when I, the lord of the village, asked a 
thing of him, should he have refused to give it to me? aeaff 
Tara AMAT He AA you, gentlemen, should not act so. Hy 

Note.—When the noun is uninflected, the pronounsare also unin- 

flected : 47 Nia Ala AHR WHA what can J, poor man, do ? 

The Indefinite Personal Pronouns. 

§ 537. strger and t7@: are substituted for all the personal 

pronouns (Sect. 159); war aret sar steer wares sia Are HA 
aaer he having kept me outside, sat inside talking away 

leisurely ; Strat stra Ara AUT ? what shall we do now? eqrff 
arnt wera, ae aa AYE Tara? If I should serve him, then 

who should look after my affairs ? 

§ 532. They have usually a reflexive force, and are used to 

emphasize the personal pronouns: at eq: FT Ha I myself did 

ib; gat eaa:er Feaa Ars? where can you yourself see? 

§ 539. strgt is always substituted for the personal pronouns, 

when they refer to the subject of the sentence, and not otherwise. 

The English sentence—‘‘I will remainin my own house’”’ will be 

in Marathi, af srrqear (not arzar) acta cera; they have gone 

in their own boat; @siwgvear (not egrear) arra wes strza; he 

has robbed himself, «ara arTTraa HAA. 

$540, sirq7T is not substituted for the personal pronouns 

( though they may refer to the subject ), if they form a partof 

the subject ; thus, Rama and his wife came yesterday from Puna, 

crap ae earett arepat ( not sarvat area ) ATS Tea ATCT. 
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If argei was put for carat, it would mean not Rama’s wife but 

that of the person speaking. But wat are qlqael aaa Bes 

aga ASI Rima taking his wife with him came yesterday 

irom Poona is correct, ATTH alae AKA forms a distinct clause 

by itself, in which the pronoun is joined to the object. 

§ 541. When the personal pronouns do not refer to the sub- 
ject, they cannot be substituted by aiqa; I will vo to his village. 
ai <aqrear ural HISa ; you should not take my book, 4 qa Gta 

Q& aq. But“ you went to your own village” would be & arqear 

(not azar) wal Tera. 

§ 542 The reduplicative form arqarger each his own, is 

distribu'ive ; @ M@ATS FAs THA HT they came, each bringing 
his own books; qata aTqarqel Ha aragara all like their own 
doings. 

§ 543. The form arqgata or arqaraeg amongst (our-your 

their) selves. 1s used to express mutual relation; g@ft arqaia 
aiga tat you divide it among yourselves; § wqaia wise they 

quarrelled aimong themselves. 

§ 544. aqua may be substituted tor ar@fi in the following 
special senses :— 

(1) A person may speak of himself in a style of dignity, 
and then use either aregt or arqg in the plural number for him- 
self; MII AA @AAA our honour or majesty thinks go. 

(2) It may be substituted for aregt we, in the sense of 
“JT together with others ;” ayrqut aiTet fzaa qies a ee we ( you 
and I) shall do the whole day whatever we like ; arqott araia CS 
Halas AAAI ale we four are invited to-day to dinner. 

_ (3) A person, when speaking modestly to another of his 
intention or ability to do a certain thing, may us? argu for af 
I, in the sense of “I and you, “—giving thus the person addressed the pleasure of feeling that the matter under consideration can- not be performed without his assistance: aq ma far ae 
I (literally “ you and I” ) wil: consider it. 

§ 545 agar may be substituted for daft when a person is addressed most respectfully ; arquT aITsr eres qt AY szreaar 
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a fel honour will order me, I shall bring and show it to you. 
hen speaking courteously to a ventleman aqrqut is always used, 

unless the honorific phrases tWaalea, etc., are used, (Sect. 534.) 

r | ; § 546. agg may be substituted for the third personal 
pronoun, in the sense of “they” when speaking of an absent 
person in a reverential Style; aIqu atadia a eel shall do what 
his Highness or Honour will order. 

§ 547. arqar is erroneously used for Bigg : Al argeqrer for 
AIMS) Rarata ater eat I have come to see your Honour. 

548. is us 3 é ive: ay 3! BAITS is used often AS an expletive Sat AGE Tyr 
SSSl Al AIFS eAI=AT aqzt Ts [ just got up from here and went 

straight to his house. 

Note—The Hindusthani pronominal form ag self. is some- 
times used: SIG G@t AT Feat all are weil if self be well. It is, 
however, often used in compounds in the sense of owr one’s own | 
aiqeed by one’s own hand; AIGA of his own will; arqéa wilfu; 

pranks ; WTA, -Ga-Gu- Ws voluntarily ; of one’s self. 

Note.-—The formations ares arqa and arqear AMG are 

adverbial, and deaote “of one’s accord”, “of itself”; & args arqa 

faats it got out of itself; sazt BI ale a atfiat i SMT ATTN 

PAA aA ATSB FSS at last before any one called ont to them, 

they of themselves, got up quite excited. 

Note.—arqartg is another adverbial form having the same 

sense ; & amqargy gq2e It will get loose of itself, spontaneously. 
The idea of spontaneity is expressed also by joining the pluper- 
fect participle AIHA to AGN; at AGN THA Arar he came of his 
own accord. It may mean also personally. 

3. Lhe Relative Pronoun. 

§ 549. The relative is used to introduce an attributive clause 

which describes or explains the noun, called its antecedent: 

St ager angargidi ara aifsdt al feat at FraaAV7 arg bow un- 
fortunate is that man who disobeys his parents. THE ANTECE- 

DENT IS JOINED TO 'HE RELATIVE, ASIN THE ABOVE EXAMPLE: 

AGcT wan, is joined to sit who, #t Agsa the man who, literally 

‘who man.” 
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§ 550- Every RELATIVE IS FOLLOWED BY THE DEMONSTRATIVE 

PRONOUN @f, DENOMINATED ITS CORRELATIVE (§ 165 ), AND THE 

CORRELATIVE MAY STAND BY ITSELF, OR WITH ANOTHER NOUN JOINED 

fo IT: TREAT AAR A ITA AS A Hearse ArT Fart sarferar 
Se God has given me the opportunity of repaying the favours 

conferred upon me by your husband; sar atata at cara ear 

ear aiataay ealear AAC Brarst he was employed in the very vil- 

lage in which he lived. 

§ 551. When the antecedent is a pronoun of the first, or 

second person, it is joined both to the relative and the correla- 
tive : Ar at afeared crarara aire are ar at earardtargé sar 
Terara Rar sea? how shall I, who am not fit to dwell ina 

prison, be worthy to appear before the judge ? sar gar araat a 

wet TA Tal F ITAA tha Ara zrard ? of what use is it to 

give this book to you who cannot read.? 

§ 552. When the antecedent is joined to the relative in the 
relative clause, as, for instance, Wr arya the man who. or rath- 
er *f what man, ” the relative clause forms one idea with the 
antecedent ; but when the relative clause stands by itself, and 
the antecedent precedes rt, the relative clause does not form one 
idea with the antecedent, but bears the relation to it of an 
apposition or formal explanation : 3trTarT Waa At aaa Aw 
TWAT CATE Tarai ar BWaIzZAyr 8X ear he was the last man of the 
family of our ancestor, the illustrious Sang r4ji ; staat et vere 
az ars satat daar sais ce arate ai caRt srtaradt strka 
these most generous, thorny shrubs, at which you were, without 
cause, annoyed yesterday, are so useful. 

1. Sometimes the appositional or explanatory clause is used 
before the antecedent, and then the demonstrative Mar such, is 
inserted between the appositional clause and the antecedent, 
anc the correlative af is omitted : sat=ar art aay fT steq 
TH TATA HAT BrTEM Tra Tata we shall sec such holy youths 
as have golden harps in their hands; sata stfHsareta FATS7T 
afas, sate Tyear ast ae a agcia gefas st& streqear sie 
TSsdis we shall see such persons as were burnt in flames, de- 
te by wild beasts, and drowned in the sea. In the latter 

8 m 
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sentenc? the antecedent is entirely omitted. By substituting 
the correlative 2 for aa, the relative clause will cease to be 
appositional. 

2. The appositional clause commencing with the relative 
may be used, by itself, ending with war, and the antecedent 
introduced by another relative may be followed by its correla- 
tive af as in the ordinary construction (§ 549): sara etal qavi 

fat wea waa Waa ga F age era yedis we shall meet 
such holy youths as hold golden harps in their hands. 

3. Sometimes the antecedent with agar may complete the 
correlative sentence, and its relative ‘ippositional clause, intro- 
duced by @f, may follow it: faasq sam Usl Walreal Aaa 

Set a Bags seit agar Freq sufmar ae ont ome 
aMaAtaia BA Ha a faqat qe ale we are in the company 

of a rude and shameless gentleman, who assumes a superiority 
to which he has no titie and who is deplorably ignorant of the 
rules of etiquette. 

Note.—Sometimes the relative clause introduced by af has 
the force of the adverbial clause of purpose : Qi@t Alsat Usarat 

wu, ag ae, ait agar qziat faa sea Baar, et St cae 
taal TaN ASS Aart svgqeal AGMA UsM=Al Beaony qi @a 
a@tiw I should make him the pillar of my kingdom, my faithful 
servant, and the companion of my children, that he might lke his 

father, offer his life for the weltare of my kingdom. When the 

relative clause with 4] a is used adverbially, the antecedent is not 

preceded by the demonstrative €f, #8 18 the case when the re- 

lative clause is used adjectively. In the above example the ante- 

cedent @TS@T is not qualified by wat, while, in the example in the 

preceding paragraph, the antecedent trareat is qualified by the 

demonstrative in its crude form of A&M, 

4. Sometimes the relative clause may follow the clause 

containing the antecedent, without inserting @T or Sat. It 1s 

then used as a purely appositional or "btribative clause in 

company with a number of other attributive phrases. The re- 

lative clause comes last, and rounds a highly rhetorical period : 

Ma ma wt Aree aia Bra ara aizr aren ae? wr ara 

imal, BHA AAT SSer, TA sh TAL LIT AST qa? whee, 

have I not suffered a great loss in that he broke my charlot—a 
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chariot that was gilt, that was but recently made, and which 

cost me two thousand rupees ? In this sentence the noun Tz 1s 

followed first by a prepositional attributive phrase, next by a 

participal one, and lastly by a relative clause. Again, arf 

york Prat, darvafa ara, sara faerarcear wea, Aecrarcet 
attdt how just and contented he was in his disposition, whose 

valour was like the valour of a lion, and meekness like that of 

the lamb ! This is a most peculiar construction, and the re- 

lative clause is most elegantly used. 

frat feaait aaere BAT AHA TAT | 

ar vic atic dic gat at atifaal ara tl 

Moropant. 

Note.—When the relative clause does not express the sense of an 

appositional or attributive clause, it should never be used after a com- 

plete sentence containing the antecedent. The relative clause is some- 

times used in English in this way, but even in that language the rela- 

tive has, then, the force of a conjunction, and is equivalent to ‘*‘ and 

who.” In translating the conjunctional relative, the Marathi demon- 

strative af is substituted for the relative pronoun. There was a young 

woman there watching the field, who said, &c.; GOTH ACT AL Waray 

TAN Rita TAS Sat, At (not st) Ferret ; fat srs ABET, srresr, 
fae (not FAT) arate as aAl SUT Ale se, ber mother returned 
home, and she inquired where Durga was; @Y TR Wer sat tal wea 

HT farsa there was a cave there, in which I slept. 

§ 553, ‘THE RELATIVE AGREES WITH THE ANTECEDENT IN GEN- 

Et ea HIRAM SIT THA WHS whatever 
injury was to be sustained has been borne ; Hf AASy SSAA AT 
Arar asa ar fat saarra aer how miserable is that man who 
disobeys his parents. 

§ 554. WHEN THE RELATIVE 18 FOLLOWED BY SEVERAL NOUNS, 
IT, LIKE THE ADJECTIVE, AGREES WITH THE NOUN NEAREST IT: @a3T- 

ies aida Pe palit TH, FA, ANT sears Tas at Star that 
desis parting knowledge, as, for example, the 
Scriptures, a letter, a messenger, a guide, &c., is called an eye. 

Sometimes, however, the relative may agree with the last 
word in the sentence, particularly if it be the principal one 
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neglecting the words nearest it: eqrara y qaqa, tar gene 
SETA WA A BIA a goblet, cup, and other small drinking vessels 
are called upapdtra. ‘The priacipal word stands, as ‘it were, in 
opposition to all the other antecedents, in the way 1n which the 
demonstrative @1 this, war such, &., are used. (§ 566.) 

§ 555. The relative may be optionally omitted : AIA Gala Bret 
wai Faq wadis di ai anat aT ~@réra I will take out what- 
ever old dresses I may have got in my box; getdt azie ainata 
zs faqzqor tarq@ children should quietly listen to what their elders 
tell them. In conversation the relative is often dropped. 

§ 556. The emphatic sense of the relative is expressed by repeating it, or by uniting aoft with it: ar a qary dt ant at ar 
or @ stat fast FH whatever thing she asked we vave her; Sr prot faara Z4re ay ate he that believes shall be saved. This 
emphatic sense may also be expresse1 by the omission of the 
antecedent noun: sata aq Had Ta MawAas wz whatsoever 
iS injurious has alone been forbidden us. 

4. The Demonstrative Pronouns. 

§ 557. The demonstrative pronouns are gt this, af that, sar 
such, etc. 

§ 558. The pronoun gt this denotes something that is (1) 
present, or near in place or time, or (2) something just mention- 
ed, or (3) that is just about to be mentioned ; afdl seat 
ties aszt A ssa ATS when they heard this they were con- 
founded ; qvq & weaia sar at We qeaeqes F wate aes Haz 
at at fay tear ar but bear this in mind that ifthe master of 
the house had known it beforehand, he would not have kept 
sleeping. 

§ 559. The pronoun at that usualiy refers to a person or 
thing previously mentioned; eatal & tree Feet cata Arar wT 
amet when they heard that they were very angry; et feaarreaa 
at aw Ate he got better from that time. 

But it is chiefly used in opposition to et this, or by way of 
distinction, and in such cases, gt this venerally refers to that 

which is nearer, and @f that to what is more remote; gt ata, 
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amar at tet let this man (who is nearer the speaker) go, and 

let that ( who is more remote ) remain. 

Note,—When this and that refer to foregoing words or 

phrases, this yenerally refers, in English; to the latter, and that 

to the former; but in Marathi the demonstratives by themselves 

are not often so used, but the words themselves are repeated ; 

ate art ara ei dled Tyas siza ae ad sara aifa faa 
azar arfaet gitkx, Boch vircue and knowledge are useful, but 

the former ought to be considered of greater importance than the 

latser, Inthe following verse the pronouns are, however, 1n- 

dependently used—aqrr arqdia at aret :— 

wal Bala GA Sear seat Bal Aa are | 

ale zaw ot aret, ait ar adie at art nati 

§ 560, The demonstratives gt this and at that may be used 

independently for the nouns they refer to; cara erata BIE qaa 

wze ‘a1 ear azeret wararat’’ he held a cake in his hand and said, 

“Take this for you to eat.” 

§ 561. The pronouns, in their masculine and feminine forms 
are essentially personal, and when they stand by themselves, 
without an ummediate reference to a noun expressly mentioned 
before, they denote a person or human being only; gt arm €Y 

who is this? @t @ra a@ftdt ate what is this (woman) doing? ¥ 

ela Wea WSS Ms what is this (thing) lying on the way? set 
at erott arazat are Oh, Sir, it is some woman. 

§ 562. But when a masculine or feminine noun denoting a 
lifeless thing has been previously mentioned or declared express. 
ly, the masculine gr or the feminine gt, used by itself, may not 
denote a person; eqra WrRt slata PHA wezB “et car aria 7 
TATMATS! AW,”? then he rook bread in his hand and said, “Take 
this and eat ty in remembrance of the Lord.” If the clause—eqra 
HIB ldtia AHA tzH he took the bread in his hand, and said— 
be not uttered in the hewriny of the people to whom the words 
@t FAT etc., are, addressed, the feminine demonstrative will not 
be used, only the neuter will be employed; thus, ( sareqra WIST 
alata THA senra,) F ear ah ysqr equal |r the priest, 
taking the bread in his hand should say (words not uttered 
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hefore the congregation ) “ Take this ( neut. sing. ), and eat 
it in remembrance of the Lord.” 

§ 563. But in a printed narrative, a sentence like this may 
Occur, 4qU aT GT HST gz Hea Fees, S$ car gararar then 
he pointed to the chair and said, Take this (fem.) for you to 
sit on. For, in a narrative both the noun and the demons- 
trative are uttered at once by the reader. 

§ 564. The demonstrative star such expresses kind; star 
ATTA Ree Ts ast such a man no one has seen ; Sara Ala 
*Atra what shall we do with such (women) ? . 

e 

§ 565. The Demonstratives follow the Rules of Concordance 
given under the attributive Adjectives. (Sect. 513.) 

§ 566. The demonstratives gp and star are often used 
apposttionally, and serve the following uses :— 

1. @ this, is often used in apposition to the subject, when 
the nominal predicate defines or explains the latter : trat at 
THITSwara Far star Rémé was the son of Gopélrav ; Hae F 
wet ste Bombay is a city. 

2. @f and staf are usually inserted in apposition when the 
verb has two or more subjects : trar strfr afar = ATs qrerara 
Wes eta both Rama and Govindé went to see sights ;9¢ TH FSTART 
aa TOR ASM stair Ba AASe Yze7 further on I met two persons, 
an cold man and a girl. Or they may be used when the subject 
is composed of two or more words : arfazareatt Bs = les ea 

Govind Sastri Lele had come. 

Note. —star expresses kind or sort, and gf points out individuality. 
When the demonstrative used in apposition is followed by another 
noun, it agrees with the latter: ar Wr TaaCT=ear AMT Bal ATST 
ort Sar sa Buta ara the happiness which we obtain at last from 
the worship of God that alone is salvation. s]7@ AQlSTEAl ABT, = 

at ATTA AT fsa. 
3. The appositional gr is inflected instead of the nouns for 

which it stands : eat, ats suf ya ata ar aWe4r give grass to 
the elephants, horses, and oxen ; trar, aft Str arate ATtTatt Baqi 
eure stre Sakhi is cleverer than Rama, Hari, and Gopal. 
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4. gis inserted in apposition when an adjective is predi- 

cated of two or more nouns: Ta Sle ain aa st wre! fiat his 

head and beak were large ; ari, AGT HM Brat Sl Asa sesar 

sea Gavri, Mathura and Kasi are very wise. 

5. @1 or war is also used, in apposition, when a sentence, 

used as the subject or object of the verb, is placed before it 

yet te aera emenia Rs, aa aya at aear are child, 
rake this, 1 have given it to you for breakfast; so saying, he 
walked away; ar gate as Bare ase Bear eT quid ql wee 
atlas ai § wataea aiaaw? How can you say that the 
mother of that woman 1s not a liar, or that the girl has not told a 

falsehood? iota @raNwgs, Tags fear gage vie ara 
ma eld a al Beqia arolia arei he does nut consider that some 
are obliged to beg by old age, sickness or misfortune. 

§ 567. The demonstrative used appositionally to nouns 
agrees with those nouns in gender and number; @w anftt 32 2 
ala ay gia only the oxen and the buffaloes were there. Where 
the nouns differ in geuder, the demonstrative is used in the 
neuter plural ; art age ay, art, Det, suit art gi Bea zfs 
he sold off his horse, carriage, horse, and garden. It the appo- 
sitional domonstrative is followed by a noun, it agrees with that 
noun, and not with those which precede it ; eqfdf Ql Ast Brgqear 
agel, Tai, amit set Bett eeaie adiart Basi at that time 
they took with them such weapons as muskets, swords and shieids. 

§ 568. The demonstrative used appositionally to a sentence 
is always in the neuter singular, unless it be followed by a noun 
when it agrees with that noun; 3 atoft age qr ghd anfor 
a mat snqeeqia Baa adi ae ae aia, ay ear ais 
AGS Atel where it so happens that a person expects a favour of 

us, and it is not in our power to confer it on him, there he is to 
oo we. Instead of afi ate gla we might simply say 

ad 

Although the demonstrative may be employed in apposition 
to two or more clauses, it is always in the singular number; 
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CATS FAT SM cart galt GtSt asst seoSeat <are Ana 
= ATA Ter Wt ? does it become you that you should laugh 
at him, and that when he teases you you should beat him ! 

§ 569. When attention is required to be directed to each 
clause separately, the demonstrative dt that, in its neuter 
singular form, is placed in apposition to each clause, and the 
demonstrative neuter singular ¥ this, is placed last, in apposi- 
tion to the whole sentence. collectively, with or without a noun : 
cart te atta Re AAA Tas A, sg PRarnareataar scar 
HSH FT, WIS asst F, F VT srgerg( or FaTall this) Af eqrar 
atar arat Aes? he burnt his hair when letting off fireworks ; he 
broke the looking-glass that was in the parlour ? he broke the 

carriage ; did I not forgive him all these faults ? 

§ 570, The demonstrative af is usually substituted for the 

third person ; but when two persons are metioned, af is used 

for the nearer, and @ for the more distant. Thus the English 

sentence, ‘let him go, and let this man remain,”? would he 

rendered @ strat, ft trav. In like manner, “ let him go, and 

that man stay, ” would be gf Hat, af vrear. 

As regards the rules on the employment of the demonstra - 

tive af that, as a correlative, see the Relative Pronoun ( $550 ) 

5. Lhe Interrogative Pronoun. 

§ 571. The interrogative #rr refers both to persons and 

things, but chiefly to the former : xf Sry WMT STIS Fest ? who is 

your mother, child ? cary AMI AIT HoT ? against whom has 

he committed an offence ? aaft at vara aftar ara fava ArT 2 

what is your object in engaging in this business ? 

When the agent is unknown, the interrogative Ary is used’ 

with the neuter singular verb ; 7 AIT BH Alta ? eh, who is 

calling out to me ? 

§ 572. ‘The form ATTA or ATTA is employed when inquiry 

refers to one of a class of objects : ar stteataa ft AIvar zara ? 

which will you take of these mangoes ? Afar aor Tar Sf TT 

aia ? which boy told you this story ? aarar at atsatat 

RITA TifeA 2 which of these horses do you want ? 
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§ 573. amar is sometimes used for @iot emphatically; arqean 

Tae AIT sqoa fat Geral Ha FN HRT Hata tee 
av? what mother would wish to forget the death of her own 

child ? 

S 574. eq what is used in relation ve things ; Qrear ere 

qrea? what does he want/ rar sea pra? what is his object / 

§ 575. ara what has the followin. peculiar uses: 

1. Ivis used for the relative pronoun ®in the sense of 
’ La ¢ ~ ON x . te 

“whatever;” @t @a (a) aeu aq ana 4 bring whatever he 
Inay give you. 

2. It is used as an exclaimation of surprise at the greatness 
of a thing, both in reference to men and things: al ara et qe 
what « fool he is! @rq ¥ Wa what courage, this! 

3. It is used also to express surprise ut the nwmber and 
varvety of objects in a reduplicated form: af erg ert ay 71 
ai? what and how many excellencies of his shall I recount ? 

4, Orit may simply express the collective seuse of extent, 
variety, and distribution: Qt Brat Bez ga fas F Wer aia tell 
me what all he gave you? The various articles may be sepa- 
rately enumerated, and a single eq may precede each noun: 
TANT BA, AIB BA, WE ara, TW Baa Wee at are there is 
bajri there, jvari, in short, every article you may wish for, 

5. Lt may also be used as an lnterjectional particle of sur- 

prise or Interrogation: Bt, CT ler ARS rT? what did you 
strike him ? 

§ 576. It is used as a particle of interrogation : are qsaa qee ara? will it rain to-day ? 

3 577. The interrogatives feat and Saar, signifying how iuuch or how many, have corresponding relative and demonstra- vive forms ( § 171): and a distinction is sometimes made between them in sense and use. but utterly ignored by the best Of authors fear means how many, lmplying number, and Saer how much expressing quantity and extent > Ret aia qifeaa? how manv 
mangoes id you want ? Sage de car BNA? how much oil did you pour out ¢ 

: 
rd py 
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The sense of degree is best expressed by feet; agers afe 
Ay ° ow feat Gas 4 Ag we, a a aa Peet seg a AV MT how poor 

and dull is the understanding of men, and how scanty and 
imperf- ct their knowledge! gtet Aa Sidi Bata Rect as Mead 
how strong do some opinions appear to some people ! 

6. The Indefinite Pronoun. 

8 578. opus an indefinite pronoun signifies some one; 
WISi BIT WIS sis some one has come downstairs. When the 
person is quite unknown, the form @oTaT is used ; TS POTAT als 
aritar are some one, I do not know why, is calling out to you. 
loft has the sense of any one; @roft aes aoe Aer aint tell me 
when any one comes. BIO Qh expresses some particular person 
or thing, both singular and plural; ara arqeat Ty Bro Te aq 
AN Atea to-day some people are going to come to our house; 
BIOT wala aa aes ae some one has said so; a certain man has 

sald so. 

Note.—The forin BOT Uh has the torm ot the English indefinite 

article, and the indefinite phrase “a certain,” which is often 

employed in that language in commencing a story : Sto] GH Amis 

alaqral AAs état there was a certain man of the name of Maloji. 
‘The indefinite numeral w™ has the same sense: Ga wfa ategy 

qaisht aiarat ataaeit Ziat there was Gerbil very poor man of 

the name of Santaji; af Vw Ha glee AYA ara cs Aaa aa 

Sloat Geet at a certain time or on @ certuin occusion, he felt 

very anxious as to how he might feed them. ae May also sane 

“gome one,’ ‘any one;” Opt AQIS! or TRE ANSI Metal cali 
some doctor, any you may find. | 

Note.—The Marathi noun has the force of the English article 

inherent in it, and the context determives whether it 1s definite 

or indefinite; stadt ata Bret ey at last we have come to @ town, 

or at last we have come to the town (which we have been looking 

forward to ); ay arq ataiar it must bea tiger; 81 tat qs ss 

see, here the ox comes. 

€ 579. slmar is an indefinite pronoun answers to the ques 

tlon put with the interrogative Bia ? BIA eaqrTal which one 

shall I take 2? Answer, #lotaTét & ike any you please, 
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§ 580. ara as an indefinite pronoun signifig that which, 
whatever: at mra es F {Ha | bring whatever he might give 

you. 

§ 581. afe€t some, expresses a few, ora little: até stata 

3TH Aza some people think so; eata areal Aas Arar Trett ea 
there was some oil and some water in. it. 

ater has a partitive sense ; cata Are STHIT T THAT aaat FT 

sre faa ret he and his daughter ate some of the figs and 
dried plantains from it. It expresses, also; something more 
or less, not nothing : Was Tate AH TAH, Atel wr do not go 
without taking any food; eat something more or less. With 
the negative particle it signifies not at all: ast atet frsrary 
arét you shall not have anything at all. 

It is used when any matter or business is spoken of indefi- 
nitely : qeatqrett Are Ararary sre I have to speak to you some- 
thing. Used adverbially it expresses an indefinite degree : 
e-acqrat sy aa are aT sre the happiness obtained from 
the possession of God is something indescribably wonderful. 

The phrase aAtéi HEA signifies by some means or other ; 
SIT Aral REA Aa WA Wars; you must by some means or 
other supply my want. 

The pronoun aft ‘combined with Ta means some few per- 
sons or things: Arai TH OAH STA STFA Al Ala Aner Razz aaa 
qrara West there are some people of such a nature that they 
must chew tobacco the whole day. With the negative particle 
it denotes, not even one, nothing at all; Fzrearay arat tH ate 
ata 214% aret the Pendharis did dot eo a single vessel in 
the house ; 4 aar atat mA araarar arét I sha’nt give you 
anything “i all. 

att when reduplicated has a distributive force : atet atet ae 
UW Slza; Biel Hiet arsz some fields here and there are good ; 
some here and there are bad : > = Para Arar ASl Stary aie, aAreT 
aATe staft staat ars hid pictived is good in some parts, inwthers 
it is very bad. 
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Reduplicated with argi it expresses some little degree: atgt 
wel qa tae, aigt adi cqraqrer a® 1 have purchased some 
little jagri, some little more is yet to be bought; ateq Fata 

Bist a1et eq Bates 2s soon asl took the medicine, some little 
effect began to show itself. 

582. Besides the senses of WH one given under section 578, 
it has the following :— 

l. The numeral g& is used indefinitely ; a ge arma sa 

Ta some one person was standing there. 

2. [t expresses the sense of one particularly or pre-eminently ; 
at Us az an unrivalled hero he; ay Us Mgt an arrant scamp he, 

3. It may denote excess or continuousness; UH TT Alsat ati, 

there was a ceaseless wail going on. 

4. It may mean one, alike or identical ; avgt HIFEt TH we are 

both one and the same. 

5. It may denote other, not the same: % HTT TH, a TH this 

and that are different medicines. 

6. It may mean one, unchangeable; qe Uz, daa qaq Us 

aaa you are great, and your word ought never to change. 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 

THE USES OF THE CASES. 

1. THE NOMINATIVE CaSE. 

(SARs OF TWAT.) 

§ 453—§ 464. 

§ 583. The Nominative is the case of the subject when the 

verb takes the Kartari construction (§ 210); Arar are aT 

AIS] Bie my younger brother has come. It is also the case of 

the nominal predicate: @t Ysa! aly aisat grat the father of 

this boy was wu weaver ; q BW ATT aqlqel wea you are a very 

honest woman. 
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2. THE ACCUSATIVE CASE. 

( @aterve or fEdtar. ) 

§ 584. The Accusative case expresses the direct object of 
the verb: zt gai cefaear di agra aia lt will tell this your 
trickery to father; dat €t vara wet TH Ae do not eat these 
sweetmeats much. 

Vote—1 The accusative object is used. also, as the internal 
object of the compound verb. ( 8 295 ). 

§ 585. ‘The accusative case is emp.oyed to express the ad- 
verbial relations of (a@) space, (b) time, and (¢) measure :— 

(a) Ua at ara ata aiwar I walk four miles every day. 

art aia at qt feeu he went over to two or four houses. 

(6) dt art ates aaareft area she walks barefoot all the 
year round. 

(C) tqreat ata AT Vis ari aX sla @alaA BT vive him two seers 
of flour, and two vards of broadcloth. 

314 Ql aat aad Aaa, Ta aaa ad @a.— Ramdas. 
qa wT gute, asi X aq as gar sa.—Moropant. 

Vote —The measure of excess or inferiority, as well as the rate of measurement is indicated by the instrumental case 

Note.—The suffix yz is joined to the accusative of space, 
time and measure to express the idea of thoroughness, fulness, ete. It may be put to the accusative either before or after it; SUT aqy faz he gave a handful of rupees, or BwyS Sqy tz be gave a handful closely stuffed and crammed. 

3. THE INSTRUMENTAL CASE. 

( SorHETT or Frat, ) 
§ 586. The Instrumental case principally denotes the in- strument whereby au action iS performed: a WaT Wara -_ ~ ~ ) ~ P ape a IT 

Wat BOTA SIR Braque asl ZTS FT so much the better that he cannos to harm to anybody with this dreadful weapon. 
a aa éisrara | afte art a wat. — Tukaram. 
§ 587, The instrumental case indicates several other rela. 
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tions besides that of inst rumentality. The following are a few 
of them :— 

2. The agent, or the subject of the verb ; fae xat wqaAT AT 

eq afitas she told me that she would come soon ; vRNA 

ANSEA HUTA FETA ATTAUA Fat ar Sarat asraes siz Godhas sent 
us on earth to help one auother. 

Aaa ASA FH, VANS TH a Aterz.— Moropant. 
frsne sgt ae, carseat arate star aa.— Moropait. 

Note.—The subject is always in the instrumental case in certain 

instances. ( § 481, 1, 2 ). 

3. The operating cause or power : ATTRA kar BrHAATy Wty Fear 

Manda died from that very disgrace ; Star atatt @rar Arrest Ar 

at arte aie Hzatdio aftarat stay Ara set strea 1 am now con- 

vinced that they belong to some respectable family, and have 

been reduced to this state by poverty. 

aq niet aS audi=ear TT) arse wearer argaaT.—Rimdis. 

4. Manner : caret are stata, ae Tada CAT STATA AS 

they received them with great affection and meekness. 

gratia Wrsra eT HINT TT HrSta.— Woropant. 

5. The accompanying circumstance : tat All AN SHIT CATTTAT 

faarstt aaaararat: Tsar at that time Shiviji attacked the 

Mahomedans with twelve thousand horsemen ; 48ta? ata wae 

areaifaatr rarata Farcar Mahomed penetrated into the Panjab 

with twenty thousand horse. The instrumental termination 

often assumes the form of far, as in the last example, to 

express this sense ; Sarqraizaraat cAI aia BIH AA, we 

should not go into the kitchen with our clothes on,—Iht., with 

our scarf and turban put on. 

6G. The contents of a thing : Tra art qectiat ATHAT HATA 

ear aifzar ster aaacraraaic ara Her only there he took 

out the scrip filled with moharas, which he had tied round his 

waist, and emptied it before Davlatrav. 

7. A reference, 7.e., it is jomed to nouns, adjectives, or 

yerbs, to point out in reference tu what they are to be understood: 

arti sire weirs facet vest por Gee sailor TAIT ATA Arar Fat 
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rar his mother was not healthy in body, but she was beautiful 

and clever in bousewifery: gq War Slaala Aas Ela the deer 
was blind of one eye. 

ASAT AS Wi ds | xara aw Sar tetr.—Tuakram. 

8. Space, proximity, &c.— 

(a) Near to. in motion: at am aza awe stat I was quiet- 
ly going along the road. 

mot aan ae | fager wqqy ttet.— Tukaram, 
(b) Close to: faa waret Siratt wits she held him to her bosom; 

at MSs Siar Al area sel aryai Hizgare etdi there were thorny 
trees along both sides of the road by which he went. 

(c) Motion from: qaqraa ai aratsara ter I went from 
Poona to Satara. 

Note.—When the @ has an ablative force equivalent to aaa 
from, as in the last instance, it is always written without the 
anuswar. 

9. Intercourse, opposition, de.: ward warelt arradt at 
he fought with him: @tetat faaara, dqordt area aréta 2 rue 
wt those who do not behave towards others with gentleness and 
honour, are base. 

His! aaa Bq Aaagat sez—/ukdrdm 

10. Purpose: ait Azar Bate waga WS NEA for our 
benefir vou must of necessity go. 

Ll. /ume: ata alata cara arr tt he died in two hours. 

AWAIAA TA | Br Arar aos. — Mukteswar. 
12. Direction, wuthority: an frararg=a faania at adrat 

watl Swaa Ulett then Sakhi remained there to wait on Mani 
with the permission of Bhimabai; eqrar BTM a Zid atlas he was 
convicted by iaw: eqrear 28t@ iv his sight. 

_ 138. Comparison: aft ara aati aS sae Blaq AGT 
ws ATA AA Aiqa Tala Balai he compares his own condition 
with that of the other person, aud fancying that he is some great 
toan swells with pride. 

14. Lhe meusure of excess ur wufertority in comparison : at Zim ara Wa he is older by two years. 
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15. ate of in measurement and quantity: at Sera fanar, 
qraeia faata arat he cells by seers, not by payales (bushels). 

Obs.—The English student should notice the prepositions 
which express the different senses of the instrumental and all the 
other following cases. The senses of the Marathi instrumental 
are expressed in English by the prepositions “by,” “with,” 
“against,” “in,” “according to,” “along,” &e. No one who 
would speak Marathi idiomatically should neglect the chapters 
on the “ Uses of the Cases ” 

THE DATIVE CASE 

(sagas or aget ) 
§ 583. The dative primarily denotes the person or thing 

remotely connected with un action as rts object ; etymologically 
it signifies a giving, real or imaginary; Gael © mara fea 

wadie this must be given to you as pocket-money: anqaza 

WSANTA FHS TH alsa silly sarqora gat Ganpatrdo gives much 
sweetmeat to the younger lads, and takes much tor himself also. 
The dative object is usually the wmdzrect object. The dative 
case has several other senses. It sigmifies— 

2. The direct object: adte Gare arer atiat the elder Powar 

holds hin, # ger arafear war arar ger atadta aret father 
does not know you so well as I kuow you. When the object is a 
person, the dative is used as the direct object ( § 490 ). 

3. The subject with the potential verb ; Ararat BIA peararqa 

Wea aAlei we cinnot do without working; fawarred Get gat 

Mel BAAN AT you will not be able to eat dry bread as she 

does ( § 481, 3 ). 

4  The-person or thing to which an action refers, chiefly 
with intransitive verbs: ata ya Ris Ale Asst wegra aredt 

qedt the Rand became anxious when the two boys grew up: galt 

aaa WIT WAST aati you appear to us very dreadful. 

The following are a few particulars indicated by the date 

of reference :— 

(a) The person or thing benefited ur injured : AAWUTAL SSA 

FMNZasl TA wAtai the pitient recovered by the remedies that 

iets used; apera GAIT ara faz there are a thousand 
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obstacles in the way of the marriage of a woman that has a 
snub nose. 

(b) Possession with the verb Haul: Tel BEA Bela Aer qe 
gta he had six small children. 

(c) The person for whom sympathy is expressed : 

ara Sorat vera || THI ATT Tet ATA Ul 

(d) The thing in which a person suffers: Qt Atatzat sarqr- 

tia at ware eqaie Far he lost in that sugar-trade to the ex- 
tent of one thousand rupees; aEST a ATAMIS Zeata they 
lose their manhood by it. 

(e) The person supplicated : gait aq Zaret ATTN Ar go all of 
you for help to God. 

(7) Affect or consequence: wr aed &i Aref slega 
SYA, AAT ATH ala He eine aeta I believe you will not so 
cause me pain when you know my distress; aq® AlaeTt aa at 
weet he fought oaly to his ruin. 

(g) Definiteness, dels, being used with an adjective, ora noun or a neuter verb, it lamits its sense: ffater are sweet. to the 
taste ; @TYISl AA AtaTs good only for food. 

(h) Comparison : Saat Hat WA TA Ft Aw straat as Rama suits Sita, so Nala suits you. 

“ tteon atavtier, aftgeon eeaof att srat ny 
CHada as, Aw Had saa! wa TAT” y Moropant. 

(1) Utility, office, de: %% Hei grata sa Ard Pra take these two for both hands, my friend; a at wate eda aaa he employs boys as servants. 

gat ws aqraat, atl Stas Rear qaat.-—Mukteswar. 

5. Compensation, substitution - radia fat anit sae sa an abuse for an abuse, and a kick fora kick. 
6, The relation of space :— 
(4) Place in or on: ery SlFaret ane EF he had a turban on his head. 

40 m 
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(0) Motion to: gat ys aredts aft dana aedis other 
boys would be promoted and rise to high appointments ; qf 
Titatst Wer he has gone to town. 

7. Time :— 

(a) Pownt of time : Sat Aleta ar come to-morrow at four, 
(b) Time indefinitely : ere Wala & ls stata where were 

you last night ? 

(c) Kxtent, limit, &c. : ara qa araqaia aya aa ad area 
it will take two years more for him to return: Seta ala faq 
wea it wants two minutes to ten. 

Note.—The dative st indicates time definitely, and @ 
indefinitely. The dative in @ is never used to indicate a point 
or period of time, but only indefinite time ; & away ateter, not 
aigi@ & come exactly at two o'clock. 

5. THe ABLATIVE CASE. 

( AqgTaBIts or Taat ). 

§ 589. (1) The ablative expresses the relation of ablation, 
v.€., of carrying away or taking away ; area Raat Rranaz 
matga ta ster the fourth day Trimbakshet returned from the 

Village; & garat at wae fda qa aaa ad gestae you are 
lucky that you have at least escaped from the hands of such a 
cruel girl, 

Note.—The postposition 34a, Yraff; etc., are substituted for 
the dative case-endings as more courteous forms; AENMtwtas 
AHA F give it to the gentleman is more courteous than WEereaatal 
asa gq. In English the same idiom is sometimes used ; 

“Yet to the General’s voice they soon obeyed.—Milton.” 

Note.—The ablative termination ga or Ga is affixed either 

directly to the noun, or to nouns governed by postpositzons ; 
raed AretaSat Get are Gopalarav came downstairs ; Hf ara 

aga aa adam tao Iam going to hear the whole story from 
his lips; ward atigqa gis arftzt he called out from inside the 
house The English “ from,”—governing an adverb, is rendered 
in Marathi by Ga; “from above” @gaq; “from here” wy; 
“from inside” ata. 
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Note.—arqa is generally used in the place of Fa to denote 

the sense of ablation, expressed in English by the preposition 

from: waa et Tad RATA TTaH eal gas is produced from 

coal; uta Tel TANITA TH waa RAC A mea sheré are from one 

thousand to one lac of people in it; @ieat AINA BTS IITA 

AISI AAS vo one could have suffered from his pranks; Tearqa 

WHA Asa AYA ANT to say that he would run away from the 

teacher. It is when motion from a place is expressed that ga 

is usually joined to nouns denoting place or location ; Tag tT BTS 

he came from town. When motion from @ person is expressed, 

qiqa, or Haga is employed; al Awa Wet he went from me; 

di araaga atet I have come from him. 

Note —(1) Postpositions and adverbs, inflected by qa or Sa, 

when expressing the sense of plurality, have a locative, and not 
ablative force; qa=at aiqa a area aa (2a zfs eta lights were 
hung both inside and outside the house; gaga faega aa ae 
feaa gtdi everywhere trees only were visible. 

2. Postpositions inflected by Ga, when governing plural 
I Vv > ¢ bi J oe S= * ° 

1ouns, convey the locative sense ; Jagear saqrqisatei TTITTA BIT 
arg aivier the merchants of Bombay brought only cotton in the 
ships; Htetaeat Wrat Aas the birds perched on the trees. 

3. The postpositions, as well as adverbs, express the sense 
of passage or channel, corresponding with through; ZqISIqa aret 
it came by post. The instrumental ¥ is also used; at atta ST 
go by the door. 

(2) Another important meaning of the form #4 1s than, and 
it is chiefly used as a particle of COMPULiSON : BAT YVIzAI WeqSra 
gad ai at atéi aga ainet aaen drama sce art ae 
it appears from the very features of the girl that she is born to live in a somewhat better condition than this (§ 522). 

6. THE GENITIVE CASE. 

( AaTTERs or TH. ) 

§ 590. The genitive case expresses connection generally, or the relation of genus and species between two objects; hence the genitive is usually governed by a noun: aia Az ara ffemra a 
ala Ale az aera al@ @ arg ere if | am in the slightest degree to blame for it, then my condition shall be as distressful ag 
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that ofa thief; qa wa { arar Rew wer aftdla & ata but, 
brother, tell me how you exculpate yourself from this. 

Note.—All adjectives limit the signification of the nouns 
which they qualify, or, in other words, indicate the relation of 
species and genus; adjectives and genitives consequently agree 
vn their uses. Etymologically, the genitive in most languages 
is adjectival, and in Marathi and several other languages it hag 
often purely an adjectival force ( § 461, 8). 

Note.~—‘The real power of the genitive is to express the 
genus or kind. IfI say a bird of water, ‘of the water’ defines the 
genus to which a certain bird belongs; it refers to the genus of 
water-birds. In such phrases as son of the father, or father of the 
son, the genitives have the same effect. They would answer the 
same purpose as the adjectives paternal and maternal.’— Maz 
Muller. 

§ 591. The following are the principal relations indicated 
in Marathi by the genitive case :— 

1. Origin, descent, fumily relation &e.: Tigiaviatsal aVia 
gait TTT th @tat the elder daughter of Godavaribai was one 

Gunga; at { aeaarsl asia, aya eal UA sya Hera z az az 
well, you are Atmaram’s sister and it is therefore right that you 
should first go and see him. 

Note —The genitive denotes descent, even without the addi - 
tion of a substantive: waganta fer Fake, q aod waza? 
the prince asked her, whose are you? (mark the answer) Qzet oY 
AUS AMA AYA UH Yaa Wz args ar wdidis war qed at 
yea sare ? then she said, I am the daugher of a man belonging 
to the Rajput tribe of Chandano. 

2. Possession: araata faa aistalz we ase Tawar she could 

not utter a single word for joy; af awa et audi ges fadias 

yerat wea at this time all these belong to the girl mentioned in 

the first note. 

Note.—The neuter genitive. without the governing noun, 

expresses possession, affairs, nature or property, &e.: vara UTS 

ara et Sada qa the best thing is to give to one what is his own; 

sara are at (ad one likes what he docs, or likes his own affairs. 
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3. Maternal: sqaqttt args Tawa Gaia TH Bist arta 

fqac araer Trimbakshet ordered an excellent cage of wires 

out of his own money; fan aiei dix ain Testa iat wat 

lawez feet she gave her a little custard and a cake of wheat. 

4. Oontents: sqagazia au eae afest ath wear at 

aeqizql Nia a qwqral Geqia stat atet Trimbakshet took 

down the cage, and found that there was nothing in the box of 

grain and the cup of water; av@rdt azott Ble ale di TU SHAR 

a1ét #12 do not you know where the jar of sweetmeat is ? 

Members, or partition : gad waza We at us gia 

@ig al since you so wish it, give me a bit of betelnut; aft 

TARA UA ast Ztail she was sitting by the side of the 
road, 

Note.—The genitive denotes the whole, and the governing 
word the part. 

6. The person with reference to an emotion : arat AIATI 
feat erat how much I loved him ? er aiia Warar aye Raatar 
SAS Tiga a alts Aa Ge we @argia qraet the charitable phy- 
siclan was very much gratified when he saw the pleasure with 
which the poor childreu ate to their satisfaction. 

Note.—The emotional genitive may be rendered in various 
ways ; thus argaratdt atta the love of parents, may express either 
(1) arg arqtazet sfifa love for parents, or (2) AS alas dita 
love borne by parents: awqa wa the fear of an enemy may mean 
either (1) wawiga w47 fear from an enemy, or (2) WAAL AAlais 
wq the fear felt by an enemy. 

7. The olject: fan ear Hiaza qIisa @w she tended that’ kid; 
faar favara ‘az believe her. 

] C te: i 
l 

Lt) 

Not (he compound verbs sometimes govern a genitive object. (§, 298,2). 
; ay hh rae Note.—The genitive is sometimes used objectively to an adjective ; at araeerar adi waz he is indeed guilty of infanticide. 

Quality : aa aw bodily strength; avar qr family stock : 
atzat qa met ana aft tad: Gara -yqraqra aa I will come myself with my bullock-cart to take you 
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Note—The noun, as in the above phrase apt™@ qa, is not 
usually modified before assuming the genitive termination er, when it expresses the sense of quality : qatar household, but 
awrar of the house. The first is an adjective, and the last is a 
genitive case ; quar aa the master or owner of the house, and 
acai Aa is the same as gztaqey atna householders, or persons 
living in the house ; yay ara ratters of the house, forming a part 
of the house, but qz¥ ara household rafters, in or somewhere near 
the house, but not forming any part of the house, Sometimes 
another adjective may be derived from the same root ; Qleara 
golden, or afergt either golden or gilt from @¥¥ gold. It is usual. 
ly such words as express a local relation, in some way or other, 
that, like the adverbs, do not inflect the root before taking the 
genitive @f; as aia of the body, atear of the mouth, Sata 
of the country, Sagat of the north, &c.: other nouns terminating 
1 St inflect it; a@rq work, a@ratar (not @taar), useful. The 
inflected adverbs are azar of above, @rear of below, rear 
of yesterday, &c. 

Note.—The genitive termination indicates the gender of the 
noun it qualifies; and when it inflects a third personal pronoun a 
demonstrative or a relative, the pronominal genitive expresses the 
gender and number of the possessor, as well as of the thing 
possessed ; @rar of him, far, fa¥ of her &c. 

Note.—The locative in $ becomes adjectival by the aid of the 

suffix at; Hagfar internal, of the mind (§ 593 Note). 

9, Completion abundance: at arata weata wa aw ata 

ayer qwaaagatia Wata shoals on shoals of this kind of fish come 

out thence every year into the Mediterranean Sea ; waa ata 

AA Weraata wes Zta the whole village had come to see the fun. 

10. A change of state: aRarat ataa etat ant sftaarar 

altat estar a2 poor man becomes a rich man. and a rich man be- 

comes & poor man; WHA ASI Fea Faaatast are acHarat aga 

ewraia aifttaet sme the tutor has told me to translate a Sanskrit 

story from the Panchatantra into the vernacular to-day. 

1:1. Adaptation or use: at taralat Ata that is a place for 

bathing ; fawr ware qtawara at = give her also some wearing 

apparel. 
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592 In the above instances we have shown the conmnec- 

tion indicated by the genitive between two nouns. It has some- 

times a reference to adjectives, adverbs and verbs. Thus— 

I. The genitive with an adjestiee :— 

With an adjective to denote the ground or object: at aa 

gerar etet overt he was convicted of infanticide. 

Il, The genitive with an adverb :-— 

The partitive genitive is chiefly joined to adverbs: Qwa Aer 

qq TST do not sit outside the house. 

Note.—The postpositions are affixed to the inflected form of 

the noun, or its genitive cuse: as QyTay or Arearay on the house. 

Ill. The genitive with a verb:— 

1. Phe genitive 1s sometimes used as both the subject and 
object of the verb: aIqel Ta Gear we Aa SIS aware wenfy arq- 
Sl Hata Aezq still it was notin Janu’s mind to acknowledge that 

his opinion was wrong: Hf @ra teung areét [ will not hear what 

he may say. 

Note—The noun are saying, &c., is no doubt, understood. 

Note —The objective genitive is chiefly governed by the 
compound verbs, and expresses the object of some feeling: Tar 
Wet wat aret I was angry with him; Tara AGATa Set they dis- 
honoured the king ( § 296 ). 

2. The genitive is used adverbially to express the relatt . on 
of time: at faarat faaat he sleeps by day. . 

Note.—The genitive 1 
the dative in @: + wrt aiorar t¢ om a Oe celal are des weine 
waa he used to come every day in the evening, and they both 
would be alone fora long time in the night. In this sentence the 
attention is directed to the time of their meeting while in th 
following to the place and not to the time; qarefra any ear a 

3 
@lé Bava you were out in the night, and where were you ? 

7. THE LOCATIVE. 

( afravrenre or agit. ) 

§ 593. The Locative Case expresses the relation of place : 
a atten anit aga a fade Wg Bs it (the sound ) having 
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fallen upon theer ears, they began to look only in that direction ; 
ararét at AeErast ater farya wet. for this reason he went out in 
the morning. 

Gal ara eral ate uu aat arer agaist 1 

| agra at aaidia aa, gavel arear ar arai—Tukaram. 
_ Note.—The lucative sometimes takes the genitive termina- 

tion: arétar ara e0y to give a mouthful out of one’s own mouth. 

mora ay at aar auatt wu aaa ail aragrar 

Note.—The ar is an adjectival affix, like wt in @tetast. 

§ 594. The locative expresses the following other relations :— 

2. The object of the verb: MIRAI Bit sa ANA al Sars - ATI 
when you convict him, then you will prove him a liar. 

3. Instrumentality : at atét Afaat he eats with the mouth 

Hiatt Se F Bra what is done by oneself is well done. 

fla Ha War Beara andi uv wa saratad Tea uw — Tukdrdam 

Saget we qerat get atiaat qararat uv — Mukteshwar. 

tae Paaaata srai.— Mukteshwar. 

4. Purpose: aur cardi aaa aaadt un aeit ute att ga 
he sat down for meditation, and felt God to be in the Society of 

men and in the desert. 

CHAPYrER XXVIII. 

POSTPOSITIONS GOVERNING CASES. 

< 595—§ 599. 

§ 595. Several postpositions are used in the place of case 

terminations, or joined to casc-terminvtions to vary their sense: 

at atal aastae 2 or Aer 2 give that mango to me. 

1. Tue INSTRUMENTAL CASE. 

( em or gett. ) 

§ 596. The following postpositions indicate the relation of 

instrumentality :— 
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l. ea expresses simple instrumentality, and is affixed to 

the instrumental case in U: ela Wa wea afte he killed him 

with a weapon. 

2. ayxadi is of the same import as ea: FS Wa Al, A FST- 

adi or vq seta if you cannot do it yourself, get it done by your 
child. 

3. eeu has several other significations besides that of in- 

strumentality, thus— 

(a) Instrumentality: ware qvieg a wana ative Rama 

killed Rawan with an arrow. 

(6) Indirect agency: At raga ax atadra I will cause the 
house to be built by him; AUR SYA eqa eadia I will give you 

money through the shroff. 

(c) Channel or medium: quae a aaa Ga ela all are 
refreshed by rain. 

(d) Source: wqrpga or ( qaqa or aga ) STA eqr take the 
money from him; af fegraramga utet he has come from Upper 
Hindusthan. This is the ablateve force of aga. 

4. Wag has generally the ablative force, but as an instru- 
mental postposition it denotes indirect agency: € we w 
@ the vessel was broken by me, 2.¢., it broke while I had it 

in my hands. 

5. giet or gTz expresses instrumentality or medium: se- 
ant gaa aaret fafa ziga your mind will be satisfied through 
the Scriptures. 

2. THE Dative Cask. 

( angra or agit ) 
§ 597. The following postpositions indicate the dative relation :— 

1. ga has two significations; thus— 

(a) The object: tat wararmma areai the king spoke to his 
minister, 

. (6) Place: a atarqa ttt he has gone to the town; & ae AM Mei IITA BS, Aezizqr ara Ai these things will be 
41m 
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of avail when we have finished our journey and arrived at home. 
This postposition occurs in learned discourse. 

2. Was expresses the object: as, SIAMAS Bia tell him 
@qIaaqs F give it to him. 

3. writ is generally used in poetry. It expresses — 

(a) The object: feet fuag arent i 

aan stat ag zftare 

(6) Ground or reason: gratatt qaat Taal : for this reason 
Raghuvir came; faaaaafaareretit ar you should come for the 
marriage of my son. 

(c) Utility or fitness: aia ftevqrsat siti ale paper is fit 
for writing, 

4. The postpositions @Rat, Si, ATS, TAT Bei donote the 
purpose or reason. Thus, qr@rteeot ma 2 give a cow for the 
Brahman. 

5. agrait, like qaqa, expresses the object; @rat or arwmaas 
or eqiqrant ata tell it to him. 

6. zg at, expresses the objsct; rasa qata send it to 

hin. 

3. THE ABLATIVE CASE. 

( aarara or qua. ) 

§ 598. The following are the ablative postpositions :— 

1. @ga denotes the source: wrega aqa sar take money 

from him (See @ga@ under the instrumental case, § 596 ). 

2 wage denotes— 

(a) The source or motion from: Ht anawaga arer I have 

come from him. 

(b) Agency: & wate awwaga Fes the vessel was bruken by 

me. 

(c) Proximity: a arava atarwtaga wer he went by our 

village. 
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3. qr denotes— ; 

(a) The source, implying ( 1) origin : a ASU KS gta 

this tree bears fruit: AAU =F qraeé qea Il have committed 

this sin; (2) privation: argarqrga ( or waga ) ttt SIV ae a 
ara aifrs aréta he has not brought the two rupees he took 
from me. 

(6) Since: ear raarqraa agi are I have been at home since 
that day. 

(c) Distance from in space; @Tazar AIT FT are it is far 
from my house. 

4. aiis used to express comparison: @T @ae Arar yeay 
aero ene he is wiser than this elder brother. It also ex- 
presses a reason: Srqatt Mga asraat ayert Aer aot ant ae 
since you call me, I must come. (§ 589, 2). 

5. @eat expresses :— 

(4) Source: argiaea @Ist are he came from upstairs. 

(6) Locality: Piertaea andi aor gwaet all the people sat 
on horseback. 

(c) Approximation: at max atarea wet he went by our 
village. 

Nole.—aeaq differs from waga. Both agree in expressing 
nearness, but Tea indicates, in audition, to pass close to an object 
without touching it, so as to go from one side of it to another ; 
al ATASAT qUaageA Wer he went bv our house (vicinity); @t ame 
AVA AUST Ter he went past our house. 

(2d) Ground or reason: IU tI Wetraqea sina I recogniz- 
ed you by your voice; argo aiftiaenaean et I went in conse- 
quence of what you told me. 

4. THE Locatrive. 

( after or aaa. ) 
§ 599. The following are the Locative postpositions. The postpusitions ste, aAvst have a purely locative force; gyraey A ®Iq Eta what benefit is there in Staying at home ? ateaia aait wet garata saréet araat sie the news of battle arrived as soon as the bride came into the shed. 
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Note.—The following idiom is worthy of notice ; aqr@ in is idioma- tically used for 4 on in such cases as Mera sraqet a ring “x (for on) 
the finger : so also qrata rer shoes in the feet : SIRT sTTT|T a coat 
tw the body ; Steata Grae a turban in the head, &c. | 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

THE USES OF THE TENSES. 

§ 600—650, 
§ 600. The tenses have been considered as simple and 

compound. ‘T’he simple tenses differ from the compound not 
only in regard to their form, but also their signification. ‘he 
former express time indefinitely, the point of time at which 
actions happen, without regard to duration, and they are 
appropriately employed to indicate single acts or habits, while 
the latter indicate a duration or continuance of time, the time 
during which a thing is done. | 

§ 601, Hence the simple present, past and future tenses, 
may be denominated present indefinite, past indefinite, and 
future indefinite. 

‘Tae [npicative Moop. 

Present ‘l'ewse. 

The Present Indefinite. 

§ 602. 1. The present indefinite indicates an act which 
has lately commenced, and is in a state of progression: © Yet 
aAlcara you are jesting. 

2. It indicates an action that is just about to commence: 
ae At gar Aret art erafaat come, I will show you something 

strange ; or come I am going to show you, etc. 

3. It indicates an action that wil] certainly happen: Tat 

PHISUAT TTa AHA zat [ shall give you leave to-morrow, 

the whole day, from morning to evening ; HT SITFal Cle Pear ae 

av sar ary areas STA WA SIRT dar if we should not give 

a: the orchard, your father will directly demand the five 

hundred rupees from us ; Tat TAIT AST Gaia ANT vow the 

(Jovernment will certainly execute me, 
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4. It expresses a generai truth or maxim true at all times: 
wr TEN Fart asi esa seat at wg gaat he who with 
his own mouth spreads abroad his own fame, 1s sure to meet 
with contempt. 

5. It denotes an act long since past, but present at the time 
referred to in the discourse: arma fartat Bhoj Raja asks - 
qaqa aaas A wait anda, ger, wt wa afta wea 
Devrava went to him and said, child, what are you doing here ? 
fagma mma aq¢iu fai Fae aes qari aodt arate 
aware ACHAT | yar ASIL Beta ti! ( Sridhur) having collected 
their ministers, all the kings sat for consultation, and said (in 
Marathi, and say) “ We cannot control the son of Nand, and 
we do not know what to do.” ‘his construction is usually 
adopted in animated and descriptive narrative. 

| 6. It expresses a habit: Hi arania area eqa aeat aat 
I am in the habit of freely giving to the poor hundreds of thou- sands of rupees. 

7. It is used in quoting from an extant author: anita aq Waa the poet Moropant Says thus. 

The Present Imperfect or Progressive. 

§ 603. 1. It expresses that the action is in a state of pro- gression: af feeta az he is writing; sett gaff ate Wed ser we walt your comin,. 

_ 2. It expresses in act that was in progression at a past time, when employed with a past verb: qfay ta Wed Wa wea ~ ~~ 
. . wa art Wes he Saw the birds going and coming. (602, 5) It is used in this way ln narratives. ( § 511, Note). | 

3 It expresses an act that has been in continuance for an c 
indefinite period: & Tt Bei aa AIA aia ska how long have vou > : 

you been performing acts of devotion here 2 

/ } Dive . 9 
; 

The Present Imperfect or Progressive Emphatic. 
$604 The Present Imperfect Kimphatic does not difter inuch in sense fr , €nse from the present impertect tense, and ig not seldom identified w; with it, but t - nevertheless, (pie he following particulars are, 
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_ I. It expresses the sense of continuance more strongly than og present imperfect: qet at fefeat a see, 1 am actually 
engaged in writi ,. ) ; ay gag Ing, v.€., at this very moment; Fer q ay wy 
@itat za { child, what are you engaged in doiny here ? 

2. It expresses an action that has been in progress for 
Some time, though not quite without Interruption : aw Zler ag ~ \ : ty at faftat ae qa aga earar xa aa are atéi he has been 
engaged in writing these ten years, but still his book is not 
resdy, The man might not be writing at that very moment, 

The Present Perfect Tense. 

_ § 605. The Perfect ‘Tense implies an action perfected some 
time ago, but the consequences of which extend to the present 
time : TNIV CHAS AAT RTA, ATA AUT Sat Ar Blasi Waras we 
God has sent us into the world that we may help each other; 
qian Harare qieoniy aianas al my sister has invited me to 
dine with them. 

Note.—“ The Present Complete or Perfect 1 have written 
may perhaps seem at first to belong rather to the Past Tenses, 
since 1t speaks of the action as finished. But we must under- 
stand by present time, ot merely the immediate instant, but 
also any portion of time reaching uptoand including it. Thus the 
statement, “I have lived in London seven years,” implies that the 
speaker is still living in London, and the period of time referred 
to reaches up to the moment of speaking.’ 

“So, if a person says, ‘I huve once seen a total eclipse of the 
sun,” the sense is once in my life; and the circumstance is referr- 
ed, as before, to a period of time still continuing and present. 

“On the other hand, when « person says, “I saw a total 

eclipse of the sun in the year 1851,” he distinctly refers the event 

to a period (the year 1851) altogether detached from she present 

and past.—Dr. Smith’s Hnglish Grammar. 

Obs —In English the perfect tense 1s employed to denote a 

past action recently finished, but in Marathi th: past indefinite 

is used for it: ‘I have just heard the news” woald be in Marathi 

aq wrara aar wise | just now heard the news. Hence 8 

Mardth{ would answer the question—* Have you marked him 

present?” thus; gia nifes “yes, I did mark him, instead of 
be ” 

“yes, f have marked him. 
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2. It has the force of the progressive present, and indicates 
the continuance of a state or act in present time. When the 
perfect tense has this sense, the transitive past participle, con. 
structed with ag, has the force of a passive participle, and the 
intransitive past participle has the force of a neuter intransitive, 
($ 186.3.) In English in such constructions the passive voice 
is usually employed: arg Jest Me AX sat he goes to the place 
where his mother is buried: wqizqr af met weer aga they 
are engaged there in conversation : S{T@atsat Rk x7) ASCT aed ; 
az aes quit aas we, Giga sail and wea qe veda 
aga the vegetables and herbs have grown in abundance; bere 
and there there are pools of water on which children are sailing 
paper boats which they have made. 

The Present Habitual. 

§ 606. I'he Present Habitual expresses the habitual condi. 
~ tion or occupation of the agent: Ara aqata Weta Aaata fishes 

live in the sea; a sta:eral 2arft meat aia aeat he prays 
regularly early in the morning. 

The Present Prospective. 

$907. 1. The Present Prospective signifies the future 
accomplishment of an act that has been resolved on; & wert QOrnz 
ata they are coming to-morrow ; aqTqor zqret eq uz aret ? 
what are we §0lng to give him 7 

2. It expresses emphatically the determination of the agent to do, or not to do, a certain action: GS! AAT faaure aIET you shall not have permission to 20; aét Arar aft SUNT ATEet no, 

mean to do further with this weapon ¢ qa@ft amaa 3a UIRIONE ; 
. 

3 ra ? you will dare stand before me, will you? at am arrar AAS TAA SON as I am determined to make a little Sport of those lads: St @ @tel ewonwa az YTS aren 24 if you are determined to do something, then place the cups before the young ladies. 
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NoteWhen merely the proneness of an agent to do a 
certain act 1s to be expressed, the genitive supine is used instead 
of the future perfect tense : q ware Raafi aay surarar he is such 
a man as will some day or other do mischief. 

The Present Dubitative. 

The Present Dubitative expresses the probable occurrence 
of an event in present time; at aat Hata warart he might be 
dining now. 

Past TENSE. 

The Past Indefinite. 

§ 608. The Past Indefinite expresses an act which has 
transpired in time already passed or spent: @f ASI BIS AoTSer 

he said to me yesterday; Wa Ast ara anita altys he struck 

me just a moment ago; faa wer age are aifitadt she toid me 
the whole story. 

2. Itis used in the first clause of a conditional sentence 
with ag if, expressed or understood, to indicate the possible, 

though most doubtful, occurrence of an event: ®af qf WATT aIxt- 
qeaq Asa At AWHS A should you ever pass our door, come 

to me. 

3. Iv expresses an action that will certainly and without 
delay happen in iuture time, on certain conditions being ful- 

filled: ata &t atet aratait ataer tell me, and I shall also run to 

him directly; eatat aatat sateiay Tl ana tea a aaa ix 
Qa TS I, AIT GMS TA WT AST they should with 

perfect confidence in each other and with courage come forward, 

and the success of the reformed party will be an accomplished 

tact; & Ys. Al Al Aya aa att you goon; I will follow imme- 

diately. 

5. Ibis joined toa statement to emphasize it; wa wsiet 

waa alel Boe there is no doubt about it, do you understand? 

qn ui eq aera ws we 4 aAAwra do you know what I have 

come to say to you? 

6. It is used for the present tense when expressing a desire 

or opinion modestly: ad arat qafea erat 1 want (wanted ) 
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a little sugar; ara Het aar sea fawraa ated I feel ( felt) as if 

you had given me a new birth. 

7. It expresses a present progressive action on the potpt 
of completion: @T QTét ATS qiet amet look here, our horse is 

coming. 

8. It is used in the first clause of a conditional sentence with 
ams when, to indicate the certain occurrence of the dependent 

event; al ater aaa faaes you will have it when he comes; 

aaft areet and ard ea ete if you speak then my work will 
indeed be done. 

The Past Imperfect or Llrogressive. 

§ 609. The Past Imperfect refers to a past action as begun 
and in progress, but not finished: @aqra @agqe c& aati aqear 

qaaazict areal sea Wa ta gta one dav Devrav leshmukh, 
havinz inspected his estates, was returning. 

3. It is used forcibly for the past prospective et (cast USI 

Fsata Tat F TeeT sqTA Aes are not you the gentleman who 
was going to trample me down ? 

The Pluperfect Tense. 

§ 610. 1. The pluperfect expresses an action which was 
past before some other specified past action: watt Fer atiaz 
faatas ela aset za qies just after they had placed her on 
the bier I saw her; eqrat erat a8 Set sat at aga eqai apt Ss ~ : aa AAS Braet she bronght and placed by bim his walking-stick 
which he had left outside. 

7 . 

2 When an action takes place at some specified period or 
pont ot pasd time, and does not continue to exist to the present 

. time, the pluperfect is employed: af are ara tet rar 1 went 
yesterday to Poona. _Butifthe act should remain, the simple 
indefinite past, as in English, is used; dt are guara ier he 
went to Poona yesterday (where he still rem-ins )» If he ha 
roturned, then @t are gra tet star li'. he had been to Posi, 
is used. 

3. The pluperfect is employed for the present perfect as more modest expression : ST qUTATSHTT SleT AMM Brea gat I fae come to ask something of vou. _ 
42m 
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4. When an event does not happen as was expected, the unrealisation of the expectation is denoted by the pluperfect, but in English the past indefinite is often used; Her ates Bla at 
& wWisearst YSTar aa Bratia? i thought you would first pay 
your respects to the young ladies. 

_ 5+ When the lapse ofa long interval, or great indefiniteness 1s tw be expressed, the pluperfect is used tor the past indefinite; Aaa AH aateaati at apar feat slat my maternal aunt gave 
this ring wo me on my birthday ; q sei MIs sina did you ever 
come 2 

6. It may express the continuance of a state in past time; 
ater atta ISHS BTS tat the boat was tied fast by a rope, 
The transitive pluperfect has the force of the past passive, and 
the intransitive, of the past imperfect; at qaa@ur etat he was 
sitting. 

The Past Habitual. 

§ 611. 1. The Past Habitual expresses that a certain action 
was habitual, or usually performed in time past ; a¥ weTag Us Gia 
GET ZIcAr Zsa aed atat fay he would saliy forth with five or 
31X caps on his head. 

2. With the negative particle a, it expresses the unwilling- 
ness of the agent to do a certain action in past time, or the 
impossibility of the occurrence of an event: T@t gees aitttad 
qm at atzat I told him much, but he would not go; ara arfeai 
asa the boxt would not come loose: at Rar ara aati ee Bear 
she would not let her be friends with Sonu. 

3. It is used to express the end or completion of the con- 
tinuance of an action expressed by another verb: ga = aANTTA 
ze aay az qretat you ought at least to wait till some other 
person gives them to you; gat aia ag aiqaa Gae iqats you 
will drink liquor till you die. 

4. It expresses the consequence of an action: aiqa aaa 
aq2 wa Hm waar he takes care that it may never become 

necessary to expose himself to any great bodily exertion ; ATHT 

ala gear az ete aa aia ura please give me such medicine as 
will cure my hand. 

5. In poetry the past habitual expresses all the tenses of 

the indicative mood. 
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The Compound Past Habitual. 

§ 612 The Compound Past Habitual has the first sense of 

the simple pist habitual, viz., that the act was habitual at some 

past period: gat Be aa WA GAA Get Tea qa waa 

thousands of people used to come from great distances to hear 

his speech. 

The Incepto-Continuative. 

§ 613. The Incepto-Continuative expresses the commence- 

ment and continuance of an act: Wawg areat aver Dhritara- 

shtra began and spoke as follows. This form is used only in 

translations of Sanskrit histories. The pure idiomatic expres- 

sion for ordinary use is the infinitive of the verb with rear 

(§ 310, 1); at ay SNTST he began to read. 

The Dubitateve Past. 

§ 614. The lubitative Past expresses the probable occur- 
rence of an event in past time: af wet waar he must have gone. 

It expresses a stronger degree of probability than the future 
perfect form: qa Har Weas HAS IN Al alsa Ae you may 
have taught me, but I have no recollection of it; galt @tét az 

Sal Set Aaral you must have teased him some way or other: 
aaa a Be Bala even he must have done it. | 

The Past Prospective. 

§ 615. (1) The Past Prospective expresses that the agent 
had «an intention in time past to do some action: Hf Sls arqurage 

qe erat TH adizia fasta areargd aia ufesr 1 was to have 
rc on you yesterday, but as I felt unwell, I stayed at 
ome. 

(2) It expresses that a certain act was on the point of hap- 
pening in past time, but that it is uncertain whether it actually 
took place or not: pre are areaft Sioux erat yesterday he was to 
have been tried. : 

FUTURE TENSE. 

The Future Indefinite. 

§ 616 (1) The Future Indefinite expresses an act that is to 
occur in future time: gat qiHa@ Yee it will rain to-morrow. 
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_ _ 42) It expresses willingness to perform a particular act: & save qraret af wait aaa aga I willalso look after the 
one that you will keep; af eqrar arat ai2zr aga 1 will give him 
my share. 

Note.—In English a future act spoken of in referenee to a past act takes the auxilliary “would” and not “will,” but in 
Marathi the simple future is used: aialr sitet aK as aq mat 
AaB we were every moment afraid that you would instantly die. 

2. It expresses the incumbency of a particular act in an 
interrogative sentence expressed in English by the auxiliary 
should @t qea? why shouldI run? a @reiw? at Bet alet 
why should he break it ? he is not mad. 

3. It, with the particle y, expresses the certainty or in- 
cumbency expressed by “shall:” @ s1g@ he will go; at Wess 
he shall go, 2 @., forced to go by another. 

4. It expresses potentiality, physical or moral, expressed in 
English by the use of the word “can” in an interrogative sent- 
ence: Ta ata as aTeta Ges @at? he has got no teeth yet, 

how then can he eat? gasqra gq:ata Tiga ai qe sar gga 
how can I be happy by plunging another person into distress ? 

It mav express in like manner a past potential, expressed in 

English by could: aa quaia visa aga aadiw? how could the 

sons of Pandu spread abroad over the whole country ? 

5, It is used in the first clause of the conditional sentence 

with sz, expressed or understood, if great respect is to be ex- 

pressed in the supposition : @qt@t AAT US AT FAA TIBI WeAAT 

faze arr if you would have the goodness to give him 

medicine, I shall never forget your kindness as long as I live; 

qeiat MIA Ms at At aonat atHa Fat ladies, if you will graci- 

ously permit me, I will just vo and be back in a moment 

It may indicate also that the supposition, in the opinion of 

the speaker, is not likely to be realized: Wat usaqal qaals az 

dt € wea aadta if you please to seat me upon the throne, 

I will govern the kingdom for you. 
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Or it may express that the speaker is indifferent regarding 

the realization of the supposition: Qe aw @ you may give if 

you wish. 

6. It is used to express the possibility of an event expressed 

in English by the auxiliary “may ”: groft adi ara ae BUT WS 

we may meet with some one or other who can cure him. 

7, Where in English the present is used, in Marathi the 

future is sometimes employed. 

(a) The future is used in Marathi when it is followed by an 

imperative: qT@learad Gea Aala Fie a we do with the rest 

whatever you please; qut araee a Y take whatever you like. 

(b) The future is used in Mardthi when it is preceded by 
Heat, when, or az, if, expressed or understood: GBl Ye STS ater 
qiaia altat 4@ when vou are hungry, you can ask for food; 

Al al Ass at at Tar Asa stew if he comes, he will take vou. 

8. The Future is used where in English “would” or 
“should” is employed— 

(a) When an act that ata particular past time was consi- 
dered as about to happen is mentioned, the future is employed: 

are caiett firs st q arat arate we were every moment afraid 

that you would instantly die. 

(b) It is used after a supposition to express what is suppos- 
ed to be an impossible consequence: Sat aU gz ae tt 
faqdia Tear Haat cara ztaw? who is there so wicked that he 

would mock another who has iallen into adverse circum- 
stances ? 

9. It is used as a more respectful form than the imperative 
or the subjunctive mood for making a request: aw @ratat Zar 
SSA AN Bs Gres? would you, sir, have pity on my miser- 
able self, and do me the favour of coming and seeing him ? 

The Future Imperfect. 

§ 617. (1) The Future Imperfect expresses the continu- 
ance of a particular act in the future time: Jai wi asa at vara 

atta #ae he will be travelling this time to-morrow > a ara 
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arsrat qett az qea aga I shall be waiting for you at twelve oclock. The verb agra substituted for AA signifies the same thing: af gat az ea usta 

(2) It expresses also contingency, a little doubt or uncer- tainty as to whether the action will really take place or not: WATT ata et WHA ya was most probably we have these 
showers in our village; Tal aT qa az qed aaw your father 
most probably will be expecting your return ; at ada ai zai 
gare aaa l shall most probably be at Poona this time 
to-morrow. 

Future Inceptive. 

§ 618. The Future Inceptive expresses the commencement 
and continuance of a future act in future time: ay WSsaA sew 
he will begin to go away. 

The Future Perfect. 

_ § 619. The Future Perfect expresses the completion of an 
act before the occurrence of another future action: TAVAT qdt af 
ay iret aaa I shall have gone there betore vou. 

2. It may express contingency: qt aat waw he might have 
gone. It expresses possibility less emphatically than the 
dubitative past form in aarat: at Aer aarar he must have gone. 
The probability is stronger in the latter form ( § 614). 

Future Prospective. 

§ 620. 1. The Future Prospective expresses that the agent 
will be about to do something at some future time: gaft ATs aeat 

af figure aaa I shall be going to write when you come. 

2. It expresses also cont'ngency—that the agent may pro- we 

bably be about to do a certain act: at aoe wae he may be 

coming. | 

The Future Dubitative. 

§ 621. The Future Dubitative expresses the possibility of 

an agent’s intention to do something in future time: aT Ara 

araont warat he must be going to read to-day. 
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THE CONDITIONAL Moop. 

PRESENT TENSE. 

The Present Indefinite. 

§ 622. 1. The Present Indefinite expresses an act which 
might have happened in past time, but which did not actually 
take places as well as the consequence that would then in the 
speaker's view have resulted: Ha WX Gar AVA AL Teaa Arar 
yet @cadt ? if he had spoken to you in that manner, then could 
you have mocked him? It is used in both the members of the 
conditional sentence: Ht wa a@ftat at agit arai ais eeft qedt 
had I acted, so then how should ever you and I have fallen in 
with one another ? 

_ 2. It may express the supposition of the near approach of 
a given act, or to express a consequence thit would thence, in the 
speaker's view, result: er fearat a ar an qraaiara UIzlat at Ae 
gla were that winter never to come, and the riiny season always 
to remain, it would be delightful; a atm Bar az aqat We giat 
were he to come to-day, you would see him. 

3. It may express a general SUPposition : ATQU waa gat 
AAA AT ATIN West AY qaT were we all birds, we would go 
wherever we pleased. | 

The Present Progressive. 

3 623. The Present Progressive 
seuse as the preceding but is more particularly applicable to ucts In progress at the time to which the supposition refers - FAT WHR TABS Wa AAA AT AiMS Aga were rain like this bes full continually, it would not be good for us; af az ala atta aaal at Hay aa Tat had he been employed at his work, how could such an accident have happened ? . 

expresses much the same 

The Present Dubitative. 

§ 624. 1. The Present Dubitative ig used to make up a conditional clause with it, expressed or understood, to ee the probable continuance of an act of which the speaker has no knowledge: a qim@ qea ager at AK ag do not come if iv should be raining; af feiea aaet aw ala Aer Ysa Vz if I be 
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not writing, then only you should come and see me. It can be used in the future as well as the presenb. 

2. It may express that the agent may have an intention to do the act supposed, but that the speaker has no knowledge of it: 
a Ma waar at + sre Mar att should he be going, then entrust 
the business to him. 

Past TENSE. 

The Past Indefinite. 

§ 625. Tne Past Indefinite expresses that an event which 
did not actually take place might have possibly occurred: 
Us ara feaaigra aw f%ats wad we should have had at least 
enough for one or two days: af Qf ae waar WW Gs aa ars 
fes waa if he hid come there, he would have let you go; 
€ dseqia Ges aedt ae at gee} saat it missed by a little. 
otherwise she would have fallen, 7.e., she narrowly escaped 
falling; at Gat AwENat Tas aq Ser aga aw asl aea Biz 
feaaq are aad had you not been at all that trouble for me. 
I should have been dead long ago. 

Past Dubitative. 

§ 626. The Past Dubitative expresses uncertainty ‘e- 
specting an action, which, if it ever occurred at all, must now 
% ra) 

be fully performed! qra Haft waret St wavl at aa at gs BT 
should he really have been euilty of such roguery, then truly 

e ° c ° 

he is a blackguard; at HAssT MS HAST AL slat Aer ain 

should he have arrived from Bombay, then let me know in- 

stantly; a] Tael Tar adt Al carpe Are though he should not 

have gone, still I mean to go to him. It is used in the antece- 

dent clause of a conditional sentence. 

FUTURE TENSE. 

The Future Indefinite. 

§ 627. The Future Indefinite expresses that a person 
might have intended to do 2 certain, action, but that he did not. 

ay mint aaal at az gia if he had intended to go, it would be 

delightful. 
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The Future Dubitative. 

§ 628. The Future Dubitative expresses an uncertainty 

respecting the intention of the agent to do a certain action 

in juture time: At al AIM AAS AL AST aia ehould he be guing, 

then tell me ( § 614). 

THE SUBJUNCTIVE MoopD. 

§ 629. 1. The Subjunctive Mood etymologically expresses 
the sense of obligation, and is usually so employed in Marathi: 

Ia AW Sar was agit aar Frat you ought to beg 
pirdon of the person you have offended; @iani@t AGT AWewaAa, 

AANA ATMS SSL & aq we should be a1 ornament to the 

sword, and not the sword an ornament to us; gal faq gat ara 

Saaist aa why should | then daily provide an offering for you 
to no purpose ? 

2. It denotes fitness or authority: era fagraaiat a@alg, 

gatia aiaeit agi that person might sit on the throne, others 
have no right to sit on it. 

3. It signifies a considerable degree of incumbency, and is 
rendered by must: ala ea Tqati Awa? what, then, must he die 
of hunger ? 

4. It denotes a slight degree of incumbency or propriety; 
which i° generally marked in Engtish by the phrase. is to: 

Bat aaea BT aAara! what now, are we to understand by 
this? sat ay a orart it is to be understood in this sense. 

5. It is often employed in expressing a wish, or in giving 
a command, as a more, polite form than the imperative : Uae, 

SVE Aa alaqat saiag wa a Hat sir, please do not be dis- 
pleased with us for the quarrel which has happened ; fear taT 
aitBiT BUTaAT you may accept this; gaut gata wagina we any 
may God repay you a hundredfold; ara ater arat afeoiai @rar 
let my brothers and sisters eat my portion; arqu aTa you may 
go. Tris far more polite to say @t@ or arq arqn you may come, 
than ara, when asking a person to depart, and the pharase 
expreases “I shall be happy to see you some other time.” 

43 m 
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_ Note.—The use of the verb qrat, on the occasion of leave 
taking, is considered unlucky, as it suggests death. the final 
depirture: {af implies a coming again; arat wat Far; SU AE 
ata I shall be going; continue to regard me with affection, 

6. _it is used interrogatively to express inquiry: ala@t aqor 
elq Bua? what shall we do now? (lit, what is imcumbent on 
us to do now ? 

Note.—The subjunctive form denotes a certain degree of in- 
cumbency which is entirely absent from the Imperaulve: aat 
AMG Bia He! what shall we do now ? 

7. Interrogatively it is used as expressive of great surprise 
or emotion: MAT, ¥ziat HA Fats? pardon! vou, too, should 
speak in that way ? This is a more polite form than the present 
indicative; aat, gatat Aa anat? It expresses emotion, with the 
force of the potential verb: eqrat arat wera zat atarat ? what can 
we now say of his state? sTeqr FZHUMAA WAAC aA AAA Ss at 
Aussi ws al Bra Aiarar? what can we say of the annoyance 
which Ganpatrav has offered us from the moment we came? 
Wat Fat Bra ama? boy, what shall I say to you? The speaker 
indicates by the subjunctive form in the last three sentences, that 
he is quite perplexed, and does not know what to say or do. 

8. With the conjunctional particles gpa therefore, &c., it 
expresses purpose: Fa: Tt AWA A BUA AYA BATA AS sa 
press a sharp-pointed pebble to his ear, in order that he may 
not again commit the same fault; tial Farrar aA aa qatt wea 

Qe gia all the fowls had assembled, in order that they might 

elect a king. 

9. It is used for the gerund: eqr arkteqr wasarear caraia 

ATHIT HUT aT z Aal ss tad aat it does not seem to me to be 

proper to place authority in the hands of such a man; e laa ea 

arsarg @ sara ains arze% sre God knows full well how to 

govern this world, qiaia geza TAKS wiara wiaa@ I have to run 

hither and thither in the garden. 

10. Itis frequently used for the past habitual tense, and 

then it may be rendered into English by would: eqrqraa @t- 
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ma SUR ad, AS HVA FU ww at aq ena frase 
in general he hurt no one; only when he was excessively teased, 

he woud become outrageous; fam (@er faa aisra antr F 77 

as aaataet fat a aia aia aya ata aszq saat she 
would constantly tease her and reproach her that she did net 

possess the virtues which are rarely found even in grown-up 

women, 

11. It expresses a supposition which in the opinion of the 
speaker should necessarily be realized: eqia gat aq he should 

come to-morrow. 

12. The subjunctive may be used in the past and future, as 
well as the present, tense: (past) 7aT gar arerat et vara? gear 
elaia zisat @t ateat why should I have taken you on the coach 
box? why shou'd I have put the reins into your hands? gare? 
aq at alecia fafa aidt I too should have come, but at the 
very time I became unwell. Sometimes, however. the past 
auxiliary might be used: eat aima gla you should have told me. 
For the future, see No. 6. 

Note.—Duty is either present or future, and the simple sub- 
junctive expresses this sense of duty when it is employed to 
denote present or future action: argu mtiala ata @la we should 
give food to the poor; wa gat wwareqia ara he should go 
to-morrow to the place of worship. In the past tense it expresses 
generally the notion of the habitual occurrence of an act, or the 
possibility of its occurrence, or some other non-ethical relation. 
When duty is spoken of in relation to the past, the compound form made up with the past tense of we to be, is used: eqi arg Na 
he should have come. The auxiliary Fy mic "i pats e. ary glq might be omitted as in 
the above sentence in the text: tal GUI Miat si eq” (gia )? 
why should I have taken you on the coach-box ? The ethical tense of obligation is usually expressed by the subjunctive a ae the subject in the instrumental cise, OLherwise it denoies that of Uncertainty: at Aer warat he could not have come; tT Jal Arq you Ought to Come to-morrow, 

§ 630, The negative forms of the subjunctive mood are three, viz., (1) the subjunctive with a not, prefixed, as qT Bua (2) the infinitive with aq (4 not and q it comes literally does not come), as tal qq aa I should not come; and (8) the 
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present participle in af with #4, as Aer wat Rrra awa I cannot 

with propriety come ; Har Afat Ta I should not do it. 
Of these three forms the first is not usually used, but the 

second is often used to negative the subjunctive mood in most 
ofits senses. ‘his form takes the subject in the instrumental 
case. ‘The third form has a special sense : “ it expresses an in- 
ferior degree of impropriety, especially that where the impro- 
priety does not consist in the act itself, but in that act taken 
‘n connection with the situation of the speaker at the time’’;, 
yar s ATA Bitar TH I cannot with propriety do this work. Far 
& TA would be stronger and would convey the idea that 
something which was in itself improper had been asked to be 
done (§ 285). 

Note.—The original sense of the phrase in af with 4% is that of un- 

profitableness or inexpediency, but what is inexpedient is often moray 

wrong : For wrar TH I should not eat it, ¢. e., 1am so circumstanced 

that it is not expedient or advantageous for me to eat it, though there 

is nothing wrong if I did eat it as you desire. This isa mild and 

polite refusal, 

§ 631. The negative form of the subjunctive mood in the 

infinitive mood and 74 being usually used, we shall give some 

examples of it. 

1. It expresses the ethical sense: STITT STSaIat VATAT 

qrarat we should obey our parents: corresponding negative 

form would he strar qié 74H we should not obey ; MWCarai aT 

reir Te TT no one ought to be ashamed of poverty ; STAT ag 

7H we must not give up hope. Mark the force of the subjunc- 

tive in the last example. 

2. It means a disposition or habit : eala AST TUITSaaryT 

STAC ats TA he was such a man that he could not speak to 

his servants without brandishing a stick over them. 

3. It may express purpose: carat strat ar aaa Fa 

wTsar "ae the end for which regal power is valuable is that 

all should obey the king’s commands: a corresponding nega- 

tive construction is trSara We FA AT HATAT say eth 7a that 

no wish of the king should remain unfulfilled is the end for 

which regal power is valuable. 
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4. It may express potentiality: fet wa met aaaiet ata 
Gis Aa Aal awa SAA at waa he is insatiable whose nature 
is such that whatever he may have gained, he can never be 
satisfied. 

5. Lhe Past Subjuuctve; gem grata gisar et area why 
should I have put the reins into your hands? The negative 
form would be gear et a aieqr? why should not reins have 
been given? or et @ arear gla? 

(For compound subjunctive forms, see § 312.) 

‘THE IMPERATIVE Moop. 

§ 632. The following are the uses of the Imperative Mood :-— 
1. In the first person it has two uses: first, it is used in 

questions of appeal: aff FR? shall I come? and, secondly, it 
expresses its modal sense: WE ai Hz aie at let me see, then, 
where she is; qat HAleiat ATH come, let us go upstairs. 

2. In the second person it expresses u command, and js a 
more direct form than the subjunctive. The plural form is 
used in addressing persons courteously: & HIqge@ ela HT do your 
own business; ar qtqral come away, my friends; naua ¥ wat 
good-bye to you now. The man spoken to in the last sentence, 
being of a very inferior station, is addressed in the singular, but the courteous % come is used for go. 

3. In the third person it is usec to biess or to curse : gary gay FEIN Fi may God bless you; wraiy Tat gai ual, am wiqa zai may God keep you happy, and give you the happiness of heaven, 

In the singular form the second person is always employed in the addresses to the Deity. 
§ 633. The negative imperative form is made up of way singular and @@r plural joined to the infinitive of the verb: qa come thou, @& aa do not come; qr come ye, 4% ag do not come. — It simply negatives the wish to have a certain act done: BT UWS AS TZ Ae za afazra silence, do not Say a word, you have quite disgusted me. 

| 
Note.— at has the third plural torm a@ra. In the third person A} negates Wigs it is wanted; Wal AS Aer father I don’t want 
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ee as FAS YF At agra not so many sugar plums for me, madam. 
267.) 

The Infinitive Mood. 

§ 634. The infinitive is used to express an action that 
depends upon another, and restricts it: mate sqaft AS @ let us 
die of hunger. 

§ 635. In English the infinitive, being also the gerund, ad- 

mits of various uses, but in Marathi the gerund is distinct from 
the infinitive and also from the Supine, and consequently 
its use is quite restricted. It chiefly forms the object of verbs 
expressing the action of the mind or will—sach as gig to 
wish, qtgut to see, in the sense of to desire, grpot to be abie, zy 
to give, in the sense of to allow, @raet to affect, etc; as at HS 
gizgat he desires to do it; at AK wear he wishes to come; at F 
BR WHS she will be able to do it; Aur AF Fallow me to come; 
ai ary atawt he began to read. Formerly many other verbs 
governed the intinitive; ma agg As wMeERs, he set himself 
to take the medicine. ‘he infinitive may be considered as a 

verbal accusative. 

Note.—In Vedic times the verbal noun formed from a root 
by the termination g ( a, ag ) was regularly declined . . . In 

process of time only the accusative form was retuined, and came 

to denote the sense of the dative. Hence the present Infinitive 

form always conveys the dative sense. In Marathi, also, it is only 

accusative, and incapable of being used as the subject; and its 

dative form ( the dative supine) expresses the dative sense of 

purpose. 

Note.—“ Tho Sanskrit Infinitive corresponds in Latin, to the 

supine in um ( dutum arg), which is properiy the accusative of 

a verbal substantive just as in Sanskrit "— 4 pte. 

Note.—In Sanskrit the verbs to desire, to be able, to know, 

to constrain, to begin, to get, etc., govern the infiaitive in gq, 

§ 636. The dative supine can be used in the place of the 

infinitive in every one of the above examples; al ee or BUATa 

gizgat he wishes to do 1b. The verb 2aq to allow may take only 

the infinitive; Awl a& 2, let me come; war arm fay aa wet 

the wind will not let me write. 
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Note.—In Sanskrit also the infinitive is re-placed by the 

dative of the verbai noun derived from the root. 

§ 637. The principle use of the infinitive in English is to 

express the purpose of an action; I come to bury Caesar, not to 

praise him, at Mader waa wer ae, adr aie Maa wer 
algt But this sense is expressed in Marathi by the subjunctive 
mood, and the dative supine. 

§ 638. When the purpose of an action is expressed by a 

distinct sentence or clause, the subjunctive mord is us}d in Me- 
rathi, otherwise only the dative supine; [ as aura at | aa 
qat wea ara Ea all the fowls had assembled in oraer that 
they might erecta king. The same may be thus ex pressed 
with a dative supine; @@ Gatr [wat Amar] wea gm ee all 
the fowls had assembled ( for ) to elect a king. 

§ 639. When the infinitive is used as the subject of the verb 
in English, especially with the verb “to be’, the gerund is used 
in Marathi; to laugh is natural, gqut cqranlae Ae. 

THE PARTICIPLES. 

1.—The Present Tense. 

§ 649. The present participle has three simple, and two 
compound forms. 

I—(1) The form in $q@ is the principal one, and is usually 
used to make up compound tenses: @f ardia ae he is reading; 
al @isad aet he does not speak; 4 ter deat dt wea etd when 
I went, she was crying. It expresses the currency of action. 

(2) It is used with other verbs to define them; qa taqq: 
vain atta ta do you yourself continue the work diligently ; 
2ql@ Waa A go on worshipping God; at ara qigia sar WISI 
he stood looking at the show; ai ay gitaaq qaqa she sat there 
laughing. 

_ Note.—When the present participle in gq is thus adverbially used 
16 may be optionally reduplicated if the verb which it modifies is a 

oko ins a eet or cence he ce weep = . % TAGS sar she Sat down or lay down weeping: al aaa aria gz araar he walked on reading; @ qiz qrEet ; barred 
Gla 4a look at that boy, he comes eating. 
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BAT CAT AATTATTT HT HT CAs HAT I 
3 Anundtanaya. 

(3) With the negative particle it may express the notion 
of willingness, besides that of currency: a@fea aréta? won't 

you speak + q araft strat aa aver ? ae gaat at cit ae won't 
you take my ring now ? then I will get angry with you ; #raa- 
feet Fa arét Daulatsing won’t take it. 

Il.—(1) Theparticiple in gat expresses that while the action 
denoted by it is going on, that denoted by the verb takes 
place: af ateat areat wrest Tear? he fell down while walking. 

The participle is usually repeated to express the sense of 

duration. 

(2) But when the participle does not express an idea of 

duration or continuance, it is not repeated : amet arsrat ar cic me 

at twelve o’clock ; era arftara at sae I got upas soon as he call- 

ad out to me; earar a HVAT AAA AHA Bi feat without their 

knowledge she went after them and stood there ; ataHet até 

qa afcat cata stv AH srefts they set themselves to take 

the medicine without at the same time making any wry faces. 

(3) The participle is used to make up the indirect object 

of the transitive verb when the indirect object expresses an 

action in progress: caret waat eat aie [ saw him play. 

III.—(1) The participle in gatar expresses, like that in gaf, 

that while the action denoted by it is going on, another action 

is performed: Far afaatar aft fat araa 2tfHear I read off 

your note while taking my meals. It usually expresses the 

sense of duration. 

(2) It expresses the indirect object: Far CATH ASAT ATTATAT: 

qifge I saw him beating the horse. 

Note.—The difference between the participles gat and Zarar, when 

they express the indirect verbal object, is the same that exists between 

the English infinitive and the present participle, used objectively; I 

gaw him strike, and I saw him sérthing, 

IV.—(1) ‘the compound participle in $q staat expresses the 

progressive sense like the above two participial forms: sirett 

qua staat at strat he came while we were playing. It 1s 
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usually employed when the agent of the participle is distinct 
from that of the verb, as in the above example; Wawa ws 

efla aaat Get maa aal ala atiqa Wa YRS ets during the 
reign of Bhoj Raja, a certain Brahman having acquired a piece 

of waste land, sowed it with grain. 

(2) With or without gy even, this participle has the force 
of the conjunctional particle wit although: faaedia aaatet at 

fee waia AK aa although I teach him, he cannot comprehend 
that science: mImaga a allaadt waat, feet arét although I 
asked him for it, he did not give it to me. 

V.—The participle $a #@atat has the same force and use as 
the preceding one in g@ Haat, but it is not often employed, 

Il.—The Pust Tense. 

§ 640. There are three past participles in wt, @et, and at 
waai, and one pluperfect participle in Ha, 

1, The participle in et is used with the auxiliary verbs to 
make up several past tenses; aa fatew Ae it is thus written. 

Note.—The tenses formed with only @Tt sometimes take 
postpositions, when they end a noun sentence; gad wat arfe- 
eataq on having |+ft your service: dat ag ANAT TA since your 
mother’s death. (§ 515), 

Note.—When the dative termination @ is used to inflect the 
participial @t, the sentence which ends in wt assumes a supposi- 
tive character; as, Hegre should he xO, azaqra should he come: Ble BITA Uli qatar gigs whenever he shall produce iis 
slokas, they sball be examined. ‘This torm expresses that the 
probability is very small, or that the speaker is quite indifferent 
about the contingent act. 

2. (1) The forin Sart is used simply as a participial adjective ; 
Wee aszidies feedings @sq several words introduced from foreign sources. 

(2) Sometimes it Is used Wi ry | 
L : Ns Ith the auxili c ve ver 

ah a ; 7 f . : , - substanti e / b 
‘0 ke up a passive form: ATH SISTA qiqeszt Stat the boat was tied to the shore. The pust participle may, also, be consi dered an adjective, used as a nominal predicate 

3. The compound fo | t. li 
| rman ; 3 @r with Haat, like the present participial form in Haat, is employed to form adverbial or con- 

44m 
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junctional clauses, like those in which the particles qegi_ then, 
az then, a& still, occur. 

(1) The form in wt aeat expresses that a past event 1s 
in some way the cause or occasion of the act mentioned in the 
following clause: at @Ist satel staat ala gre YA: Wad sere 
whenever he came down, his disposition would become the 
same as before. 

(2) It is used in the first clause of « conditional sentence 
to express a probability stronger than that denoted by wala: 

SUA SB Asai ETT Ziplaat 4S if means be used, it will stall 

be possible to rid him of his bad qualities. 

(3) It has the sense of the particle although: faar alzt Ala 

andi aq aa aret agai wea ZK WHIM arél though I should 
spend all my estate, 1 could not make up her loss; gae @ae 

Haat at wer though I said so much, nevertheless he went. 

With this fori gt even might also be used: gas @zw waatet 
at Tat. 

4. (1) The principal use of the participle in Ha is to connect 

two clauses which otherwise would be joined by the conjunc- 

tion anor and; and it denotes that the act expressed by it pre- 

cedes in point of time that mentioned in the succeeding clause: 
ai Wa Vea gadt be turned over four leaves, and asked aTat- 

ge waa meat Wai Tea I will go into the presence of my 

uncle, and on my knees beg his pardon; at @ret Wa aiqa THrTay 
ws Taw Zldt those lambs were piled one above another, with 

their feet bound. In these sentences the subject or the agent of 

both the acts is the same. 

(3) The subject of the participle may be different from that 

of the verb: aa gina wre faa ugia after singing is over, still a 

good part of the day will remain; Wz gga aa Blzsa azat I think 

a year has passed since I saw you last; ale aea feat Raa are 

how many days is it since he died ? 

Nole.—In these examples, the sense of the pluperfect may be 

expressed by postpositions joined to an past tense: TITUT glaa Hit 

fzaaq Wes My alse be mrot ATeaTay Ne., sled asa qy wlzea 

alga, or NZ MIATA OF HE MeAUS IW SAS Aza ; ATS! AeA, 

alert avatar, We. 
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(3) It expresses the cause of the verbal act that follows : 
want TIsa saat stam Aer I have got quite feeble by con- 

stant sickness 3 af arg @Ha Aer he died of fever; at {a staat 

qiea AIST TAKA TSA TH AA Tare ea Al HH Tes as he was 
returning, he came to a river on the road, through which, from 

a great fall of rain that had taken place, he saw there was no 

passage ; Far area gar Ara fase? what would you get by 
killing me ? 

(4) It has the force of Hf although, when H inflects the 

verb Sat ; Tar at Alvar saa FAH. TATA see, whata blunder I 
have committed, wise man as I am ; #f-is often added to saa. 

(5) Itis used to make up the forms of some compound verbs : 
FHT 27H wash it thoroughly ; eqrt & Hayat fee he flung it away. 

-Vote.—In the phrase Wrray Sif asubstitute for #f wrevar I know, 
tne participle expresses the sense of the verb intensely or forcibly : # 
at Af wrasse that I know full well. 

§ 641. The future participle in 91 expresses that the speak- 
er has some knowledge of the intention on the part of the 
agent to do the act denoted by the participle : at 41re sq he 
is going to come. It is chiefly used to make up the forms of 
the compound tenses. Its form in sit is used as a verbal 
adjective : 4urt star the people who intend to come. 

§ 642. It is used asa nounin the form of 91 as well as TTT, 
and the case-inflections are often added only to the former 
form: qfraearet GSRS, HCMC ure there are many to speak, but 
few toact; arearery, (in the Deckan ATMA) Sta Ta, 
TH ASTI (AHURA) ats aaa ars we can hold the hands 
of the striker, but cannot stop the mouth of the speaker. 

THE GERUND. 
§ 643. 1. This expresses the simple verbal act, without any 

circumstances of time, mode, &c., and is substantival in use, 
being declined jin all the cases, like a neuter noun ending in 
T; as UCT doing ; ATearar for doing ; ATearar of doing, &e, 
Thus, art act ara Mea his actions are good ; fay orfrqey 
20 AHS are she did not escape punishinent ; Far arqrsy Sar 
ATA ACT AA SH it is imperative that I should obey my father, 
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Note.—The gerund may take its object when it is a transitive 
verb: & Aar Vara QUsar aot sta you owe me fifty betelnuts. 

Note.—The verbs are given ir the dictionary in the gerundial form, and the verb is named by it; as @qt arg the verb to do. 
2. It is used for the imperative as a most indefinite form: wa fedta ara continue to write to us. It, being indefinite, ig most respectful, and occurs frequently in the old Bakhars, as well as in letters: AW Tara att weet aya ga wars then they 

said that Ramsing should have patience; ad gat = zivia az SCT you may nevertheless make them both prisoners. It isa 
more courteous form than even the subjunctive. 

2. With the verb May, ib expresses the sense of obligation 
or necessity : Us (aaa Aura Aw ws one day we have to die ; 
& ASTI Tala eqa 2oT Msa@ you have to give me fifty rupees ; ay 
BH SW was F wr then do what you think is proper. 

THE SUPINEs. 

§ 644. The forms of the supines are two—dative and 
genitive. 

$645. The Dative Supine.—The dative supine has the 
foliowing special uses :— 

1. The dative supine is usually used for the objective infini- 
tive: af & Se or Hae sfaat he wishes to do it. It 18 only 
a few verbs that take the infinitive as the object, but the supine 
may be used with all the verbs. 

2. The dative supine is used with the personal or dative 
object, to complete or define its sense, especially with the verbs 
aim to tell, arsifyt to command, feefyor to teach, Gasran to 
persuade, yo to inspire, wrauy to employ; &c.: qa earar wine 
Gzaia wilaw he employed him to hew wood: erer TIA BWIA 
faeias he taught him to pray: eer ara ast argugs he 
commanded me to kill him. Tne supines are indirect objects 
denoting action. 

3. The dative supine is employed to express purpose: graft 
Sq Werte wet what went ye ‘out for to see? WAST 
awazt Waa BWA WEAAA ABI come with me to see my garden. 
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4. It is used as the complement of the adjective; @rara 

ute, TH arate sian It is sweet to cat, but hard to digest ; 

at azara wat ae he is ready to die. 

Note.—The dative supine is not used as the complement of 

the noun, but the genitive supine: @ time to weep and a time to 
ee 

laugh, vwrartt 4 arf garardt aw; a house to let, areara 

arate a. | 
The Genitive Supine. 

§ 646. The genitive supine is used as the complement of a 

noun: means to do i!l deeds algz Hea Hara anqa : a book to 

read ararara Geae; TAMATS! Far a yarment to wear. It has the 

furce of a verbal adjective. 

§ 647. It expresses, like the English infinitive with certain 
verbs, a kind of necessity or obligation; I have to go Wer STaTe 

we, 
§ 648. It isso used in Marathi with the verbs waar to be, 

YET to fall, &e. 

(a) arquratt Ast set atetara are I have something to say 
to you; & era atarara are why need I tell you that ? 

(b) With the subject in the instrumental case, it, with 
the verb WAT, expre-ses moral obligation; 3qr araara gra I 

should have come; but quar araara Ea with the dative subject, 
as in the above paragraph, would be ‘I had to come.” 

(c) With the subject in the nominative case it has the 
force of the present prospective tense; @f Qumz Am or al ararear 
wig he is going to come. The latter expresses the near and 
certavn accomplishment of the future act that has been resolved on. 

(d) It expresses more einphatically the determination of 

the agent to do, or not to do, a certain action than the present 

prospective tense; q@r aati fare agi you shall not have 
permission to go; ger ara fAsiaret art you shall on no account 
have permission to go. 

(€) argta eatadi arava gee we shall be under the neces. 
sity of going abroad. It expresses a necessity over which the 
speaker has no control. 

§ 649. Used by itself without sam or get to complete the 
sentence, the genitive supine expresses the highest degree of 
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probability—little short of absolute certainty ; dt waren fast 
HAW Sarat she is such a person as will one day or other 
surely do mischiet: Wer @rara wre at gz, qa aqsaeaia YHS the stone struck his ear, and it (the ear) was ready to break off, but the act was deficient by a little, 2.¢., the ear was 
Within an ace of being struck off, 

_ § 650, The folluwing are exaniples of the negative construe- tion: gét wer nFaie oes ae Rae gu, ad at Auaara wei 
bury me in the ground »s many days as you please, but I shall 
never die: det Mae monet, dt dt as gaat eis ge aat. 
@ardt atef then Vrimbak said that the ball would never move 
forward even an inch. 

Note.——The gerundial dative and genitive should hot be eon: 
founded with the dative and genitive supines. The gerund is 
simply nominal having the force of an abstract noun, and should 
be used when an action is viewed as a thing or object ; but when 
the sense of action or the actual performance of a thing is pre- 
dominant, the supines should be used. The gerund should never 
be used in the cases mentioned under the Dative and Genitive 
Supines. Thus, a¥ arz usta fase Aon amg he is going to 
come to sleep to-night 1s correct, but faguvara Aa alge would be 
wrong ; @teat WoIqIa BA wong what shall we call their [laying ? 
Watara would be wrong in this sentence: art mara Wa dt andi 
which are the hymns to be sung to-day! But aqywarnt ata arn 
bring the singing songs, or songs used in singing 

Note-—The supines are inflected forms cof the infinitive. 
which, etymologically as well as in regard to their use, are sub- 

stantival in character. They »re of the nature of the gerund, 
abstract nouns, denoting action, but unlike the gerund, they, in 

the dative case, express the sense of “a purpose.” Thus, “he 
goes to read” would be @f a@raraia@ tal, not arqeqra Sat; so 
also “ what shall I do for his reading” would be eqear arqvata 
(not aTalara ) #Iq pe 2 In Sanskrit the form in qa is not inflected 

jn the dative to express this sense of purpose; awa THA he goes 
to cook, But even in Sanskrit it is only a few special verbs that 
can take the forms in gq. Its deficiency is made up by the aid 
of other forms, and by the use, like Marathi dative supine, of a 
verbal dative ; asta qrera he goes to the act of cooking,— Maa 

Muller. 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

The Particles. 

THE ADVERB. 

§ 651—§ 682. 

§ 651. The declinable adverb agrees, in gender and num- 

ber, either with the subject, or with the object of the verb: 

dt ated amaze she will dance well; at maa ea what? how does 

he sing ? sat at Taaeear Barta Tear thus he fell into very great 

distress. ‘I'he declinable adverb is thus used—- 

1. When the subject is uninflected, and the verb is intransi- 
tive, the adverb agrees with the subject; at ataeéy area she 

walks well; at awa atest atatay he is opposed to me. 

2. When the verb takes an uninflected object, the adverb 
agrees with the object, in preference to the subject: at aaa 
aims @fa she sings well. 

3. When both the subject and object are inflected, the ad- 
verb is put in the neuter singular; @Taq @iwt ea Area how could 
he beat him ? 

4. The adverb is put in the neuter singular, also, when the 
subject of the intransitive verb is omitted as well as inflected ; 
ales aq how will it be ? eqra ara avt @@ how could he co? 

5. The adverb is employed in the neuter singular, also, 
when the object of the transitive verb is omitted, and the verb 
expresses merely its general sense of action ; at @a aifaar how 

_does he read! ai s@ ma how does she sing; but aY air apf 
atfaar how does he read the book ' 

§ 652. One saverb may modify another adverb, and then 
both agree in gender and number; waa et ae saci owainey 3 
afte qet az? see how well God has ordered this an a5 

. § 653. Adverbs expressing the sense of qualitv, or rather 
adjectives used adverbially, can be comparcd like simple adjec- 
tives, TaARt Har ats alS¥ Maind reads better sien 
Rama. (§ 522. ) 
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($654. Ina compound sentence the relative adverb intro- dusing the initial clause is followed by its correlative ; ef Hei ’ 

eet nest uaz Bat wel degi Aszit Aw wa a whenever she- 
used to see her mother in anger, she was afraid. 

The relative particle may be omitted; fi sara grat et Rat 
lq Sit I used to work when I was young; & atmais aa anat 
Sta we should do as you may bid us. 

§ 655. The relative adverb of time (Seet) u ay be repeat- 
ed to convey the sense of frequency, and the correlative follow- 
ing 1t is usually repeated: Hegt Sezt fanart zie qe agit aeat faa 
Ble meaaial Wea Ya whenever her eyes fell upon her they used 
to fill with tears. In the following sentence the adverb is not 
repeated: qu at aieea ware smal, aset dt ae qeqat tara 
they drive me away whenever I attempt to go to them. 

§ 656 When qgi is joined to Sagi, it expresses the rare 
occurrence of an event, and the correlative is only once mentioned: 
AW aset Seat andi sidi aiftas sq wqa alta aa, aeei sas 
Via at Aar Ta: avy 2imtat sometimes when she happened not to 

do attentively What she was bid, then Trimbakshet used to hang 

the jay again in that place. 

Obs —For the meanings and uses of other adverbs, See § 348 

THE POSTPOSITION. 

3 657. The postpositions, which are capable of inflection, 

agree with the nouns to which they refer in gender and number: 

wqaqulad or qalaare aia edt TA sta twenty elephants stoud 

around him. ‘The postpositions, in conjunction with the nouns 

which they inflect, form adverbial phrases, and consequently 

follow the same Jaws of concordance with the _ declinable 

adverbs. (§ 508.) 

§ 658. Postpositions may inflect a whole sentence: At sya 

yaeargryza sro atat I will not go without taking the rupees; 

i 3S it 2 Ta af I have met him, I shall qi We arewat at ara Gaa after 
ask him. The postposition inflects the verbs Fav and we aret 

as if they were nouns (¥z grét+ araz). When the postposi- 

tions thus govern a sentence, the sentence ends in the past 

tense in at. ( § 504, 1, Note.) 
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§ 659. The demonstrative er this, might be inserted between 

the sentence and the postposition by which it is governed 5 

Tart case att aattea fest araea UZeT AEz Aes Sadu was 
grieved that Ram& gave a cap to Raoji as a present. (§ 566.) 

Obs.—It would be best to write the postposition and the inflected 

noun together : as qrarqati than Rama ; qtrafet out of the house. 

Tur CONJUNCTION. 

§ 660. The copulative conjunctions are srr and q. sqrfer 
differs a little from 7. The former connects opposite truths, 
while the latter denotes variety: af areer strf a rer that one is 
dark, and this is fair ; strat T24T straw He ST strArara 

qiqem we used to make the earth our bed and the sky our 
covering ; ret HATA WHAT ATE AH ATT sas TOT 
Wey STRAIT Wet Aer Tea AE arzat | am very much pained 
to think of his ingratitude, dishonour, and the ruin which he 
has brought upon himself by such conduct. 

2. sirfer has occasionally a causal force which is wanting in 
q, and denotes that the former member is related to the latter 
as the antecedent cause or rather occasion : @tya qr ATA 
Tel ST AIA HUA FT TAA AT at present I have no employ - 
ment and (consequently) I do not know what I should do. 

3. sft has another peculiar force. It indicates that the 
act mentioned in the first clause precedes in point of time that 
contained in the latter clause without exercising a causal in- 
Huence ; tary Are fa Taras saper tae he turned over four leaves 
and asked. When two sentences are thus connected with each 
other, the verb of the first. clause is changed to the pluperfect 
participle, and the conjunction is omitted: apy at Wa ys- 
=4 Jae he turned over four leaves and asked ; wr ata Are 
re7a cfeer the singing was over, and some part of the day 
still remained. : 

l. sf and J are both elegantly used in w sentence for the 
suke of variety of particles: aa gad yaa RESECIGI ast Wear 
TAT REA HTEa FT afectta safer araacta era area stay ONT 
ee she put the jay iu the cage and went with it all over 

2 7b 
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the house, calling out to her mother, sister, and the servants, 
and showing it to them. 

o. sift may be indiscriminately used, but not so q. 
§ 661. The copulative conjunctions are often omitted ia 

Marathi, and the omission frequently imparts naturalness and 
animation to the narrative: TENTH Weal fat F Hrsa sarae 
TW, ATITUNS FRITS. suet azar adie Garg sa ; swF=ar Haw 
aa fre Aaa AE; STE SA SST SAAT ser AIHA a 
faa Teta et aret; de anest qaqa far am arétat are in 
reality she did not deceive her mother, she deceived herself. 
Formerly she used to be always cheerful. She would find 
delight in the society of her mother, and whenever her mother 
went out and came home, she would gladly go forward and 
embrace her; but all this happiness was now lost to her ; 15 
sara STs fea Ts FA Aas sire 5 Sata STs Haea Aa HAT- 
fires str he has bid us do what would do us good, and forbidden 
what would injure us. 

§ 662. On the other hand, the repetition of the conjunction 

arrests the attention, and rivets it on the details : aa 4aat Ata 

PFHATa TSA ATA ATAT SST FSA SPT AAT STH ATR 
aw@_ arama then she put the jay in the cage, and went with it 
all over the house, calling out to her mother, and sisters, and 

the servants, and showing it to them. The particles are, how- 

ever, often omitted, and the attention is drawn to the details 

by the tone of the voice: ay Granta seacrarea asta AS, TT 

qa, fa, AHA, AAAT, SBa, WHT, AAT, TE BA AA ARITA 

me T Tara, TUT, are, Tad, Bier AAT HS SANIT ATTA BAA 
Zfar then the squire took Davlatrav upstairs, where he had 

beforehand collected such fruits as grapes, limes, shaddocks, 

pine-apples, pomegranates, plantains, figs, guavas, and such 

tlowers as the rose, the jessamine, the jasmiue, the Christmas 

flower, and the champaca ; fa @ aaat sraata ran BHA HIE- 

Sar dizra, Weara, Sears, TA, aA HHT BR Tas she 

was then so much overpowered with joy that she kissed her 

mother profusely on her lips, her cheeks, her eyes, her breast, 

and her hands, 
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§ 6€3. The disjunctive conjunctions staqrand faat, or, 

differ a little in sense, though the differenceis little attended to. 

sty has only a disjunctive force, while fara has the additional 

sense of variety: alt vat aasy afterat farsa arsar aratat 

ataat sta wrepared, fRareas fans Teaat AT Haars, ara 
azar age s7zq vararif any honest people suffering from 

poverty desire to get a mouthful of food, or glean stray ears of 

corn, you should never molest them ; Hta@T carat WTA WAST 

are af aT ears Waar THT, AT AeA ATT Po sTaAT Ht eaTear 
AACA ATT HS AHS TH THAT AAI was WAST 
T= Ass ? would your majesty be pleased if I praised him in 
your presence as he deserves, or could I say anything unfavour- 
able of him in the presence of one who could deal with him, 

at; once, according to his deserts ? 

2. styar and FR are often elegantly used to vary parti- 

cles 5 at ( azar) @er fra manta stra, staar araaa 
eqrear Aare star aa sar Fes Bawa aréf whether it (the 
charge) was true, or a trumped up one, or he really intended 
doing it cannot be precisely determined. 

§ 664. When the second clause of a compound sentence 
limus the signification of the first, the adversative conjunction 
qta or gq, but, is inserted: q steare RIS AoA AIT ay 
qitqeq ara ACA Aral; TT THT BIT Ta TarayT wisearBarraz xt 
ar ara ait, Ma ez 7TT Are because you have confessed your 
fault, I will simply not punish you 3 but I will not eall you my 
Durgd unless I try your penitence for many days ; aTzr ars 

CATT ANTAL, AAT ATH, FATT TST TT IAD TATA, TE, strfer 
sraer ate my brother has good manners, and is of a frank 
and generous disposition ; bat he is at the same time a little 
rash, forward and obstinate; aq qtsrar TT at aret yaar 
he swore, but did not speak the truth; a¢¢ or a@ could be sub- 
stituted for qe. 

Note.—The adversative sentence in which the second clause limits 
the first, could be converted into a conditional Sentence, denoting con- 
cession: TE ATE ArH Crata Bear, aaa atHar, &e., att sary TAS TAUNTS, Xec., 3S although tay brother is of good habits, Xe., 
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still he is at the same time a little rash, &. The conditional is 
preferable when the opposition is pointed. 

§ 665. When the second clause contradicts the first, the 
whole sentence is constructed in two ways:— 

1. When the first clause is positive, i.e., does not contain 
a negative particle, and the second clause is negative, the two 
clauses are simply put together, without the insertion of an 
adversative particle: faa argota wafas, ase atét she deceived 
herself, not her mother; waft ate gta ad watar ats, ager awe 
in a thing like this, it is their fault, not ours. 

2. When the first clause contains a negative particle and 

the second 1s affirmative, the adversative particles may or may 
not be inserted: faq @ream Age aramt wei, Ata (or aT Ate ) 
by eating poison, man will.not live, but die. ‘lhe adversative 
aq then is only used, never q¢q or qu nevertheless. 

8. When two opposite clauses are joined simply to indicate 

variety, and not contradiction, the copulative conjunction TOT 

and, in the sense of No. J, is used: Bol AAA BATIOY yet qe 

arz the boy is weak, and the girl is strong. 

§ 666, When more than two adversative clauses are united 

in one sentence, both qa but, and aftr and, in its oppositional 

character, are employed to connect the clauses: wre aqaa@ aitata 

+ didt amal, gr ange Awl AyYT THR ast Ber sreaet Are, 
ATT ALAITIATA Hiei au azarara HAT Agas lL am fully aware 

thas people do so, bus I have not met with a single fault in 

Vasu, whereas Atmaram must be, at least, guilty of a thousand. 

In this sentence the second clause limits the first, and the third 

negatives the second; hence qe very naturally comes between 

the first two clauses, and arfot between the second and the last. 

When however, the second clause negatives the first and 

the third limits the second, there is no particle inserted between 

the first and the secoud clause, while qot 1s inserted before the 

third: @rawtdi wist areas asadi, atantqasdia Zial, Fe 

eqzB BHSAIA Flat the plates and dishes of the farmer were- not 

ilver, t heless they 
f cold and silver, but only of brass and copper, nevert 

ni clean and bright. at still, would be preferable to qt. 
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§ 667. In regard to the causative sentences, when the 
primary design of the speaker is to mention the cause, the 
clause containing the cause is put first, and the causal particle 
WA is affixed to it: area gai, anf uecnzar asi wea 
kG Hal SAA SEY Gt Yet Aadiw since the houses there are 

dry, clean, and commodious, there must be very few such ex- 
cellent cities. But when the speaker does not wish to state 
the cause first, the clause containing the fact to be accounted 
for is placed first, and the causal clause beginning with a #1, 
SIU Bi, Bt, &e., follows it: faeqr qreomga ae, at al FH 
Waa HAA ss ala a qa we it happened as she had 
said, for the five thousand that had come to his aid went back ; 
weal aq tye er sig qziat, Fi A sa <a qisiqa sa 
way fagdie whenever she heard the voice of her mother she 
used to tremble, for she did not know what her mother might 
have to say to her. 

§ 668, In causative sentences expressive of purpose, the 
sentence expressing purpose is put before the other clause with goyq at the end of the former; but when the ciause denoting purpose is placed last, it is preceded by the particle SE OT ATASA FL BUA TIM volt aeaist aaoli ws dee saa SAGA SIT ANS in order to romove the bad omen, the queen at once took a gun and killed the crow: Tay faasaqay fez (Svar 
Te wal, st fae sera saga gis wae she used to put 
green leaves over the cage. in order that it micht not suffer 
from the sun, When purpose is to be emphasized, the clause 
containing it is put first. 

| § 669. The conditional particies Sq and az are employed in purely conditional or supposititive sentences mT 4 fare lary 
TSA AL FI Na gy Bltdie if you alwavs went to him, you would contract his vices; a WA aifiaz wealis az Saw 
Sitias aT if you care to listen to me, then go this very dav 
to Hari. The relative conditional particle We my ht he 
optionally omitted Aas in the last exainiple, 

$670. Instead of the conjunctiona] particles wz and az. the > > . } 
, participial forms eqiq and sweat are sometimes en ployed. 
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The form in Fara is used when the act mentioned ir. the 
conditional clause is least important, or is least likely te occur. 
BATA=SAT Wal sreara Aar A should you ever happen to come to 

our town, come and see me. The future indicative with #t may 
be used for this form: Wear trsaqet Taare (or FaArara)should 

you ever seat me upon the throne. The form in stqaf is more 
emphatic than that in Fara, but still it implies that what is 

mentioned inthe consequent is more important than that which 
is stated in the conditional clause: 4f catas TAT staat F AST TA: 

aratra sradts should I go to him again, he will restore me to 

wy placein his service, When, however, the conditional clause 
is to be made emphatic, the past indicative with #T, expressed 

or understood, is employed: ¥ arara Ras AT Ha Fey should 

ny maternal uncle learn this, what would he say ? a ATT AIAT- 

HAS sara cArear say AAT STs aT gar Fatt if you shoud 
bring a certificate from the gentleman whom you served before; 

I will keep you. 

Note.—The past indicative denotes an act that is done and past, and 

about the occurrence of which there is no uncertainty or doubt what. 

soever, and therefore it is fixed and real. and hence the force which 

it has in a conditional clause, 

Note.—The forms expressing great uncertainty are considered most 

respectful in Mardth{, and are consequently employod when persons are 

addressed courteously: Gar AIT We TA AT GFA AATA AACA AT 
aay asta war za if you shoud perhaps desire that nobody should 

see you, I shall give you a suitable place ; HaHa | AAT ATeara 

sara should your majesty command, I shall inform you; s7raT Aiea 

ac ar ara arHa war if you will have the goodness to give me 

permission, I shall go and return in a moment. 

§ 671. ‘The past indicative, with wr or Att, being the mC? 

emphatic contlitional form, is always employed when the action 

contained in the conditional clause is more important than its 

result : Ft AT q wart Zlaala AT FITWT HOw boy. bake care if 

you stir hence ; fart arzr arati amee aadi Ga HS AT ARTA TH 

PROUT aréf though I should spend all my estate, I could not 

make up her loss. Ht or att is always expressed when the 

conditional clause is most emphatic, 
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Hence When a person speaks of himself with modesty, he 

uses the past tense in the conditional c'ause; the past tense, 

being an emphatic form, imposes a high degree of obligation on 
him: Wt ABI Ura Waal HUET we at di aeqr aaa Ber az 
Hewsaia ards? if I praised him betore his face, as I might in 

justice be expected to do, then would your majesty be pleased ? 

It would be rude to use this form in reference to a person of 
superior station. 

$672. When an event is‘certain or of frequent occurrence, 
and the performance of another act depends upon it, the past 
tense 1s used followed by @u@ instead of ag: Alar aIet Tel EOTa 
G2I Wea when uncle goes out, I will even then meet you; 
al AS AIA AB aia tell me as soon as he comes: gl Aza 
HV Aedia Tat ans di wa zigu cara wilt Gea sea ax 
AS AYA Aaa whenever this boy gues into the company of 
other boys, they drive him away, and say, “we will beat you if 
you shall come back again.” 

| Note.—The past indicative sometimes denotes an event which 
is least likely to happen in future time: Bar q BIAS Btiraqeq ~ MSA AT AASS F should you ever pass our door, come to me 
The past indicative here denotes an event which is not dependent 
upon the will of the person of whom it is affirmed, and therefore 
most contingent. 

Note —Instead of the past tense, the imperative might be used: QT 8% Weare WU (ATI) ANH aiter ess put the ox to 
the water-wheel, and he will then improve. 

§ 673. When an event has actually taken place, and there ig 
uo doubt in the speaker’s mind about it, the present and the past tense of aT¥ are used to make up the verbal forms: a AT Biz amet (of which you have no doubt ) al la VW aret if he jis not a thief, then he has nothing to fear; sz} ame ata at aa 
aze Nadia if they had come they must have seen me: Ty RT at ae, at al at esta gz jf he is here, then you will see him. 
§ 674. When the speaker does not question the occurrence ae ear ee wants to express that he has no know edge about it, then ager is substituted for i iadt rey ale : aT Lisi atatatt trey 
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AAs ait aq arofta ; though he should have gone to another 
continent, f will fetch him thence; iar ae aragra wat fei 

Mas az should the teacher have given them leave, what then ? 

ad Ala AAs at AH ag should he be going then do not come; 

ie 8 fafioz aqua at af faf zor atat should you be Zoing to 

write, [ shall not write: qq @Y way ers BAar at should he be in 

some place just here, then ? 

$675, When we wish to express that the event might 

have been different from that which has actualiy happened, the 
conditional mood is used: QUT Gardl TWH waist at al ans 

fase aaa had I needed more money, I would have sold the 
whole ; qiar sat Hal Aadt at Was! gael BT etarar if you had 

pardoned him, then Rama would not have been so much grieved. 

This is the most common use of the Marathi conditional mood. 

§ 676. When the things sapposed are very shortly to hap- 

pen, the conditional is used: ag at Hat AT Atal sat if he were 

going then I would go also ( Present tense ). 

§677, When the conditional clause denotes a concession, 

the particles wa and ag are used: gae at aifas att ais 

Pac 3c) ata@t although I told him so much, he did not listen; 

fqua wa zata wea aafy a aq Wea Tas although Devray 
was shedding tears, still he smiled when he heard that. waar 

or H@aifs might be substituted for the conditional particles; 

ga% wzs NAA at Tar though I said so much, still he went away. 

THE INTERJECTION. 

§ 678. The interjection gf, yes, requires a word of expla- 

tion. In answering a question, the verb employed in the ques- 

tion is repeated with or without aq yes. If a man was asked 

if his work was completed, he would be asked @rq xTS have you 

done your work (literally, is the work done ) ? He would answer, 

gta ats yes, it is done, or simply are it is dene; never only 

gia yes. 

§ 679. But since ea is a form of the verb gta to become, 

and, as a verb, is used in the sense of ag, is (§ 224), it can 

naturally be used by itself when the question is pub with the 
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verb em to be. Thus, the question qeft sort eet? are you 

Kunbis? might be answered simply by gtq yes, or with the 

whole question repeated in a different tone, as gta, gordi wet 

yes, we are Kunbis. 

§ 680. The negative answer is given in the same way as 

the affirmative: gar we Bast are you hungry? Answer: aref 
erret or entet arét [am not hungry. So also, q ater gtare did 
you go? art tet I did not go; q are atga@ are you a Brah- 

man ? aréf no; or arét, At Aram atet no, Tam not a Brahman; or 

aret, at fardt az no, I am a tailor. 

§ 681. The above information is only in reference to ques- 

tions of information. The mode of answering questions of per- 

mission or entreaty is somewhat different. In the affirmative 

answer the principal verb of the question is simply repeated, or 

repeated with the interjection glq yes, or a well: at AF shall I 

come? aT, or lq at, Or ax ar come; or yes, come: or well, 

come: eta & Yeas ararg should he read that book ? gtq-arara 
yes, he should read it, or qare arata he may freely read it. 

§ 682. The negative answer is given with the negative verb 
AB or ay: q ary asl do not thou read it; gat 4 war don’t 
come, ( plural ); eqr AR aM he should not come. These are the 
negative forms of the imperative and subjunctive moods, When 
aI is used as the negative form of qrfex (§ 266), it can be 
used in the answer simply by itself: gur etat qifee ? do you 
want a mango ? 7al, or Her aay I don’t want it, or get atar 

wel, SS Wer I don’t want a mango, but a plantain. 

CHAPTER XXXII. 

Prosody 

THE PRINCIPLES OF VERSIFICATION. 

§ 683—§ 694. 

§ 683. The laws of Marathi versification are based chiefly 
upon quantity, syllabification, rhyme, aud accent. 

46 m 
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Note.—The rules of Mardthi versification are principally 
derived from Sanskrit. 

§ 684. QUANTITY (Aran) indicates the time taken in pro- 
nouncing an (sat) or syllable; SyLLABIFICATION ( stearate ) 
refers to the number of the syllables which compose a verse 
or a part of it; RHYME (was) is the correspondence of sound in 
the terminating sounds of two or more members of a verse. 
and ACCENY , afa\ faq ) marks the sections into which a verse 
is divided. 

§ 685. Quantity is reckoned by matrus or moments, and 
each short vowel is supposed to be uttered in one moment, and 
hence it is equal to one matra. A long vowel takes twice as 
much time as is required to pronounce a short vowel, and is 
therefore, equal in quantity to two matras. The diphthongs are 
ineluded in the long vowels. 

The length or quantity of the vowel is indicated by two signs, 
tae macron or a transverse line (—-) put on the top of a syllable 
to denvute two matras, and the crescent (~) to denote one 

mtutrs; thus % = | matra; aq = 2 matras; arg = 3 matras; 

qrat = 4 watras; FA = 2 matras. 

§ 636. here are some vowels which, though short, become 

jong by postion. They are these:—(1) a short vowel with, 

an anuswar over it; (2) a short vowel, followed by a visarga; 

(3) a short vowel, followed by a double consonant and (4) a short 

vowel (occasionally) at the end of a verse. Thus Fea; F:; Ty; 

“teat grate et Tat are.” 

Note.—When the letter with an anuswa4r over it, or that 

tollowed by a double letter, is not pronounced forcibly, it does 

not become long; 1s Ha; tad; Aa, Tall, Tear. 

§ 687. Rhyme forms an essential element of Marathi ver- 

sification, and the following verse is an example of it:— 

wa sardtar i gitar frarar. 
ST Wa Tat Wy atesH A ATA. 

Note.—The terminating syllables of all the four members of 

ble verse sound alike. The terminating letters must be of the 

same organ. 
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§ 688. Syllabification is essential to some kinds of versifi- 

cation, such as slokas, &c. In the following verse all the 

members correspond in the number of their syllables, although 

they do not all rhyme with each other :— 

aia gear u ge faagiu = 5+5 syllables. 

aia wat u gra ara = 545 ,, 

§ 689. A combination of the syllables, either according to 

their number or their length (quantity) forms a aq or foot. 

When the syllables are combined according to their number, 

they make what may be called a syllabic foot, and when they 

are combined according to their length, they make a non- 

syllabic foot. 

§ 690. A syllabic foot is composed of three aay or syl- 
lables, aud the three syllables may or may not vary in length; 
thus qaq@ is a syllabic foot. 

Note.—The syllables composing a syllabic foot may be thus 

arranged according to their quantity :— 

qaral = — - -; Uhr =-~ -; amg =--~; aaa = VY 

~—;, eI — ~~ ; WAA ~ - ~; AAT ~— ~ -; Alatal ~~~. 

Thus there are eight classes of the syllabic feet, each of which is 

named by the indtral letter of the above words. Thus q denotes 
the foot qarat or ~~ —; q denotes the foot wher -~-, and so on, 

§691, A non-syllabic foot, which is measured by the length 
of the syllables which compose it, consists of four matras, as 
ara. 

Note.—The non-syllabic feet ure divided into five classes, according 
to the position and quantity of the syllables of which they consist. 
Thus, @ar= 4; aaa = 4,77 A= 4; AHA 4, tat @=4. The 
classes are named by the initcal letters of these words. Thus, 
wy denotes Har --; a denotes afaat or — W-. and go on. b 

§ 692. The feet make a qrg or ago a distich, and a verse 
consists of two or more distichs. Thus:— 

aaa frara arefiat | ei geaatar anstaai 1 
ea Ase Et al WAaTA | Sawa a WATT 1 

Note.—In this verse there are four distichs, and each distich contains 
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nine syllables, i.e. three syllabic feet, and fourteen matras, 2.6. 
three and a half non-syllabic feet, The half-letters are not 
reckoned. 
Note.—Each distich is usually marked off by lwo perpendicular 

lines, put at the end of it. Thus:— 

Bd adi te Mz Hiswa | TAs AY Giz srs 11 
Weal aq aia wai | getaa saad ata i 

$693. The distichs are arranged into lines called ay} or 
halves. Thus:— 

sardt fae act | agi save Paar a 
AT AS aU Pra | a aatiea Far a 

§ 694. The accent marks offa section of the verse where 
there is a slight pause made in reading or singing. Thus :—- 

ata geal ge (aaa uv aia wa ga ara a 
wit faq Bice stat u ata eva aay aa 

Note.—The accent falls here on every fifth syllable, 
E= Note.—A distich is a division of the verses according to the 

sense as well as the arrangement of the feet, while the accent 
does not mark off c/awses; it simply indicates the place where a 
pause should be made in reading, The syllable on which the 

accent falls ought to finish the word. 

CHAPTER XXXII. 

THE VARIETIES OF MARATHI VERSIFICATION. 

§ 695—§ 706. 

§695. The Marathi poetry is divided into several classes, 

the principal of which are the Aryas the Slokas, the Padas, 

the Sakis, the Dindis, the Ovis. and the Abhangs. 

The Arya (=arat). 

§ 696. The Arya verse is wholly reckoned by the quantity 

v its syllables. It consists of four distichs and two lines, 
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§697. In the arrangement of the feet care must be taken 

to have the siath foot, in each line, to be either @ (~-~) ora 

(vv), and to avoid the @ foot in every odd position. 1.6. it 

should not be placed first or third or fifth or seventh in the line 

1 — 3 4 i 5 4 6 7 . 

aval aaa UA, TNA Tliata Ga Tara 30 tt So. 
l 2 3 + a 6 vf 

aaa fH Qzaa, He WAZ SES ATA Ut 

§ 695. The Aryas are sub-divided into four classes, V1Z., 

the Arya proper, the Giti (aia), the Upagiti (sartifa), the 

Udgiti (agif), and the Arya-giti (aralafifa). 

The Arya proper consists in all of 57 mdtras, 12 in the first 

and third, 18 in the second, and 15 in the fourth distich. 

Soa G4 Hla He - Here HE TTT AAT FAT 18. 
SAE Baraat = 92 = asiall AH Get Fay = wt 15. 

The Giti and the other metres differ from it only in the 

coustruction of the second and fourth distichs ( § 545 ). 

The Giti has 18 mdtrds in every second and fourth distich, 

and the whole number of its mdtrds amounts to 60; in the 

Upugiti, the second aud fourth distichs contain 15 matrds each 

the Udgiti has 15 mdtrds in the second and 18 in the fourth 

distichs; and the Aryd-giti has 20 mdtrds in each of the two 

distichs. The following is an example of the Arya-giti :— 

i fra ata aeoat;= 12 m. we Hi AW HSI Harvaa soar i VO 

faa aft qual, — 12 af fue fraeg a fiai ui u 20 

The Sloka ( IH ) 

§ 699. The Sloka verse is determined by the nwmber of its 

syllables. Its varieties are too many to be enumerated here 

It is usually composed of four distichs; and the distichs 
correspond to each other in the number of their syllables. ‘Uhe 
first two and the last two distichs rhyme with each other; 
sometimes, however, all the four rhyme. The accent forms a 

essential element of this verse, which falls in each distich on 
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the same syllable. The distichs of a loka may be composed of 
from one to any number of syllables, and may take any variety 
of feet. The following are a few specimens of Slokas :-— 

(1) 
ata wa gra ara 
ata gear ge aati 

Note.—The distichs are composed of five syllables each, and 
rhyme by pairs. 

(2) 
ata car a War aera aeaatri 
AVA! ACSA || ATarat = ATA ti 

Note.—The distichs are composed of eight syllables, and the 
accent falls upon every tuurth syllabie. 

(3) 
WMA FT ATMsat | Agia Weare ar waar yy 
asaet gat a ast eit avegfear ategeg 1 

Note.—The distichs are composed of eleven syllables each. 

(4) 
AMT AWS AAA Al AAA BSA as a Tava al wars ti 
fart ava aara at adta un seit age aara al Hala HI 

Note—The distichs are composed of 18 syllables each; and 

the acceat falls upon the third and the tench syllables. 

(5) 
Ua WMA SALT Sls Test ar aie wat 
any Is gislaai wie va dia wa AMS as 1 

MARA Fa Hal aI Ara ala Gia aua7 tl 

q ava ay ar am ofa TT aT Badtta aTa— 

Note.—Each distich contains 28 syllables, and the accent 

falls upon the 6th, 6th, 6th, and 5th syllables. 

Tie Padas (72). 

§ 700, The Pada is a stanza, composed of several lines 

called kadvens, the first line of which is repeated at the end of 
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each of the following lines, a8 a chorus or ware, The chorus 

may or may not correspond to the other lines in quantity. 

A kadven is divided into two distichs, generaliy of unequal 

leagths, and is reckoned by the length of its syllables. When 

the padu is sung, the first distich of the dhrupada is twice 

repeated. Thus— 

arat ay as ( Ay arer) u Saha aret saves i Lo tl 

ATT TST AE i HAE AAS Ast Wet ti 9 ul Bate I 

aay qoa we u saga frais ue uz ul arate 

AAS HAT TS Ul Tr Ayn aaa BSS tt 3 tl MT o I 

wraty Teqal sarar faaa TAT AT UB ll ATFETe tl 

Note. —Each line contains 28 mitrds; the first distich con- 

tains 12, and the second 16. 

The Saki (ary ) 

§ 701. The saki isa verse of two limes, and each line has 

sevep feet or twenty-eight mdtrds. ‘The accent generally falls 

at the end of the fourth foot or the sixteenth mdtrd. The last 

syllable of the lines is always long, ‘Thus— 

ava qt aaat faved atfay at Sar ii 
aaa AS aal at al Sarasa War ti 

Note—The accent fa‘is upon the 16th matra. The lines rhyme. 

The Dindi ( fee). 

§ 702. The Dindi is a verse of either two or four distichs, 
which correspond in the sound of their terminating syllables. 
Each distich has 19 md¢rds, and the accent falls upon the ninth. 
The mdtrds should be arranged thus :— 

Ist, A foot of three mdtras, i. e.-~, or ~ =. or WO WV 
2nd, A foot of six mdtras, i.e. EE OY Seat seu ce, Nag es 

or a combination of the short and long matras. | 
3rdiy, A foot of three mdtrds (as the first). 

4thly, Ditto. 
Sthly, and lastly, A foot of two long mdtrde, i. 6.-— 
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(I.) A Dindi; composed of two distichs :— 

SAT ASF AGT Tar | eer Fara Be Car aa at 
fra ust aa arate gat | Aare aay Aererar vv 
(IL) A Dindi; composed of four distichs:— 
Soh ate ql shear. aa dar ait sarah ay Wi 
TATA ST A ATOR WI AM Arar sn Tar az It 

The Ovi | atrat ). 

§703. This verse is deterinined neither by the quantity nor 
the number of its syllables. It is composed of four distichs the 
first three of which rhyme with each other. while the lust does 
not. It does not differ much, in construction, from prose, and 
-s employed in the composition of narrative poems. Thus— 

(1) 
w ahaa are uh safe Pease Sa 
a faaag fae uy aerar i Mukunda: dya 

(2) 
Saal yates seat 2evt Foy sist 1 
MY I AM Ae! ll Maza Ba Dnydndeva. 

(3) 
HWA SAAT i ASIST AMBIT tt 
Asta aritat waases i sa Ay seo Mukteswar. 

The Abhung ( waT ip 

§ 704. The Abhang verse has two or four distichs, and each 
distich contains a certain number of syllables, Sometimes two 
short syllables are put for one long one. 

§ 705. When the Abhang verse consists of four distichs the 
first three have six syllables each, and the fourth has four. Thus 

ST AY Sat A Fe et ait ll AM ATT ui saa ui a ti 
aria aidiet u arget cRa un aed Be Sa 1 Siwerdr wv 2 1 

AIMTSA BENT  adiva fayfa u se serra? uv Twas 31 
Tukdram, 

Note.—The second and third distichs rhyme with each other. 
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§ 706. When an Abhang is composed of two distichs, both 

the distichs have eight syllables; sometimes, however, the first 

stanza has six syllables. Both the distichs rhyme with each 

other. Thus— 

adi seat qa 24 ul att FSA TUT 
ail Atas STN | SIT AaeaT ALT I Tukdram. 

There are various other classes of Abhangs, for wh'ch and 

uther versifications the students should consult the Navanita. 

CHAPTER XXXITII. 

PECULIAR POETICAL FO&MS. 

§ 707—6 718. 

§ 707, Nouns and verbs, as well as some other parts of 

speech, assume peculiar forms in poetry, and sometimes the 
mode of constructing sentences also differs from that usually 
followed in prose. The following observaticns may, therefore, 

be found useful by the student of Marathi poetry. 

NOUNS. 

§ 708. The nouns ending in 4 may optionally assume the 
final & or a; gaq God or gare; ara faith, wrat, Thus, 

Aiziaar Marx Hora, THI WHTAT Haq —Jukies' war. 

TAMA war, weet ari sal, adi Zazay arazet-Dnyanader. 

| § 709. We shall give below the noun gaz Lord, declined 
in all the cases :— 

Nom. $r% 

Iustr. STL, Satai-te-a, (a sing., z plu.) 

Dat. gat, gavert safa-a-gawa, at or alt. 
Abl. grinagia, qafaai-git, efai-qrara, 
Gen. Zagrar-ate-faar, 

Loc. gatt,-at. 
§ 710. The ar and g, emploved to make up the crude forms. 

are sometimes changed to gat and g¥ respectively :— 

47 m 
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camizata (for eqaeaia ) a% aaarqat.— Waman, 
Ts arefarwatan (for grefaeqnar ) snegife agar art ai. 

Mukteswar., 

aa a ea a gfxaar ( for gfgar) wrqy.— Tukarim. 

Sometimes qr is changed to T :— 

aan gigia qr sst.—Tukirim. 
Seqreal aA ary, feaaat a Bia.— Dnydnadev. 

ADJECTIVES. 

§71l. The Adjectives are sometimes put in the same case 

with the noun which they qualify : 

qq BUA Wa A Hara Alaa serara.— Moropant. 

§ 712. Adjectivas ending in @ are sometimes inflected like 

the adjectives in a :-— 

= ait ais at Sa aaa, Ys St as J eT My. —Tukdrum. 

§ 718. The adjectives are freeiy compared, as in Sanskrit, 

with the particles of sii aie (§ 520, § Note ):— 

quaat are sar, AT Meats argia —.V/oropant. 

fagaa geaaa sy aeate &, fea at wa saret.— Moropant, 

PRONOUNS. 

§ 714, The personal pronouns assume various forms in 

poetry— 

Now. ar I a Thou Plural 

Acc. HT 4 

lustr. Tar, eal, al 

Dat. Aa, Alda, Wa, Aa, Aa HIseia 

Abl. 

Gen. Wald, ATA | FST 

q and Hy are used in the accusative giaai & fadi aRara. 

§ 715, The domonstrative feminine pronouns gy and qf, 

7 and 3 respectively : 
and the relative gy, sssume the forms @, a. ee > respe v: 

and the crude-forins gqy and eqy, becomne gat ane aT, 
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aration HH ear, FA TOT HABA —Hamdis. 

Bra AO alat A Ve F At, aeaw aol sata —Vuhiram 

aa eft Re AX ward, At at Prave axar aara-— Wemun- 

§ 716. The forms at, Wat, Aar, and @#arare optidnally 

changed to Tat, Hat, Sat and ®ar. aslo who is changed to Baw. 

{aT AH BAN A, SOMA FA, BAT qzia.— Wdman. 

The crude-form gar of #Tq@ what ? 1s changed 10 @Ta@ar. 

SIAA, Wt, AA TAS Oem, aver qa Hat fre aar.—TPukdram. 

The word gaz occurs in the forms az and T— 

ait sorted ante ates, aq a args wera ve. —Tukiram. 

ae qaarat azai, aot anita, et, aravadt —/ukreswar. 

Note.—Sometimes pure Sanskrit forms are used; for In- 

stance, qa for araT Mine, a@ for gat thine. 

THE VERP. 

§ 717. The past habitual forms are usually emploved for 

all the forms of conjugation, present, past and future :— 

Ist Conjugation. 2nd Conjugation. 

l. af SS SING. HiT IF plu. af il, WET FE 

2. & a 20 Fatt TAT q. eta, Fatt Be 

3. at, tt, ass 8, Gt, At, saat ay, at, a, Se. a, ear at wieat 

Imperative. 

& sf & Bie 

Pluperfect Participle. 

sata, gata, seia. oe oor saat; adia, wala, eifaai. 

Note.—The gerund is usually emploved for the imperative 

or the subjunctive :— 

AAA BTA AAMATITIT I ( earat),—Tukdran. 

Note.—Sometimes the second singular and third indicative 

plural forms assume f@ and f@ respectively ; aftla, aftarta. 

Note —Sometimes the root is put for the third person sin- 

gular:— 

feast a a 8 (ae) aar.—Tukiran. 

Note—In the past second person plural @fq and #@ are 

sometimes substituted for st:— 
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ate an gia at tar ai aazia araia.— 
TATA FEN AA ada eV Brava gesia.— 

Note.—Some verbs assume peculiar forn.s in the past tense: 

qraet for qradi (Sk. svar, siz) went 

eiaaet for gtaat laughed. 

witaaet for faut ran. 

wqitaar for ware ate. 

a@iizae for arge took out. 

Note.—‘The future terminations in @ and 2 are indiscriml- 

nately used. 

gat wae (for qeie) ero1.— Ekndth. 

qui ME Aataa, Al qlea Siswer.— Sridhar. 

__ Note. As the base of the second conjugation is made up 

with ¥, so in poetry the base of the first conjugation is formed 

by g:— 
“A A . ~~ ° \ cas ~ 

& halt waat wea ge x aati Kal aTafa.— Veithal. 

Ast Ast YAITa a Baga. — Vaman. 

§ 718. Passive forms made up with gw or gw (Sk. q) are 

used often in poetry. both actively and passively. They are 

thus conjugated: 
PRESENT TENSE. 

Kartari Construction. 

Singular. Plural 

l. af ahaa m -af-, a 2 AE BTAAT 

2. & aiada m dia f.-adan. geet aeaai 

3. at, a, a ahaa m.,-dt f.-a v- a, Ul at Hieaata 

Bhave Construction. 

l. tar MFET : 
2. ar arat aaa 

3. zara, faa, aitai 
Past TENSE. 

Karmani Construction. 

° Bs ry} 
~ A 

1. aT sabi ERABI-B-B,-B 
2. tay atel pe 

ae eins ey ; SaT-S 
l. wa, faa, Alt ata 
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FUTURE TENSE 

Bhave Construction. 

i= 

=aT ATT 

. = ~ ~ 

3. wera, faa, ara, aid 

Imperative Mood. 

rat Or galt Biwi, STs. 

Past Particrple 

PRAB-W-S sing. -B-ear-wT plu. 

Note.—arét is changed to aie ; ee, or ateg is substituted for 

a+et. 
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APPENDIX. 

Nore A, 

|. Mopr CHARACTERS. 

1. The Modf letters are thus written and pronounced :— 

Vowels. 

T a, T a, Tr. GT u, Fe, F ai, Yo F au, T am. Uz ah 

Consonants. 

Y ka $ da Hm 

2y khit a dha TF yu 

T ga BT a J ra 

J gha TV ta ¥ la 

Gna 7 tha T va 

J cha J da AT Sa 

, chha J dha T shu 

4 T na TF aa 

A jha CJ pw The 

Fina pha B la 

0 ta FJ ba AA kali 

6 tha FH bhu fT dnya 

2, ‘The following ave three Modi Bardkhadis, ov modes ot 

syllabilication — 

ka £G ki hi ku ku ké kav ko Rau kam kak. 

B A 5 a, te . 

—qo-ornr ar OO 

ga gu gi gi gu gu gegar go yar gam gah. 

~~ . 

aT 16 
ta ta ti tr tu tu fe tai fo tau fam tah. 
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Nore B. 

Pursvng. 

(1) wast iim Fai Ravji comes every day. 

qrasft is a proper noun of the ist declension, ( but declined 

irregularly,) 3rd singular masculine, and in the nominative case, 

being nominative to @at. 

a is an adverb modifying qav. 

Hay is an irregular intransitive verb of the Ist conjugation, 

present indicative, the 3rd singular masculine, and being in 

ayreement with the nominative, 18 in the subjective constru ction 

(2) war ara you should come. 

zat is a personal pronoun, 2nd singular, and in the iustru- 

imental case of agency, being numinative to ala, 

ara is an irregular intransitive verb of the Ist conjugation, 

present subjective, the 3rd singular neuter, and isin the ueuter 

construction, as it does not agree with its nominative tart 

(3) waar Gtas artaay Raghoba reads a book 

qr@lat is a proper noun of the Ist declension, ( but declined 

irregularly,) 3rd singuler masculine, and in the nominative care 

being nominative to arfaal. 

qeas 1s & common noun of the 2nd declension, 3rd singular 

neuter, and in the accusative case, governed by a1faat. 

aifaar is a regular transitive verb of the 2ud conjugation, 3rd 

singular masculine, present indicative. and being in agreement 

with its nominative gr@lar, 18 1 the subjective construction. 

(4) faa stat afer she cut the mango. 

faz is a personal pronoun. 8rd singular feminine, and is in 

the instrumental ease of agency, being nominative to erfter, 
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iat is a common noun of the 1st declension, the 3rd singular 

maszuline and is in the accusative case, governed by a@rqer 

BUYS is a regular transitive verb of the 2nd conjugation, 3rd 

singular masculine, of the past indicative, and agreeing with its 

object, is in the objective construction. 

(5) Ql BSUS ATS aati do not beat that child. 

qr is a Demonstrative pronoun in the crude form, joined to 

SHUT. 

SHUI 1S a common noun of the 3rd declension ( but irregu- 

larly declined), the 8rd singular masculine, and is in the dative 

case, being the direct object to ATS aaa. 

qre wat is a regular transitive verb of the negative form, 2nd 

singular of the present imperative, and agreeing with the 

nominative g thou understood, is in the subjective construction. 

(6) qwr aaa alee Yamani unloosed me. 

zr is a personal pronoun, 1st singular masculine, and is in 

the dative vase, being direct object to atfs. 

qadia isa proper noun of the Ist declension, of the 3rd 

singular feminine, of the instrumental case of agency, and 1s 

nominative to Quee. 

ar@s is a regular transitive verb of the 2nd conjugation, the 

past indicative, 3rd singular, and being in the neuter construc- 

tion, is of the neuter gender, and does not agree either with the 

subject or the object. 

(7) at wat att qiata at soe he will arise as soon as she calls 

out to him. 

at is a personal pronoun, being nominative absolute by reason 

of the following participle arfzat. 

4qTSlI 1S a personal pronoun, and is in the dative case, being 

object to ete ART. 

Zim alzat is the present participle of the compound verb ate 

FITT, being joined to at. 
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q is an adverb, modifying ete arfeat. 

at is a personal pronoun, third person singulsr nominative 
case, Nominative to 38s. 

g2e is regular intransitive verb of the Ist conjugation, of 

the future indicative, the 3rd singular masculine, and, agreeing 
with the nominative @f, is in the subjective construction. 

(8) wet araaa I can go. 

Her is a personal pronoun, Ist singular masculine, in the 
dative case, and is nominative to qraaad. 

wraaa is a potential intransitive verb of the 1st conjugation, 
the present indicative, 3rd singular neuter, and being in the 
neuter construction, does not agree with its nominative yer, 

(9) wqret ae afew he must go. 

waret is a dative nominative to we qnew. 

ie WH is a compound obligational verb of the present 
tense, and being in the neuter construction, does not agree with 
the nominative. 
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